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Abstract 
This thesis focuses on two separate, but related areas: the 
analysis of translation technique and the Greek texts of Daniel. 
Foremost i n the research of Translation Technique (TT) i n the 
Septuagint i s the need for a model that i s appropriate f o r the analysis 
of d i f f e r e n t ancient languages. In recent years there has been an 
increasing emphasis on the features of l i t e r a l i s m i n a translation, but 
i t i s argued i n t h i s thesis that the focus on l i t e r a l i s m is inadequate 
as a methodology fo r the analysis of TT. The contention of t h i s thesis 
is that the analysis of TT should incorporate insights from modem 
l i n g u i s t i c research. Therefore, the main purpose of t h i s thesis is to 
develop and apply such a model to the Old Greek (OG) and Theodotion (Th) 
versions of Daniel. 
The existence of two complete Greek versions of the book of Daniel 
that are closely related to the same Vorlage (at least i n chapters 1-3 
and 7-12), furnish ideal examples for the application of the methodology. 
Unfortunately, i t i s no straightforward matter to employ the OG of 
Daniel, because the available c r i t i c a l edition can no longer be regarded 
as r e l i a b l e . The most important witness to the OG version of Daniel is 
Papyrus 967, and large portions of t h i s manuscript have been published 
since the appearance of the c r i t i c a l e d i tion of the OG of Daniel i n 1954. 
Therefore, i n order to analyze and compare the two Greek texts of Daniel, 
i t i s necessary to evaluate a l l of the variants of Papyrus 967 i n order 
to establish a preliminary c r i t i c a l text of OG. Once a c r i t i c a l text is 
established the proposed methodology f o r translation technique i s applied 
to selected passages i n the OG and Th versions of Daniel. 
An analysis and comparison of TT i n OG and Th makes i t possible to: 
1) characterize the TT employed by OG and Th i n d e t a i l ; 2) determine Th's 
relationship to OG, i.e. is i t a revision or independent translation; 3) 
demonstrate how the Greek texts can be employed e f f e c t i v e l y for textual 
c r i t i c i s m of the Hebrew Bible. On the basis of the analysis of Th's text 
i t i s also possible to determine Th's relationship to the body of works, 
which exhibit a close formal correspondence to the Masoretic tex t , known 
as /:af^e-Theodotion. 
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Introduction 
Over the last f i f t e e n years there has been a growing interest i n 
the study of the translation technique (TT) of the various books of 
the Septuagint (LXX). The impetus for such research i s the 
application of the knowledge gained to the t e x t - c r i t i c a l use of the 
LXX i n B i b l i c a l research.' I t was through my own reading while 
studying for the Master of D i v i n i t y degree that I became convinced 
that a predominant methodology being employed for the study of TT in 
the LXX needed correction. This thesis represents an attempt to 
provide that correction. 
The primary purpose of t h i s thesis is to provide a descriptive 
analysis of the TT employed i n the Old Greek (OG) and Theodotion (Th) 
versions of the Book of Daniel, which w i l l also sei^e as a paradigm 
for others wishing to engage i n similar research. Although the aim is 
stated i n one sentence, i t encompasses three important subjects. The 
f i r s t i s the study of TT and how the study of TT can inform the 
scholar's use of a version for the textual c r i t i c i s m of the Hebrew 
Bible. The second subject i s the Greek texts chosen fo r the study: 
the OG and Th versions of Daniel. F i n a l l y , we' w i l l apply the results 
of the study of TT in the Greek texts to the tex t u a l - c r i t i c i s m of the 
Masoretic Text (^f^). 
In the course of t h i s thesis, then, we w i l l begin with the 
textual c r i t i c i s m and analysis of the TT of the Greek texts of Daniel 
and follow i t through to i t s ultimate end: textual c r i t i c i s m of MT. 
There are those who might express reservations about the wisdom of 
"lone rangers" attempting to combine too many areas of research and 
manufacturing tendentious "do-it-yourself" methodologies, and. 
The pronoun "we" (or "our") i s frequently employed in t h i s 
thesis to designate myself, the w r i t e r , and you, the reader, i n order 
to acknowledge your p a r t i c i p a t i o n in the investigative process. 
¥or example, see the excellent discussion of the d i f f i c u l t i e s of 
employing modem l i n g u i s t i c methods to the analysis of TT by J. De 
Waard, "La Septante: une Traduction," i n Etudes sur le Judaisme 
Hellenistique, ed. R. Kuntzmann and J. Schlosser (Paris: Les Editions 
du CERF, 1984), pp. 133-45, especially p. 143. 
perhaps, the shortcomings of t h i s thesis w i l l prove t h e i r doubts well-
founded. On the other hand, though i t i s more d i f f i c u l t nowadays to 
employ a mu l t i - d i s c i p l i n a r y approach in one's research, the necessity 
of doing so remains.^ I f one of the main reasons for reconstructing 
the c r i t i c a l text of the versions is to serve textual c r i t i c i s m of ^ f^ 
and, furthermore, i f the primary reason why we analyze TT i s also to 
serve textual c r i t i c i s m of ^ f^, then a study that combines these 
exercises i s i n order. 
I w i l l comment more f u l l y on the aims of t h i s thesis below. 
Chapter one (CH 1) i s a b r i e f introduction to previous studies in the 
OG and Th versions of Daniel, and w i l l provide the necessary 
background f o r the understanding of the stated goals as well as the 
methodology employed to achieve them. 
Translation Technique and Textual Criticism 
Foremost i n the research of TT i n the OG i s the need of a model 
that i s appropriate f o r the analysis of two very d i f f e r e n t ancient 
languages. In recent years there has been an increasing emphasis on 
the features of l i t e r a l i s m i n a translation, but i t is the contention 
of t h i s thesis that the focus on l i t e r a l i s m is inadequate to describe 
the TT of any book, p a r t i c u l a r l y a free translation l i k e the OG of 
Daniel.^ The emphasis on l i t e r a l i s m has been influenced by two 
scholars who have set f o r t h most clear l y the means for defining 
See also the a r t i c l e by Moshe Goshen-Gottstein, i n which he 
raises concerns about the increasing specialization and fragmentation 
w i t h i n b i b l i c a l scholarship, i n "The Textual Criticism of the Old 
Testament: Rise, Decline, Rebirth," JBL 102 (1983): 365-99. 
Vor studies which focus on the c r i t e r i a for l i t e r a l i s m see, G. 
Marquis, "Consistency of Lexical Equivalents as a Criterion for the 
Evaluation of Translation Technique," ed. C. Cox VI Congress of the 
lOSCS, SCS 23 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), pp. 405-424; "Word 
Order as a Cr i t e r i o n f o r the Evaluation of Translation Technique i n 
the LXX and the Evaluation of Word-Order Variants as Exemplified i n 
LXX-Ezekiel," Textus 13 (1986): 59-84; E. Tov, and E.G. Wright, 
"Computer Assisted Study of the C r i t e r i a f o r Assessing the Literalness 
of Translation Units i n the LXX," Textus 12 (1985): 149-187; B.G. 
Wright, "The Quantitative Representation of Elements: Evaluating 
'Literalism' i n the LXX," ed. C. Cox. VI Congress of the lOSCS, SCS 23 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), pp. 311-335; No Small Difference, 
Sirach's Relationship to Its Hebrew Parent Text, SCS 26 (Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1989). 
l i t e r a l i s m : James Barr and Emanuel Tov. In separate works, f i r s t Barr 
and then Tov proposed c r i t e r i a f o r l i t e r a l i s m , which were very similar 
i n content.^ In t h i s thesis we w i l l focus on Tov's approach, however, 
because he has been p a r t i c u l a r l y i n f l u e n t i a l i n focusing the energy of 
scholars towards investigating the characteristics of l i t e r a l i s m in 
the books of the LXX. Tov's influence i s due to several factors, not 
the least of which are his volviminous and meticulous writings i n the 
area of TT and the research of the LXX i n general.^ He has also been 
instrumental i n the CATSs' project. 
The research on the characteristics of l i t e r a l i s m has 
concentrated on generating s t a t i s t i c s that measure the degree to which 
various books formally reproduce the source text i n the receptor 
language. Although these s t a t i s t i c s are helpful as a general guide to 
TT, they are i n s u f f i c i e n t to describe how the translator understood 
the text before him in any particular case. Specific criticisms of 
the focus on l i t e r a l i s m f o r the study of TT are made in CH 3 in order 
to support the view that i t is inadequate as a methodology. Though 
the methodology of Tov, but, more p a r t i c u l a r l y , i t s application by 
Galen Marquis and Benjamin Wright, i s c r i t i c i z e d , i t i s my intention 
that t h i s appraisal i s viewed constructively. Our common goal is to 
refi n e a methodology for the analysis of TT and apply i t to the LXX. 
This thesis is one more step i n that process. 
The cr i t i c i s m s of the focus on l i t e r a l i s m w i l l also serve to 
prepare f o r the presentation of the proposed methodology for TT in CH 
4. The contention of t h i s thesis i s that the analysis of TT should be 
informed by the insights of modem l i n g u i s t i c research. The science 
of l i n g u i s t i c s has made great gains i n the past century and the last 
^BaTT, "Typology", p. 294; E. Tov, TCU, pp. 54-60. 
^Besides TCU, Tov has published numerous a r t i c l e s dealing with 
translation technique and the LXX i n general (see the bibliography). 
He has recently published a volume on the textual c r i t i c i s m of the 
Hebrew Bible which is already acknowledged to be the standard. See E. 
Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, (Minneapolis: Fortress, 
1992). 
C^ATSS = Computer Assisted Tools f o r Septuagint Studies. The 
CATSS project i s based at the University of Pennsylvania and the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem and i s under the co-direction of Robert 
Kraft and Emanuel Tov. 
30 years of B i b l i c a l scholarship reveal the growing influence of 
l i n g u i s t i c s i n b i b l i c a l studies.^ Though some scholars have used 
l i n g u i s t i c principles i n t h e i r research of TT i n the LXX (notably 
Ilm a r i Soisalon-Soininen and his students Raija Sollamo and Anneli 
Aejmelaeus'), they have confined t h e i r investigations to specific 
areas of syntax and applied them to numerous books of the LXX rather 
than attempting to describe the TT of a particular book. However, 
there has been one recent publication that appeared during the course 
of t h i s research that does o f f e r a TT analysis of a b i b l i c a l book 
employing a l i n g u i s t i c approach.'" H. Szpek offers a very thorough 
model for the analysis of TT; and we w i l l be i n dialogue with i t at 
numerous points i n t h i s thesis. A theoretical foundation and li n g u i s -
t i c model for the TT analysis of the individxial units/books of the LXX 
w i l l be presented i n chapter four, and i t w i l l be applied to the CG 
and Th versions of Daniel i n CH 5. 
The existence of two Greek versions of the book of Daniel, which 
are closely related to the same Vorlage (at least i n chapters 1-3 and 
7-12), furnishes us with ideal examples fo r the demonstration of our 
methodology. The two versions are p a r t i c u l a r l y appropriate because 
they manifest important differences i n how each rendered i t s parent 
t e x t . I t has become common to conceptualize these differences by 
re f e r r i n g to the OG version as a "free" translation, whereas Th's 
trans l a t i o n i s described as " l i t e r a l . " ' ' These characterizations, 
g 
James Barr j u s t l y deserves much of the credit for putting 
B i b l i c a l scholars on the r i g h t track i n his book, The Semantics of 
Biblical Language, (Oxford: University Press, 1961). 
See I . Soisalon-Soininen, Die Infinitive in der Septuaginta, 
(Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1965); R. Sollamo, Renderings of 
Hebrew Semiprepositions in the Septuagint, DHL 19. (Helsinki: 
Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1979); A. Aejmelaeus, Parataxis in the 
Septuagint, DHL 31 (Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1982). 
"^H.M. Szpek, Translation Technique in the Peshitta to Job: A 
Model for Evaluating a Text with Documentation from the Peshitta to 
Job, SBLDS 137 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992). See also J. De Waard, 
"Translation Techniques Used by the Greek Translators of Ruth," Bib 54 
(1973): 499-515; "Translation Techniques Used by the Greek Translators 
of Amos," Bib 59 (1978): 339-50. 
''Thack., pp. 12-13; H.B. Swete, An Introduction to the Old 
Testament in Greek, rev. by R.R. Ottley, (Cambridge: University Press, 
1914), pp. 43, 310. 
however, have tended to cast more shadow than l i g h t on the subject. 
In f a c t , the majority of the books of the LXX were translated very 
l i t e r a l l y ; and the differences between " l i t e r a l " and "free" 
translations have sometimes been overemphasized without due attention 
to features that they have i n common. James Barr draws attention to 
t h i s very point when he states: " t r u l y 'free' translation i n the sense 
i n which t h i s might be understood by the modem l i t e r a r y public, 
scarcely existed i n the world of the LXX, or indeed of much of ancient 
17 
b i b l i c a l translation i n general." 
I t has already been mentioned that the primary reason for the 
analysis of TT arises from the crucial role i t plays i n textual 
13 
c r i t i c i s m . Since the aim i s to develop an approach to the analysis 
of TT that also serves the practical needs of the textual c r i t i c , 
selected readings from Daniel w i l l also be examined i n CH 5 i n order 
to i l l u s t r a t e how the results from TT can be applied to textual 
c r i t i c i s m of the Hebrew t e x t . 
The Book of Daniel 
The content of Daniel may be divided into two parts: chapters 
one to s i x consist of court-tales narrated from the perspective of a 
14 
t h i r d person, and chapters seven to twelve i n which the character 
Daniel relates i n the f i r s t person four visions he received. In the 
Semitic text the book may also be divided on the basis of language. 
Chapters l:l-2:4a and 8-12 are w r i t t e n i n Hebrew, while 2:4b-7:28 are 
w r i t t e n i n Aramaic. The obvious d i f f i c u l t y i s the changes i n content 
12 
J. Barr, "The Typology of Literalism i n Ancient B i b l i c a l 
Translations," NAW3, I . p h i l . - h i s t . K l . (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1979), p. 281. 
^^ See L. Greenspoon, "The Use and Abuse of the Term 'LXX' and 
Related Terminology i n Recent Scholarship," BIOSCS 20 (1987): 21-29. 
'^A scholarly consensus has recently developed, led by John J. 
Collins that the court-tales originate from the background of 
"manticism" and that Daniel is p o s i t i v e l y portrayed as a wise 
courtier. However, t h i s view has been subjected to serious c r i t i c i s m 
by R.G. Wooden who i s completing his doctoral work at St. Andrews 
University. See J.J. Collins, "The Court-Tales i n Daniel and the 
Development of Apocalyptic," JBL 94 (1975): 218-234; W.L. Humphreys, 
"A L i f e s t y l e f o r Diaspora: A Study of the Tales of Esther and Daniel," 
JBL 92 (1973): 211-223. 
and the perspective from which the events are narrated do not coincide 
with the changes from Hebrew-Aramaic-Hebrew. 
Not only are there l i n g u i s t i c and l i t e r a r y anomalies preserved 
i n the HA version of Daniel, but the textual t r a d i t i o n of Daniel 
preserved i n the LXX and the other ancient versions i s very different 
from the Masoretic Text (NfT). Daniel i s ordered among the prophets i n 
the LXX (as i n the Protestant canon), while i n the Hebrew canon i t is 
placed with the Writings.^^ The LXX also has three additions to the 
book:'^ "The Prayer of Azariah and the Hymn of the Three Young Men," 
"Susanna," and "Bel and the Dragon." One f i n a l anomaly concerns the 
fact that during the course of the development of the LXX the OG 
translation of Daniel was supplanted by the so-called Th version. 
The co-existence of the OG and Th versions of Daniel inevitably 
leads to a discussion of how the two are related to one another. The 
t h i r d aim of t h i s investigation is to determine whether Th is a 
translation or a recension of the OG and, i f i t i s a recension, i s i t 
The recent thesis by Pablo David i s a detailed investigation of 
the b i l i n g u a l character of the book as i t relates to i t s l i t e r a r y 
growth. See P. S. David, "The Composition and Structure of the Book 
of Daniel: A Synchronic and Diachronic Reading," (Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Katholicke U n i v e r s i t e i t , Leuven, 1991). 
'%or an excellent discussion of the issues involved see Klaus 
Koch, "Is Daniel Also Among the Prophets?" Int 39 (1985): 117-130. 
"The Roman Catholic church at the council of Trent i n 1546 upheld 
t h e i r authority and declared them to be "deuterocanonical," i.e. of 
the second canon. Carey A. Moore, Daniel, Esther and Jeremiah: The 
Additions, AB 44 (New York: Doubleday, 1977), p. 3. 
10 
For background to the order of appearance of the additions i n 
the Greek versions and f o r the influence of the Greek versions on the 
other ancient versions, see Mont. pp. 5-7, 24-57. The presence of 
these additions and the existence of manuscript fragments of these and 
other Daniel stories found at Qumran has led many scholars to conclude 
the MT of Daniel ( p a r t i c u l a r l y chs. 1-6) was compiled from a wider 
cycle of existing stories. See, Moore, Additions, p. 29. This 
strengthens the e a r l i e r views of scholars such as Mont., p. 90 and 
C.C. Torrey that the Aramaic chs. 2-6 were enlarged later with ch. 7 
i n Aramaic and chs. 1 and 8-12 i n Hebrew. See C. C, Torrey, "Notes on 
the Aramaic Part of Daniel," Transactions of the Connecticut Academy 
of Arts and Sciences 15 (1909): 250. 
19 part of the kaige tradition? Most scholars would a f f i r m that Th i s 
a recension (or revision) of the OG,^ " but such an assessment has to 
be grounded i n a detailed analysis. Previous research on the 
recensions have been limited primarily to lex i c a l studies,^' whereas 
t h i s investigation of TT offers the opportunity of providing a more 
complete description of the a c t i v i t y of Th. There have been two 
c r i t e r i a proposed to determine whether a text i s a revision of another 
tex t : 1) there must be a s u f f i c i e n t number of d i s t i n c t i v e agreements 
between the texts to prove that one used the other as i t s basis; 2) 
that the revisor worked i n a certain way, i.e., i n our case, towards 
the proto-NfT, The f i r s t c r i t e r i o n i s more important than the second 
19 
The best recent introductions to the text of the Septuagint and 
the recensions have been wr i t t e n by E. Tov and O. Munnich. See Tov, 
"Die griechischen Bibelubersetzungen," ANRWU.20.1 (1986): 121-89; G. 
Dorival, M. Harl, and O. Munnich, La Bible Grecque des Septante, 
(Paris: Editions du CERF, 1988), pp. 129-200. See also S. Jellicoe, 
The Septuagint and Modem Study, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968). The 
terminology kaige t r a d i t i o n rather than recension i s employed because 
there is no j u s t i f i c a t i o n for treating the texts i d e n t i f i e d with kaige 
as a monolithic group. See J. W. Wevers, "Barth^lemy and Proto-
Septuagint Studies," BIOSCS 21 (1988): 33-34. See also the recent 
exhaustive treatment of the revisor of Job by Peter Gentry, "An 
Analysis of the Revisor's Text of the Greek Job" (Ph.D. Dissertation, 
University of Toronto, 1994), pp. 411-484, 488. 
'^^DA, pp. 43-44; 66-67; J.R. Busto Saiz, "El Texto Teodocionico de 
Daniel y la Traduccion de Simaco," Sef 40 (1980): 41-55; Tov, 
"Bibelubersetzungen," 177-178. A. Schmitt agrees Th is a recension, 
but believes i t i s not part of kaige. See Schmitt, p. 112. 
DA; K.G. O'Connell, The Theodotionic Revision of the Book of 
Exodus, HSM 3 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972); E. Tov, 
Jeremiah and Baruch; W. Bodine, The Greek Text of Judges, HSM 23 
(Chico: Scholars Press, 1980); L.J. Greenspoon, Textual Studies in the 
Book of Joshua, HSM 28 (Chico: Scholars Press, 1983). A notable 
exception to the above studies i s the recent thesis by Gentry. 
Although his approach i s s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t from the methodology that 
i s presented i n CH 4, he provides an exhaustive analysis of the 
Theodotionic material i n the text of Job. Besides the lexical 
equivalency of a l l nouns i n Theodotion Job, Gentry separately examines 
proper nouns, common nouns, differences in number, bound phrases, 
a t t r i b u t i v e phrases, and a r t i c u l a t i o n . He then treats the translation 
of a l l pronouns, verbal forms, p a r t i c l e s , prepositions, and 
conjunctions i n separate categories. 
^^ E. Tov, The Septuagint Translation of Jeremiah and Baruch, HSM S 
(Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976), p. 43; J.W. Wevers, "An Apologia for 
Septuagint Studies," BIOSCS 18 (1985): 29-33; L. J. McGregor, The 
Greek Text of Ezekiel: An Examination of Its Homogeneity, SCS, 18 
f o r two reasons. I f a text i s closer to the MT, i t may be that a 
translator j u s t worked that way. Therefore, a su f f i c i e n t number of 
d i s t i n c t i v e agreements are required i n order to prove dependence. 
Unfortunately, even the c r i t e r i o n of d i s t i n c t i v e agreements has 
to be applied cautiously, because agreements may be explained as later 
corruptions during the transmission of the texts. Therefore, we have 
to add a t h i r d c r i t e r i o n to our l i s t : d i s t i n c t i v e disagreements. 
Di s t i n c t i v e disagreements are not mere inconsistencies found in the 
work of the (presumed) fevisor, but renditions which are t o t a l l y 
independent of the text (presumably) being revised. In other words, 
d i s t i n c t i v e disagreements are features that indicate the work of an 
independent translator. In a comparison of the texts of Th and OG in 
Daniel we w i l l have to weigh very carefully evidence of agreements and 
disagreements i n order to give us a balanced perspective of Th's text, 
especially when our witnesses to the text of the OG are so sparse. 
Even with the advent of 967 as a witness to the OG we w i l l discover 
that there remains si g n i f i c a n t evidence that the text of OG has been 
corrupted through harmonization to MT and Th. Therefore, determining 
the relationship that existed between the texts i n t h e i r o r i g i n a l 
composition is a complex question, and requires that the ori g i n a l OG 
text be disentangled as much as possible from the later corrupted 
form. In some passages t h i s task is impossible. However, the 
analysis of the texts i n CH 5 w i l l provide the reader with an oppor-
t u n i t y to draw his/her own conclusion regarding t h i s issue. The 
analysis of CH 5 w i l l also inform the analysis of Th's relationship to 
the kaige t r a d i t i o n i n CH 6. 
Texts and Witnesses Consulted 
The HA text f o r t h i s study is the fourth edition of Biblia 
Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), which i s based on the Leningrad Codex 
of the Masoretic Text. Reference is also made to the manuscript 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985), pp. 132-133. 
E l l i g e r and W. Rudolph, Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, 
(Stuttgart: Deutsche B i b e l s t i f t u n g , 1977). 
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fragments from Qumran, p a r t i c u l a r l y 4QDan*'''''^.^* The fragments from 
caves 1 and 6 do not witness any significant variants from NfT, though 
IQDan^ does have the beginning of the Aramaic section i n 2:4b.^ ^ 
The main text for the Th version of Daniel is the c r i t i c a l text 
26 
by Ziegler. The sit u a t i o n is more complicated with respect to OG 
because the Th version supplanted i t at an early date and the majority 
of manuscripts we possess witness to t h i s later Th version. There are 
only two extant witnesses to the complete text of OG, and only one of 
them is i n Greek. The Chisian (Chigi) manuscript, numbered 88 by 
Rahlfs and Z i e g l e r , i s dated i n the 9 - l l t h centuries C.E. The other 
manuscript i s the Syro-Hexapla (Syh) which was completed by Paul of 
Telia i n 615-617 C.E. The Syh i s an extremely l i t e r a l translation of 
J O 
Origen's Hexapla into Syriac. One notable feature of 88 and Syh is 
the extent of t h e i r agreement. Ziegler refers to them as "sister 
99 
manuscripts." 
The only extant pre-hexaplaric manuscript of Daniel is papyrus 
967 which was discovered i n 1931 and required 46 years and four 
editors before i t was f u l l y published.^" Unfortunately, Ziegler was 
only able to make use of the texts published by Kenyon, so the 
24 
Eugene Ulr i c h , "Daniel Manuscripts from Qumran. Part 1: A 
Preliminary Edition of 4QDan\" BASOR 268 (1987): 17-37; "Daniel 
Manuscripts from Qumran. Part 2: A Preliminary Edition of 4QDan and 
40DanS" BASOR 27^ (1989): 3-26. 
Jeans., p. 6, fn . 3. 
26 
J. Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, Bel et Draco, Septuaginta 16:2 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1954). 
27 
A. Rahlfs, ed, Septuaginta, id est Fetus Testamentum Graece 
iuxta LXX Intepretes, 2 vols., (Stuttgart: P r i v i l e g i e r t e wiirttem-
bergische Bibelanstalt, 1935); Zieg. Incorrectly numbered as 87 by 
H.B. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek According to the Septuagint, 3 
vols., (Oxford: Clarendon, 1897). 
^^ A. Voobus, The Hexapla and the Syro-Hexapla, (Wetteren: Cultura, 
1971), pp. 55-57. 
^'Zieg., p. 13. 
^"sir E.G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri. Fasc. VIII 
Ezekiel, Daniel, Esther (Plates and Text), (London: Emery Walker, 
1937-38); Geissen i n 1968; Hamm, I - I I , i n 1969; Hamm, I I I - I V i n 1977; 
R. Roca-Puig, "Daniel: Dos Semifogli del Codex 967," Aegyptus 56 
(1976): 3-18. 
Gdttingen c r i t i c a l e d i tion of OG i s lacking the readings of 967 i n the 
editions published by Hamm, Geissen, and Roca-Puig. The necessity of 
reconstructing the OG for these sections i s made obvious by the number 
of variants between 967 and Ziegler's text. For example, i n chs. 1-2 
alone there are approximately 350 variants between 967 and Ziegler's 
text! There is also no doubt that 967 is the more f a i t h f u l witness to 
the o r i g i n a l OG text.^' Therefore, a l l the variant readings from the 
aforementioned editions of 967 have been collated and evaluated 
against ZfCgler's c r i t i c a l text i n CH 2.^ ' Obviously, i t would have 
been more practical to have analyzed an established c r i t i c a l text, and 
i f a revised edition of Ziegler's text were not already i n preparation 
by 0. Munnich, the OG text of Daniel would have been worthy of a 
thesis i n i t s own r i g h t . O n the other hand, the OG and Th texts of 
Daniel were ideal for the purposes of t h i s thesis, so by establishing 
a preliminary c r i t i c a l text we should be able to achieve reasonably 
accurate results. Furthermore, the editors of 967 and other scholars 
l i k e Jeansonne and Albertz have already evaluated variant readings in 
the papyrus. In many cases they have provided more than adequate 
reason to adopt a reading as OG, and the reader i s frequently directed 
to one of t h e i r volumes fo r more detailed discussions. This is not to 
say that any t e x t - c r i t i c a l decisions were made l i g h t l y or without 
thorough examination of each and every reading. I t only recognizes 
that the discussion of the variants and the reasons for some decisions 
are not as f u l l as they might be otherwise. 
Occasional reference is also made to the standard c r i t i c a l 
'^see Zieg., pp. 19-21; Hamm, I - I I , pp. 19-55. Due to the limited 
number of witnesses to the OG we also have to recognize the 
provisional nature of any c r i t i c a l reconstruction of the text. Given 
the obvious superiority of 967 i t i s odd that i n a recent thesis T. 
Meadowcroft characterizes Ziegler's text as "biased" toward 967. See 
"A Li t e r a r y C r i t i c a l Comparison of the Masoretic Text and Septuagint 
of Daniel 2-7," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Edinburgh, 1993), 
p. 22. 
A modified form of a c o l l a t i o n of the variants has been used to 
supplement the variant f i l e s f o r Daniel i n the CATSS project. 
^^ The revised edition of Ziegler's text by 0. Munnich is due for 
completion i n the next few years. 
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editions of the Peshitta and Vulgate versions of Daniel.^* 
Computers and the Analysis of TT 
I t i s important to acknowledge the significance that modem 
technology played i n the completion of t h i s research. I am grateful 
to Dr. Robert A. Kraft who made available the Daniel f i l e s from the 
CATSS project f o r use i n t h i s thesis. There are three main parts to 
the CATSS d a t a b a s e . F i r s t , there is the morphological analysis of 
the LXX/OG.^ ^ Second, there i s a parall e l alignment of the LXX/OG and 
NfT. Third, there are the textual variants for the LXX/OG.^ ' A l l of 
the Daniel f i l e s proved useful i n the present research, though the 
morphologically analyzed OG along with the morphologically analyzed MT 
were of prime importance. These texts were searched i n order to 
isolate specific words, morphemes, or syntactical constructions for 
purposes of comparison. The programs LEASE and Bible Windows^' were 
used to read, search, and retrieve the data from the B i b l i c a l texts. 
T. Sprey and The Peshitta I n s t i t u t e , eds.. The Old Testament 
According to the Peshitta Version: Daniel and Bel and the Dragon, 
(Leiden: B r i l l , 1980); R. Weber et a l . , eds., Biblia Sacra luxta 
Vulgatam Versionem, 2 vols. (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 
1983) . 
^%or a discussion of the philosophy behind the database and the 
apparatus used see J.R. Abercrombie et a l . Computer Assisted Tools for 
Septuagint Studies: Volume 1, Ruth, SCS 20 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1984) . For the most recent progress report on the project and a 
bibliography of published studies which have used the database, see E. 
Tov, "The CATSS Project: A Progress Report", ed. C. Cox, VII Congress 
of the lOSCS, SCS 31 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991), pp. 157-163. 
^ ^ I t should be noted that we use LXX/OG because c r i t i c a l editions 
of the OG for each book of the LXX have not yet been written. The 
text of Rahlfs' has been adopted for the data i n such cases, but the 
database i t s e l f is continually updated with advances in research. 
^'see B. A. Taylor, "The CATSS Variant Database: An Evaluation," 
BIOSCS 25 (1992): 28-37. 
The morphologically tagged MT is distr i b u t e d by Westminister 
Theological Seminary. 
Developed by John Baima and distributed through Silver Mountain 
Software, Texas. 
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WinGreek^" was also helpful to read the data and was used in 
conjunction with the wordprocessor i n CH 2 to display the texts i n the 
or i g i n a l languages. Neither LEASE or WinGreek could use the p a r a l l e l 
alignment and morphological f i l e s interactively,*' so the actual 
comparison and analysis of the data was done manually. 
A Note on the Citation of the Texts of Daniel 
Most readers are f a m i l i a r with the fact that the chapter and 
verse divisions are d i f f e r e n t i n NfT and the c r i t i c a l edition of the 
Greek texts i n Ziegler. However, these discrepancies are confined 
primarily to chs. 3, 4, and 6. In an e f f o r t to be as inclusive as 
possible, passages i n Daniel w i l l be cite d as follows. In CH 2 
cita t i o n s w i l l always follow Ziegler because our focus is the c r i t i c a l 
text of OG, and Ziegler's e d i t i o n i s the established c r i t i c a l text. 
Apart from CH 2 the cited text w i l l always be IVfl i n the f i r s t 
instance, while any deviations w i l l follow i n round ( ) brackets. For 
example, the passage corresponding to 3:24 i n NfT i s 3:91 in OG and Th, 
so i t w i l l be cited as 3:24(91). The basic rule i s that there is a 
difference of three verses i n ch. 4 and one verse i n ch. 6. 
Furthermore, the differences between the HA and Greek texts of 
Daniel means that i n many cases OG has a plus or minus when compared 
to MT. Therefore, i n our discussion of translation equivalents i t 
w i l l be noted when there i s no corresponding Vorlage (eg. 0G=0). 
'^'A shareware program developed by Dr. Peter Gentry and Andrew 
Fountain. 
''compare the software developed for a different computer system 
by G. Marquis i n G. Marquis, "Computer Assisted Tools for Septuagint 
and Bible Study f o r ALL—Transcript of a Demonstration," ed. C. Cox, 
VII Congress of the lOSCS, SCS 31 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991), pp. 
165-203; the procedure of Wright, Differences, pp. 259-260. 
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Chapter I 
Previous Research into 
the OG and Th Versions of Daniel 
A thorough history of research into the OG and Th versions of 
Daniel up to 1980 is available elsewhere.' Therefore, we are only 
required to note the main lines of investigation i n previous studies 
and to expand the discussion on occasions necessary f o r the aims of 
t h i s research. An a r b i t r a r y division has been imposed between studies 
p r i o r to and following Barth61emy's publication of Les Devanciers 
D'Aquila i n 1963 because of the impact of t h i s work on subsequent LXX 
research. 
I . Early Investigations of the OG and (Ur)Theodotion 
The most extensive early examination of OG was by A. Bludau in 
1897. Unfortunately, Bludau laboured pr i o r to the discovery of 
papyrus 967. His evaluation of OG was therefore of necessity only 
p a r t i a l , and renders some of his data invalid.^ Although a pre-
Hexaplaric witness to the OG might have altered Bludau's assessment of 
the text somewhat, i t would not have affected his basic premise that 
the Vorlage of the OG was NfT. On the assumption that the OG had the 
equivalent of hfT as a Vorlage, Bludau invariably concluded that any 
differences between the two resulted from intentional changes 
introduced by the translator.^ This assumption also led Bludau to 
investigate chs. 1-3, 7-12 separately from 4-6, which he characterized 
'McCrystall, pp. 1-67. 
For example, the picture Bludau (pp. 46-57) provides of 
additions and omissions i n OG i s completely changed when one accounts 
for the witness of 967. Bludau was aware of these d i f f i c u l t i e s , as he 
notes, "Bei a l l e dem ble i b t der LXX-Text des Buches Daniel noch immer 
an vielen Stellen unsicher," p. 28. 
^This methodology is well attested i n his 27 page analysis of 
9:24-27. See Blud., pp. 104-130; see the criticisms of Jeans., pp. 
125-130. 
as "Paraskeuase, Epitome, Paraphrase."^ 
Regarding the translation of chs. 1-3, 7-12 Bludau stated, " I t 
was f a i t h f u l l y and car e f u l l y done on the whole, however, the 
translation was produced more according to the sense [of the Vorlage] 
than according to literalness."^ I t should also be pointed out that 
Bludau made a further d i s t i n c t i o n i n the qualit y of the translation. 
He applied the above assessment mainly to chs. 1,2, and 7, whereas he 
regarded parts of chs. 8-12, especially ch. 11, as incomprehensible 
apart from retroversion. At t h i s point, i t is s u f f i c i e n t to note that 
Bludau notes a discrepency i n the TT employed i n Daniel and suggests 
that i t is worthy of further investigation.'' 
The f i r s t section of Bludau's study included an examination of 
sources, which betrayed influence by the OG and Th of Daniel, and he 
observed that there were already quotations and allusions to Th in the 
NT. The relationship of Th to the OG received some attention by 
Bludau, but the problem of Ur-Theodotion received more complete 
treatment i n other quarters.' 
The "problem" of Ur-Theodotion i s that the NT documents that 
reveal dependence on Th were written p r i o r to the period when the 
Blud., p. 143 and see also p. 31 where Bludau includes ch. 3 i n 
thi s assessment. See also A.A. Bevan, A Short Commentary on the Book 
of Daniel, (Cambridge: University Press, 1892), p. 46. That chs. 4-6 
are paraphrase has been the view of the majority of scholars, as we 
shall note below. 
^Blud., p. 34, "Sie i s t im ganzen treu und s o r g f a l t i g gearbeitet, 
jedoch i s t mehr dem Sinn als dem Buchstaben Rechnung getragen." 
^Blud., pp. 34-35, suggests that the reason f o r the discrepancy 
l i e s i n the translator's deficient knowledge of Hebrew as compared to 
Aramaic since the Hebrew language was dead or dying. As regards chs. 
(3)4-6, he also offered the conclusion that the translator adopted a 
previously w r i t t e n revision into his work (p. 218). 
^Blud., p. 24, does venture to suggest that a major reason for 
the decline of OG was that the translator had given new expression to 
the prophecy i n 9:24-27 which "ganz ungeeignet war fur eine Deutung 
auf die Zeit, i n welcher der Messias erschienen war." He also thought 
Th was a translation rather than a revision of OG. Cf. Bevan (Daniel, 
p. 2) who considered Th a revision of OG. 
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h i s t o r i c a l Theodotion is believed to have lived. The most reliable 
reference to Theodotion is by Irenaeus in his treatise Against 
Heresies, i i i . 24, in which he refers to Theodotion as an Ephesian and 
a Jewish proselyte. Since Irenaeus mentions Theodotion prior to 
Aquila some scholars have taken this to mean that Theodotion preceded 
Aquila. Although another reference to Theodotion by Epiphanius is 
unreliable for the purpose of dating,'" i t appears to be further early 
confirmation that such a figure did e x i s t , " However, A. Salvesen has 
examined Epiphanius' testimony about Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion 
and notes the use of stereotyped descriptions of each. She concludes 
that Epiphanius was attempting to discredit the three and his "account 
should be treated with caution." Furthermore, Salvesen states, " I t is 
interesting that Theodotion . . . is not subjected to the same 
v i l i f i c a t i o n as Aquila and Symraachus. This may be because there was 
no such translator, and Epiphanius therefore had only a hazy notion of 
12 
his biography." 
A very good summary and early discussion of the problem of Ur-Th 
For a survey of the evidence of citations and allusions to OG 
and Th Daniel in NT and p a t r i s t i c authors, see P. Grelot, "Les 
versions grecques de Daniel," Bib 47 (1966): 381-402; F.C. B u r k i t t , 
The Old Latin and the Itala, Texts and Studies IV.3 (Cambridge, 
1896). 
Contrary to the order of the appearance of Aquila, Theodotion, 
Symmachus, in the Hexapla. Mont., p. 47; Jellicoe, Septuagint, pp. 
83-94. 
'"Mont., pp. 46-50; Swete, Introduction, pp. 42-43. Epiphanius, 
De mens, et pond. 17, places Theodotion under Commodus (c. 180). This 
is obviously contradicted by Irenaeus' reference in Ag, Her. which was 
written 180-189. 
" i f t his Theodotion was in any way responsible for any 
revision/translation work in the LXX he would have done this work 
between 130-180. Mont, suggests an early dating whereas Jellicoe 
{Septuagint, p. 92) places him "towards the end of the second century 
A.D." 
'^ See A. Salvesen, Symachus in the Pentateuch, JSSM, 15 (Manches-
ter: University Press, 1991), pp. 287-289. See also DA, pp. 146-147 
and the discussion of Jerome's uncertain i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of Theodotion: 
"And Theodotion, at any rate, was an unbeliever subsequent to the 
advent of Christ, although some assert that he was an Ebionite, which 
is another variety of Jew." 
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i s provided i n an a r t i c l e by J. Gwynn.'^  Gwynn dates the h i s t o r i c a l 
Theodotion p r i o r to Aquila, around 180, and explains the Theodotionic 
c i t a t i o n s i n NT as follows: 
. . . side by side with the Chisian LXX, there was current 
among the Jews, from pre-Christian times, another version 
of Daniel, more deserving of the name, claiming to belong 
to the LXX col l e c t i o n and similar i n general character to 
the LXX.'^  
Thus, according to Gwynn, Theodotion made only minor revisions to a 
pr i o r Greek version which was held i n high authority by the church and 
pre-dated the Chisian LXX preserved from the f i f t h column of the 
H e x a p l a . S i n c e the publication of DA scholars have devoted more 
time to discussion of the recensional characteristics of kaige-
Theodotion,'^ and i t has become generally accepted that a second 
century Theodotion did not participate i n any way i n the recension 
that bears his name.'' 
Returning to the discussion of OG and chs. 4-6, we note that not 
everyone accepted the view that chs. 4-6 were paraphrastic. In 
contrast to Bludau, G. Jahn, following the lead of P. Riessler, 
adopted the Hexaplaric text as the most or i g i n a l and attempted to 
reconstruct the o r i g i n a l Hebrew by retroversion. The same procedure 
'^J. Gwynn, "Theodotion," i n A Dictionary of Christian Biography, 
ed. W. Smith and H. Wace (London: John Murray, 1897), IV: 970-979. 
'^ Gwynn, "Theodotion," p. 976. 
'^ On t h i s basis Gwynn could explain the early citations of the 
Chisian LXX, as well as why the church would accept a revision by a 
Jewish proselyte. 
'^tei^e-Theodotion appears to have been coined by Tov i n 
"Transliterations of Hebrew Words i n the Greek Versions of the Old 
Testament," Text us 8 (1973): 78-92. 
''Jellicoe (Septuagint, p. 92) had given q u a l i f i e d acceptance of 
Theodotion's later input, whereas Barth^lemy i n DA had rejected his 
involvement altogether. Others, such as Shenkl (Chronology, p. 17), 
O'Connell (Exodus, p. 5), and Tov (Hebrew Bible, p. 145) allow for the 
late r use or revision of the recension by Theodotion. 
'^ P. Riessler, Das Buch Daniel, (Stuttgart: Roth'sche, 1899), 28-
44; G. Jahn, Das Buch Daniel nach der Septuaginta hergestellt, 
(Leipzig: P f e i f f e r , 1904). C. Kuhl also worked on the addition to ch. 
3 which he believed was based on a Hebrew Vorlage. C. Kuhl, Die Drei 
Manner im Feuer, BZAW, 55 (Giessen: Alfred Topelmann), 1930. 
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was embraced by R.H. Charles i n his commentary (1929), who argued the 
"LXX makes i t s greatest contribution to the recovery of the original 
text over against the late redacted text of the MI, p a r t i c u l a r l y in 
chapter 4 and to a less extent i n 5."" Charles recognized that the 
OG of Daniel had to be reconstructed, but, l i k e Jahn, he has been 
j u s t l y c r i t i c i z e d for his excessive preference for the OG against 
MT.^ " His t e x t - c r i t i c a l judgments were not always guided as much by 
an analysis of TT of the OG as they were by l i t e r a r y c r i t e r i a . For 
example, according to Charles, "which are four" (MnK ]'3R '^) in 7:17 
should be omitted with the LXX because, "the seer knows perfectly well 
the number of the kingdoms."^' On the other hand, his and Jahn's 
hypothetical reconstructions of the Vorlage i n chs. 4-6 are very 
valuable and support the case that the OG represents an early 
t r a n s l a t i o n . Charles also allowed f o r a c t i v i t y by the h i s t o r i c a l 
22 
Theodotion, but Ur-Th, though based on an Aramaic Vorlage, was later 
21 
i n date, and "borrowed i t s renderings largely from the LXX." 
The arguments for an alternative Vbria^e did not impress J.A. 
Montgomery, whose commentary (1927) remains an indispensable tool for 
the study of the textual history of the book of Daniel. Despite 
w r i t i n g p r i o r t o the discovery of papyrus 967, Montgomery recognized 
that many of the obscure and inaccurate translations i n the o r i g i n a l 
LXX (his terminology) resulted from "the presence of genuine glosses, 
both primary and secondary, which may occur lines away from their 
proper designation, . . . and also of doublet translations."^* He 
also believed there was "considerable evidence" that the expanded text 
"charles, p. I v i i . 
"^we w i l l return to the question of the history of transmission of 
Daniel and which version i s more " o r i g i n a l " at the end of th i s 
chapter. 
21 I b i d . , p. 189. 
^^Charles, x x x v i i - 1 , argues Daniel was o r i g i n a l l y written 
completely i n Aramaic and was followed i n t h i s by Zimmerman. See F. 
Zimmerman, "The Aramaic Original of Daniel 8-12," JBL 57 (1938 : 255-
72; "Some Verses i n the Light of a Translation Hypothesis, JBL 5B 
(1939): 349-54. 
^hbid., pp. c x v i i i , I x i x . 
^*Mont., p. 36. 
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of chs. 4-6 was based on a S e m i t i c Vorlage, but dismissed the 
f e a s i b i l i t y of using the OG to correct the HA. 
The very ingenuity of the translator must put us on guard 
against accepting his f a c i l e translations as representing 
a better text than HA. The l i s t s assembled by the writer 
for cases where OG may be used against HA y i e l d a small 
modicum of positive betterments, many of them hanging in a 
balance. 
With regard to Ur-Th, Montgomery posited that a written source was not 
necessary, and suggested that the h i s t o r i c a l Theodotion may have drawn 
upon a He l l e n i s t i c oral Targum.^^ 
J.M. Rife and A.P. Wikgren did Ph.D. dissertations using the OG 
of Daniel at the University of Chicago a few years lat e r , but their 
aim was to show t h a t the Semitic character of the gospels could not be 
27 
t r a c e d to S e m i t i c sources. The work of la t e r scholars i n the Greek 
texts of Daniel would be influenced s i g n i f i c a n t l y by two factors: the 
i n i t i a l discovery (1931) and p a r t i a l publication of Papyrus 967 
(1937), and the publication of DA i n 1963. 
I I . LXX Research Since Barth61emy 
The publication of DA i n 1963 i s j u s t l y recognized as a 
28 
watershed i n present LXX research. In DA Barth61emy presented a 
translation of the Greek Scroll of the Minor Prophets, which i s dated 
^^Ibid., p. 37 and see notes on pp. 247-249, 267, 280-281. Cf. 
the judgment of Charles (below) and e a r l i e r by Bevan (Daniel, pp. 
53f.) who stated: "The very fact that the Greek translator often 
missed the sense where i t i s perfectly p l a i n to us, and where his text 
evidently agreed with the Masoretic, renders i t highly improbable that 
he was capable of making plausible emendations." 
^^Mont., p. 50. 
^'A.P. Wikgren, "A Comparative Study of the Theodotionic and 
Septuagint Translations of Daniel," (Ph.D. diss.. University of 
Chicago, 1932); J.M. Rife, "Some Translation Phenomena i n the Greek 
Versions of Daniel," (Ph.D. diss.. University of Chicago, 1931); "The 
Mechanics of Translation Greek," JBL 52 (1933): 244-252. Wikgren's 
thesis i s limited to chs. 1:2-2:4 and 8, but i t contains useful 
insights. 
^Vevers, "Barth61emy," pp. 23-34. 
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to the middle of the f i r s t century C.E.^ ^ More importantly, Barth^l-
emy isolated revisionary techniques that the Minor Prophet Scroll had 
i n common with other Greek translations^" and argued that they were 
the product of a group or school of translators located i n Palestine 
that culminated i n the work of Aquila. The main characteristics of 
the group i s the translation of 02 by Koiye (hence the name kaige 
recension) coupled with the non-translation of OK by ovv.^' 
Barth^lemy suggested the recension was completed between 30-50 C.E. 
and identified the translator with Jonathan ben 'Uzziel who has 
traditionally been associated with the authorship of an Aramaic Targum 
in the mid-first century C.E. Barth^lemy included Th within kaige, 
and subsequent research has been devoted to isolating further 
characteristics of the recension and its members.His location of the 
recension in Palestine has never attained widespread support, and O. 
Munnich has cogently demonstrated that the links between kaige and 
14 
Rabbinic exegesis are tenuous. 
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DA, pp. 167-168; F.M. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran and 
Modem Biblical Studies, rev. ed. (Westport: Greenwood, 1958), p. 171, 
fn . 13. The s c r o l l has now been published i n the DJD series. See E. 
Tov, R.A. Kr a f t , P.J. Parsons, The Greek Minor Prophets Scroll from 
Nahal Hever (SHevXIIgr), DJD VIII (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990). 
^^ The texts he i d e n t i f i e d as belonging to t h i s recension are 
Lamentations, Ruth, Cantica, py and Y5 of Kings, the B text of Judges, 
the Theodotionic additions to Job and Jeremiah, Th Daniel, the sixth 
column of the Hexapla and the Quinta of the Psalter. (DA, p. 47). 
^'i b i d . , pp. 15-46. Barthelemy added eight more characteristics 
as w e l l , pp. 48-80. 
^^Ibid., pp. 144-157. 
^^Research on recensional characteristics has been carried out 
predominately at Harvard University. Greenspoon, Joshua, pp. 270-273 
l i s t s 96 characteristics of Kaige which have been i d e n t i f i e d mainly by 
Barth^lemy, Bodine, O'Connell and Shenkl. However, many of these 
characteristics are dubious at best, while others should be discarded. 
See the analysis i n CH 6. 
% r e l o t accepts BarthSlemy's conclusions i n his a r t i c l e "Les 
versions grecques," pp. 393-396. Jellicoe follows the suggestion of 
Thackeray and argues f o r Ephesus i n "Some Reflections on the KAIFE 
Recension," VT 23 (1973): 15-24. For a thorough critique of the 
putative Palestinian influence see, 0. Munnich, "Contribution I'^tude 
de la premiere revision de la Septante," ANRW II.20.1 (1986): 190-220. 
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Three years af ter the publication of DA, A. Schmitt's thesis was 
published in which he asked the question, "Stammt der sogennante 8' 
Text bei Daniel w i r k l i c h von Theodotion?"^^ Schmitt was fo l lowing up 
the suggestion made by Ziegler that , "Our text probably has nothing to 
do w i t h Theodotion, or the ent i re book was only s u p e r f i c i a l l y revised 
by him."^^ Schmitt attempted to prove Ziegler ' s thesis by subjecting 
Th and the remainder of the readings of Theodotion as witnessed i n the 
s i x t h column of the hexapla to a thorough comparative analysis. 
Schmitt 's analysis has been questioned, however, because we must 
ask whether "the so-called 9-readings outside Daniel which are 
adduced by Arrain Schmitt fo r comparison really stem from Theodo-
tion?"^' Jellicoe's question is certainly valid, particularly when 
Schmitt omits the Theodotion readings of both 2 Ki. 11:2-3 Ki . 2:11 and 
the minor prophets f rom his analysis on the basis of Barth^lemy's view 
that these sections were not to be identified with A:ai^e-Theodotion. 
Barthelemy also has responded to Schmitt's thesis with some specific 
criticisms of his own. The substance of Barthelemy's criticisms is 
that Schmitt uses singular instances where Th witnesses to a 
translation equivalent of the Hebrew, which is not found in Theodotion 
elsewhere, as proof that Th is not to be identified with kaige-
Theodotion. Barth^lemy cites seven of Schmitt's examples and points 
out that in the vast majority of cases in each of Schmitt's examples Th 
does in fact use the same equivalent as Theodotion. Barth^lemy 
See also L. Grabbe, "Aquila's Translation and Rabbinic Exegesis," JSS 
33 (1982): 527-36. 
^^Schmitt, Stammt der sogennante 9' Text bei Daniel wirklich von 
Theodotion? NAWG, I . phil .-hist . KI. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1966). 
^^Ziegler, Daniel, p . 28f. f n . 1, "Wahrscheinlich hat unser Text 
mit Theodotion uberhaupt nichts zu tun, oder er i s t nur ganz 
ober f l ach l i ch von ihm uberarbeitet ." See also, J. W. Wevers, "Septua-
ginta Forschungen," 77? 33 (1968): 31. 
" j e l l i c o e , "Reflect ions," p. 22. 
^^Schmitt, Theodotion, p. 16. 
^^D. Bartheleray, "Notes c r i t iques sur quelqeus points d ' h i s to i r e 
du t ex te , " i n Etudes d'histoire du texte de I'Ancien Testament, OBO, 
21 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), pp. 289-303. 
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concludes that the unique translations which Schraitt adduces are 
better explained as later "contaminations" or by the "incomplete nature 
of the recension."* 
BarthSlemy's criticisms of Schmitt are not compelling, however, 
and Schmitt himself has recently offered a response/' I t is 
instruct ive fo r the purposes of this thesis to enumerate Schmitt's 
response in some detail. First of all , Schmitt argues that the cases of 
the translation of vocabulary where the translation equivalent in Th 
normally agrees with Theodotion does not prove a f f i n i t y with kaige-
Theodotion i f the equivalent is OG. Since A-ai^e-Theodotion generally 
corrects anomalous readings in the OG and chooses a more common 
translation, one has to explain the unusual translations in Th, which 
are not witnessed elsewhere in Theodotion, other than by resorting to 
later contaminations and an incomplete recension. For example, 
Barth61emy ("Notes," p. 298) refers to Schmitt (p. 42), where Schmitt 
states the translation of n m by enioxtjuii i n 1:20 is unique to Th. 
Barth^lemy points out that i n 3 other instances Th fol lows the normal 
rendering of n m i n Theodotion by t rans la t ing i t w i th a-ovtaxc, and 
suggests that 1;20 i s an example of a la te r contamination. However, 
the usual t r ans la t ion of rU'S by aivtaxc, i n Th is not that remarkable, 
because i t i s the most frequent t rans la t ion equivalent (I8x) f o r 713*2 
in the LXX. On the other hand, Th's singular translation in 1:20 is 
significant because Th employs no less than four HL fo r the book to 
translate wisdom vocabulary that are not found in the OG of Daniel! 
Th's treatment of wisdom terminology as a whole reveals that he is 
working to his own agenda.^^ Second, Schmitt asks why Barthelemy 
does not even consider his more substantial arguments concerning the 
syntax of Th. In his thesis, Schmitt compared minute details of syntax 
(eg, the part i t ive gen., enclitic pers, pro., i n f i n . cons., temporal dat.) 
and showed, on the one hand, there is a narrow connection of Th to 
*Wth61emy, "Notes," pp. 298-299. 
* ' A . Schmitt, "Die griechischen Danieltexte ( « 9 » und 6) und das 
Theodotion problem," BZ 36 (1992): 1-29. 
''^Schmitt, "Danieltexte," pp. 7-9. 
*^ See the more complete discussion i n CH 4 . I I I . l . i i i . 
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the HA, while on the other, Th has constant departures from the HA 
Vorlage in favour of idiomatic Greek.** Third , Schmitt argues that 
there are'minuses in Th against MT that are not found in the OG, as 
well as pluses i n Th which have no equivalent in MT: these result from 
accommodation to Greek style. These phenomena are contrary to the 
general pattern of Theodotion in other books, f o r Theodotion usually 
follows MT very closely. He f inds i t surprising that Barth^lemy does 
not attempt to account f o r these pluses and minuses, especially when 
the manuscripts f rom Qumran generally support the fact that the 
Vorlage of Th must have been very similar to MT.*^ 
The significance of Schmitt's reply to Barth61emy is that i t 
of fers some ve ry tell ing criticisms of kaige research. First and 
foremost, there has developed a kind of kaige-fsid where scholars have 
attempted to iden t i fy more and more characteristics of the recension; 
but the research has been fa r too one-sided in its approach. The 
characteristics that have been adduced fo r kaige are not shared 
consistently by al l the so-called members of the recension, nor has 
there been any significant recognition of the differences between them. 
I f one's methodology is exclusively guided by concerns to isolate 
evidence f o r the inclusion of a text within kaige, then significant 
differences, which may suggest that a text may not belong to the 
kaige group, are liable to be ignored.*^ Second, shared lexical 
equivalencies are not the strongest foundation upon which to prove a 
relationship. Obviously, there is strength in numbers, but the 
numbers may not be that significant i f the irai^e-Theodotion reading 
actually reflects OG. This criticism certainly applies to Barth^lemy's 
**Ib id . , p . 12; see Stammt, pp. 62-100. 
*^Schmitt, pp. 19-25; "Dsinieltexte," p. 13. The number of 
omissions is evident throughout Th, but i s p a r t i c u l a r l y acute i n chs. 
4-6. 
*^A. Pietersma, "Septuagint Research: A Plea f o r a Return to Basic 
Issues", VT 35 (1985): 304-305; Schmitt, "Danieltexte," p. 15. See 
the thorough evaluation of the Kaige characteris t ics and Theodotion 
Job by Gentry, pp. 406-410. Gentry concludes that "While R 
[Theodotion Job] i s re la ted somehow to the kaige group, the 
di f ferences are by no means in s ign i f i can t and should not be ignored i n 
a b l i n d attempt to connect R to a so-called Kaige Recension," p. 410. 
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review of Schmitt, but also to kaige research in general.^' As Schmitt 
emphasizes, syntactical evidence is particularly useful for establishing 
the degree to which two texts share a common basis. The analysis of 
TT in CH 5 and the kaige characteristics in CH 6 will enable us to 
evaluate Th's relationship to the kaige group more adequately. 
The same year that Schmitt's thesis became available P. Grelot 
had an article published in which he agrees with the view of 
Barth61emy that Th is part of the kaige recension.^^ Grelot does add 
his own refinements to the basic view of Barth^lemy by suggesting 
that a comparison of the two Greek versions indicates that the text of 
"Jonathan-Theodotion" is better described as a translation "entidrement 
refaite." He cites the differences in vocabulary, but particularly the 
distinctive Semitic Grundschrift in chapters 4-6 as evidence for this 
view, though he does not make clear how this is different from 
describing Th as a recension.^' In two later articles Grelot argued 
that the OG chs, 4 and 5 were translated from a Hebrew version which 
had been secondarily adapted from the Aramaic.^" 
Grelot also argues that "Theodotion" wanted to provide a 
translation of the Scriptures which adhered closely to the Jews' 
"textus receptus" because of the growing controversy between the 
Of the seven spec i f ic vocabulary items that Barth^lemy ("Notes," 
pp. 298-299) brings against Schraitt as evidence that Th maintains 
tei's^e-Theodotion vocabulary i n the major i ty of readings, four are the 
main equivalent of the OG throughout the LXX—awtaxc,, Kmpo;, owtcXeia, 
See Schmitt, pp. 42, 40, 34, 90. See also Pietersma's ("Plea," 
pp. 305-306) comments regarding Bodine's work in Judges. Bodine 
attempted to delineate the recensional characteris t ics of the B text 
in Judges without f i r s t establishing the OG tex t . 
% r e l o t , "versions," pp. 381-402. 
^ h b i d , , p. 395. More recently, P.M. Bogaert has offered the 
opinion that "I'lpuvre de «Th6odotion» apparait tantot corame une 
nouvelle traduction, tantot comme une revis ion a t tent ive de I 'cuvre de 
son pr^d^cesseur." See P. M. Bogaert, "Relecture et refonte 
his tor ic isantes du l i v r e de Daniel attest^es par la premiere version 
Grecque (Papyrus 967)," i n Etudes sur le Judaisme Hell6nistique, ed. 
R. Kuntzmann and J. Schlosser (Paris: Les Editions du CERF, 1984), p. 
202. Also, L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di L e i l a , The Book of Daniel, AB, 
23 (Garden Ci ty : Doubleday, 1978), p. 82. 
^"p. Grelot , "La Septante de Daniel i v et son substrat s6mitique," 
RB 81 (1974): 1-23; "Le Chapitre v de Daniel dans la Septante," 
Semitica 24 (1974): 45-66. Argued e a r l i e r by Charles and Zinunerman. 
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Jewish and Christian communities over the interpretation of scripture. 
However, this view results i n a predicament for which he can offer 
very l i t t le by way of solution. Since Grelot believes that Theodotion 
represents a translation toward the proto-MT, then this presupposes 
that there was a Semitic text with the deutero-canonical additions 
current in 30-50. Why has no evidence fo r this Semitic text been 
preserved? The available evidence from Qumran retains the transitions 
from Hebrew to Aramaic in 2:4 and Aramaic to Hebrew in 8:1 and does 
not give a Semitic text f o r the additions. On the other hand, Grelot 
does raise an important question. How do we explain the retention of 
the additions in Th i f i t was based on the proto-MT? Do the OG, Th, 
and MT represent three di f ferent stages in the l i terary development of 
the book? 
While not always addressing the question of separate editions of 
Daniel, the research in the OG and Th versions of Daniel in the past 
25 years has been focused on the Vorlage to chs. 4-6 and the deutero-
canonical additions. A consensus is building that the translator did 
indeed have a Semitic Vorlage. W. Hamm, in his careful study and 
editing of papyrus 967, has given the opinion that ch. 4 of OG and the 
addition to ch. 3 is based on a Semitic Vorlage.^' A similar stance is 
taken by Wills and Wenthe whose views we wil l examine later, but the 
claim fo r a Semitic Vorlage f o r chs. 4-6 and the additions has not gone 
unchallenged. 
The point of departure f o r J.R Busto Saiz' investigation of the 
deutero-canonical additions was Schmitt's conclusion that the proto-
and deutero-canonical parts of the text of Theodotion are not by the 
same author. Busto Saiz has examined the relation between the text 
of Th to OG in the prose sections of ch. 3 (vss. 24-25, 46-51) and the 
f i r s t f i ve verses of Bel and the Dragon and maintains that the 
differences in ch. 3 are due to the revisions of the OG by Th. He 
describes Th as a free revision of the Septuagintal text, which "avoids 
unnecessary repetitions and orders the text in a more harmonious 
'^namm, I I I - I V , pp. 55-57, 281-289. Hamm states that the Vorlage 
f o r the additions to ch. 3 is Hebrew and o f f e r s the names of Bludau 
and Schmitt among others i n support. While Blud . , p. 159 c lear ly 
advocates a Hebrew Vorlage, Schmitt, p. 101 is not decisive. 
^Wsto Saiz, p. 42. 
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way."^^ As to whether the revisor of these verses is different from 
the revisor in the proto-MT section, Busto Saiz suggests that the lack 
of a Hebrew Vorlage fo r the deutero-canonical part explains why there 
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seem to be di f ferent hands at work. 
Doubts about a Semitic Vorlage underlying the alternative text of 
chs. 4-6 in the OG have also been expressed. Instead, i t has been 
argued, following the lead of Bludau, that the translator was 
paraphrasing or engaging in a type of midrashic exegesis.^^ This 
approach is adopted by F.F. Bruce in several articles and his 
suggestions have been pursued in greater detail in a thesis by A. 
McCrystall.^^ 
McCrystall's research of the Old Greek translation of Daniel is 
the f i r s t extensive examination of the OG since that of A. Bludau in 
1897, and the f i r s t chapter offers an excellent summary of the history 
of the investigation of the Old Greek of Daniel.^' He contends that 
the Book of Daniel underwent extensive revision at the hands of OG 
and McCrystall seeks to expose this revision, particularly as i t relates 
to dream terminology and to the translator's knowledge of history. 
I b i d . , p. 45, "evitando repeticiones innecesarias y ordenando el 
texto de manera mfis arm6nica." J. Schiipphaus has also argued in 
d e t a i l that the deutero-canonical additions in Th are a revision of 
the OG, but he does not address the question whether they are based on 
a Semitic Vorlage. See "Das Verhaltnis von LXX- und Theodotion-Text 
in den apokryphen Zusatzen zum Danielbuch," ZAW 83 (1971): 49-72. 
Klaus Koch thoroughly investigates the issue of the Semitic Vorlage 
f o r the additions in Deuterokanonische Zusatze zum Danielbuch, AOAT, 
38, 2 vols . (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1987). 
^%usto Saiz, p. 48; c f . Schmitt's response, "Danieltexte," pp. 
16-18. 
^^A. Szor^nyi, "Das Buch Daniel, ein kanonisierter Pescher?" 
VTSupp 15 (1966): 278-294; T.R. Ashley, "A Phi lo log ica l , L i te ra ry , 
Theological Study of Some Problems in Daniel Chapters I - V I ; wi th 
Special Reference to the Masoretic Text, the Septuagint and Medieval 
Rabbinic Exegesis of Selected passages," (Ph.D. d i s s . . University of 
St. Andrews, 1975), pp. 213-288. 
^^ See A. McCrystall , "Studies in the Old Greek Translation of 
Danie l ," D .Ph i l , d i s s . , Oxford Universi ty, 1980. For F.F. Bruce, see 
"The Ear l ies t Old Testament In terpre ta t ion ," OFS 17 (1972): 37-52; 
"The Oldest Greek Version of Daniel ," GTS 20 (1977): 22-40; "Prophetic 
In te rpre ta t ion in the Septuagint," BIOSCS 12 (1979): 17-26. 
"McCrystal l , pp. 1-68. 
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The former is examined in his f ou r th chapter while the latter is the 
CO 
subject of chapters 5-6. We wil l examine his thesis in closer detail, 
because i t is an extensive investigation of OG and his research 
CQ 
purports to be based on an analysis of the TT in OG. 
The fundamental weakness in McCrystall's work is his analysis of 
TT. His whole thesis is grounded in one premise, which can be 
summarized by his quotation of James Barr's statement, "A free 
translator is bound to a much greater extent to show what he himself 
th inks to be the meaning of the text."^" I t is important to observe 
that i t is misleading f o r McCrystall to quote Barr in this way, because 
Barr's study is chiefly concerned to propose a typology of literalism; 
and he does not discuss in detail the difference between free/dynamic 
translation and the type of theological Tendenz advocated by 
McCrystall.^' For example, Barr also states, "There are enormous 
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differences in the degree to which a translator interprets," (italics 
mine). The abil i ty to discern whether and to what extent there is 
theological Tendenz in OG (or any text) is dependent upon the ability 
of the scholar to distinguish between formal vs. dynamic equivalence 
on the one hand, and dynamic equivalence vs. theological Tendenz on 
the other.^^ Unfortunately, McCrystall tends to equate a dynamic 
translation with Tendenz. 
The inadequacy of McCrystall's analysis of TT can be illustrated 
with several types of examples. First , there is the tendency to 
confuse the intentions of the translator and the meaning of the OG 
with MT. For example, in his t h i r d chapter McCrystall examines the 
terms of the OG in Daniel chapters one and three that refer to the 
educational system, the lists of officials, and groups of people. He 
58 I b i d . , pp. 150-184; 218-386. 
Jeans, (pp. 116-123), has already of fe red some cr i t i c i sms of 
McCrystal l , p a r t i c u l a r l y wi th respect to his analysis of ch. 11, but 
she does not deal w i t h a l l of his major arguments or s p e c i f i c a l l y wi th 
his understanding of TT. 
% a r r , "Typology," 292-293 quoted by McCrystall , pp 79-80. 
^ ' i b i d . , pp. 284-294. 
"Barr , "Typology," 290. 
^^Jeans., p. 60, makes a s imi la r poin t . See also CH 4 . I I . 4 . 
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concludes that the Greek terms used are Hellenistic even though OG 
"purports to describe Babylonian society."^'' We need only observe 
that the translator's use of terms from the Hellenistic world has 
absolutely no relevance to the question whether the book of Daniel 
portrays Babylonian society correctly. The translator is exactly that— 
a translator! I t was natural f o r him to select the Greek terms that he 
fe l t would best convey the meaning intended by the source text from 
which he worked. McCrystall's f indings could be useful fo r locating 
the origin or date of the OG translation i f i t could be proved that 
certain Greek terms were restricted to a particular geographical area 
or chronological period, but whether Babylonian society is depicted 
accurately is a question fo r the Vorlage}^ 
An example related to the above is found in McCrystall's 
discussion of differences of vocabulary in OG compared with words 
normally used in the Septuagint. He illustrates this point with seven 
terms in Daniel chapter nine and concludes that, since OG employed 
unusual renditions,^^ the translator exhibits l i t t le desire to maintain 
the "spi r i t" of the Hebrew of the MT.^' The logic of this argument is 
d i f f i c u l t to follow. The decision of the translator to translate the 
vocabulary in the LXX with rare Septuagintal words or in unique ways 
has no relevance in determining whether the translator was f a i t h f u l to 
the "spi r i t" of the Vorlage. McCrystall somehow equates the use of 
"normal" Septuagint renderings with f ide l i ty to the Hebrew text. I f 
the renderings translate the meaning of the text (or can be shown to 
be based on an error) , then the translator has retained the "spir i t" of 
the Vorlage to the best of his abiUty. 
In his discussion of TT, McCrystall's f i f t h point is that free 
^'^McCrystall, p . i v . 
^^In f a c t , McCrystall 's (pp. 96-149) discussion of the vocabulary 
of OG demonstrates that at many points i t betrays the social world of 
the Seleucid-PtoletSic empire. 
A 
^^Examples he gives are BDvctattii; fo r IB? in 9:8 (only here); 
itpooTayjia f o r "QT passim (rare in LXX, but i t actually occurs 9x: 4 are 
in the Pentateuch while 3 are in Esther); Scffjtotn^ fo r 'STK 3x (only 4x 
elsewhere). 
" i b i d . , p . 79. 
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translations in Daniel reveal theological Tendenz.^^ He attempts to 
prove this wi th f ive examples, which we wUI examine at various points 
throughout our thesis." Of the f ive specific examples McCrystall 
provides of supposed theological Tendenz only one or two can be 
considered dynamic translations, and both retain the basic meaning of 
MT. However, even f ive examples are not enough to characterize a 
whole translation. The only proper way to analyze TT is to do a 
detailed examination of large sections (or the whole) of the translation 
in order to determine how the translator generally treated the text.^" 
Then specific cases where the translation seems to deviate from the 
source can be investigated and an attempt made to determine how this 
difference originated. 
Finally, we wil l examine one example that constituted one of 
McCrystall's most important proofs of theological Tendenz in the OG of 
Daniel. In his f o u r t h chapter McCrystall engages in an extensive 
argument that the OG translator's choice of fipa^ia f o r v^wnviov in seven 
out of twenty- f ive instances reflects the fact that ivtwiviov had the 
connotation of "illusion;" in these instances the translator is updating 
the terminology in order to make i t more acceptable to both Jews and 
Gentiles.^' The argument is based on the fact that Philo, who has 
adopted the classification of dreams by Stoic philosophers, describes 
evttjtviov to be "what is i l lusory." However, the contrast between 
ivwviov and dpaita is grounded in the classification of dreams in 
Artemedorus of Daldis (latter half of the second century C.E.!) who 
distinguished between oveipo? and ^vwtviov. McCrystall believes this 
distinction in dream terminology is also reflected in Josephus who only 
uses cvurcviov when quoting others. I t is found six times in Antiquities 
where Josephus recounts the book of Daniel, f i ve times in Against 
Apion ( i . 207, 211, 294, 298, 312), but nowhere in Jewish War. 
' i b i d . , pp. 79-88. 
^^ See the discussion of KXiipoSooia (11:21), 32, 34 and onoataefioeTai 
(11:4) i n CH 4 . I I . 2 , eiSaXov (3:12) i n CH 3 . I I . 2 . i and 2:5, 12:7, 10(9) 
i n CH 5 . I l l , V I . 
^"Aejmelaeus, "Connectors," p. 362; Jeans., p. 2, make the same 
po in t . 
' 'McCrystal l , pp. 152-184. 
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Before we consider some of the details there are two obvious 
objections that are fatal to McCrystall's argument. First, i f the 
translator" really wanted to "update" the terminology, why did he use 
fevtmviov at all? Second, the argument rests on the attempt to read 
back the much later dream classification of Artemedorus into OG. 
Furthermore, Artemedorus distinguished between ivwtviov and dveipo^ , 
and though dpa(ta was regarded as a type of the l a t t e r , the difference 
in terminology is s i g n i f i c a n t . We also note that the argument from 
Josephus rests on the f i v e quotations (three d i f f e r e n t wr i t e r s ) in Ag. 
Ap., but McCrystall o f f e r s no evidence that the people quoted made any 
d i s t i n c t i o n between types of dreams and v is ions . For example, the 
most negative statement by Agatharchides ( i . 211) suggests that the 
condemnation of fevwtviov has everything to do with increduli ty that one 
should rely on such "hocus-pocus" (i.e. visions), but there is no 
concern f o r what term is employed. I f his analysis has not already 
proved troublesome, we can consider McCrystall's presentation of the 
evidence concerning the use of the terms in the papyri , which are 
contemporary with the wr i t ing of OG. He f inds that there is no 
evidence that evwtviov and ^atta were distinguished i n the papyri and 
even admits that the evidence suggests that the two were used as 
synonyms!'^  
McCrystall's discussion of the dream terminology and how i t is 
employed i n the LXX is illuminating because i t is directly related to 
our investigation of TT. He notes that evwrv\ov is used 10 times in 
chapters 2 and 4 (for(^r\, Hebrew-m'^n, 5x) of Daniel and elsewhere 
only in 1:17 and 8:2. I t is found 61 other times i n the LXX; and 
McCrystall divides these uses into three categories. The f i r s t are 
those in which there is no hostili ty shown towards fevwtviov, and is 
represented most f requent ly in Gen. 37-42 (24x in the Joseph story), 
though there are 16 other instances scattered through seven other 
books. The second category concerns those instances where there is 
hostil i ty shown towards ivwtviov. This use is found 16 times in six 
books, most frequently in Jeremiah (6x). The t h i r d category exhibits a 
cautious scepticism towards tvwtviov and is represented by the f ive 
^ h b i d . , pp. 162, 168. 
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occurrences in Sirach." As fo r fipajia, i t is found 25 times in the Old 
Greek of Daniel, and in seven'* of those cases (ch. 2-5 times; ch. 7:1 
twice) i t translates Q^H. Elsewhere in the LXX 6pcmo is found 19 times 
and in none of these does i t translate D'Pn. Based on these s t a t i s t i c s 
and his analysis of the use of fevinviov, McCrystall concludes that 
ivwitvia were the focus of prophetic attacks, particularly in Jeremiah, 
while the "authentic" nature of the 6pa\ia is revealed in texts like Jer. 
39 (32):21; Gen. 15:1, 46:2; Num. 12:6; Is. 21:2." Therefore, the OG 
translator incorporated 6pa\ia into the translation because of its 
positive connotations. Can this interpretation be sustained? 
Once again, McCrystall confuses the translation with the Vorlage, 
because in all but three of its uses where ivwiviov translates a Vorlage 
in the LXX the Semitic term is m'^ n (D'?n),'^  while fipojia translates 
various terms. In other words, ivwiviov was employed as a stereotyped 
equivalent (SE) fo r Dl'^ ri; therefore, any so-called classification of the 
uses of iviiirviov cannot be proved from the distribution of the term, 
because i t was universally employed to render DTtTl (D^TI). Whether or 
not the Semitic writers/editors used vrhD i n a pejorative way i s a 
t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t question and best pursued elsewhere. We might also 
note that tf?n/6pana and [TTn]/^vt)nviov occur together in 2:28 (see also 
1:17 and 2:1) where there is no discernible difference in meaning 
( ^ K T *1Tm ^n'^n), so the translator could easily have employed the 
Greek terms as alternative equivalents. 
I t is quite clear that McCrystall has attempted to read a second 
century dream classification into the OG text of Daniel. However, there 
may be a possible explanation for the translation technique that 
resulted in the seven anomalous uses of fipona in Daniel (2:7, 9, 26, 36, 
45; 7:1 bis). The four cases in ch. 2 could be viewed merely as an 
attempt to vary the style due to the frequency of o'^ n (15 times). For 
example, D'^ n (DltTl) occurs ten times in the f i r s t nine verses and two 
" i b i d . , pp. 151-152. 
'*Both tvujtviov and 6pa\ia occur in 2:1 to render matTI OtTI. The 
difference may involve an alternative Vorlage, but just as easily could 
have originated from a touch of hyperbole from the translator. 
"McCrystal l , p. 164. 
%he exceptions are Gen. 41:1 ; Mic. 3:7; I s . 29:8?. 
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substitutions of ^paiia fo r ^ V V R V I O V occur in verses 7 and 9.^ ' However, 
the rendering of ITn by 6pa\ia in vs. 19 may provide the key to 
understanding why the translator used ipana f o r cviijrviov—because 1Tn= 
6Qa]ia i s a f avour i t e rendering i n Daniel. ° The t h i r d time the 
t rans la tor replaced fevwtviov w i th 6pa\ia i s i n verse 26. The choice in 
verse 26 can be explained not only as a stylistic variation, but also by 
the fact that when the translator was confronted with rendering 
n'Trr^T KOtri, there was no etymologically related verb f o r fipa^a to 
render n^m. Instead, he was able to preserve his preference fo r 5pa(ia 
rendering ITn by substituting the noun fo r RQ'?n in place of tvwtviov 
and s t i l l provide a good translation—to 6pa|ia 6 eWov. Having 
established the two terms as alternative equivalents by the previous 
substitutions and their use as synonymous terms in verse 28, the 
translator had no hesitation in substituting 6pa|ia in verses 36 and 45 
(although n^Tn also occurs in the lat ter) . There is f u r t h e r support for 
this suggestion from 967 where the text in 2:9 (the second case of 
substitution) contains the plus 6 elSov tr\\ vitKxa, The whole phrase 
would be retroverted as K''7''7(t3D) n^TIT'T Vtt?n. I t i s probable that 
the OG had t h i s i n i t s Vorlage, and K''?'»'7(QJ7) n^rn"''*! may have been 
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omitted from WT through parablepsis. 
The text i n Dan. 7:l-2a is notoriously d i f f i c u l t and there are 
some indicat ions that t h i s d i f f i c u l t y i s due to an e d i t o r i a l sp l ic ing 
See also N. Le i t e r , "Assimilation and Diss imi la t ion Techniques 
i n the LXX of the Book of Balaam," Te^tus 12 (1985): 79-95, who 
describes the process of using one word and then another to trainslate 
the same Hebrew term as d i s s imi l a t i on . 
^^In 6/9 occurrences OG translates ITH w i th 8pojio: 2:19, 28; 7 : 1 , 
7, 13, 15. In 4 :2(5) , 6 (9) , 7(10)? OG=0. The places where the 
rendering does not occur are 4:10(13); 7:2, 20. In 7:20 I t n is used 
wi th the meaning of "appearance" so OG employs a d i f f e r e n t term 
covering that semantic range. 4:10(13) and 7:2 are rendered 
d i f f e r e n t l y because of a d i f f e r e n t concern of the t rans la tor . The 
Aramaic reads ' ITTO n l^TI HTn (also 7:7, 13 where OG has feSeopoDv 
bponiazi) and i n these two places OG employs iinvo? f o r 'TTH. The use of 
the same phraseology i n 4:10(13) and 7:2 i s evidence against Alber tz ' 
thesis that 4-6 stem from a d i f f e r e n t t ransla tor (see p. 38, below). 
'^ See the discussion of t h i s variant i n the section on 2:1-10 in 
CH 5. 
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together of chs. 6 and 1. The Greek witnesses exhibi t d i f f i c u l t i e s 
as w e l l , not a l l o f which can be addressed here. However, at th is 
po in t , we would suggest that the motivation f o r using 6pa|ia twice in 
7:1 may be explained similarly to 2:26. The f i r s t occurrence of 
"dream" is in the phrase HTn D'7n. The translator did not have an 
etymologically related verb fo r Spaiia which he preferred for nrn, so he 
rendered the participle wi th eI5ev and DtTl with fipajia. The remainder 
of the verse does not follow the Aramaic word order though the 
elements are represented. The texts run thus: 
MT: HQ^O ^nK3 n?^0Q-^p rTORT •'TTITI 
OG: Jtopct KE(^ oXtiv eni T T K K O I T I ) ^ aibxov tote AovitiX TO &pa|ia 6 efSev 
The main difference is that itopd appears in place of 'TTm and OG seems 
to add b elSev. Some of the difference can be explained, however, i f 
we grant that the translator read *1Tm with K?3*7n in order to produce 
TO dpa(ia 6 elSev on the same basis as 2:9, 26 (45?) and earlier in 7:1. 
What the translator actually read in the Vorlage and whether he read 
the plural noun as the participle can not be known. However, this 
proposal does explain both the lexical choice of the translator as well 
as some of the textual differences. 
Not every reader may f i n d the above explanation convincing. 
The discussion, however, was intended to demonstrate the complex 
factors that influenced the choices of the LXX translator and to 
indicate that the analysis of TT requires detailed examination of the 
texts. However, even though i t is an overstatement to characterize the 
OG translator as engaging in wholesale theological manipulation of the 
text, i t is also an overstatement fo r Jeansonne to claim that OG does 
not engage in any Tendenz. 
In response to the claims of Bruce and McCrystall, Jeansonne 
has already made an extensive analysis of the texts of OG 7-12 and 
demonstrated that the OG translator "attempted to translate accurately 
"^see J. E. M i l l e r , "The Redaction of Daniel ," JSOT 52 (1991): 
115-24. However, there i s no evidence to support his contention that 
there was a Hebrew version of ch. 2. 
^'Jeans., pp. 132-133. 
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82 the Vorlage available of the day." Not only was the OG translator 
f a i t h f u l to the Vorlage, Jeansonne believes the Vorlage was not 
equivalent to MT. A t h i r d conclusion is that Th is a systematic 
revision of the OG towards MT. Jeansonne's thesis is cited extensively 
in the secondary sources so there is l i t t le need to summarize her 
f indings here.^^ 
Jeansonne's work not only provides necessary corrections to the 
inadequate methodology of previous investigations: i t is supported by 
very careful text-cr i t ical analysis, and she bases her understanding of 
TT in her second chapter on a running text. In this way, she is able 
to achieve a realistic understanding of how the translator approached 
the task of translating. However, the fact that she has not examined 
the TT of the OG in detail leads her to unwarranted conclusions about 
what the Vorlage may have read. This is especially t rue in those 
instances having to do wi th differences in number, suffixes, and 
prepositions.^'' She also frequent ly appeals to an alternative Vbria^e 
as the explanation f o r various, though usually minor, variants. Some 
of these cases may indeed reflect an alternative Vorlage, but the 
conclusion has to be based on an examination of how these features 
are treated throughout Daniel; and even then a decision may not be 
possible.^^ 
Jeansonne's conclusion that Th is a revision of the OG towards 
MT is also questionable because i t rests on insuff icient evidence. 
Jeans., p. 132. 
01 
Or see L . Greenspoon's review, "Sharon Pace Jeansonne, The Old 
Greek Translat ion of Daniel 7-12," JBL 108 (1989): 700-702. 
^^ See her analysis of 8:1-10, pp. 52-53 #34, 38, 43, as wel l as 
her discussion of 9:21 and 10:20 on p. 67 and 7:8 on p. 68. 
I t i s i ron ic that Jeansonne appeals so strenuously f o r an 
a l t e rna t ive Vorlage throughout her invest igat ion, yet i n her treatment 
of the extremely corrupt 9:24-27 (pp. 125-130) she attempts to 
reconstruct a text that i s f a i t h f u l to NfT! On the other hand, the 
arguments that the LXX is e i ther : 1. a tendentious reworking of the NTT 
(Blud . , pp. 104-130; McCrystall , pp. 250-258); or 2. witnesses to a 
very d i f f e r e n t Vorlage which was ea r l i e r (David, "Composition," pp. 
280-335) or la te r (Bogaert, "Relecture," pp. 212-216) than m are not 
convincing e i the r . Given the temporal proximity between the w r i t i n g 
of the Semitic o r i g i n a l and the Greek t r a n s l a t i o n and the events to 
which they are di rected, i t is not surpris ing that someone engaged in 
h i s t o r i c i z i n g of the t e x t . 
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Jeansonne notes f rom her passage (8:1-10) that in 40% of the readings 
(69x) Th retains the OG, and in 18% (30x), i t is dependent upon the 
OG.^ ' Without discussing the adequacy of her sample fo r statistical 
purposes we should note that the statistics themselves are misleading. 
In and of themselves agreements prove nothing (especially when 42% 
or 72 readings of Th are dist inct) , and she does not define exactly 
what she means by the readings of Th which are dependent on OG. 
Are these distinctive agreements which can/not be explained by 
recourse to MT? She examines six words 4n which Th uses standard 
equivalents where OG displays diversi ty, and then offers f u r t h e r cases 
"to exemplify the differences i n translation of Daniel OG and 6'," but 
never provides evidence that she has systematically analyzed 
agreements and disagreements of Th and OG. A more detailed study of 
the texts is required to attempt to confirm whether Th is in fact a 
00 
recension of the OG. 
Support f o r an alternative Vorlage of chs. 4-6 has also come 
from other recent studies. R. Albertz and L. WUls carried out 
independent fo rm- , source-, and redaction-critical investigations of 
chapters 4-6 in the MT and OG and concluded that the OG reflects an 
older Aramaic Vorlage. Wills' examination of the OG of these chapters 
is part of his larger attempt to define the "wisdom court legend" 
genre. He has convincingly argued that chs. 4-6 of OG originally 
circulated independently and were redacted at a later point into the 
larger framework of the court legends in Daniel. Therefore, Wills 
agrees wi th Jahn, Charles, Grelot and Jeansonne that the Vorlage of OG 
of these chapters is earlier and "may be a better witness than the 
" i b i d . , p . 57. 
^ ' i b i d . , pp. 58-69. 
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In CH 5 we w i l l re-examine 8:1-10 wi th a view to determining the 
re la t ionship between OG and Th. 
Alber tz , pp. 175-177. We w i l l consider Alber tz ' work i n more 
d e t a i l below. W i l l s does not give the date when his d isser ta t ion was 
completed, but evident ly he d i d not have access to Alber tz ' s work 
which was published i n 1988. See L.M. W i l l s , The Jew in the Court of 
the Foreign King, (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1990), pp. 88-152. Haag 
also d id a source -c r i t i ca l analysis of chs. 4-6, but he d id not 
consider OG. See E. Haag, Die Errettung Daniels aus der Lowengrube, 
SBS 10 (S tu t tga r t : Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1983). 
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MT" to the original version. 
The same judgment concerning the pr ior i ty (hence "superiority") 
of the OG text is made in two other recent theses by D. Wenthe and 
P.S. David. Wenthe argues that OG demonstrates a "flexible, but 
f a i t h f u l f ide l i t y" to its Vorlage in chs. 1-3; therefore, i t is reasonable 
to conclude the same care is shown in chs. 4-6.'^ Unfortunately, 
there are serious shortcomings with the thesis that detract from the 
positive contributions. For example, Wenthe basically accepts Ziegler's 
text as representing OG in chapters 1-6 and only rarely refers to the 
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reading of 967." Furthermore, with respect to TT, Wenthe states i t is 
essential to have a "precise and nuanced description" in order to 
evaluate properly the source and parent text. We agree, but his 
description amounts to no more than an evaluation of translation 
equivalents f o r a limited number of words. While a discussion of 
translation equivalents is useful, Wenthe rarely indicates how the OG 
could be retroverted into Aramaic. 
' " w i l l s , pp. 87, 144. 
^ ' d . O . Wenthe, "The Old Greek Translation of Daniel 1-6," (Ph.D. 
diss . Univers i ty of Notre Dame, 1991). 
' ¥ o r example, Wenthe (pp. 55, 260-261) accepts as OG the texts of 
1:20-21 as they are found i n Ziegler and believes the pluses stem from 
an a l t e rna t ive Vorlage; but the text of 967 is very d i f f e r e n t . Wenthe 
also makes numerous references to Th's revis ion towards MT (pp. 54, 
57, 61 passim), but does not evidence any careful analysis of the 
question. 
'^ See Wenthe, pp. 251-256. Unfortunately, even Wenthe's analysis 
of vocabulary is of l imi t ed value. He gives the frequency of 20 HA 
lexemes and t he i r t r ans la t ion equivalents, but ra re ly provides any 
spec i f i c references f o r where they occur. In some instances he does 
note where the OG leaves a word untranslated, but i n other cases he 
omits the information. For example, i n the cases of r u i 23x (15 
untranslated i n OG), 22x (2 ) , T T ^ a 17x (3 ) , ]7t7 9x (2 ) , 171 5x 
(2 ) , VHl 13x (2) he does not even indicate where the OG leaves the 
text untranslated! In other cases his numbers do not even add up 
co r rec t ly . For example, he states that 3H 9x i s usually translated by 
icottjp 12x. He also indicates that OG has 2 addi t ional occurrences of 
natfip i n ch. 3, but leaves 3K untranslated i n 5:13, 18. Anyway you 
look at these numbers they do not add up, but Wenthe does not explain 
why. Using Ziegler ' s t ex t , he suggests incor rec t ly that the OG uses 
eetx; (57x) f o r D"»n'?«, rbH (73x) and leaves i t untranslated 23x. 
57+23=80. 
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P.S. David's thesis is basically a restatement of the views of 
Haischer, Sellin, and Ginsberg; though there are a few other points of 
interest. For example, he includes a separate investigation of the OG 
of 9:24-27 in which he argues that the doublets reveal that there were 
two forms of the same text and that these were combined in the 
transmission of the OG. In its reconstructed form the OG of 9:24-27 
supposedly envisaged a restored temple along with the vindication of 
the legitimate Zadokite priesthood.' We do not have the space to 
treat his arguments in detail, but one of the crucial points is his 
interpretation of <itjtoffxaef|oeTOi in 9:26 as a reference to the removal of 
Jason. David supports his interpretation of dsootoBfioctai with the 
suggestion that the reading of t(>\a]ia in OG should be emended to 
XPiax6i, because i t is the usual equivalent for TVVQ, Here David is 
arguing for the p r i o r i t y of the OG against MT, but wants to establish 
t h i s e a r l i e r reading based on MT rather than the text of the CG! 
Clearly there are no means of f a l s i f y i n g such a thesis.'^ David also 
suggests that papyrus 967 preserves the ori g i n a l ordering of the OG 
tex t , but does not o f f e r an adequate account for t h i s displacement in 
his reconstruction of the l i t e r a r y growth of the book.'' On the other 
'^ G. Haischer, "Die Entstehung des Buches Daniel," TSK 92 (1919): 
113-38; E. S e l l i n , Introduction to the Old Testament, (London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1923); H. L. Ginsberg, Studies in Daniel, (New York: 
Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1948). See also the recent 
a r t i c l e by A. S. van der Woude, "Erwagungen zur Doppelsprachigkeit 
des Buches Daniel," i n Scripta Signa Vocis, ed. H. L. J. Vanstiphout 
et a l . (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1986), pp. 305-16. 
''see David, pp. 283-356. 
nr 
However, we also give good reason to question his interpretation 
of djioota8f|aeToi on p. 134. 
''see his diachronic reading of Daniel, pp. 207-267. There are 
other disturbing and/or unsupported statements i n his thesis. For 
example, on p. 103, he states, "The fact nevertheless remains that the 
denial of the unity of Dn 7 continues to be a majority opinion of 
c r i t i c a l scholars." Considering the fact that he can only c i t e four 
authors since 1970 who have ventured t h i s opinion (Coppens, Weimar, 
Kvanvig, van der Woude), yet can also c i t e Collins, Raabe, Zevit, 
Ferch, and Casey as not holding t h i s view makes his statement absurd. 
We could also add P. Porter (1983), S. Niditch (1980), and J. 
Goldingay (1989) as recent proponents of the unity of ch. 7. Another 
example is p. 284, where David offers de f i n i t i o n s of diplomatic and 
eclectic texts, but mistakes the meaning of the terms. He cites 
Ziegler as an example of a diplomatic text! 
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hand, David has advanced valuable insights on the development of the 
book of Daniel and does isolate possible doublets in 9:24-27 and 8:11-
14.'' 
One of the major weaknesses i n the works of Wenthe, Wills and 
David i s the sweeping assumption that a dif f e r e n t or older Vorlage of 
the OG i s therefore "superior" to MT. There are at least three very 
d i s t i n c t issues at stake i n the evaluation of the text of the OG as i t 
compares with NfT. The f i r s t issue is to s e t t l e the question whether 
chs. 4-6 of the OG are a f a i t h f u l translation of a Semitic Vorlage 
alternative to NfT. Although there should always remain a residue of 
doubt concerning t h i s question, the cumulative work of Jahn, Charles, 
Grelot, Albertz, Wills and Wenthe makes i t highly probable that such a 
text d id i n fact e x i s t . Once we accept that there was an alternative 
text f o r chs. 4-6 we have to decide, secondly, about the p o s s i b i l i t y 
of a double l i t e r a r y t r a d i t i o n f o r Daniel such as that found i n 
Jeremiah. In such cases i t i s nonsense to speak of a "superior" te x t , 
because we are dealing with two quite separate and d i s t i n c t l i t e r a r y 
texts. Third, i t is a l l the more remarkable that Wills can refer to 
the text of the OG as superior to NfT when he argues that the OG is a 
better witness to the tales as they were when they circulated indepen-
dently}^^ I f the OG somehow preserves the tales of 4-6 in a form i n 
which they existed p r i o r to t h e i r redaction into a larger framework 
(or as a later expansion), then we cannot speak of two l i t e r a r y 
t r a d i t i o n s of the Semitic text of Daniel. I t would have to be 
reasonably demonstrated that chs. 4-6 of the OG exhibit the same TT as 
the remainder of the book and that they f a i t h f u l l y reproduce a Semitic 
Vorlage i n order to j u s t i f y the conclusion that Daniel does represent 
a double l i t e r a r y t r a d i t i o n . 
'^David, pp. 289-335, 370-380. For our part, we believe i t to be 
impossible to reconstruct the OG reading of 9:24-27 because of the 
corrupt state of the texts; therefore, any theory based on a rereading 
of the Greek or Hebrew text is pure f i c t i o n . 
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See Tov, Hebrew Bible, pp. 347-349. The debate then becomes 
which e d i t i o n do we attempt to reconstruct as the more o r i g i n a l text. 
Tov argues that i t should be that text which was received and 
preserved i n the Hebrew canon. See E. Tov, "The Original Shape of the 
B i b l i c a l Text," VTSupp 43 (1991): 345-59. 
% i l l s , pp. 87-88. 
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I t is with respect to the Vorlage of OG 4-6 and the consequences 
for the transmission history and textual c r i t i c i s m of the Hebrew 
version of Daniel that Albertz' work has significant implications. 
Albertz argues that chs. 4-6 exhibit a different TT from the remainder 
of the book and that the OG of chs. 4-6 reflects an early form of the 
tales before they were redacted into the larger framework of chs. 
(1)2-7 and, ultimately, 1-12. This conclusion is based on a 
comparison of the Greek vocabulary employed between chs. 4-6 and the 
remainder of the book."" In his view, the early form of the tales 
was employed for chs. 4-6'"^  when the completed Aramaic book of 
Daniel was translated into Greek for two reasons: 1. The older version 
was probably more popular; 2. the older version served the theological 
interests of the translator because i t emphasized monotheism (eg. 
4:34c) and the theme of conversion.'"^ Obviously, i t is d i f f i c u l t to 
f a l s i f y either of these claims. However, the significance of 
Albertz's work l i e s i n the argument that chs. 4-6 of OG derive from a 
dif f e r e n t translator."** 
I I I . Summary 
Our b r i e f foray into Danielle l i t e r a t u r e reveals a mixture of 
consensus in some issues and di v e r s i t y in others. The biggest 
consensus, which was shared by most scholars who ventured a opinion, 
apart from s l i g h t v a c i l l a t i o n on the part of Grelot and Bogaert, is 
Albertz, pp. 159-163. This is the same conclusion which Blud., 
p. 218 had reached. There is also a fundamental weakness in Albertz' 
argument. He has not s u f f i c i e n t l y considered the question whether 
these variations in vocabulary r e f l e c t the use of different 
translation equivalents for the target text (see CH 4.II.5). Ulrich 
is clearly of the opinion that chs. 4-6 do exhibit the same TT as the 
rest of the book, but he has not offered any evidence to support this 
view. E. Ulr i c h , "The Canonical Process, Textual Criticism, and 
Latter Stages in the Composition of the Bible," in Sha'arei Talmon, 
ed. M. Fishbane, E. Tov, and W. W. Fields (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 
1992), p. 285. 
'"^I t should also be noted that Albertz (p. 178) is undecided 
about whether chs. 4-6 are actually a translation from a Semitic 
Vorlage. 
'"^Albertz, p. 164. 
'"^ Cf. Tov, Hebrew Bible, pp. 177, 178, 317(fn. 3) who gives the 
opinion that Th is midrashic and later than MT. 
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that Th i s a revision of the OG. On the other hand, no one has 
actually studied the relationship between the two in any d e t a i l . The 
OG has received the greater attention of the two texts, but there are 
several contentious issues. F i r s t , there is the question of TT. The 
early analysis by Bludau was affected by two di f f e r e n t factors: 1. 
Bludau did not have the benefit of the best textual witness to the OG, 
papyrus 967; 2. Bludau assumed that the Vorlage of the OG was MT. 
McCrystall has recently attempted a new examination of the TT, but we 
have demonstrated that there are serious deficiencies i n his 
methodology. Jeansonne has also shown that McCrystall's arguments for 
theological Tendenz i n the OG are, f o r the most part, without 
foundation. Wenthe has attempted to u t i l i z e insights from TT in his 
study as w e l l , but he does not operate with any clearl y defined 
methodology. Both Wenthe and McCrystall exemplify that the main 
d i f f i c u l t y w ith investigations of TT is that there has been no clearly 
defined methodology f o r the analysis of the TT i n a book of the LXX. 
Second, t h i s lack of methodology fo r TT has had consequences i n the 
evalviation of the OG as a witness to the MT. Where Montgomery, 
Bludau, and McCrystall f i n d Tendenz, Jahn, Charles, Jeansonne, and 
Wenthe discover a superior text. In the t h i r d place, there is the 
specific question of the Vorlage of chs. 4-6 and whether a retroverted 
text of the OG can be considered superior to NfT. Finally, most of 
these recent investigations of the OG of Daniel have not been carried 
out with a c l e a r l y defined text of the OG! The major exceptions to 
t h i s are Albertz, who does reconstruct the text of chs. 4-6; and 
Jeansonne, who almost always considers the readings of 967.'"' 
However, the eclectic nature of Jeansonne's analysis makes i t very 
d i f f i c u l t to acquire a perspective of the difference that 967 makes to 
the evaluation of the OG text. 
That i s , except i n her examination of 7:13 (pp. 96-98) where 
she refers to the ed i t i o n of Ziegler, but does not discuss the fact 
that 967 stands very close to 88-Syh. I t cannot be that she does not 
know the text of 967. Rather, i t would seem that she avoided i t 
because i t did not support Ziegler's reconstruction and her argument! 
As K. Cathcart has recently noted, there are other examples of 
scholars publishing on the text of OG, apparently without knowledge 
that 967 was available to consult. See K. Cathcart, "Daniel, 
especially the Additions, and Chester Beatty-Cologne Papyrus 967," IBA 
15 (1992): 37-41. 
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The following chapters w i l l attempt to introduce some necessary 
corrections to the deficiencies that have been noted. The primary 
concern i s to establish a methodology for the analysis of TT i n the 
LXX and apply i t to the OG and Th texts of Daniel. This w i l l involve 
four steps. F i r s t of a l l , a c r i t i c a l text of OG which provides the 
basis f o r the analysis of TT has to be established. I t is f o l l y to 
analyze TT and to use the OG for t e x t - c r i t i c a l judgments about MT 
without f i r s t establishing the OG text. Second, i t i s necessary to 
o f f e r a c r i t i c a l examination of the current methodology of TT which 
focuses on the features of l i t e r a l i s m . Third, a methodology for TT 
based on l i n g u i s t i c principles w i l l be proposed. In the fourth stage, 
the proposed methodology f o r TT w i l l be applied to the OG and Th texts 
of Daniel. The primary concern i n t h i s analysis w i l l be the text of 
the OG, but the relationship of Th to OG w i l l be considered i n order 
to determine whether Th i s a recension of OG. Matters of textual 
differences between the Greek texts and MT w i l l also be addressed as 
they appear. 
Unfortunately, the l i m i t s of space imposed by the c r i t i c a l 
reconstruction of the OG i n CH 2 and the establishing of a methodology 
for the analysis of TT i n CHs 3 and 4 w i l l not allow the opportunity 
to investigate the TT of the OG as completely as one otherwise might 
l i k e . For t h i s reason, the analysis of TT of the OG in chs. 4-6 w i l l 
remain on the periphery and our treatment of chapters 1-3 and 7-12 
w i l l be selective. However, by providing detailed examination of 
selected texts we w i l l have a good foundation to draw conclusions 
concerning the TT as a whole and to refine the work on the texts of 
Daniel done previously. I t would require a textual commentary on the 
OG and Th of Daniel i n order to apply the methodology completely. 
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Excursus 
Translation Technique and Textual Criticism 
A good place to begin the discussion of TT and textual c r i t i c i s m 
is with a quote by E. Tov, which w i l l put some perspective on our 
remarks concerning the intention of the translators (see CH 
3 . I I . 2 . i . ) . 
In other words, i f the translator took care to render most 
elements of the Hebrew f a i t h f u l l y , i t is not l i k e l y that 
he would have added or omitted other elements . . . 
Reversely, i f a translation unit may be considered free, 
the translator should be held responsible for extensive 
pluses or minuses.' 
In ray opinion, only the f i r s t h a l f of that statement is correct. The 
second half assumes that only those translators who reproduced their 
source text primarily with formal equivalents were concerned to 
translate the text f a i t h f u l l y . The above quotation of Tov clearly 
contradicts a pr i n c i p l e of textual c r i t i c i s m that he himself has 
stated elsewhere: 
. . . a l l Hebrew and retroverted variants are compared 
with wr, and i n the case of reconstructed evidence one 
must forget f o r a moment that one is dealing with variants 
which are "merely" retroverted from non-Hebrew sources. 
In p r i n c i p l e , the evaluation of fiebrew and retroverted 
variants is identical, as long as the retroversion is 
r e l i a b l e . 
Generally speaking, MT readings are preferred, "but th i s 
s t a t i s t i c a l information should not influence decisions i n individual 
instances, because the exceptions to t h i s s i t u a t i o n are not 
predictable."^ I t i s d i f f i c u l t to r e f r a i n from bias towards MT and 
'E. Tov, "The Nature and Study of the Translation Technique of 
the LXX i n the Past and Present," VI Congress of the lOSCS, SCS 23 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), p. 352. 
^TCU, p. 278 and repeated i n his new volume, Hebrew Bible, p. 
298. 
^Tov, Hebrew Bible, p. 299. 
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demonstrate reasonable balance i n the practice of textual c r i t i c i s m . 
However, i f LXX pluses can be retroverted r e l i a b l y , regardless of how 
formal or dynamic the translation i s , then there i s no reason a priori 
to characterize them as expansions by the translator. Obviously, we 
have to treat each book i n d i v i d u a l l y — t h e r e i s a world of difference 
between OG i n Daniel and the OG of Proverbs*—but only a thorough 
study of the individual book and the specific passages can hope to 
distinguish between dynamic equivalence, which is an expansion by the 
translator or a later scribe, and an o r i g i n a l reading.^ 
Textual c r i t i c i s m involves two steps: f i r s t , the collection of 
variants and, second, the evaluation of the variants. However, the 
evaluation of the LXX as a source of variant readings for the proto-MT 
is complicated for three reasons. F i r s t , the LXX is a translation and 
one must attempt to reconstruct the hypothetical Vorlage of the Greek 
text by retroversion before one can assess the value of the OG as a 
witness. However, as Goshen-Gottstein warns, "there i s no 
retroversion without a residue of doubt, and what seems self-evident 
to one scholar may look l i k e a house of cards to h i s fellow."^ In the 
second place, the process of retroversion is i t s e l f complicated in 
many instances because the o r i g i n a l OG text must f i r s t be established 
before attempting to retrovert the Semitic text from which i t was 
translated. In essence, one must collect and evaluate the variant 
readings from the witnesses to the OG text of a book before one can 
evaluate the retroverted reading of the OG as a witness to the 
o r i g i n a l Semitic text.' There are then two stages of textual 
4 
But see some interesting corrections to the view that LXX 
Proverbs r e f l e c t s the Hellenistic background of the translator by R.L. 
Giese, "Qualifying Wealth i n the Septuagint of Proverbs," JBL 111 
(1992): 409-425. 
^Aejmelaeus makes the same point i n "What Can We Know About the 
Hebrew Vorlage of the Septuagint?" ZAW 99 (1981): 68-71; "Connectors," 
p. 378. See also M.H. Goshen-Gottstein, "Theory and Practice of 
Textual Criticism," re^rtus 3 (1963): 130-158. 
M^. Goshen-Gottstein, "Theory," p. 132. 
^Tnyby E. Tov is by far the best introduction to t h i s process. 
The Gottingen editions are indispensable for t h i s task and i t can only 
be hoped that the work on the remaining books w i l l be accomplished as 
soon as possible. 
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c r i t i c i s m i n the use of an ancient version l i k e the LXX for the 
textual c r i t i c i s m of the NTT, and the exhaustive analysis of the TT in 
a given unit/book i s essential f o r i t s t e x t - c r i t i c a l use at both of 
these levels. 
The importance of TT at the second level is generally 
recognized. For example, A. Pietersma writes that a thorough analysis 
of the TT: 
. . . might be called the quest f o r the Archimedean point, 
because only from t h i s vantage point can the t e x t - c r i t i c 
s i t i n judgment over the f i d e l i t y with which the 
manuscripts have preserved the o r i g i n a l text, and hence 
determine the q u a l i t y of individual texts. 
However, even i f we were to possess the autograph of the OG text of 
the Book of Daniel i t would be comparatively useless for t e x t - c r i t i c a l 
purposes without the requisite knowledge of the TT employed in the 
book. The study of TT provides the means to understand how the 
translator rendered the parent te x t ; therefore, i t helps i n 
determining whether a pa r t i c u l a r substitution, omission, or addition 
i n the translation r e f l e c t s a variant text or is an exegetical 
rendering based on the theological concerns of the translator. 
Acquaintance with the TT i s , therefore, valuable for the 
reconstruction of the OG and understanding the history of the 
transmission of the OG t e x t . For example, HUrt? TK occurs four 
times i n ch. 2:28, 29(2), 45. Th renders i t in each instance with 
6[(ti) Set yeveoeai. OG uses a 5ei YcveoGoi in 2:28 and td ^ a6|ieva in 2:45, 
while the textual witnesses have variant readings for the two 
occurrences of the phrase in 2:29. The f i r s t occurrence in 2:29 is 
omitted in 88 due to homoioteleuton, and so Ziegler reconstructs RCtvta 
& Sei yeveaeai from Syh; whereas 967 reads 6aa 5ci ycveoeai. In the 
second, Ziegler again reads & 5ei ytvtaQax while 967 has a jieXXei 
yiveoeai. Given the reading i n 2:45 and the greater probability that 
the OG readings i n 2:29 are represented by 967 which offers a variety 
of translation equivalents for the Aramaic HTt? 710, the readings of 
88-Syh would be due to l a t e r scribal harmonization to the f i r s t 
Vietersma, "Plea," p. 299. 
'The importance of understanding the TT in a particular book has 
been emphasized in J.W. Wevers' work on the Gottingen Pentateuch. See 
p. 116, above. 
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reading i n 2:28 or, more l i k e l y , Th influence.'" When evaluating a 
variant reading on the basis of TT the c r i t i c must be sensitive to the 
text and to his/her own prejudices, however, because the temptation 
would be to allow the understanding of TT to dictate t e x t - c r i t i c a l 
decisions (or the reverse). There is nothing to be gained from 
constructing a ci r c u l a r argument. 
Once the OG text is established and the textual c r i t i c 
encounters a passage which, when retroverted, witnesses to a variant 
reading against MT, i t has to be evaluated. There are three basic 
options: 1) Does the OG r e f l e c t a different Vorlage or a misunder-
standing of the Voriage?" 2) Is the reading merely a dynamic 
rendering or does i t i n some way r e f l e c t the TT of the translator? 3) 
Is there evidence of theological Tendenz on the part of the transla-
t o r , which motivated the rendering? Only with a balanced assessment 
of the TT of the whole book/unit in question can the t e x t - c r i t i c begin 
to evaluate each possible variant and whether i t originates from a 
d i f f e r i n g Vorlage. As Talshir states, "The scholar finds himself in a 
vicious c i r c l e of evaluating the character of the translator's source 
on the one hand, and his translation technique on the other." 
There i s an important caveat to be added to our cursory 
introduction to the process of evaluating texts, which is the t h i r d 
d i f f i c u l t y of using the LXX for textual c r i t i c i s m . The Vorlage from 
'"see also 8:19; cf. the remarks of F.F. Bruce ("Oldest," p. 24) 
who states that the use of & Set ytviaQai (presupposing Ziegler's text) 
is an impUcit "emphasis on apocalyptic necessity." Even i f the text 
did read as Bruce supposes, i t would not ju s t i f y his interpretation 
because the OG employs a variety of equivalents for the same Aramaic. 
I t is Th who employs a 5ei yeveoGai consistently. In fact, given the 
Th influence on the 2 uses i n 2:29—which would remain unknown without 
9 6 7 — i t is possible that the reading of 6 5ei yeveofioi i n vs. 28 also 
stems from Th. 
"obviously, i f a reading i n the OG can be explained by the fact 
that the translator possibly misread (metathesis, parablepsia) or 
misunderstood the Vorlage i n any way, then the OG does not witness to 
a variant at a l l . 
Z. Talshir, "Linguistic Development and the Evaluation of 
Translation Technique i n the Septuagint," Scripta 31 (1986): 301; J. 
H. Sailhamer, "The Translational Technique of the Greek Septuagint for 
the Hebrew Verbs and Participles i n Psalms 3-41," (Ph.D. Dissertation, 
University of California, 1981), pp. 6-7. 
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which an OG translation was made was not always the same as the 
majority text which eventually emerged as NfT.'^  In f a c t , the 
discoveries from Quraran prove that i n some cases they were very 
different.'^ There are several theories to account for these 
discrepancies, but i t i s impossible to evaluate the merits of these 
theories here." However, i t is also impossible to avoid the issue of 
the Vorlage for OG because of chapters 4-6. 
The presence of an alternative Vorlage i n the OG of chs. 4-6 is 
assumed for the analysis of TT in CH 5.'^  However, i t need not follow 
from the existence of an alternative Vorlage i n chapters 4-6 that the 
Vorlage i n chs. 1-3, and 7-12 also d i f f e r e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y from MT. 
Not only is t h i s premise l o g i c a l , but there are two additional factors 
to consider. F i r s t , and t h i s anticipates the conclusions of CH 5, the 
analysis of TT i n OG supports Albertz' conclusion that chs. 4-6 
See TCU or Hebrew Bible by Tov, or any of several a r t i c l e s for 
b r i e f introductions to some of the problems of using the LXX for 
textual c r i t i c i s m : Tov, "The Nature of the Hebrew Text Underlying the 
Septuagint. A Survey of the Problems," JSOT 7 (1978): 53-68; "The 
Original Shape of the B i b l i c a l Text," VTSupp 43 (1991): 345-59; J. W. 
Wevers, "The Use of the Versions for Text Criticism: The Septuagint," 
i n La Septuaginta en la Investigacion Contemporanea (V Congreso de la 
loses), ed. N. F. Marcos (Madrid: I n s t i t u t o Arias Montano, 1985), 15-
24; N. Fernandez Marcos, "The Use of the Septuagint in the Criticism 
of the Hebrew Bible," Sef 47 (1987): 60-72. For an introduction to 
specific textual problems using the i?55 and LXX see, J. H. Tigay, ed.. 
Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism, (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1985). 
'^ See f o r example, E. Ul r i c h , The Qumran Text of Samuel and 
Josephus, HSM, 19 (Chico: Scholars Press, 1978); J. G. Janzen, Studies 
in the Text of Jeremiah, HSM, 6 (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1973). 
S. Soderlund has attempted to overthrow Janzen's results i n his work, 
The Greek Text of Jeremiah, JSOT, 47 (Sheffield: JSOT, 1985), 193-248; 
but see Janzen's review, "A Critique of Sven Soderlund's The Greek 
Text of Jeremiah," BIOSCS 22 (1989): 16-47. 
"see F. M. Cross and S. Talmon, eds. Qumran and the History of 
the Biblical Text, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975). For a 
good discussion and evaluation of the issues, see E. Tov, "A Modem 
Textual Outlook Based on the Qumran Scrolls," HUCA 53 (1983): 11-27; 
Hebrew Bible, pp. 155-197. See also the recent discussion between Tov 
and Cross, as well as the a r t i c l e s by E. Ulri c h and B. Chiesa i n J. T. 
Barrera and L. V. Montaner, eds.. The Madrid Qumran Congress, 2 vols. 
(Leiden: B r i l l , 1992). 
'^ See the discussion on p. 37. 
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originate from a d i f f e r e n t translator. Second, i n the main, the OG 
text i t s e l f and the extant manuscripts from Qumran are very close to 
MT." As Collins states i n the latest commentary on Daniel, "On the 
whole, the Qumran discoveries provide powerful evidence of the 
an t i q u i t y of the textual t r a d i t i o n of the NfT."'^  For th i s reason, 
although the view that the OG translator was engaging i n a type of 
wholesale theological reinterpretation of the text envisaged by 
McCrystall ought to be rejected, we cannot automatically assume that 
every difference between OG and MT necessarily points to an 
alter n a t i v e Vorlage. The l a t t e r error is committed by Wenthe. I t i s 
true that the Dead Sea Scrolls have confirmed many retroverted 
readings and the existence of alternative l i t e r a r y editions. However, 
each variant has to be evaluated individually. We have to consider 
the corrupt condition of the OG text and then attempt to discern the 
TT as best as we are able i n order to use th i s understanding for 
textual c r i t i c i s m of MT. Therefore, the working hypothesis adopted 
for t h i s thesis i s that the Vorlage of OG was very close to MT except 
in chs. 4-6 and the end of ch. 3 where OG has differences due to the 
long addition in the tex t . 
Given the working h3TJOthesis we w i l l approach the variant 
readings i n OG and Th Daniel with the required understanding of the TT 
employed and by the judicious application of two general rules of 
thumb. F i r s t , i f the translation can be explained from a text 
corresponding to NfT, i t has no significance for textual c r i t i c i s m , 
i.e. there i s a " b u i l t - i n prejudice towards the MT."'' The f i r s t rule 
is balanced by the second, which is that any deviations in the 
tran s l a t i o n , p a r t i c u l a r l y pluses and minuses, may r e f l e c t an 
alternative Vorlage; because any scholar who: 
. . . wishes to a t t r i b u t e deliberate changes, harmoniz-
ations, completion of de t a i l s and new accents to the 
translator i s under the obligation to prove his thesis 
''see also U l r i c h , "Canonical Process," pp. 284-285. See the 
preliminary edition of the Qumran fragments of Daniel from cave four 
by U l r i c h , "Part 1;" "Part 2." 
'^J. J. Collins, Daniel, (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), p. 3. 
'Vevers, "Apologia," p. 29; Aejmelaeus, "Hebrew Vorlage," pp. 66. 
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with weighty arguments and also to show why the 
divergences cannot have originated with the Vorlage. 
^hhid., p. 71, 
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Chapter 2 
j? Criticd'Evaluation of Tapynis 967 
The first and most basic step of the investigation of TT in the book of Daniel is 
to establish the OG text in order to ensure accuracy in the analysis of TT and for the 
use of the OG in textual-criticism of MT. For this reason, the present chapter offers a 
collation and critical evaluation of all the variant readings from 967 in the editions of 
Geissen, Hamm, and Roca-Puig against the critical text of Ziegler.' However, it must 
be acknowledged that this critical text is only a preliminary one for two reasons. First, 
it only evaluates the variants from the editions of 967 to which Ziegler did not have 
access when he published his text in 1954. It is possible that the evaluation of some 
variants could change in the remainder of Ziegler's text in the light of 967's witness 
elsewhere.2 Second, it is possible that different decisions might have been made for 
some readings if more time had been devoted to the analysis. A more sustained 
investigation could not be justified when O. Munnich has undertaken the task of 
preparing a complete revision of Ziegler's text. Therefore, it is highly improbable that 
the reconstructed text presented here will be the same as Munnich's, but, hopefully, his 
work will agree quite closely with it. So, although a detailed presentation of 967's text 
is somewhat premature, a thorough presentation of the evidence still offers the best 
leverage from which to evaluate the evidence. 
The evaluation of 967 will be divided into two main sections. The first section 
will treat orthographical and other minor variants and will classify them according to 
type. The majority of these variants are insignificant as regards the content of the OG 
and the evaluation of TT. The second section will treat the more substantial types of 
variants—minuses, pluses, substitutions, transpositions--and will proceed verse by verse. 
^The reader is directed to the editions of Ziegler, Hamm, and Geissen for more 
detailed discussion of the contents of the papyrus and some of its more salient features. 
The production of this collation was aided through the use of the variant files of Daniel 
from the CATSS project (co-directed by Robert A. Kraft and Emanuel Tov) and I am 
most grateful for the assistance of Dr. Kraft and Jay Treat of CCAT at the University of 
Pennsylvania. An electronic version of this collation has been made available for 
inclusion in the CATSS database. 
2In fact, there will be occasions during the analysis of TT in CH 5 that corrections 
are suggested for other readings in Zieg. 
The second section, then, will provide an additional critical apparatus of major variants 
to be used in conjunction with Ziegler's text. 
The division of variants into the categories "minor" as opposed to "major" is, 
admittedly, rather arbitrary. All the onhographical variants are included in the first 
section as well as those variants restricted to differences in number and case for nouns, 
and person, number, tense, mood, and voice for verbs. Therefore, a variant between a 
finite vb. and a participle is not in the first section if it also impinges on syntax (eg. 
1:2). All additions, omissions, or substitutions of articles that can be handled without 
reference to their governing noun or preposition are listed in the first section as well. 
Any other additions, omissions, substitutions or transpositions are listed in the verse-
by-verse analysis in the second section. This grouping of variants according to type 
serves to remove the "clutter" from the main apparatus and a general acquaintance with 
the characteristics of the manuscript can be extremely valuable for the assessment of 
more important variants.^  A reason for almost every decision will be provided in the 
second section. In the case of some recurrent variants it is assumed that the evaluation 
of the reading is obvious to the reader. In the first section it is often possible to 
evaluate the variants as a group. Where an adequate judgement regarding the 
originality of a reading has been given elsewhere, that discussion is usually cited. An 
asterisk in the left margin indicates that the reading is deemed to be original. 
The point of reference for the readings of 967 is always Ziegler's text; therefore, 
it is assumed throughout this chapter that the reader has a copy of Ziegler's edition in 
hand. The remainder of this thesis will presuppose the critically reconstructed text of 
the OG. 
Prior to the evaluation of its readings there is a brief introduction to the papyrus. 
The chapter will conclude with a statistical summary. 
I. Introduction to Tapyms 967 
The best evidence that 967 is the closest witness we have to the OG text of 
Daniel is that 967 almost never has the asterisked additions of 88-Syh, and in many 
additional cases 967 still has a shorter text."* Other significant indicators of 967's 
30f course, many of the variants that remain in the "major" section are relatively 
insignificant, but a line had to be drawn somewhere. 
'•See O. Munnich, "Origene, editeur de la Septante de 'DanieC," in StudUn zur 
Septuaginta - 3(pBert fHhn/iart zu Zfiren, iHStl, 20, ed. D. Fraenkel, U. Quast, and J. Wevers 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1990), pp. 187-218. In almost all of these cases 
Ziegler has correctiy reconstructed the original text. Actually, the papyrus has 
confumed that 88-Syh managed to preserve the OG quite faithfully, but there remain 
significant differences. 
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importance as a witness to the OG are some of the lexical variants and occasions where 
967 offers the more likely Greek reading (eg. the combination of art., adj., noun as 
opposed to art. + noun, art. -i- adj. in 88-Syh).5 At the same time, the variants in 967 
demonstrate that the papyrus and/or it'-s parent text had still undergone considerable 
influence from Th as well as correction toward MT. 
Papyrus 967 is also notable because it preserves yet another anomaly about the 
book of Daniel. In 967, chapters 7-8 intervene between ch. 4 and 5. The different 
order of chapters has also been found in a Latin manuscript, so Bogaert is correct that 
967 is no longer a "meteor."^  However, the variant order is best attributed to a scribe 
attempting to "fix" the chronology of the book. By placing chs. 7-8 after ch. 4 the 
events and visions relating to Belshazzar are kept together (chs. 7-8, 5) and precede 
those relating to Darius (chs. 6,9). 967 also reverses the order of chapters 38-39 in 
Ezekiel, so the change in Daniel is not unique. Although, P.S. David argues that we 
should accept 967's order as original, the difference in content between OG and MT in 
chs. 4-6 is an insurmountable obstacle to any hypothetical restructuring of the book. 
Furthermore, R. Albertz has produced strong evidence that chs. 4-6 of OG originate 
from a separate translator, and, in our examination of TT in CH 5, we will adduce 
further evidence in support of Albertz' thesis.'' 
Perhaps the greatest tragedy surtounding 967 is that we do not possess the entire 
text of Daniel. It is particularly lamentable that the most damaged portions of the 
papyrus and large lacunae are in chs. 10-12, especially ch. 11, where the OG text 
exhibits the highest degree of confusion as to the meaning of MT. In order to 
appreciate the extent of the damage and to clarify where the witness of 967 is 
unavailable a more precise description of the lacunae of the papyrus is given here.^  
Take heed that the place where I note the ms. is broken is only approximate, i.e. there 
may be a few letters extant from a following line or two where the ms. is broken and 
usually only about half of the preceding dozen words are extant. 
Generally speaking, minimal reconstruction is required for the furst eight chs. of 
Daniel, even where it was ripped. Chapters 9-12, Sus and Bel are in worse shape, 
though the top part of the leaves of the whole papyrus are well preserved. Most of Dan 
^See Zieg., pp. 19-21; Hamm, I-II, pp. 19-44 for evaluations of readings and the 
judgment that 967 best preserves the OG. 
^P. M. Bogaert, "Le temoignage de la Vetus Latina dans I'etude de la tradition des 
Septante. Ezechiel et Daniel dans le Papyrus 967," 'BiS 59 (1978): 387. 
^See David, pp. 87-94; Albertz, pp. 159-163. 
^Geissen's (pp. 12-16) description is not so precise. 
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10:11,18; 11:2, 3 and almost all of 10:4 and 10:17 are missing. Still larger lacunae are 
as follows: 11:8 from aitoiaowi to KaTao\)pcov in vs. 10, though the ms. is in bad 
shape from the beginning of vs. 8. 11:15 from a x f j a o v t a i (967 reads a]Tea£[) to 
6e?i,fi]aEco(; in 11:16, though most of vss. 14 and 15 are not extant. 11:20 from 
[PaoilXeiag £i[ to [aWTayevltoQ \I£T in 11:23. 11:26 to end of 11:28, tiiough 
portions of two words are extant from 11:26. 11:32 to end of 11:34. 11:38 from 
K{e}ivTioei to TioXXoic, in 11:40.11:45 Kai O[\)K to [6vEi]5ian6v in 12:2. 12:6 ]v Kai 
Ka[9apiap,ov to ti? T\ in 12:8. 12:13 E[7U THV to end. 
n. TnmarilyOrtfuigmpfucd Variants 
In this section are categorised most of the minor variants from the corpus of 
papyrus 967. In many cases we can only make educated guesses in the evaluation of 
readings. In the case of OG, where the textual evidence is so sparse, decisions have to 
be based on our understanding of the writing practices of the time and what reading is 
more likely to reflect the period from which it emerged. After all, perhaps the original 
translator did not spell very well. So, although Ziegler is correct that the orthography 
of 967 was not carefully done compared to 88,' there are instances where 967 probably 
preserves the more accurate spelling. 
Key to Sigla: 
* = accepted as an original reading 
> = omission in 967 
+ = longer reading in 967 
• = alternative reading in 967 
trans. = transposed, transposition 
2,1,3 = the order of words in 967 
[ ] = letter/s or word/s in brackets omitted in 967 
{ } = letter/s or word/s in brackets added in 967 
- - = orthog. difference in 967 Always limited to one letter in the apparatus. 
Indented + or > means the word is added or omitted in 967 following the previously 
noted variant. 
n. 1. Corrections by Later "Hands 14x 
a\)To'D ' 2:15 t) added by 2 corrector. 
covete'ai'poig 2:17 Delete e, add ai by 2nd corr. 
eafinTi a 'vag 2:23 Deleted y\ and added a by 2nd coir. Thack. §24, p. 284. 
9Zieg., p. 21. 
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Tia'e'Sicp 3:1 Delete a, add e by 1 corr. 
jcpooK. i\i^aX.- TtpooK-ove^'vPaXowiv Add i by 2 corr. *OG= TtpooK'ovfj Ev|3aA,. 
TtpoaeKVVTiaav npocBTcbvox) 'v 3:7 v added by 1 corr. Th influence. 
jipooTay. iox> +Tvop6<; 3:22 Deleted by 1 corr. 
SeSo^aaiievov-g' 3:56 Delete v, add q by 1 corr. 
ecy;ce'oa-5-e'v' 5:6 o or 8 emended to v by 1 corr. 
ei7te-a'v 6:5(6) Emended by 2 corr. 
eX'pp'ixiraQ 6:22(23) Emended by 2 corr. 
6v£"'u'xe(; 7:19 Geissen does not note type or hand of corrector. 
e^ETia'e'aav 7:20 Emended by 1 corr. 
c'\iov 9:17 Emended by 1 corr. 
II.2. 'Errors 55x 
These errors were due mainly to carelessness in transcription. 
e7ciA,eKTcov E7ciX,e 1:3 
{vea} veaviCTKo^x; 1:13 dittog. 
oaTcpitov CTUoaTcopioav 1:16 Hamm, I - I I , p. 115. 
[eiaJfixGriCTav -Kjav 1:18 dittog. 
etoQ- veoq 1:21 
ya^aprivcov yapaSrivcov 2:27; 5:7 
aoi- p-oi 2:29 
a-bxd- amo 2:34 Hamm, I - I I , p. 239. 
>T6te 2:35 
>Kai xfiv Kp io iv 6e 2:36 Accidently omitted. Hamm, I - I I , p. 245. 
eve 2:38 
eXdTTco[v] 2:39 Missing line overo) to indicate v. 
i\yo\)\ie\o\ + nevov 2:48 dittog. 
paaaevfe} 3:10 
KvpioQ-Kvpie 3:17 Ke written for K(; 
e |^5?i,T|9fivai- e|ipX,rivai 3:24 
loopie- KDpioq 3:26 for K E 
o[T]i7t7ruov 3:46 
{ei} E i ; 3:55 dittog. 
itve-Dnata- K\a with line over top=7ivE\)^a 3:65 read %\ex)\iaxa 
o[-o]pavoD 3:80 
i5o[i)] 3:92(25) 
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>Xaipe. \n\5z 3:95(28) 
%Xr\pox>vixa] 4:8(11) dittog. 
Tcaaav 4:8(11) twice by dittog. 
aot- o\) 4:30c 
e{v}0veoi{v} 4:34b 1st v is an err. 
Ttdvxcov Tcbv Tcov 4:34c dittog. 
TiepieG. avi& + K a i eScoKev a\)z& 5:29 dittog. 
wpe[p]{e}iCTe{v} 6:19(20) p omitted by err. 
eKdX[ea]e{v) 6:20(21) e a omitted by err. 
ano+ano 6:22(23) dittog. 
TO eripiov 7:11 dittog. 
EKetvo +6 7:20 dittog. 
5oeeioa{v} 8:13 
Ev vnoTElaK;- £vriat£iai(; 9:3 haplog. 
f ^ i v fiiicov 9:7 
6i£CT-p-K6[p]maag 9:7 
Kaxd- KaKct 9:13 
TO-DQ+TODg 9:18 dittog. 
TTiv Epiiiicoaiv fiprmcooiv 9:18 
£P5o^fiKovTa- £v 9 (with a line over it) 9:24 o mistaken for 0 and E V for E v v E a as a 
gloss? 
+EXI 9:24 for E T C I (1st), but then corr. 
EiKoai- .]£ (with a line over it) 10:13 967 has K E ? misunderstood from K = 20? 
Geissen, p. 233. 
Kal EiTCEtv} dittog? 10:20 There is enough space on the previous line for this to have 
been written. 
ooi- | ioi 10:21 Change in pronoun to harmonize with the change in person of the vb. 
np&ia+xa 10:21 haplog. or dittog.? 
avGECTTTiKaaiv: 11:2 dittog.? Uncertain. 
d7coa'r[a8]TiCT£'rai 11:4 S. £^pX,Ti9fivai in 3:24. 
OX) a t f i a E i - avaxTiasi 11:6 
Xcbp[av] 11:19 
E^waJo-DCTiv 11:30 err. due to previous Ti^cuailv). 
Elq T O Ka6a +Eic, T O 11:35 dittog. 
EiJta- ETcdv 12:6 
dv dTcoaTaGfj- dvaoTaefi 12:11 
I I . 3. InUTcfutnge crfUoxoeCs 
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n.3.i. o:\Je, e/ai Thack. §6.11 45x 
aVe 4x 
eKneSeOaai 1:5; ouveiavpoi 5:6; dj^nTai6:5(6); ponSfiaciv 10:13; 
e/ai 41x 
6yco/ye\\e2:2; 6:n-Y-ocv7eOoriTe 2:5; 6o^a:a8ricre08e2:6; ov-n-oyyetXriTe 2:6; cmvelnaa8e 
2:9; 6TiXGjaeTe2:9; ^Xii8fiaea8e3:15; eireia^e 3:19; uptveue 3:57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 64, 
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71; UTrepuH/oOTe3:57, 58, 59, 64, 65, 67, 68, 70, 71, 79; euXoyene 
3:58, 59, 60, 61, 65, 66, 69, 70, 71; oe 5:16. 
n.3.ii. \Jei,eil\.eTle Thack. §6.24-26. 115x + 20x listed with Proper Nouns 
\Je\ 85x 
Pa(n\«e»iKn(^ 1:5, TT«e))Vvev 1:5, 8; aX«e»i.a8fi 1:8; «e))iva l:10;rm«e»iv 1:12,3:27, 
30; 9:12, 13; b\|/«e)>i<^  1:13; (4iae»)lXriaev 1:19; ^«e»ivTi8ri 2:3; 11:38; 6:noKp«e))i8el(5 
2:5; Ka8«e»uTTUjv 2:21; y«e))ivcjaKOJV 2:22, 3:15; pptix«e»voYe 2:32; 9:15; 10:6; 11:6, 
15, 31; ep[p]in«e»vaev 2:35; a(pav«e))t(jei 2:44; ey-v-Koav«e»ion6v 3:2; elK6v«e»i 3:5, 14; 
K6:p«e»ivov 3:6, 11, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22(2), 23, 24, 25, 46, 47, 48, 49(2), 51, 79; 
iT«e)>tTTTOYTa 3:7; cnjv«e)»i,8cijv 3:14; cx68copae»l 3:15; 6XoK0dJTU)a«e»i(j 3:38; Kp«e»iCjv 
3:40; n«e))i6vtjjv 3:40; e^«e»i.X6:aoa 3:40; e4eT«e»lva4e«Y» 3:49; p«e»iyo^ 3:67; 
Tia8«e»vov 4:30a; unj«e»laTq) 4:30c; 8vax«e»iAvou<; 5 preface; eii«e»vTTTev 6:10(11); 
Tp«e»lq 6:10(11), 11(12); cjp8[p]«e>.iae«v» 6:19(20); 6:TieTunncxv«e»(a8ti 7:11; 
8i,cfx«e))VXiai 8:14; naa«e))i 9:16; «e))lXaTeuaov 9:18; xpov«e»ta]nq 9:19; 2«e))iujv 9:19, 
24; xp«e»ia[jia: 9:26; KaT«e»u3xucrei 11:5, 6; eTT«e»v«au»aTpe4rei 11:10; e4aTT«e»iva 
11:24; epe8«e»iff8f|aeToa 11:25; Xweutcxv 11:25; ey-v-KaTeX«e»inov 11:30; 
}ji«e))iocvouffi«v» 11:31; KaBap«e»tacn 11:35; oc(pcxv«e»l(jai 11:44; auv«e»ievTe(^ 12:3; 
X«e»iXlo;9 12:11, 12. 
ei/i 27x 
ij6ponoT[e]wl:12; Kp[e]iaaGJv 1:15; e|jinea[e|w 2:1; e^ayay[e]Tv 2:14; aK0T[e]iv6: 2:22; 
(JKOTiejv 2:22; aiTOKT[e]ivai 2:24; yv(jo[e)i 2:30; Kupveu[e]iv 2:38; &ne5(e]i^ 6Y 2:48; 
m\[e]i<; 3:1; xp[e]^av 3:16; rin[e]vye«v» 3:22; Kpla[el^ 3:27, 31; 6YeT[eltXu3:30; 
eup[e]iv 3:38; npoa&exB[e]iTi[jie 3:39; ev&[e]iKvu[ievoi 3:44; T |e]ixw 4:26(29); 
uno&[e]X4ai5:16; 10:14; 11:? aiieia{e]ivocv 6:24(25); 8e(jp[e]iv8:15; Sef|a{e]v^ 9:17; 
eprm(jOo[e]v 11:24. 
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ei/e 3x 
K0CTaXe[i,](p8f]vai 2:35 
KaTa(p8e[v]pa-e-Te 4:11(14) 
yivwaKe[i](^ 10:20 
II.3.iii. Omission of\7x 
*eaQ[ilovm(; 1:13; 7:7 KaTea8[t]ovTe<i 7:19 Thack. §19.3. 
InfijetKeioy 3:42 
uneK£x(i)ov3:46 
&[i](x8flKn 9:13 
feTn.Bu[ji[ilcjv 10:3 
n.3.iv. de, e/a Thack. §6.2,3 5x 
ave-a-po(^  2:35 
en-an 3:2 
unoXopovre-a-^ 3:9 
KaTa(p8e{t]pa-e-Te 4:11(14) 
Ka8a-e-pv-6^c]8ir|geToa 8:14 
n.3.v. OT/U Thack. §6.41 4x 
iivoi^ev-nvu^ev 6:10(11); 10:16 
aovm 2:23; 9:7 
n.4. Non-Elision Thack. §9.10 6x 
*aXX'- dXXa 2:28, 30; 3:39, 95(28); 10:21 
*nap'- TTCxpa 3:19 
IL5. eav for av Mayser, I L l . 267; Thack. §5.4 8x 
3:6, 10, 11, 96(29), 4:34a; 5:7; 9:14; 11:3 
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n.6. ECOQ andcic, 3x 
[mc, 2:43 
(£]co<; 4:30(33) 
[ElcoQ 7:13 
There are three occasions where 967 has confused the writing of ewe, or g)C,. 
The most celebrated instance is in 7:13 where F.F. Bruce has argued that the OG makes 
an "astonishing" claim that the one like a son of man came as (the) Ancient of Days.'° 
Zieg. had reconstructed the text to read Ecog, but 967 does support 88-Syh in reading 
and J. Lust has suggested that the "so-called 'erroneous' reading... is not to be 
'corrected' in an edition of the text of the LXX."!^ Jeansonne has argued for the 
integrity of Zieg.'s reconstruction and she does note the parallel variants in 2:43 and 
4:30(33), but she does not note that 967 actually supports the reading of 88-Syh in this 
particular case.'2 However, there is no doubt that Zieg.'s text is correct. 
In both the OG and Th Ecog is a SE for eaq appears 43x in OG, but 14x 
MT=0 . i3 In the remaining 29 instances Ecog renders 1 ^ in all but two passages.i'* In 
4:8(11) it is a good equivalent for h in the sense "unto" and in 9:20 Ecog translates 
"TUl, which is obviously an error of sight or hearing. We encounter the same 
equivalence when examining MT. "T^ appears 47x in MT, so there are 20x when 
£0)5=1 AI does not occur. 8x OG=0.^^ Textual differences also explain the non-
equivalence for 1AI in five other cases.while TT accounts for the omissions in 2:20; 
lOBruce, "Oldest Version," p. 25. 
JiJ. Lust, "Daniel VH and the Septuagint," 'ETC54 (1978): 63. Bogaert 
("Relecture," p. 206) supports Lust's judgment. 
i2See Jeans., pp. 96-98. 
133:1, 4:11(14), 14(17), 18(21), 28(31), 30(33); 6:6(5), 17; 7:25; 8:11; 9:27(2); 
12:4, 7 (secondary addition). The second occurrence in 7:25 is also difficult to judge 
because of the textual differences. 
i4See 1:21; 2:9, 34; 6:8(7), 13(12), 15(14), 27(26); 7:4,9.12,18(2), 22,25, 26, 
28(27); 8:10,11,13, 14; 9:26; 10:3; 11:35, 36; 12:1,4,9. The second occurrence of 
Ecog in 7:18 of Zieg.'s text is probably not original. 
154:5(8), 14(17), 20(23), 22(25), 29(32), 30(33); 5:21; 6:25(24). 
1^7:11; 9:25; 11:24, 25; 12:6. In 7:11 it could be an omission of a redundant 
expression. 
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8:8 and 11:25.1'' There remain four other passages. In 8:6 and 11:10 OG translates 
with em, while in 11:45 it has ©pa. As in the case of 9:20 above, OG has probably 
misread b,^  in 8:6, 11:10 and HAi in 11:45. Not only is the direct equivalence 
between Ecbg and "7 ^  established, but there is no other instance in OG or Th where cbg 
translates lAl. 
In 2:43,967 may have read 1^1 (see BHS) where it employs Ecog for wg. 
n.7. Consonants 
n.7.i. JAMtionofc, 5x 
*omco{g) 1:13; 3:40 Thack. §9.9, Mayser 1,1. p. 214 
*Tixov{g} 3:7(?), 10,15. Thack. §10.29 
II .7. i i . Omission of Q, 6x 
vEavioKO'Ofg] 1:4 
5£Ka7tA,aaico[(;] 1:20 
£7CTa7tA,aaico[(;] 3:46 
paaaEi j [ ( ; ] 4:30a 
*X,'DXvo'o[(;] 5 preface S. Geissen, p. 141. 
Ka9a -E -p i -E - [o ]9 f i0ETai 8:14 
n.7.iii. 'DouSCedConsonants Thack. §7.39,40,42 5x 
967 often writes only one consonant of a pair. 
£p[p]i7c{£)iCTEv 2:35. 
£fipdX[X]ovT£; 3:46 
£p[p]\)aaT0 3:88 
ElplpicpTiaav 6:24(25) 
7rp6cy[CT]x£<; 9:18 
II.7.iv. Interchange of Vp Thack. §7.20 3x 
Thack. notes that the tendency was for p to replace A., but he also states that 
"instances occur, also, of the reverse change in the Koivf] where no consonant follows." 
i7ln 2:20 (cf. 7:18) OG omits the latter half of Kobil-I-^T 5^ o':U)-]D, while in 
8:8,11:25 OG translates "TJ^D-Tllwith a(p65pa. 
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The fact that X was mistakenly written for p during the transmission of Daniel is 
exemplified in 6:22(23), which was later corrected; 11:25 where the addition of 
napaXoyiaBfiaeTai is a corruption from the earlier variant napopyia9fiaeToa (Geissen, p. 
259, see 11:25); and the reading of eaXaaori^  in 10:6. 967 tends to substitute X for p 
which suggests that it is a phonetic error. It also means that we should consider the 
possibility that 967 has the correct reading in 3:96(29). 
&iQ:^ eX-p-ur8riaeTai 3:96(29) This orthographic variant is quite interesting because 
8iapieX((^ cj "dissect" is usually interpreted as a neologism (so LEH, p. 106), which Mont., 
p. 148, reconstructed on the basis of an analogy to e^Xr^  nouia(xvTe<; in 2 Mace. 1:16. 
LSJ only has &iatJieXti^ tj attested in Plutarch. However, even without 967, we should 
consider the possibility of reading the far more common 8ui^ept(^(j "divide." The 
problem in reading 8uqieXt4cois that it would mean OG knew the meaning of the 
Vorlage here, but not in 2:5. On the other hand, the more coimnon &ia}iept4cJwould fit 
the pattern of orthographic change in OG and would also represent an adequate 
contextual guess. At some early stage of its transmission the X could have been 
substituted for the p, and 8iafieXt(^cj may have been accepted into the language later. S. 
the discussion in CH 5.in. 
eX>p'i\|/a<; 6:22(23) Emended by 2 corr. 
Bapai^ 86:Xaac[r|9 10:6 967=88-Syh but does not make sense. It could derive fi-om an 
early transcription mistake of X for p. 
\L1.\. Non-Assimilation of w ThacL §9.3-6. 15x 
*oup^v-tioXuv8fi 1:8 
*C5U[jt-v-^ iyei9 2:43 
m)y^-Kpa8fivai 2:43 
§V-v-K(xiv«e))UjpioY 3:2 
ou^ v^-TTo8^ aavTa(^  3:20 
ep-v-TTUpuj|i6v 3:95(28) 
ey-v-KUKXiov 4:34b 
*ey-v-Kaivia^oO 5 preface 
*cnjy-v-Kpnio: 5:7(2), 16, 30 
6y-v-KaTeXvrre«v» 9:11; 11:30 
e^-v-fievuv 12:12 S. 6:12a where Zieg. should be emended to read with the compound. 
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n.7.vi. v\)-E(p£XK'oaTiK6v Thack. §9.7 125x t. 
As far as verbs are concerned, 967 consistently employs the variable , , and 
there is only one occurrence in 967 in which the v is omitted against 88. There are 13x 
where 967 has the final v on nouns and adjectives against 88 as well. Since the v 
dropped out before consonants in later usage, it is more probable that we should retain 
it in all cases where it is attested. 
n.7.vi.a. 'UerBs 112x 
Addition of V in 967 l l l x 
fixicooEv 1:8; E S W K E V 1:9; E I T T E V 1:11, 2:5,14, 26,27, 3:91, 6:14(15), 16(17), 21(22); 
10:11,12, 14,20; 11:1; 12:9; E C T I T T I O E V 1:20; xpivowiv 2:7; E O T I V 2:11(2), 20,27, 28, 
3:17(2), 4:27(30), 34(37), 34c; 5 preface; 6:26(27), 8:20,21; EioTiX9Ev2:16; 
'U7C£6EI^EV2:17; 7tapTiyY£vA,Ev2:18; E K 5 O 9 ( O C T I V 2:18; E^XbyriaEv 2:19; EiafiyayEv 
2:25; E S T I ^ ^ C O O E V 2:28, 29; EJtdTa^Ev 2:34, 35,3:20; awn t^OTiOEv 2:45; EormavEv? 
2:45; TCpoaEK-ovriCTEV 2:46; ETiExa^EV 2:46; T I ^ I C O C T E V 2:49; E K T I P D ^ E V 3:4; E G T T I O E V 3:5, 
7, 6:14(15); Eioiv 3:12; fiT^EjiyEv 3:22; £V£7ct)piaEv 3:23; S I E ^ W S E U O E V 3:48; EUpEv 
3:48; £^ET{£)iva^£v 3:49; EKoiriaEv 3:50; iXvn^atv 3:50; iQax)\iaGBv 3:91; 
dKEOTEiA-Ev 3:95(28); E O C O O E V 3:95(28); irpoaicuvfiocooiv 3:95(28); EcpcbvnoEv 
4:11(14); tTCESEilEv 4:15(18); awETfipriaEv 4:25(28); Eypa^Ev 4:34b; E T I T I V E O E V 5 
preface; Et5£v5:5; £(p6vr|a£v5:7; E 4 £ 9 T I K £ V 5:7; £ V £ 5 ' O O E V 5 : 2 9 ; £7CTIX9£V 5:30,10:13; 
TtapaaPEv 5:31(6:1), 19(20), 28(29); f|Txf|acoaiv 6:5(6); E C T T T I O E V 6:9(10), 10(11); 
mp9[p]{£}ioEv 6:19(20); O E G C O K E V 6:20(21), 21(22); E T C T I K O W E V 6:21(22); E T S E V 7:1; 
E T X £ V 7 : 7 ; d7r£aTrioEv7:12; t)jr£p£cpEpEv 7:20; d7ioXovaiv7:26; •n9EA,Ev 8:4; £5pa)i.Ev 
8:6; E;rdTa^£v 8:7; awETpiyEv 8:7; dyaTiSaiv 9:4; Ey-v-KaxEXiicEv 9:11; 
fiyp\);cvTia£v9:14; 7tpoafi?t9Ev 9:22; £>.dXTia£v 9:22; £^fi\9£v 9:23; KaTiaxwa-E-v 
10:8; icpoafiyayEV 10:10; KaTioxvcjEV 10:18; EviaxwEv 10:19; 'n^o'Daiv 11:30; 
)i{£}iavowiv 11:31; dTtoaxfiaovciv 11:31; Scboowiv 11:31; 7t£ipaa9©aiv 12:9; 
dyiaa9ci5aiv 12:9 
Omission of v in 967 Ix 
Kaxaxpixox>ai[v] 4:21(24) 
II.7.vi.b. 9{puns andMjcctivcs 13x 
Addition of V in 967 13x 
jraiaiv 1:13, 2:4; 3:29(2); 4:34b, 34c. 
v5aaiv3:79 
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e{v}0veoiv 4:34b, 34c, 
UoiKJiv 6:24(25) 
nocxv 7:7, 19 
XprijiaCTiv 11:13 
n.8. 9^umBer 17x 
n.8.i. O^Tu 9x 
Il.S.i.a. SingidarfoTTCural 5x 
*Td 7rp6a. "bp,. 6iaT. ccoO.- to TtpoacoTtov'upmv SiatETpappEvov aaGeveg 1:10 
Given the predominant use of (•)''3D in idioms and semi-prepositions it is not 
unexpected that OG always has the sing, elsewhere in Daniel where it is rendered by 
TtpoacbJtov,^ ^ but OG also employs Jipoocbirov in all other cases as well . ' ' This is the 
only instance in Daniel where a plural would be suitable in Greek, but s. 1:13, 15 where 
OG has the sing. o\^ic,. 
*eiQ xobq aicovat;- Ecoq T O O aicovoi; 2:44 Syh=sg. S. also 2:44(2); 3:9; 6:27(26) 
where OG has the singular for plural in MT. The only time OG retains the plural of 
MT for • bjj is in 7:18 according to Zieg., but the formal correspondence to MT is 
unlikely there. S. CH5.in. 
eaxtttcov eaxaxov 2:45 967=MT In 2:28 and 2:29 OG has en io%di(Si\ T C O V 
fipEpwv where MT has K"'DT' n"'nnj^3 (vs. 28) and nT[ •'"inJ^ (vs. 29) respectively. 
2:45 follows the same pattern. S. below. 
*Td awpaxa-TO ac6|ia 3:95(28) 967=Syh The variant probably stems from 
alternative 'Uoriagen because there is a K-Q difference. The Peshitta also offers a sing, 
while Th and the Vulgate have the pi. 
T C O V Xeipcbv TTiQ xeipoq 6:14(15) Here MT =0, but MT only has the pi. of "T^  3x 
(2:34,45; 3:15) and each time OG retains the plural. Otherwise OG prefers the plural 
even where MT is sg. The pi. renders a sg. in 1:2; 2:38; 3:17; 7:25; 8:4,25; 11:11,16; 
12:7. 
188:5, 17, 18, 23; 9:3,7, 8,13,17; 10:6, 9,15; 11:17,18, 19, 22. 
193:19, 41; 4:19(22), 30(33); 6:10(11), 12(13), 13(14); 7:10; 10:12. 
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n.S.i.b. (P^dfor Singular 3x 
dyyEXog ov- dyyacov Sv 2:11 967=MT; s. Hamm, I - I I , p. 181,183. 
*£OxdT0\)- EGxaTcov 8:23; 10:14 The plural follows 8:19 and the pattern in 2:28,29, 
45. 
xov) Xoyo-u TOUTOD- TCOV Xoy&v TO-UTWv 12:8 MT has n ^ K FT'inJ^. X,6yog appears 
15x in OG. In every case except 2:9 OG follows the number of MT, though in 3/4 
cases where MT=0 the pi. is used.^ ^ The OG rendering probably stems from a 
misunderstanding of MT. OG has the sing, for IT' inJ^ while the pi. in 967 resulted 
from later harmonization to the demonstrative adj. 
n.8.ii. 'UerBs 8x 
Il.S.ii.a. Singular for Tturd 2x 
cn)vf|x9Ti[aav] 6:23(24) Elsewhere OG has die pi. S. 3:7; 4:9(12); 7:27; 8:4; 12:10. 
aTTiCTOviai- CTTEOETtti ? 11:15 967 identifies "king of Egypt" as the subject. 
ILS.ii.b. TUiraCfor Singular 6x 
£5oyp.aTla9ri{oav) 2:13 Secondary harmonization to following verb. Hamm, I - I I , p. 
185. 
*£CTiTTi9ri 5£- Kai £^r|TTi9r|aav 2:13 The only grammatical parallel is in 2:18 where 
OG has the pi. 88-Syh has secondary harmonization to previous vb. Cf. Hamm, I - I I , p. 
187, who reads the s. for both vbs. 
EyEVETO- EyEvovTO 2:35 yivop.ai occurs twice more in the s. in 2:35. The 3 pi. of 
yivo^iai is unusual, but there is one other passage where it is employed in OG (12:1).^' 
However, there are a diversity of uses of the vb. in ch. 2, and the vb. in MT is pi. I f we 
consider the occurrences of the nt. pi. sub. with a finite vb. where OG has a Vorlagt, 
20X6yo(; in die s. for a s. in MT are 1:20; 2:11; 4:28(31); 6:12(13); 7:28. Pi. for pi. 
in 7:1, 11,16; 12:3. MT=0 in A:lA{ll)bis, 25(28)6is. 
2iThe singular occurs in 2:1, 35(3); 3:30,40, 91(24), 92(25); 4:24(27); 8:11,12, 
15; 9:2,12(2); 10:4; 11:36; 12:1. Other occurrences are inf. in 2:11,12, 28, 29(2); 
4:30b; imv. in 3:40; part, in 4:34c. 
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there are 27.^ ^ The cases where the pi. are employed conform to Soisalon-Soininen's 
suggestion that it is used when the parts of the whole are emphasized." In this instance 
the subject is viewed collectively, so it is most probably sing, while 967 has been 
corrected toward MT. 
eprniCij8ri0eToa- .aovxoa 8:13 OG transforms the n. into a vb. and provides a dynamic 
translation, and the nt. pL sub. (TO ; aj/io^ is viewed collectively. 
eniTeXecfBfiaeTav .8riaovTav 11:16 The vb. stems fi:om reading TtTD as i f it were a pu. 
3.m.s., but the sing. vb. would conform to OG's usage. 
&uxYOT]8fi(JovTcxf &icxvori8iiaeTca 11:35 967 has the prep, he changed to ev, so perhaps 
967 read ev as ev which led to the change in person of the vb. 
II.9. Miscellaneous Orthographical Variants 9x 
This section includes variants in spelling (1:5; 3:55) as well as common 
orthographical variants that could not be classified elsewhere. 
*eK-X-8e(Jiv 1:5 Thack. §7.9. an-v-ccyyetXTiT^ 2:5 
•ouxe- ou8e 2:43 Hamm, I-H, p. 265. oo^n-ayyeiXiiTe 2:6 
acxppuKq-o-^  3:5 
Kopi-e^o^ 3:46 Thack. §6.22. 
Xepoupip-\* 3:55 Thack. §4., p. 33. 
I8o0-I&ov 10:8 
o{)B-8-ev(i 10:21 
n.l0. Proper Nouns 70x 
Most of the variants dealing with proper noims have to do with common 
orthographical differences, though a few involve different names. A few important 
variants are treated in the main apparatus. 
ItiXXK«e»i[i 1:1, 2 
"Neuter plural subjects with a plural verb occur in 3:7, 94(27); 4:9(12)Z)w; 6:27(28); 
7:3, 8, 17; 8:4. Singular verbs occur in 2:5, 28, 29(2), 30; 5:3; 4:19(22), 30(33); 7:4, 5, 
25; 8:8, 19; 9:12(2), 13; 11:37; 12: 7. 
2^ See I . Soisalon-Soininen, "Die Konstruction des Verbs bei eiaem Neutrum Plural 
im griechischen Pentateuch," FT29 (1979): 189-99. See also A. Pietersma, "The Greek 
Psalter. A question of methodology and syntax," VT26 (1976): 60-69. 
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NaPoDxo5ovo-£-aop 1:1,18; 2:1, 28, 46, 48; 3:1,2(2), 5,7,13,14,16,19,91,95; 
4:28, 30, 30a, 34b. 
lEpovaaXriij,- lEpoao t^-op-a 1:1 Cf. Hamm, I - I I , p. 81. 
•BapvXffiva- BccpDXcoviav 1:2 Hamm, I - I I , pp. 83,213,215. 
BapDXcoviag- Bap\)Xcbvog 2:24 Hamm, I - I I , pp. 213,215. 
*[XT\C,] Bap-oAcoviag- BaPDXcovog 2:24 S. previous. 
•BapvXcoviag- BaP\)?icovo; 2:48 Hamm, I - I I , p. 215. 
ApiEoSpv AoTtavEg 1:3 967=Th 
AvavfEllag 1:6, Avav{E}iav 1:11 
M{E)iaaTiX 1:6,7,11, 19 (a/Q; 2:17; 3:24 
ZESpax - K - 1:7; 2:49; 3:12,13, 14,16,95(28), 96(29) 
M { E } i o a x - K - 1:7; 2:49; 3:12,13, 14,16, 95(28), 96(29) 
*'ApicbxlTi] 2:14; *'Api6x[ri(;] 2:15 Thack. §11.1. 
lCTa[a]K 3:35 
Aavx[Ti]X 6:27(28); 10:7 
Ba^Taoapfov} 7:1 Thack. §11.1. 
T'A'aviTiX 7:1 superscript by 1 corr. 
+6c, Aa\n\koc,7 7:l(2x), 28 
l£-T|-pE^iav 9:2 
•Mcoarr M C O W E O X ; 9:10(?), 11, 13 Tha. §11.1. 
Z{E}icov9:19,24 
lcpay\k-'lspovcaXri\i 9:19 Originated as a gloss to Zicov. S. Geissen, p. 211. 
n.n. Articles 60x 
In this section are listed additions, omissions, and subtitutions of articles that 
can be treated without reference to their governing preposition or noun. 
*[T6v]paoaEa 1:2 Hamm, I - I I , p. 81. 
*[TTig] lovSaiag 1:2 
•sig +xx\v 1:2 
*T{0- TOY 1:9 Hamm, I - I I , p. 95. 
paCTiUa+Tov 1:18 Hamm, I - I I , p. 125. 
*[T9] Aav. 1:19 967=Th Hamm, I - I I , p. 127. 
{T©} Avav. 1:19 
[To-bg] cpapudKoxx; 2:2 Cf. Hamm, I - I I , p. 147. OG tends to employ only one article 
in a series, but it is included before both the previous elements. 
>Tcbv S. 3:48; 9:1 and DID, I , p. 150. 
{6} paaiXEvg 2:10 
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*(6] AavinX 2:13 Hamm, I-H, p. 187. 
*Kal+Ttp 2:17 Hamm, I-II, p. 197. 
*M«e))iacxnX +Tcp cj. by Hamm, I-II, p. 197. 
*[Tal pa8ea 2:22 Hamm, I-II, p. 207. 
*Kai (TOC] C T . (pearl 2:22 S. discussion of 2:22 in JR. 
np6<j>T6v 2.24 Prep. + art. preceding names of people in 1:11; 6:4(5), 14(15); 8:16; 
Bel 18, 28, 42; but cf Bel 34. Cf Hamm, I-II, p. 213. 
Bo^uXuvtaij 2:24 
*8e>6 2:27 Hamm, I-II , p. 221. 
«Tou9) ooTpoK. 2:34 Hamm, I-II, p. 133. 
*(Trivl loxuv 2:37 S. Hamm, I-II, p. 137, but reference to 2:37 has been omitted. 
*[Tfiv] Txpfiv 2:37 
*[TT^ v] &6^av 2:37 
*(TC )V ] Ix8utjv2:38 Hamm, I-II, p. 133. 
>Tfl^ 
* [ T 6 V ] X < X X K 6 V 2:45 
* [ T 6 V ] apyupov 2:45 
* ( T O V ] xpuffov 2:45 
n6cvTCJV>T(]jv 2:48 haplog. 
•ev+xQ) 3:1 S. 1:3, 6; 2:25; 10:20. 
>6 3:2 Hamm, m-FV, p. 147. 
n6:vTa>Ta? 3:7 haplog.? S. 2:10; 3:2, 37; 4:(37)34c; 7:14; but 2:30, 48. 
«6n8e6(i 3:17 
• +6 =Syh Hamm, IH-IV, p. 215. 
Uw. + T 6 V 3:13 
nepl>T6v 3:49 S. 3:23. 
cxuTCJY+TO 3:50 Hamm, in-FV, p.331. 
>6 3:55 S. 2:29; 12:12; cf 9:4. BDF §412.5. 
*>TOU 3:57 Hamm, ni-fV, p. 351. 
euXoy. +T6: 3:81 
u l^Yeue Kal + T O : 3:81 
e(JTU(V» +6 4:34(37) S. 2:47. 
«6,> Napou. 4:34c Cf Hamm, m-IV, p. 525. 
norrp6<^ aou >ToG 5:12 
*>TUJv 6:1(2) S. Geissen, p. 161. 
>o 7:1 Omitted in 967 due to the previous reading of a rel. pro. (Aavir|X+b(^ 
Ao:yvinXo<5'). 
* > T 6 V 7:22 S. 7:9, 13. 
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>at 7:27 
*[6] iox'Upog 9:4 OG tends to omit articles in a series. 
* K a l [6?] (popEpog 9:4 
jrai56g >xox> 9:11 
KDpioD+Tov 9:13 967 =Th. 
d(paipE0. >fi 9:27 
*>TW 10:1 
aTparnyov > T O V 10:13 
T w v TW 11:35 
*a\)Tfi 4-6 11:42 Cf. Th and MT. More likely that the art. was dropped later. 
*{fi) dKofi 11:44 Cf. Th and MT. More likely tiiat 88-Syh dropped the art. Cf. 
Geissen, p. 65. 
*(»(; +ol 12:3 88-Syh=MT, but the article might have been added because it is better 
Greek. 
*>oi 12:4 OG never adds the art. elsewhere to KoXXoi (s. 8:25, 11:10, 18, 26, 34,44; 
12:9[10]) and does not translate the art. when the 1/orCageis definite <s. 9:18, 27; 11:33, 
39; 12:3). 
>6 12:6 
U.12. 3(ff(eKive^onouns Thack. ^14.2 8x 
The reflexive pronoun was used more at the time of Daniel's composition, so it 
is more likely that the reflexive was dropped during the course of transmission than it 
was added by 967. There are several places where 88 and 967 are agreed in the use 
(1:3,11:7; 4:9[12] 967 +), which supports the view that we should read it elsewhere. 
*{e}a\)Toa) 1:20, 2:17, 6:10(11); 7:1; 11:7 
*{E)a\)Tcbv 3:21,95(28) 
[ElauTOvg 11:35 
n.13. Ovliscedaneous 9{puns 24x 
Included below are variants in nouns that are primarily differences in case. 
*6 dpyDpog- TO dpy-opiov 2:35 88=Th Hamm, p. 241. 
TCETEIVCOV TTETTIVWV 2:38 
*XaXKf]- xaXKOX) 2:39 Hamm, I - I I , p. 255. 
Td[g] Tidpotg] 3:21 S. Ezek. 23:15. 
a i v E T O v aivETog 3:26 S. 3:55. 
*T. hoiiXoiq,- Twv ho\)X(S)v 3:33 967=88 
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*x. aePopevon;- xwv oePo^evcov 3:33 967=88 
*x. appov X.- f i appog r\ 3:36 Hamm, IH-IV, p. 291, 293. 
vd(()8a[v] 3:46 
Tcexeivd- nexrivd 3:80 S. 2:38. 
qxovTtfv] 4:28(31) Hamm, III-IV, p. 479. 
*xfiv Paaa.- XTiq PaaiXeia; 4:29(32) 967=88 
TcdoTig xfjg ^aaiXeiac,- Kacsr[ x. p. 6:4(5) 
*Ke(paXfiv-g- 7:1 Geissen, p. 97. 
KaXaxox)-Kokaioc^ 7:13 S. Jeans., pp. 96-98. 
PaaiXeto-v-g 10:13 
KDp[ie]iaq? 11:3 Not extant but probable based on space and v. 4 
dXKnvoXKTiv 11:4 Tha. §6.9. 
ia)p[ie]lav 11:4 
5-ovaIo]xcov 11:5 Om. due to 11:3? 
5vvaaxeia{v} peyd>-Ti{v) 11:5 967 misunderstood syntax. 
6idvoiai{v} 11:14 967 read as acc. 
paaiXeWa 11:25 Thack. §6.18 
7cpoaxdypa[xa] 12:4 
n.l4. I^erfo 59x 
II.14.i. IstandZndJ^orist Thack. §17.1,2. BDF §81 3x 
*eiJCov eiTiav 3:9; 6:12a. 
eiTtav EiKov 3:16. 
•EVEX-Dxo-a-v 6:12(13) Thack. §17.2. 
II.14.ii. O^erBsTermirtatiT^^inoaav Thack. §17.2; Mayser, I.2., pp. 83-84. 3x 
EVEPdA,o0av evePaX,ov 3:22 
evepdXooav evePaXov 3:46 
•e^fiXGov • e^ TiX,9oaav 5 preface 
n . l4.iii . UUTemporaCJiugment Thack. §16.4-6; BDF §67, 69. 20x 
*e6-co-paKa 2:3,10, 27,29,31,34,41,45 
JcpoaTi-e-v^axo 3:24 S. 3:25. 
e^co-o-poXoyetxo 3:25 S. 1:19; 6:12(13); 7:11; 12:7. 
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7capTi-e-vd)xM<yev 3:50 7tapTiv6"(o'x?i.Tiaav 6:23(24) superscript by 1 corr. 
*e-'n-'uX6yo\)v 3:51 
^ K o w oiKo-ov 4:8(11) 
•e^e-Tj-pfipcoCTag 4:19(22) 
*d(pfipT|xai- d9Eipr|xai 4:28(31) 
*d7co-E-KaxeCTxdeTi 4:33(36) S. vs. 34b. 
ET)co-o-5d)eT| 8:12 S. 3:25. 
*7rapo-co-^Dv9f|aExai 11:10 
aDv{e}xeA.ea9'n 11:36 Incorrectiy added e on a subjunctive. 
n.l4.iv. Miscetlamous'UerSs 33x 
Below are listed minor variants in verbal forms primarily due to differences in 
person, tense, voice, and mood. 1:20; 2:11, 24, 31; 3:25; 10:7; 11:24 reflect 
orthographical differences. 
*dv-7i-£6ei^£v 1:20 Hamm, I - I I , p. 101. 
*Cfi9v ^fian 2:4,28 88-Syh=Th Hamm, I - I I , p. 151. 
*oi'ev oiTi 2:11 Thack. §17.12. 
*eaxav eaxco 2:20 Hamm, I - I I , p. 203. 
AwTiCTTi- A\)vaaai 2:26 967=Th Hamm, I - I I , p. 219. 
*£{i}axTiKEv 2:31 Thack. §16.5 
*xp,'n9fivai- xpTi9evxa 2:45 Hamm, I - I I , p. 267 
7tpooeK\)VTioav KpooK-uvowiv 3:12 967 influenced by Th. S. vs. 7. 
eiTta-e-v 3:25 S. the emendation in 6:5(6) and Zieg. for 6:13(14) 
TcovTipoxdxG)-Ti- 3:32 
icXii0T)-Ti-vai 3:36 Thack. §6.46.2. 
EvXoyEixE-co- 3:64 Cf. 3:74. 
EUioavxag- E^iCovxat; 3:95(28) Hamm, III-IV, p. 409. 
E(pQ)xi^ov Ecpcbxioav 4:8(11) 
fiKOTXTE- fiKOvaOri 4:28(31) Hamm, HI-IV, p. 479. 
*5TiCTO'oaiv 5fiocociv 4:29(32) Future forms in context. 
e7t£ypa\|;a-E-v 5 Preface 
EaTtE-oa-S-Ev 5:6 967 harmonized to previous imperfect. 
*kl,ypiav E^TipOri 5:30 Geissen, p. 159. 
eaxTia£-a-{v) 6:10(11), 9:12 
*aDvioxd{vo}nevov 7:21 Thack. §23.3. 
£ 5 ( 0 K £ - a - 7:27 
•fiyvofiK-cr-apEv 9:15 Geissen, p. 205. 
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ETidKo-ooov .Ko-oaa 9:17 Geissen, p. 207. 
e7c-v-ejteaev 10:7 Vb. only 3x in OG, s. 4:2,30c. Only here in Th. 
Kaxiaxvaa-e-{v} 10:8 
wavTTiaeTav .xiiaei 10:14 (1-7) S. Sir. 12:17,15:2 for niiddle. 
Kaxiaxvaxi-Ka't{eHox^)CTei 11:6 BDF§365 
eiciaxpexi/ei- emoxpevi/co 11:18 S. Geissen, p. 255. 
8iavori9Ti-e-aexai 11:24 
•acppdyiaai- a9pdcYiaov 12:4 Goes with previous imperative. 
i n . Uiiinuses, (Pluses, Substitutions, Transpositions 
1:1 
Ia)aK{e}ip XTI<; 'IcoSa'iag 2,3,1 
1:2 
*d7CTfiveYKev d7ceveyKa<; Hamm, I - I I , p. 83. 
•Bap-oXajviav >Kal Depends on vb. vs. part, above. 
•dJCTjpeiaaxo >a'6xd Hamm, I - I I , p. 85; Blud., p. 54. 
1:3 
*dYaYeiv > ax)x(a Hamm, I - I I , p. 85. 
1;4 
*ypa\i\iCLixKo\)C, > KCCI owtxoxic, doub. Hamm, I - I I , p. 87. 
>«oxe A decision here is quite difficult. Hamm. (I- I I , p. 87) suggests it is a 
hexaplaric addition to render the b (see alsol:12), but one would expect this more 
frequently, woxe is relatively infrequent in the LXX as a whole, but is found fairly 
frequentiy in the Maccabean books and sporadically in the remainder of tiie apocrypha. 
waxE is witnessed by all three major mss. in 2:35 and does not appear in Th at all. 
There are no compelling reasons why waxe should have been chosen as an addition, 
and it does occur at least one other place in the book. Therefore, it is most probably 
OG. 
*oxTivav Eivai =88-Syh, vs. cj . by Zieg., p. 93. S. 1:19. 
1:5 
*EK • Ttapd 
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*>iox) oiKO\> Syh=eK zov OXKOV napct xov Although ex xov OXKOV in 88 sounds 
better (s. Hamm, I - I I , p. 89), Syh preserves both readings and it is more likely that the 
awkward reading of 967 was fixed by harmonization with the preceding vs. in 88.. 
*finepav >Kai Hamm, I - I I , p. 89. 
*Kai [otTco] toO oi'vov Hamm, I - I I , p. 89. 
•axfivai- crtfiaai =88 vs. cj. by Katz, s. Zieg. pp., 93-94. 
1:6 
*eK xox> yi\ox>c, TCOV -oicov lapari^ TCOV CLKO xr\c, 'Io'u5aiaq 
967 eK TO\)Tcov ctTco tcbv t)icov xiiq 'Io\)6aia(; Hamm, I-H, p. 91. 
1:7 
[ovonata] T& [\Ltv] 1. err. 2. Hamm, I - I I , p. 93, but it is difficult. 
{Kai} TCP [5e] 'Ava. Hamm, I-H, p. 93. 
1:8 
*aXiayT\Qfi- aX{E}iaQ^ 88-Syh=Th Munnich, "Origene," pp. 187-188, points out that 
OG stems from aU^co as a military metaphor and that Daniel did not want to be 
"recruited" into the king's service. See also CH 5.II. Cf. Hamm, I - I I , p. 92. 
1:9 
•AaviTjA, +Biq Hamm, I - I I , p. 95. 
1:10 
*7r6aiv >'b)iCOv Hamm, I - I I , p. 97. 
* ^ f i +eav Hamm, I - I I , p. 97. Read ccv, s. 3:6. 
*veavia(;- vEavioKCDg 1:10 See the analysis of 1:1-10 in CH 5. Cf. Hamm, I-H, p. 
99 who prefers 88. His judgement presupposes the "freer" rendering is original. Here 
it is unwarranted, but the decision is difficult. 
dcXXoyevcbv >Kai This variant is not noted or discussed by Hamm (see pp. 98-99), but 
does not seem to be a printing error. 
1:11 
*Apiea5pi- SoXop-dpco Hamm, I - I I , p. 101. 
*dva5eixeevTv dTioSeixeevTi S. 1:20; 2:48; 4:34c; Sus. 5. Hamm, I-H, p. 101. 
1:12 
*6a7iptcov aKopip-cov Hamm, I - I I , pp. 103, 105. 
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*>'n\c, yfj i ; Hamm, I - I I , p. 105. 
XBCTxe See 1:4; cf. Hamm, I - I I , p. 105. 
*Kd7cx£iv EaGsiEiv Hamm, I - I I , p. 105; Mont. p. 37. 
1:13 
*5iax£xpaji^evri- diacpavqq Hamm, I - I I , p. 107. 
*djc6- £K Hamm, I - I I , p. 109. 
•GE -^ng- GEcopfig S. 8:15. Hamm, I - I I , p. 109. 
1:15 
*at)X©v >KaA,'n Hamm, I - I I , p. 111 
1:16 
f jv ApiEoSpi- ESoKEiyiaaEv err. Based on 1:11 we should emend to i;oXopdp(og). 
Hamm, I - I I , p. 113. 
*dvxE5i5ov >avxoic, anb tcov Hamm, I - I I , pp. 113,115. 
1:17 
a-DVEaiv + 9povfiaEC0(; (Kal cppovriaiv 88-Syh) Hamm, I - I I , p. 117. 
>x£xvn 
*Aaviri?i > E5COKE Hamm, I - I I , p. 121. 
•I6]pfip.axi =Tert. +Kai opdpaxi 88-Syh. Zieg. cj. not verified by 967. One would 
expect the cj., but the evidence is too strong against. 88-Syh adds a later correction. 
* cj. >Kai £v TrdoT] aocpla Hamm, I - I I , pp. 121,123. 
1:18 
*[£ia]aYaYEiv S. 3:13. Hamm, I - I I , p. 123. 
*[Eia]T|x9Tiaav S. previous. 
*djc6- VKO Hamm, I - I I , p. 123. 
Tcpog- ETti (Eia)aYaYeTv + Tcpog in 2:24,25; 3:13; 5:13. Cf Hamm, I-H, pp. 123,125. 
1:19 
*£axTiaav fioav =88-Syh, vs. Zieg. cj. , p. 97. 
1:20 
{Kai} KaxEXoPfiv Apodictic "1 is untranslated. Hamm, I - I I , p. 127; Charles, p. 8. 
*cj. >ao(p(ox£pou<; Hamm, I - I I , p. 129. 
••UTCEp xoix; G09iaxd<;- -UTtEpcpEpovxag xcov oocpiaxcov Hamm, I - I I , p. 129. 
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* K t t i >to'U<; Hamm, I - I I , p. 131. 
cpiA-oaocpcug xoxx;- (pikoXoyoiv tcov S. previous. 
*^aaiXem >ax)Xox> Blud. p. 54; Hamm, I - I I , p. 133. 
*>Kai KateatrioEV avToix; apxovxac, doub. Hamm, I - I I , p. 135. 
*dv-7r-e6ei^sv >a\)Toi)<; aocpoix; Ttapd Kavxaq xoxx; ai)xox) Hamm, I - I I , p. 137. 
*>xfi yfi tt'oxo'D Kttl ev doub. Hamm, I - I I , p. 137. 
*xfi paaiA,eia avxox)- xfj ea-oxot) ^aoiX. Pre-positive attributive. 
1:21 
*PaaiX,eiag Kvpcu trans. Hamm, I - I I , p. 139. 
*>PaaiA,ed)(; IlEpocov S. previous. 
2:1 
*exei xcp 5E'Uxepci)- ScoSEKCtTCp EXEI 1. 967 syntax correct, Hamm, I - I I , p. 141. 2. The 
dating to the 12th year is probably based on a confusion from Judith 1:1, though it also 
fixes the chronological difficulties between chs. 1 and 2?^ 
*x6v Paai^Ea- avxov Hamm, I - I I , p. 143. 
*evu7rvicp- vitvco Hamm, I - I I , p. 145. 
*>a"Uxot) Ktti 6 x)nvoc, avxov tytvzxo an avxov doub. from Th. S. Hamm, I - I I , p. 
145. This is a good example of how great the Th influence on OG actually was. I f not 
for the previous variant (EvvJtvicp- VTtvcp) it could easily have been concluded that 967 
was missing this portion due to homiotel. 
2:2 
EiaEVExGfjvai- KoKtcai =Th Hamm, I - I I , p. 147. 
2:3 
Emyvrnvai >ovv 9£X.co Hamm, I - I I , p. 149 regards 88-Syh as original, but the main 
reason he gives is because it represents a more dynamic translation. On the other hand, 
the words could have been added to smooth out the syntax. Perhaps it is best to 
bracket them to indicate that they are of doubtful authority, but s. the discussion in CH 
5.ni. 
2:4 
*Tcp6Q xov EJci xox) Blud. p. 133; Hamm, l - l l , p. 149. 
24McCrystall, p. 275. 
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Kupie paoiXeu trans. 
*evuiTVi6v>aou Hamm, I-H, p. 153. 
T\\iei(; >aoi 
•TfivouyKpicrivauTou- OUTO Hamm, I-II, p. 153. 
2:5 
*bTr 6i6n=88-Syh, vs. cj. by Rahlfs, s. Zieg. p. 99. Cf. Hamm, I-H, p. 157 who adds 
•)K6 Xoyoq dn k[iaQ dnea-rr] as original. S. CH 5.IIL" 
*aijyKpiaiv Kptaw 88=Th S. Hamm, I-H, p. 157. 
*8T]XcjOTiTe>iioi Hamm, I-H, p. 157. 
u|icj/ Ta {jTTop. 2,3,1 Wifstrand, p. 49 does not note this example. 
2:6 
*auyKpicnv Kpvaiv 88=^Th 
*5nXoj(ja:Te>poi Hamm, I-II , p. 157. 
* + ouv S. 2:3; 3:23. Hamm, I-II, p. 161. 
2:7 
*Kai ol- ol 8e 2:7 Hamm, I-II, p. 93. 
2:8 
*>ov&o:bn =Th Hamm, I-II , p. 161. 
*>upet<5 =Th 
*>Ka8dTTep eop6a<cn;e on dneaTri dir' fe^iou xb npaypa The text is very difficult here. 
Hamm, I-II, pp. 163, 165 argues this is omitted by homoioarc, but compare our 
discussion of 2:1-10 in CH 5.m. 
KaSarrep ouv irpoaTexoxa >OUTOJ^ ecrrai 
2:9 
eav pr| +a.mSuixe poi OG employs hx]\6bi as a favourite equivalent for the ha. of 1^1*' (s. 
2:1-10 in CH 5). 967 has a later addition. Cf. Hamm, I-II , p. 165. 
*>dnayyetXriTe poi en' dXriSeuic; S. Hamm, I-H, p. 167. 
•oijyKpiaw Kptoiv S. 2:5. 
*T6 bpapa einrixe 3,1,2 Zieg.'s cj. of bpapa correct. 
*>poi Hamm, I-II , p. 169. 
^^Aejmelaeus, "OTI," p. 123, also notes that "Sioxi is often corrected to oTiin the 
later transmission of the text." S. 3:29(96) for another example of the correction. 
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*{ET5OV) xfiv v v K x a >£6paKa S. CH 5 on 2:1-10. 
*>x6x£ Hamm, I - I I , p. 171. 
2:10 
[xf\c,]yT\c, haplog. 
*6- a Hamm, I-H, p. 173. 
c\> >Epcoxa(; 
*[%&<;] 6'Dvdaxrig Hamm, I - I I , p. 175. 
xoiovxo- xo\)xo x6 Hamm, I - I I , p. 177, suggests 967 is an error, but s. the discussion 
of this variant in CH 5.III. 
*EJC£pcoxa- £pa)x$ See prior retention of vb. above. Cf. Hamm, I - I I , p. 177. 
2:11 
6v C'H'ce^ ? Paai>iE^- 6v ^TIXET 6 PaaiX.Etx; Hamm, I - I I , p. 177. 
*xauxa >xcp PaoiA-Ei Hamm, I - I I , p. 181. 
2:12 
*axx)y\bc,- cv'wovc, =Syh 
*yEv6^£V0Q K t t i nepiXMnoc,: 2,3,1 =Syh 
•acxpobg- ao(p\,oxa<; Hamm, I - I I , p. 185. 
2:13 
E^TIXTIGTI 6£- Kal E^TI. Hamm, I - I I , p. 187. 
2:14 
•yvcbuTiv yvcooiv Hamm, I - I I , p. 189. 
>flv EiXEv OG employs the verb more frequently by ratio than any book of the LXX 
(21x).26 It is more likely that 967 has omitted it by conformity to MT. Cf. Hamm, I - I I , 
p. 191. 
TcpocJExa^ Ev JtpoaExdyri pD3 appears also in 2:13; 3:26(93)Bis; 5:2, 3, 5; 7:10. Each 
time it is rendered with a verb and in 3:26(93) OG uses the same verb for both 
cx:currences (aor. of E^Epxopai, also 5:5) while in 5:2, 3 it uses TIVEXBTI for both-
TtpooExa^Ev appears for "1DJ< in 2:12 and assuming that OG uses the verb in 2:14 the 
26See I . Soisalon-Soininen, "Der Gebrauch des Verbes 'EXEIN in der Septuaginta," 
1^28 (1978): 92-99. 
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clauses in which tiiey are used would be almost exactiy the same even tiiough die 
a^orCageis different. C f Hamm, I - I I , p. 191. 
2:15 
* TcpoaxaYPct- [TtpaY^ot] Missing in ms. but not enough room for TrpoaxaY^cc. 
Hamm, I - I I , p. 193 suggests Tcpdypa (s. 6:12a), but given the variety of equivalents 
employed by OG in ch. 2 it is impossible to know (s. CH 5.III.). 
2:16 
*£iafi>.G£{v} xaxi(£>c, trans. Hamm, I - I I , p. 197. 
*>7tapd xox) paoiEcog doub. C f Hamm, I - I I , p. 195 who deletes Ttpog x. Paa. 
2:17 
duEXGcbv AaviTiX,: trans. 
*{£}a\)xov +'U7CE6£I^£V EKttOxa Hamm, I - I I , pp. 197,199. 
cy-ovEXE a^i'poK; -na-uxot) 
>'U7C£5EI^£ Tcdvxoc trans. to above 
2:19 
Z=88-Syh- xoxE x. Aav. EV opdp. EV amf i xf[ V V K X I X6 pvax. xov Pao. E^EcpdvGii 
967- XOXE x6 \ivax. xox) Paa. x. Aav. £5riA.cb9ii xfi V U K X I EV opdp,. x6 itpdY^a 
E^Ecpdvn 
* cj.- XOXE X. Aav. xfi vDKXi EV opd^i. x6 TupaYpa E^Ecpdvri 
See Hamm, I - I I , pages 201-203. This reconstmction is similar to his. There are 
differences in word order as well as doublets in 967 between ES-n^ LcbGr) and E^Ecpdvri as 
well as between TcpaYpa and p.voxfipiov xo^ Paai? .^. The difference between my cj. 
and Hamm is in the evaluation of p-oaxfipiov. Although pvaxfipiov is the expected 
equivalent for i lTn because it renders it 7/7 elsewhere,^ '^  there would be no reasonable 
explanation for the origin of Trpaypa unless it is OG. 
[£K]9covfica(; cf. Hamm, I - I I , p. 203 who prefers 967 on the basis that it is more free. 
2:20 
Eig xov aiwva- anb ai&voc, Ewg alcovog =MT, Th Hamm, I - I I , p. 205. 
*p.£YaXxoG<)vri- pEYa>.£i6xT|(; Hamm, I - I I , p. 205,207. 
2:21 
272:18; 27, 28, 29, 30,47(2). In4:6OG=0. Th employs pvoxfipiov 9/9. 
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oocpoig oocpiav trans. 
2:22 
{Kai} dvaKaX. 
OK0X[Elivd >Kai =Th 
*Kax6Lkx)aic,- KaxaXvei 
The Aramaic reads: Ul^ HQ^ K ^ i n : ! 
Hamm, I - I I , p. 209 suggests that we read Kai x6 (p&c, Ttap' auxcp KaxaXvEi. 
However, this reading is based on the assumption that the original translator did 
understand the syntax of his 'Uortage, i.e. there is no parallelism with the preceding 
clause. This is not evidenced in 967, 88-Syh, or Th which offers a general translation 
of WW (Th=x6 (pcbg HEX' avxox) icx\, contextual guess?). Cf. 3:92(25); 5:6,12, 16 
where the verb also occurs (only other use is Ezra 5:2) and Th translates correctly 
(omitting 5:16, homoiotel?), but only seems to have been part of the 'Uoriage.oiOG in 
3:92(25). Therefore, the reading of 967 is probably original. 88-Syh represents a later 
attempt to strengthen the parallel between darkness and light by adding the article 
(which was not the meaning of the 'Uoiiage), and makes Kal Tcap' a\)xcp Kaxd^vaiq 
into a nominal clause either in error or in haraiony with the preceding phrases due to 
anacoluthon. 
2:23 
KvpiE +9E£ doub. Hamm, I - I I , p. 211. 
*>poi Hamm, I - I I , p. 213. 
2:24 
>7udvxaQ Hamm, I - I I , p. 213. 
2:25 
*EiofiyayE{v} xov Aav. 2,3,1 
K. {oi3xco(;} ETTCEV 88-Syh=Th 
EK- dTio 88=Th S. 5:10. 
2:26 
dTCOKp. >5E Hamm, I - I I , p. 219. 
*£ji:iKaX,. >5£ 
*5TiXcbaai p.oi trans. Hamm, I - I I , p. 219. 
*av)yKpiaiv Kpioiv S. 2:5. 
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2:27 
>xo p-WXTipiov Hamm, I - I I , p. 221 is uncenain, but more likely omitted by err. 
*<pap|idKcov Kai inao\b&\ trans. S. 2:2; 5:7, 8. Hamm, I - I I , p. 223. 
2:28 
*Qebc,- Kvpiog Hamm, I - I I , p. 117. 
*dvaKaX,\)7rxcov cpcoxi^ cov Hamm, I - I I , p. 225. 
*6(; ESTIXCOOE- Kai i6r[X. 88-Syh reads " ' " I for V Hamm, I-H, p. 227. 
2:28-29 
>xovx6 Eaxi. . . K>,lvTi<; cot) homoiotel. A larger portion of these verses is missing 
from 88, so Zieg. had reproduced his text mainly from Syh. 
2:29 
*7tdvxa a- oaa Zieg.=Syh 
*a 5£i yEVEaSai- a p£A,X.£i yivEaQai S. vss. 28, 45. OG uses variety. 
2:30 
*7tapd- Kaxd S. equivalent translations in 1:5; 2:25; 7:2; 8:16,22; 11:4,40; 12:1. 
Tcdvxag >xoi)g S. 4:19(22). Hamm, I - I I , p. 233. 
H\xyxfipiov -i-^ioi Hamm, I - I I , p. 233. 
£^E<pdv0Ti- aitEKaXiupQr] =Th Hamm, I - I I , p. 233. 
2:31 
Kai >fiv S. vs. 32. 
2:32 
*KE9aXfi >a'uxfig Hamm, I - I I , p.235. 
>d7r6 S. vss. 33, 39,41. Hamm, I - I I , p. 235. 
2:33 
cn5Tipov{v} 967=Th Hamm, I - I I , p. 237. 
•oaxpdKivov oaxpdKco 88=Th S. previous. 
2:34 
*{Kai} EO-co-paKaq S. vss. 41,43 where OG adds the conj. 
*KaxfiA,Ea£v Kaxri^toriaEv Hamm, I - I I , pp. 237,239. 
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2:35 
[Kai] 6 xalx. Hamm, I - I I , p. 241. 
E^ a\)xcov Ev a-uxoig Hamm, I - I I , p. 243. 
{Eig} opog 88-Syh=Th 
2:37 
PaaiA,£v >paaiXEi)g haplog. 
*aoi +£5coKEv Hamm, I - I I , p. 245. 
*>xf|v dpxTiv Kai doub. 
>£5coK£v 88-Syh =MT 
2:38 
iiKO- Eig Hamm, I - I I , p. 249. 
*f i KECpaXfi Ti x p w f i 1,4,2 
2:39 
*[dva]CTxf|a£xai S. 2:31, 44; 3:3,91(24); 7:16, 24(2). 
•paaiA,. +akXi\ C f variant below. Hamm, I - I I , pp . 251,253 reads without aXXr\ i n 
either, but it is unlikely to have been introduced incorrectiy in both 967 and 88-Syh. 
Therefore, 967 is probably correct. 
* cj.>xpixT| doub. S. Hamm, I - I I , p . 253 who suggests 967 reads without numerals (s. 
1:17). 
*a>JKr\- EXEpa S. above. 
2:40 
*Kai {EXEpa} PaoiX. Hamm, I - I I , p . 253. 
* >XExdpxii 
* +£cxai S. vss. 41(2x), 42(2x). C f Hamm, I-H, p . 255. 
*6a|xdCa)v Ttpi^ cov Hamm, I - I I , p . 257. 
2:41 
*6CTxpdK{iv}o'D KEpapiKoO pspog 5E xi ai5Tipot){v}: 6,3,4,5,1,2 OG follows the same 
order of elements (s. 2:27) regardless of the l^odage. C f Hamm, I - I I , pp . 259, 261. S. 
2:33 for "earthenware" and "iron." 
*£Oxai +Kai This variant and the following are omitted by homoiotel. in 88. 
*XTig pi^Tig xfig oiStipdg: 1,4,2 
*dva^e[ieiY^EVov [a^a]- awfie^iy^evco err. ^evov 88=Th Hamm, I - I I , p . 263. 
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2:42 
•>Kai ol 6dKX'uA,oi. . . ooxpdKivov Hamm, I - I I , p. 263. 
2:43 
*dvap.£p.Eiyp£vov [ana]- 7tapap£|j.iyn£vco err. p.£vov S. 2:41 
>5E Hamm, I-E, p. 265. 
oiSripoi; +o'b Later interpretive error? 
2:45 
*x6 ooxpaKov xov aiSripov: trans, and coordinate with Kai The decision is difficult 
to make, but OG has the order ov5.-6ax. in vss. 33,34,41, 43. 
dpyopov Kttl [xov] xpvcov trans, the nouns=MT 
xomo'D Kpiaig trans. S. 2:6, 9(2), 26. 
2:46 
N(xp. 6 PaaiXEix;: 2,3,1 S. 3:14; 6:16(17) The usual order in BA is name-title, while 
the common Greek order is title-name.^^ Here MT has title-name. It is possible that 
88-Syh reflects a VorCage with the different order (Hamm, I - I I , p. 273), but hardly 
necessary. OG probably follows the usual order, whereas 967 has been harmonized to 
MT. 
Xap.ai- Eir i JtpoacoTrov 88 reads both. Read Syh with Zieg. 
jipo<yEKi)VTiaE{v) x& Aav. 2,3,1 Hamm, I - I I , p. 275. 
*noif[cav ETuixEA-Eoai 88-Syh has changed the unusual reading of OG. 
2:47 
>'b|j,&v GEog homoioarc. 
GECOV Kal -i-K'upi0(; xcov Kvplcov Kal Scribal flourish? 
2:48 
6o)p£di; +ax>x(a 
2:49 
XTig -^aciXeiaq doub.? 3:1 
28See Talshir, "Linguistic," pp. 311-313; Charles, p. 60. 
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>paaiXeij(5 S. 3:2; 6:1(2); 11:1, but here the text is part of an OG plus. 
*>eniifi<;yfi9Hamm, ffl-FV, pp. 131, 133; cf Jahn, p. 26; Char., p. 60. 
*Al8von + Kai Hamm, ffl-FV, pp. 133, 135. 
e^ - 8Gj5eKa Hamm, HI-IV, p. 135 believes the reading leads to a better Vorlage because 
the proportions of the statue would be better, but for that reason it is probably a 
correction.25 Periiaps it stems from the same corrector who transposed chs. 7-8 before 
ch. 5. 
3:2 
*yXcjoraa^>craTpdiiaijffTpaiT]youij trans, after 5u)iKr|Ta(j and insert Kcd. Retain 88-Syh 
order, but include the conj. Hamm, DI-IV, p. 143. 
x\y^<; S. 3:5, 7, 14,18; c f 1:5, 8; 3:12, 15, 27; 4:28(31). 
*eoTiicre* eorriptcrev 88-Syh harmonize to 3:1, 5, 7, 12, 14, 18. 
3:3 
*+T6Teouvrix8Tiaav S. also 3:94(27); 6:23(24). Blud., p. 58; Mont., p. 201; Hamm, HI-
IV, p. 147. 
*Karecnr|. o l npoyey. 3,4,1,2 =Syh 
3:4 
napayyeXXexai" dnayyeXXco The secondary character of 967 is betrayed by the change in 
voice and number. S. also the discussion of dTi(v)ayyeXXco in CH 5.in.l.iii. 
*>Kal xCjpai doub. Blud., p. 49; Jahn, p. 29 
3:5 
*aupiyyo9>Kal Later harmonization to Th. 
*aapPuKn-o-<5 >Ka l 
*\}/aXTTiptou+Kai 
*c5up(pCjJiaa9>Kai 88-Syh would understand oupcpuvaa<j as individual instruments (with 
MT?), whereas 967 reads it as the music produced when the instruments are played 
together. Hamm, m-W, pp. 155, 157 wants to eliminate oupcptovla^ as a doub., which is 
possible but not necessary. S. CH 5.IV. 
3:6 
*>xfivKaiopevnv S. 3:17, 21. 
3:7 
29Collins, Dame/, p. 181. 
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*>xf[<; (pcovng S. 3:10,15. 
*>Kax£vavxi xcoxo-o Aram, is insertion. Jahn, p. 28; Hamm, n i - IV, p. 173; Bentzen, 
p. 28. 
3:10 
*>xfig cpcovTig S. 3:7. 
HovaiK. -f-y£vo\)g doub. 
3:11 
*>ii£cyd)v Omitted as redundant. Not based on a different 'P'oTioffe, cf. Hamm, HI-IV, p. 
183. 
3:13 
*oi dvepcoTcoi fixGriaav 3,1,2 Hamm, HMV, pp. 191,193. 
3:14 
Nap. 6 PaoiA,. 2,3,1 S. 2:46 and 6:16(17). MT has no title here. The same sittiation 
cx;curs in 3:95(28) and 4:30(33), and in those cases the order is name-title. 
a\)xotg >5id xi 
APE5. -1- ETC' dXriGElag 
3:15 
ExoiHcot; +6n(£)C, Hamm, HI-IV, p. 201. 
>xfi xp'^otl Harmonized with vs. 14. 
fj-Tiv S.3:2. 
>y£ haplog.? 
noioq- xiq 967=Th. Hamm, n i - IV , p. 205. 
3:16 
*>fip£i(; S. 2:8; 6:(21)20. 
* £ K I X. ETnx. X. CLKOK. ool 5,6,1,2,3,4 88-Syh = MT 
3:17 
ovpavotq > £ T ^ S. 4:34c. 
3:19 
*fiUoicbeTi + £7t' amove, S. 3:20, 23. 
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3:20 
xov ZE5. M l . APES.- xo-bg JtEpl xov 'A^apiav The decision here is difficult. 967 has a 
more dynamic rendering which is also found in 3:23. However, there is good reason to 
believe that 3:20-30(97) have been freely edited in order to accomodate the insertion of 
the additions to the chapter. 967's reading emphasizes 'A^apia which ties it to the 
insertion. Cf. Hamm, I I I - IV, p. 225. 
3:21 
•{EvlEpX-qGriCTav OG prefers compounds. 
*Kdp{£}ivov +xo'b Tfupog =Syh Asterisk follows in Syh, c f Zieg., p. 229. 
3:23 
>ovv Hamm, HI-IV, p. 235. 
£^EX6oi)aa- EKKaEvoa Hamm, III-IV, p. 235 prefers 967 primarily because the vb. 
occurs in the preceding vs., but for that reason it could be the result of harmonization. 
See also the discussion of the compositional history of OG in CH 5.IV.2. 
3:24 
*7ipoa£xa^Ev £7t£xa|£v A decision is difficult since OG uses both compounds. See 
Hamm, IH-IV, p. 243. 
3:25 
cxdg 5£- Kai axdg 
3:27 
a i 65ot COD £-00. 4,l,2,3=Th Hamm, III-IV, p. 251. 
dXT|9ivai- dXfiOEiai Hamm, III-IV, p. 253. 
3:28 
TuaxEpwv >f]pcov S. 3:32, 52; 9:6, 8, 16. 
*7tdvxa xavxa: trans. S. 4:30(33); but 4:14a; 7:16; 12:7. 
3:29 
*6xv 5i6xi Thack. §9.12; BDF §456.1. S. vss. 27, 28,37, 40. 
3:31 
>Kai Tidvxa oaa ETtoiriaag T ^ T V homoioarc. C f Hamm, ffl-IV, pp. 263, 265, 267. 
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dX,ri0ivai- dXriGEiai S. 3:27 
-»-Kal 
3:32 
EXBioxcov -t-Kal Hamm, I I I - IV, p. 271. 
3:34 
aox> x f i v SiaG. 2,3,1 =Th 
3:35 
*[5id] Ioa[a]K OG tends not to repeat prep. 
ayi6v Xaov 
3:36 
*Xty<o\+noXx> =88-Syh S. Hamm, III-IV, pp., 281-284. 
*xov ovp. +X& nXfiQei =88-Syh 
3:38 
*ox>U f iyo\)pEvoq- Kal i\yov. =Th The titles should be connected. 
3:39 
[aDv]X£xpwEvn Simple form never in LXX, compound l l x . S. Ps. 50(51): 19. 
3:40 
6Xoy:am63\iaav oA.OKa'UxcbcjEi 3:40 967=Th S. vs. 38. 
* K a l >cbg £v Hamm, I I I - IV, p. 299. 
f|pcov f i GDola- Qx)a. fi|icbv =Th 
>67:i<yG£v CTOV 
onioGsv >co\) 
3:41 
*Kap5iQt +fmcov =88-Syh 
3:42 
fi^icov +£Xeoc, Hamm, II I - IV, p. 307. 
3:43 
>K\)piE Hamm, I I I - IV, p. 309. 
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3:44 
*dn6-un6 S. 1:18 
3:45 
>el Hamm,m-rV, p. 311. 
*>6 6eo(j Hamm, m-fV, p. 313. 
3:46 
>pfev 
*>auTou(; Hamm, HI-IV, p. 321. 
>TiaoY 
*utiOKdTtj[Bev] S. 4:9(12), 8(11). Hamm, m-IV, p. 323. 
*a[T]imTuovKalTTta(jav: 3,2,1 Hamm, ffl-FV, p. 325, 327. 
3:51 
dvoXop. Se-TOTE =Th 
3:52 
bvopa +aou 
3:53-54 
967-6i)Xoy. eX eni xou Bpovou Tfi<; h6^x]<; xfj^ paovX. aou Kaluirepup. KalunepGY. ev^ T. au jv 
err. Hamm, HI-IV, p. 341, 343. 
3:55 
euXoyTiT6(j- 6uXoyr|pevo<5=Th 
>Kai odvexo^ 
6e5o^aopevo<^-v)Tiepu\|rwp8vo? S. 3:26, 52, 54. 
3:58 
*>Kuptou S. 3:61, 84. 
3:61 
*>Kuptoij 3:59, 84. 
3:62-63 trans, after vs. 78 in 967. Hamm, HI-IV, pp. 355, 357. 
3:69 
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TToyoi Kaii|Kjxo<5- noyr] K. \|rijxn Hamm, Dl-rV, p. 361. 
3:70 
*na5(voa K. xwve<^  trans. S. 3:72. 
3:78 +Vss. 62-63 
3:81 
Terpa +Kav TOC KTfjvri Conflation, Hamm, lU-IV, p. 371. 
3:88 
*eKToG nupo^ eXuTpoxjoro f\\).a.(^ 4,5,1,2,3 88-Syh=Th 
3:90 
*aep6neYoi+T6vKijpiov=88-SyhHamm, Ill-rV, p. 383, om. art. 
>u[iveXTe err. 
3:92(25) 
*6pclr 8eojpC) 88-Syh-Th 
3:95(28) 
Meva. +Koa S. 2:49, 3:12, 13, 14, 16, 93(26), 97(30). 
6:XX' >fi S. 6:12(13); 10:21. 
3:96(29) 
*ipuXoa K. >n5:(joa OG tends to omit repeated elements. 
Kupu)Y>T6v Hamm, ni-IV, p. 415 
•olKta- ouata 88-Syh=MT Hamm, ffl-IV, p. 417. 
4:9(12) 
*kv auTtJ) TO: nereiva Toi5 oupcxvoO-3,4,5,6,1,2 Hamm, UX-IV, p. 437 
*ev6ffa.+Ta<^ voocRo:i^ eocuTLJV Hamm, nX-IV, p. 437. 
4:8(11) 
l^eyaXr) +Kai Hamm, III-IV, p. 441. 
4:10(13) 
fiou>Kai S. Kall&ou 4:7(10); 7:2, 13, 15. 
*6;neaTaXn evloxui 2,3,1 Cf. Hamm, ffl-IV, p. 443. 
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4:11(14) 
*ei7cev >am& 
4:14a 
napEdo&ri >Kai Hamm, III-IV, p. 455. 
*7ce5ai5 K a i >ev 
4:15(18) 
KpivovTcov +am& 
4:16(19) 
*e6av\Laaev Baxnidaaq 88 simplifies to finite verb. S. 1:2. 
*KaTea7cet)5ev aiixov KaxaoTte-uGEig Same as above. 
4:19(22) 
*Kap5ia +ev? S. Th 4:34(37); Sir. 48:18, 2 Mace. 1:28; 3 Macc.2:17. 
*cl){p9T|- •UH/68T1 Hamm, III-IV, p. 464. 
4:20(23) 
*T6 6ev5pov Kai eKKOvar 3,4,1,2 88-Syh = MT 
4:26(29) 
*H'nva(; 5cb5eKa- trans. 
4:27(30) 
* K a i oiK. paaiX. [LOXI ev iax- KpaT. [lou-5,6,7,8,1,2,3,4 88-Syh = MT 
>ei<; xi^fiv zr\<; 56i,r\q [LOV Hamm, III-IV, pp. 477,479. Bracket. 
4:28(31) 
avvxeXzia-t;- =88-Syh, vs. cj. by Zieg. but cj. probably correct. 
4:29(32) 
*TTiv ^aaiX. (X. ^aoiXeiac,) >ao'o 
4:30(33) 
*{Em}xEX,Eaefiaexai S. 11:16. Simple form of vb. never in Daniel. 
*ndvTa)v xovxcov trans. =Syh 
4:30a 85 
eKeSfiSTiv e560Tiv Hamm, IXI-IV, p. 493. 
{e7c}e5a)Ka Harmonized with previous vb. Cf. Hamm, III-IV, p. 493. 
4:33(36) 
eKEivG) Tcb Kaip&- EKEivTi xfi fmEpTi S. 3:7, 8. (xaipoq for J43DT) Cf. Hamm, IH-IV, 
p. 501, who looks to 12:1; but 3:7, 8 are the obvious parallels. 
4:34(37) 
*paCTaEi)(;- Kvpioq S. 2:47. Hamm, m-IV, p. 505. 
4:34a 
Xaoc, \iox> + K a l 
Xcbpai >p.O'D 
eic, >x6v S E O V X O V err. 
*KaxaXTm. XaX. zv XaA,f|acoCTiv Hamm, III-IV, p. 513. 
4:34b 
•yXwaaan; >iidaaig Hamm, ni-IV, pp. 517, 519. 
*XQ)pai(; >£v =88 
4:34c 
Pa<jiX,Eiov avxov >PaoiXEiov err. 
Daniel 5 Preface 
•esoax; >xc5v EGVCOV 
*x6n(o • TOXcp = cj. by Segaar, s. Zieg., p. 148. 
avxfi xfi trans. Geissen, p. 69. 
5:6 
*f|XX,ovd)0ti >Kai (poPoi The evaluation of this variant depends on several factors. If 
967 is correct, then the OG may render rfDl'?n3"' "irTDIil"! similar to 4:16(19), where it 
also appears. Kai cpoPoi or its 'UorCage might then be a later harmonization to 4:16(19) 
where it could be argued that Kai (poPiiGEiq xpop.o'D Xapdvxog a-uxov is a later 
correction. The same two terms are collocated in 5:10 (omitted/different'^ '(7r%e?) and 
7:28 (dynamic rendering or contextual guess?) This view is supported in 2:29, 30 
where the translator has clearly guessed at the meaning of ''rT3''iri. 
avvExaipoi +avxov S. Geissen, p. 56. 
5:7 
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Kal >(pap[JicxKoO<j Kal XaX8atou^ Koa homoiotel. 
*ypa(pf]9>Koa elaen. e. 8eax l&eiv x. ypcxcp. K. T. ouyK. x. ypatp homoiotel. according to 
Geissen, p. 147, but it is probably a later expansion. Without this addition the reading is 
still longer than MT, and we should not be overly biased in accepting great differences 
between OG and MT because that is what we have in chs. 4-6. Remember that 967 
proves itself considerably shorter than 88-Syh elsewhere. The Kai is probably original 
while the remainder is composed of doublets from 5:7-8. 
*na<;>avfip 88-Syh=MT 
5:13 
*elcfrix8n' elonv^'l 88-Syh=Th 
5:29 
p acnXeu q+B cxXxaaap 
5:30 
paatXevov+auxou Geissen, p. 56. 
5:31(6:1) 
*rApxa]^ ep r^i(; S. 9:1. 
*Mfi&cjv+paiJvXeu(i S. Syh"^ 
6:5(6) 
ouK a^ujoei- ou Kaxa^iojcev S. 6:7, 12. 
6:10(11) 
*enolei+en=Syh Improbable addition. 
6:12(13) 
ouxoT-olova 2,3,1 =MT 
*oux" ouxv Geissen, p. 171. 
6:14(15) 
txuxou- auTCJV 
+6 pacnXeu^  
*ecpopir|9Ti- epon8ei=88-Syh, vs. cj. by Katz, s. Zieg., p. 161. 
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6:16(17) 
AapEioq 6 Pa<y. 2,3,1 S. 2:46 and 3:14. Here MT has no name, but the usual order is 
to be preferred. 
6:21(22) 
TOTE- TOV 
6:22(23) 
*0e6(;- K<)pio(; 
>a'UTOV K a l EvavTiov homoiotel. 
^aciXeic, > K a i 
6:25(26) 
+ K a i AaviTjX, KaTEaxdOri STCI TiacT\<; TfjQ PaoiA.. AapEiot) Misplaced from 6:28. It is 
probably best explained as an addition that accompanies the change in the order of the 
chapters in 967, and so its position was not fixed.3° 
6:26(27) 
^Evcov K a i c^ov: trans. 
6:27(28) 
>T0V AaviTiX, homoiot. 
6:28(29) 
*T6 YEvoq- To-Di; naxzpac, =Syh™g S. Geissen, p. 191. 
avTOi) > K a i Aav. . . Paoi?i. AapEico S. 6:25. 
7:7 
KaTaTcaTOVv + K a i =MT, Th 
7:8 
>Kai i6oD ev K . . . Kepaoiv amov homoiotel. 
*T. KEp. T. 7cpd)Tcov: 1,4,2 
•E^fipGiioav Confirms Nestle's cj. S. Zieg. p. 167. C f Blud., p. 63. 
30Munnich, "Origene," pp. 209-210 suggests that this text has the obelisk in 6:28 
because Origen "recourt, pour placer les signes critiques, a un modele grec identique a 
967." 
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7:12 
Xpovot) K a i Kaipot): trans. =Iust. Both ]DT and ] 1^ are translated by Kaip6<;, but 
the latter is never rendered by xpovog elsewhere (2:8,9,7:25[3x]; and particularly 
2:12) while the former is in 2:16,21. 
7:13 
*6ic, vioq dvep. fipxExo- 4,1,2,3 
avxov avxcp S. above. 
7:14 
•E^ovCTia +PaaiXiKTi S. Jeans., p. 80; cf. Giessen, p. 109. 
7:19 
6ia(p{e}£{i}povxo(; =88-Syh, vs. c j . by Zieg. , p. 172. S. Jeans, p. 94. 
7:20 
Evog zov {+aXXov xov 88-Syh) +XaXox)vxoc, K a i 967 The addition of 88-Syh is 
regarded by Zieg., p. 172 as a gloss, and 967 is then explained by Jeans., p. 86 as an 
err. on the gloss, 
xpia- xpEiQ Geissen, p. 115. 
7:25 
Etog >Kaipo^) K a i homoiotel. 
> £ « ( ; = lust., Dial.32:3, T h S. Roca-Puig, p. 22. 
finiaoDQ- f\[Liav =Th 
7:26 
> K a 0 i a £ x a i homoioarc. 
7:27 
X. paaiA,. K a i x. E ^ C O . trans. 
a\>x&\- Ttavxcov 
*a\)x& "UTOxaYfiaovxai trans. =Iust., s. Zieg. , p. 174. 
8:5 
> K a i o\>x TV^x^xo xx\c, homoiotel. 
*>amox) 88-Syh = M T . 
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8:6 
•jcpog- EV 
Tcpog- ETt' 967 may have read vb^. S. Jeans., p. 52. 
8:7 
*>i0XV<; EV Tcp Kpiq>- 2,3,4,1 
EaTcdpa^Ev Eppa^EV Eanap. is (1-4), while Epp. (2-8) is also in 8:10, 11 (8:1 l=Th). 
8:13 
*£TEpo(; >z& <pEX,p,o\)vi Tw XaXowzi 88-Syh=MT, Th 
EpTinwCTEcog- EpiincoBfiaETai S. Geissen, p. 51. 
8:14 
Kaea-£-pi-£-[a]8f]CTETai Contrary to Geissen, p. 129, 967 probably does reflect a 
variant reading from KaOapEt)© whereas 88=Th. 
9:1 
01- OCOl 
9:2 
*Taig pipXoig- TOig pipXioic; OG employs both forms (s. 7:10; 12:1), so read with 967 
as the better witness. 
*£T65V fip.Epc5v S. Geissen, p. 191. 
*Tfi yfi- K-optov S. Mont., p. 361. 
9:3 
K. oaKKcp K. OTtoScp- K. EV orto. K. occK. 967's order is against MT, but it is also an 
unusual order. The prep, was a later add. 
9:4 
ibox) Kvp iE trans. 
+6 K-DplOQ 
9:5 
*f|6iKfiaap.£v fiOEpfioajiEv: trans. A decision is impossible. Both Greek words are 
H L in OG. [mj|] is a HL in Daniel. [^ 1271] as a vb. is 4x (9:15; 11:32; 12:10) and as a 
adj. 2x (12:10). 967 by default. 
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*6cnecmq^ €Y K. tiapeprifiev trans. acpvaTiqfiiis one of OG's favourite words {llxf^ and is 
used to translate both [inD] (9:9) and I I D (9:11; 11:31; 12:11) in the only other 
places where they occur, ncxpocpodvco is a HL in the book, so as in the above there is no 
way to decide. 967 by default. 
9:6 
*paaiXeXq>TiiiCj/ 88-Syh =MT, Th 
9:7 
*Iou5a>Kai 
9:11 
«(fev»yeypa[jin6Y09 Compound not found in L X X . 
9:12 
*enoy. >e(p T\\xa.(; OG omits as unnecessary. 
9:13 
KOKO: +Kcxl 
[e^ je^ riTfiaajiev 967 harmon. to more common simple form. HL in Dan OG. 
9:14 
*>X]\iGjv 
naY(Ta] o[aa] baa is quite common in OG (llx). 
9:16 
8u[i6(; aou +6:(p'fipicjv Add. vs. MT, Th. Not from Vorlage, s. Geissen, p. 205, but a 
later addition for clarification. 
*ayvou>aou 
>Kal ev T. oyv. t. irai. homoiotel. 
9:17 
SeanoTcx+Kupie doub. 
*d\iox) >mx S. Geissen, p. 207. 
"See CH 4.n.2. 
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9:18 
{en]aKoua6v 
>pou Add. vs. MT, Th. 
*KUpve+eXenaov enaKouaov xoO XaoO aou Seanoxcx Geissen, p. 209. Presumably, this was 
omitted from 88-Syh through homoiotel. 
+Kupve doub. to Beairoxa 
9:19 
Kupve+ou Harmon, with previous. Cf Geissen, p. 209. 
9:20 Very poor shape in 967. 
>^ lou Kod m<; qiopxCa^ homoioteL 
9:21 
XaXouvx6<j«e»pou trans. 967=MT, Th. S. 10:12. 
9:24 
* 8 ojiaS et^ >&<pt8Tiaav 
*Xa6voou +eKpi8r|0(xv 
noXvv+aou =MT 
9:25 
+r\ Beginning of vs. 
*anoKpv8f]Yav 5uxYor|8fivai=Syi:^. Has 967 harmonized to earlier appearance of 
&iovor|Briar] or does 88-Syh betray Th influence? Th influence is fairly extensive in 967 
and in OG as well. Fmally, OG probably read '2^m'-p (s. also 11:24, 25). 
9:26 Very poor shape in 967 
*Hex6: +x6:<^  
anoaxdSfiCfexav e^ oXe9peu8r|aexav=Th. Cf. Geissen, p. 48. 
*pa(nXeta- paaiXeii(5 There is no Vorlage, but a king of the nations makes better sense. 
«&icxj)(p8epev? Only the last two letters are visible, but there is room on the line for add. 
letters. S. Geissen, p. 215. 
9:27 
*ri &va8. el<^  noXX 3,4,1,2 88-Syh=MT, Th 
*[jiexa+exGJv 
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fiPSo^ifiKovxa >Kaipovc, 
>Kax E^fiKOvxa homoiotel. 
EXIT Kaipovg 
EpTmcomg + K a i 
XEA-EV finEioEi =MT, Th. 
o-ovxEA-Eidg +Kaipov 
10:1 
•Eviavx©- EXEi Si Giessen, p. 50. 
• E S E I X G T T E569r| E S E I X S T I would be a HL in OG (never in Th) and would render the 
meaning. However, the choice would not conform to OG's TT. In six other 
occurrences of nb2 OG employs EKcpaivco or dvaKa>.t)7ixco (2:19,22,28,29, 30,47). 
Also OG uses compounds of S E I K V O C O in 17 other places.^ ^ Therefore, if OG were 
going to employ S E I K V U C O , it would more likely appear in the compound •UTCOSEIKVUCO . 
967 has the OG which employed a favourite vb. (over 40x). to render the meaning of 
the Voriage (s. analysis of 1:1-10 in CH 5.11). This was later revised closer to MT by 
the changing of a few letters, on the assumption of scribal error. Presumably, OG 
employed the more general term as an adequate equivalent. 
10:2 
*xai5 fipipaii; £K£ivai(;: 3,1,2 88-Syh=MT 
*>xpEig £P5ond5ag S. 10:3, below. 
10:3 
*dpxov dpxcov OG makes MT explicit. 
*KpEag > K a i 
*xov CTVVXEA,. H E - £Y(b? avvTE^Eaco 88-Syh=MT 
*cj. >xpEtg Only the vb. o-ovxE t^Eoco is complete on this li. of the ms. and the next line 
begins 5aQ, which is the ending of £p5ond5aq. The problem is that the ms. averages 
around 18-20 letters per line. Geissen's reconstruction following Syh-88, which reads 
xpEig would require space for 23 letters (OVVXEA-EOCO xaq xpEii; Ep5o|ia ). Of the 
approximately 25 (out of 44) lines completely or almost completely preserved on this 
leaf, there are only 2 with as many as 22 letters (s. Geissen, pp. 222,224, 226). Only 2 
others have 21, and there is only one li. following this one with as many as 20 letters. 
Most have 18 or fewer. Therefore, we suggest that xpeic, is omitted in 967 and is OG. 
32diio6£iKv\)a) in 1:11, 20: 2:48; 4:34c; E V S E I K V U C O in 3:44; V T O S E I K V V O ) in 
2:17; 4:15(18), 34c; 5:7,9, 12,16; 9:22,23; 10:14, 21; 11:2. 
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10:4 Almost completely missing. 
10:5 
[£li5ov This is Geissen's reconstruction. However, the previous li. of the ms. would 
read ripa [TJOOQ o(p9[a^poi)g \iov Kai and i5ov begins the next line. Geissen's 
neconstmction following Syh-88 means the previous line would have 22 letters (S. 
10:3). Furthermore, it is not characteristic of 967 to omit the £ for ETSOV. Therefore, 
we suggest that either pov or Kal was omitted in the previous line, and that the £ was 
present at the end. That would bring the total number of letters on the line to 20. 
*cj. >p.o'0 OG often omits suf 
*Px)aaivco (2nd): xp-oaiov 88-Syh harmon. to earUer. 
•cpag- (ptog =88-Syh, vs. cj. by Katz, s. Zieg., p. 193. 
10:6 
*o&na confirms Riessler's cj. S. Zieg., p. 193. 
10:7 
>o'UK Om. to give reason for the fear. 
*£Tc' avTovg- a-UTotg 88-Syh=Th, MT 
10:8 
* K a l Eyd)-Kocycb Crasis. Thack. §9.11. 
*Ot)K E<y>KaT£XEl(p9Ti: OX) KaT£X£l99Tl 
ETtECTpdcpiT dTcooTpacpEv S. 10:16. 
10:9 
* X B ( ; cj. from Schleusner, s. Zieg., p. 195. 88-Syh have O \ ) K . 
pox) +Kal S. Geissen, p. 231. 
10:10 
X£tp{a}? 967=88-Syh vs. cj. by Katz, s. Zieg., p. 195. Uncertain, but there is room for 
the ms. to read with 88-Syh. S. Geissen, pp. 230-231. 
10:12 
{£}^ E 8.9:21. 
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*x6 7cp6aco7t6v xfjv 5idvoiav Like Th (15/15), OG (8/10, 5x OG=0) usually 
employs KapSia (s. also 11:27) as a SE for 33^, 3^. 967 offers the better rendering 
here. 
> K a l xaTtEivcoGfivai homoiotel. 
KVpiov X. Qeov: 2,1,3 
*cj. >xoi) GEot) OG prefers KvpioQ. xov GEOv is a later add. 
•ao-o+Kal Add. vs. MT,Th Cf. Geissen, p. 233. 
> K . Eyoj EiofiA,. £v X. pfin. a o u homoiotel. 
10:13 
axpaxriYOQ- ax...o<; ? Not enough room, perhaps cxpaxoc,! Geissen, p. 233. 
TinEpav >Kai 
>MixocriA, 
Tipcbxcov +f\ Introduces the gloss, below 
-^ £^ g x&v dyioov dyyEXcov. 
10:14 
{6}xi 
opaoiQ- wpa =88-Syh, vs. cj. by Mont, and Ralfs, s. Zieg., p. 196. Shows the 
antiquity of the reading. However, like 10:5, it is difficult to accept as original and can 
be explained as a later corruption. 
10:15 
*>Kaxd =88-Syh, vs. Zieg.'s cj., p. 196. 
10:16 
K-opiE + Kai =88-Syh Om. is cj. by Katz, s. Zieg., p. 197. 967 is uncertain, but there 
is room for about 9-10 letters following \io\). The last letter is o because the following 
li. reads paoic,. K E would allow for 6-7 letters, so Kai is probably present in 967. 
10:17 Almost missing. 
*EOXTT EGXiv? =88-Syh, uncertain in 967 but, based on 1:4, 5, vs. Zieg. cj. 
10:18 Most is missing. 
10:19 
vyiaivE +Kai S. Geissen, p. 62. 
*XaXr\. aiix. H E X ' e,\Lox>: 2,3,4,1 S. 10:15. 
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10:21 
pdA,a + K a l 
•OTCOSEI^CO- 6£i^ai leg. E Later error based on misunderstanding of the person. O G 
prefers the compound (12x). S. 10:1. 
all' >f\ S. Hamm, U-IV, p. 413. 
*cj. >6 dyyEA-OQ Either this reading or the foUowing + is O G . In favour of dyyEXog 
is the similar use in 12:1. However, aTpaTtiyog renders "IE? 3/4 in this chapter (10:13, 
20[2]; cf. once in 10:13, but it may be Th. Also employed in 3:2), so 6 oTpaTxiyoQ 6 
SDvaTog has a strong claim to being original, whereas 6 ayyeXoc, 6 EOTOX; ETCI TCOV 
vicov Tox) A,aox) is a harmonizing addition from 12:1.^ ^ 6 dyy£X,og was placed first 
because of 12:1 and the explanatory nature of the two other titles. The hexaplaric text 
resulted from later harmonization to MT. 
*+6 CTTpaTxiyoQ 6 5x)vaT6(; This reading has a strong claim as O G , but should perhaps 
be bracketed in order to indicate that there is some doubt. 
+6 ECTTwg ETtl Tcbv x)iwv xov Xaox) 
11:1 
* > K a l S. 3:1; 4:1; 7:1; 8:1; 9:1; cf 2:1. 
11:2 Most is missing. 
>7iavTl PaoiXEi sXXfivtov K . OTfiaETai homoiot. 
11:3 Most is missing. 
11:4 
zoxi ovpavox)- Tfjg yfjg S. 7:2; 8:8. 
{Ev}e5x)vdaTEX)a£v S. 9:27; 11:5 (3-15, never in TH). 
11:5 
*paaa£X)g- paCTiXdav =88-Syh vs. cj. by Katz. S. Zieg., p. 199. 
11:6 
£ia{£4}EA,£X)CT£Tai Conflation. O G uses both prep, in compounds, but not together. 
33Cf P. David, pp. 254-255, who argues that 967 represents an alternative 'Uor{age 
and forms an inclusio with 12:1. It is more likely that the similarity prompted the 
addition, and the parallel remains regardless. 
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iayiiv +Ktri 6 ppaxlojv cruxou ou auCTTfiaei Icjxuv corr. of previous added fr. mg 
11:7 
eauTofv]? Only oa)TO is extant. 
Suva^ Jiiv evepyiav? Only last 4 letters of evepyuxv are extant S. 3:20 for same 
equivalent; 3:61; 6:23(24). 
11:10 
eTT«e»i«au»(JTpei|/ei Geissen, p. 251. 
11:11 
*«iTo:p»6pyuj8iiaeTav Simple in 11:30, compound in 11:36. Neither in Th. Cf. Geissen, 
p. 251. 
Alyuniou >Kcd noXepriaei 
11:13 
auTr|v +fi Introduces en (iuTf|V (which Zieg., p. 201, has in brackets) as a variant to the 
previous elc^auTfiY. 8.10:13. 
*cj. >en ou-qv doub. 
11:15 
>ou =88-Syh, vs. Mont., p. 440, s. Zieg., p. 202, but the cj. is no doubt correct. 
11:17 
au-q-6-v Difficult to know. 
•neiaexoa- crrficTeToa Already a cj. by Schleusner, s. Zieg., p. 202. 
11:18 
bpK(tJ- o'lKC^ err.? S . Geissen, p. 255, Bevan, pp. 184-185. 
11:23 
oXvyoaiQ- oXtyc^  T Q S . Th. 
11:24 
parriv dpapnov S. Geissen, p. 257. 
11:25 Alyunxou >ev bxXi^  noXXQ) Kai 6 paoiXeii<^ AlyunTou homoiotel. 
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£pE6{E}iCT6fiCT£Tai +7capaXoyia8fiCT£Tai Geissen, p. 259, suggests the add. is a 
corruption from TiapopyiaefiaETai (s. 11:11) which was a variant to E P E G . 
oxkxa +7uoA,?i& Kal From the portion om. by homoiotel. 
11:29 
E O x d T a i +Kal E^E-ooETai Add. from earlier? 
11:35 
£K- £V 
CTX)vi£VT(ov CTX)VEiTcov Change here by err. led to change of prep, above. 
11:36 
*>Kal at beginning. Om. vs. MT, Th 
ax)v{£}TEA.£CT9fi >fi haplog. 
11:37 
>Kal E V . . . 7rpovoT|9tj homoiotel.? There are obvious textual problems for vss. 37-
42, so it is difficult to judge these omissions and the plus. 
>6TI Due to previous om. 
•uxi/coGfioETai +Kal 0x)pco0Tia£Tai? ETU' ax)T0X)Q? 
11:40 
Kal £v 'innoiq KOXXOIC;: >Kai E V nXoioiq noXXoic, homoiotel? 967 begins here so it 
is difficult to judge the variants. 
11:41 om. in 967, homoioarc? 
11:45 
*Tfiv +Tipf|v Difficult to explain why it would be there, but equally as difficult to 
explain why it would be added. If original, it would easily have been omitted later. 
12:3 
KaTioxMovTEg =88-Syh, vs. cj. by Katz, s. Zieg., p. 210, but cj. probably correct. 
12:6 
Tw EJcdvco- d) ca KvpiE Later interpolation. 
\Loi +7coiTiai<; (jcoif|a£iq) Dependent upon previous. 
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12:8 
*Tiveq- T1 Syh (88=TWO(^by error) exhibits correction for grammatical agreement. 
12:9 
KaxaKeKaXu i^jieva >Kai focppoyiofieYa homoiotel. 
>cxv S. 2:9; 12:4. 
12:10 
>Kai ou [rf\ &iavori8CKn ndvrei^  ol dfiapxcjXol homoiotel. 
12:12 
*Kai-bu 88-Syh=MT 
auvdn;-^ -ei =88-Syh vs. cj., s. Zieg., p. 213. The reading is not impossible but it is more 
likely the result of a later orthographical err. 
*>el<j 88-Syh=MT. 
12:13 
*avanauou- dncoOou 88-Syh harmon. to following vb. and/or Th influence. 
IV. Summary 
In Section 11 there are 668 variants. The statistics are as follows: OrthogrShical 548 (168 J 
Substitutions 62 (30) 
Minuses 38 (22) 
Pluses 20 (7) 
Total 668 (227) 
In Section III there are 501 variants. The statistics are as follows: 
Substitutions 182 (98) 
Minuses 172 (90) 
Pluses 89 (31) 
Transpositions 60 (37) 
Total 502 (256) 
The totals for the variants are then: 
Orthographical 548 (168) 
Substituitions 244 (128) 
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Minuses 210 (112) 
Pluses 109 (38) 
Transpositions 60 (37) 
Total 1171 (483) 
In summary, i f we discount the orthographical variants, then just about half 
(311/622)^'' o f the other readings have been accepted as OG. The substitutions and 
minuses are the most significant types of variatU readings in 967 for the reconstruction of 
OG,^' t h o u ^ there are a few important pluses as well.^^ There are two other 
conclusions that are worthy o f note. First, there are a number o f occasions vAierc the 
Syh or its marginal reading agrees with 967 against 88 in giving the original reading." 
This confirms the accuracy and the reliability o f Syh.^^ Second, on the one hand, the 
ori^nal readings o f 967 demonstrate the amount o f Th/MT influence on 88-Syh,^' while 
on the other, 967 also betrays significant corruption fi-om Th and coirection toward 
MT.40 
On the basis o f this evaluation we are in a better position to analyze the T T o f 
OG as well as the relationship between OG and Th in C H 5. However, prior to that 
evaluation it is necessary in C H 3 and 4 to establish the methodology that will be 
employed for the analysis o f TT. 
'^*Three additional readings have been accepted as original that are purely 
conjecUiral: 1:17, 20; 10:21. 
35For example, see the important readings in 1:8, 13(2), 20(3!); 2:1, 8, 28, 29(2); 
4:16(19); 9:2; 10:12; 12:13. 
363:3; 9:18; 10:21?. 
"2:12(2), 44; 3:3, 21 , 95(28); 4:30(33); 5:31(6:1); 6:10(11), 28(29); 9:25. 
38See also, Zieg., p. 13. 
39For example, 1:8, 2:10?, 25, 29, 35, 40, 41, 43; 3:2, 7, 10; 4:20(23); 5:7, 13; 
8:14; 9:6, 27; 10:2; 12:3, 12. 
"OFor example, 2:2, 8(2), 11, 20, 33, 45; 3:27, 34, 51; 6:12(13); 7:7; 9:24; 12:12. 
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Chapter 3 
7T and the Focus on Literalism 
The purpose of t h i s chapter is to examine c r i t i c a l l y those 
studies that have focused on l i t e r a l i s m as the means to describe T t J 
In order to make the cr i t i c i s m s more i n t e l l i g i b l e there i s an 
introductory section on defining a l i t e r a l approach, followed by a 
section explicating the c r i t e r i a f o r l i t e r a l i s m . 
I . Defining a Literal Approach 
Scholars generally use the term l i t e r a l to refer to a 
trans l a t i o n which mechanically reproduces each and every element of 
the source text while following the ssime word order and employing 
le x i c a l equivalents consistently (stereotyping). C l a r i t y to the 
d e f i n i t i o n of the term i s given by Galen Marquis who defines a 
perfectly l i t e r a l t r anslation as one i n which " i t would be possible to 
retranslate from the Greek the o r i g i n a l Hebrew [and Aramaic, 
presumably] words of the source." In the t r a d i t i o n a l sense used in 
t h i s discussion, then, l i t e r a l is an adjective that describes a 
translation exhibiting formal equivalence to the source text from 
which i t was translated. According to Eugene Nida, a translation that 
exhibits formal equivalence " i s basically source-oriented; that i s , i t 
i s designed to reveal as much as possible of the form and content of 
After t h i s chapter was w r i t t e n certain works came to the 
attention of t h i s w r i t e r that express some of the same criticisms of 
l i t e r a l i s m . The p r i n c i p l e a r t i c l e s are A. Aejmelaeus, "Translation 
Technique and the Intention of the Translator," i n VII Congress of the 
loses, SCS, 31, ed. C. Cox (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 23-36; I . 
Soisalon-Soininen, "Zunick zur Hebraismenfrage," i n Studien zur 
Septuaginta - Robert Hanhart zu Ehren, MSU, 20, ed. D. Fraenkel, U. 
Quast, and J. Wevers (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1990), 35-51. 
At the same time, the influence of these scholars' e a r l i e r works on 
the formulation of t h i s writer's thoughts can hardly be denied. 
G^. Marquis, "Lexical Equivalents," p. 407; a similar meaning is 
assumed by Tov and Wright, " C r i t e r i a , " 149-187; and again by Wright i n 
Difference, p. 29. 
the o r i g i n a l message."^ This sense of l i t e r a l is to be distinguished 
from that which would understand l i t e r a l to mean a translation that 
has successfully transferred the meaning and intention of the source 
text i n t o the target language.^ This l a t t e r type of translation is 
commonly described as one which exhibits dynamic equivalence. Nida 
describes a dynamic equivalent translation as one in which: 
. . . the focus of attention i s directed not so much 
toward the source message, as toward the receptor 
response. A dyneunic-equivalence (or D-E) translation may 
be described as one concerning which a bi l i n g u a l and 
b i c u l t u r a l person can j u s t i f i a b l y say, "That i s just the 
way we would say i t . " I t is important to realize, 
however, that a D-E tran s l a t i o n . . . i s a translation, 
and as such must cl e a r l y r e f l e c t the meaning and intent of 
the source. 
As Nida emphasizes, even i f a translator uses the method of dynamic 
equivalence i n his/her tra n s l a t i o n , the translation i s intended to 
render the meaning of the parent t e x t . The translator is just not so 
concerned to have a one-to-one, word-for-word r e l a t i o n between the 
Vorlage and the target language (see CH 4 . I I . 4 . ) . We should also note 
that the description of a translation i n the LXX as " l i t e r a l " or 
"free" i s only a general characterization. As Barr has already 
pointed out, the study of TT "has to concern i t s e l f much of the time 
with variations w i t h i n a basically l i t e r a l approach."^ Likewise, a 
generally l i t e r a l translation w i l l often exhibit good idiomatic renderings.' 
E. Nida, Toward a Science of Translating, (Leiden: E.J. B r i l l , 
1964), p. 165. In the words of S.P. Brock, a l i t e r a l translation 
"acts, as i t were, as A r i s t o t l e ' s unmoved mover, and the psychological 
effect i s to bring the reader to the o r i g i n a l . " See S. P. Brock, 
"Aspects of Translation Technique i n Antiquity," Greek, Roman, and 
Byzantine Studies, 20 (1979): 73. 
B^.G. Wright also makes t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n i n "Quantitative 
Representation," p. 312. 
^Nida, Science, p. 166. Nida's discussion of formal vs. dynamic 
equivalence (pp. 22-26; 166-176) i s set w i t h i n the context of the 
approach to contemporary tra n s l a t i o n work, but i t i s well worth 
reading. 
""Barr, "Typology," p. 281. 
I t i s fo r t h i s reason that Soisalon-Soininen prefers to 
distinguish between "slavish" ( l i t e r a l ) renditions and "idiomatic" 
(free) ones. See, "Hebraismenfrage," pp. 37-38. 
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A good example of the difference between formal and dynamic 
equivalence i s provided by the opening adverbial phrase i n Dan. 1:1: 
Th= "Ev txti Tpit(|i) TTK paoi^eio^ Icocnci^  pooiXco? lovBa 
MT= rmn^-"!]^ D'pnn^ n V^*7D nacn 
00= "Eiii PooiXe©^ IOOK»(X TT|5 lovSaioc^ exot)? TpitOD 
Th adheres to the word order of the Hebrew exactly and, with one 
exception, renders every morphological element as well. The one 
morphological change occurs with the translation of Ti'O^Xh. T\1SM7 
consists of three morphemes: *? is an inseparable preposition (bound 
morpheme) that specifies the particular t h i r d year, i.e. of 
Jehoiakim's reign. i s the stem (free morpheme) meaning 
kingdom/reign. F i n a l l y , Ti'D^ is also in the construct state with the 
a t t r i b u t i v e genitive D'P'171', and the re l a t i o n i n t h i s instance is 
marked by a zero morpheme. In t h i s example, the and the construct 
both serve to specify the particular reign to which is being referred; 
so the Greek genitive i s s u f f i c i e n t to signal the same relationship. 
I t would have been unnatural Greek to have added another element 
because of the word order i n any case. In contrast to Th, the CX3 
rearranges the word order of the Hebrew and t h i s enables the 
translator to omit paoiXeio^ as redundant. However, despite the f a i r l y 
substantial difference between the two translations, both render the 
meaning of the Vorlage. 
Since l i t e r a l i s m focuses on those aspects of the translation 
that mirror the formal aspects of the source tex t , a l i t e r a l 
t r a n s l a t i o n i s viewed very p o s i t i v e l y and as more trustworthy than 
freedom i n translation. Dynamic equivalent translations are viewed 
more suspiciously than l i t e r a l ones because freedom i n translation is 
frequently, but incorrectly, associated with the notion that the 
translator took l i b e r t i e s with the source text. This w i l l become 
0 
The above example is quite t y p i c a l of what we w i l l encounter 
when comparing the translations of OG and Th. Th uses a method of 
formal equivalence but makes minor adjustments i n the translation i n 
order not to commit grievous grammatical errors. OG writes more i n 
keeping with Greek idiom. However, our example i s atypical i n the 
sense that OG does not depart from the style of the Vorlage nearly so 
often as i t could. Although we prefer the use of the designations 
formal vs. dynamic equivalence i n t h i s discussion, we w i l l continue to 
use l i t e r a l vs. free f o r s t y l i s t i c v a r i a t i o n . 
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n 
apparent i n our analysis i n CH 5. 
I t must be admitted, however, that the analysis of what is meant 
by a l i t e r a l or free translation takes l i t e r a l i s m as the more natural 
s t a r t i n g point because the majority of the LXX books are "more or 
less" l i t e r a l . " * The basically l i t e r a l approach of the translators 
means that we can see that the LXX follows i t s Vorlage so closely that 
i t can be loosely characterized as Hebrew wr i t t e n i n Greek characters. 
Therefore, studies focusing on formal equivalence are helpful i f for 
no other reason than the fact that they reveal the degree to which the 
di f f e r e n t translators followed t h e i r Vorlage. With the advent of 
computers and the CATSS data base the process of examining the 
features of l i t e r a l i s m has been greatly s i m p l i f i e d , and we can even 
express s t a t i s t i c a l l y the degree of literalness/formal equivalence in 
specific features of the individual translations.^^ 
I I . The Criteria for Literalism 
In TCU, Tov proposes f i v e c r i t e r i a for literalness in a 
translation: consistent representation of terms i n translation 
("stereotyping"), segmentation and representation of the constituent 
elements of the Hebrew words, word order, quantitative representation, 
and a v a i l a b i l i t y and adequacy of lexical choices. A l l of the 
aforementioned c r i t e r i a save the last are capable of being measured 
r e l a t i v e to how consistently they formally reproduce the elements in 
the source text as the primary means of determining the literalness of 
a translation.'^ The primary tool that f a c i l i t a t e s the analysis of 
the formal features of the LXX i s the CATSS database. Indeed, the 
focus on formal c r i t e r i a f o r analysing TT has been greatly influenced 
'see also the review of McCrystail beginning p. 26, above. 
'"ibid., p. 281; Tov, TCU, p. 53; I . Soisalon-Soininen, 
"Methodologische Fragen der Erforschung der Septuaginta-Syntax," ed. 
C. Cox, VI Congress of the lOSCS, SCS 23 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1988), p. 428. 
"see the recent volume by B.C. Wright for a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of 
books i n the LXX according to four c r i t e r i a for l i t e r a l i s m . 
Difference, pp. 19-118. 
'^7n/, pp. 54-60. 
'^Wright, Difference, pp. 27, 30-31. 
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i n the work of Wright and Marquis by the actual format of the CATSS 
database, because the p a r a l l e l alignment f i l e presupposes a formal 
relationship between the OG and MT.'^  
In order to understand the c r i t e r i a for l i t e r a l i s m and the 
cri t i c i s m s that we w i l l make of the methodology i t is useful to 
provide a b r i e f overview of how these c r i t e r i a are generally defined. 
Stereotyping^^ describes the tendency of translators to use 
consistently the same Greek term to render a term i n the HA,^ ^ though 
there is some disagreement regarding the degree to which the Greek 
term must be employed as an equivalent i n order to qualify as a 
"stereotyped" rendition (SE). Sollamo suggests that i f a term is used 
to render the same word in 50% of i t s occurrences i n a book, then i t 
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should be considered a SE. Marquis, on the other hand, regards any 
term rendered more than once by the same Greek word as a consistent 
tran s l a t i o n . Marquis' use of terminology robs the use of 
"consistent" of any meaning, and even Sollamo's a r b i t r a r y choice of 
50% does not seem quite high enough. Wright chooses 75% which seems 
more reasonable, though s t a t i s t i c s are always r e l a t i v e . The fact 
that one word i s employed i n three of the four places where the same 
See the Introduction, f n . 35. Such an alignment i s 
understandable and useful for comparing the texts, but i t leads, as we 
later argue, to an inappropriate methodology fo r the study of TT. 
^^ The term was f i r s t coined by M. Flashar i n "Exegetische Studien 
zum LXX-Psalter," ZAW 12 (1912): 105. Other terminology employed has 
been "verbal linkage" by Rabin and "systematic representation" by 
Rife, See C. Rabin, "The Translation Process and the Character of the 
Septuagint," Textus 6 (1968): 8; J.M. Rife, "The Mechanics of 
Translation Greek," JBL 52 (1933): 244-252. 
^^TCU, p. 54. 
'^SoUamo, Semiprepositions, p. 13. 
G. Marquis, "Consistency of Lexical Equivalents as a Criterion 
for the Evaluation of Translation technique," ed. C. Cox, VI Congress 
of the lOSCS, SCS 23 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), p. 410. 
'Vright, Difference, p. 105. Since Wright attempts to 
reconstruct the Hebrew from the Greek he also starts from the Greek 
usage rather than the Hebrew (p. 92). This leads to i t s own set of 
problems. For example, when he counts how many times a Greek term 
renders a given Hebrew word he f a i l s to take into account the fact 
that the one Greek term may be used as the equivalent for more than 
one Hebrew term. 
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Hebrew term i s should be regarded d i f f e r e n t l y than a word that is used 
30 times out of 40. 
There i s no doubt that translators often chose to translate a 
word in the Vorlage with the same Greek word. Rabin suggests that a 
stimulus-response reaction took place as the translators would tend to 
render words or phrases with the words they used f i r s t . Tov has 
also demonstrated that the later translators consulted the Pentateuch 
as an aid to t h e i r work. ' At the same time, we must be cautious 
about the significance of s t a t i s t i c s concerning the use of SE since i n 
many instances the choice of a translator was an obvious one.^^ 
Amongst other things, Olofsson has emphasized the significance of a SE 
being "doubly consistent"^^ and the role of semantics in the 
translators choice.^ 
The difference between segmentation and quantitative 
representation i s not c l e a r l y defined either by Tov or Barr. Barr, 
who actually employs the term segmentation, defines i t as the division 
of the Hebrew text into elements or segments. He then goes on to 
discuss the quantitative addition or subtraction of elements from the 
^"Rabin, "Process," p. 7. We f i n d his suggestion that the 
translators had a pr i m i t i v e word l i s t which they used as a lexicon ' 
less compelling (p. 21), though i t is accepted by Marquis, "Lexical," 
p. 409 and Wright, Difference, p. 92 and 279 f n . 80. The belief that 
the translators worked from some kind of word l i s t is rooted in 
Bickerman's suggestion that the translators may have borrowed the 
techniques of the Aramaic dragomen. See E . J. Bickerman, "The 
Septuagint as a Translation," PAAJR 28 (1959): 16-23. 
^ ' e . Tov, "The Impact of the LXX Translation of the Pentateuch on 
the Translation of the Other Books," ed. P. Casetti, O. Keel and A. 
Schenker, Melanges Dominique BarthSlemy, OBO 38 (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1981), pp. 577-92; P. Walters, The Text of the 
Septuagint, Its Corruptions and Their Emendation, (Cambridge: 
University Press, 1973), pp. 150ff. 
^ W r , "Typology ," p. 306. 
That i s , i t is more sig n i f i c a n t when a Greek term is used 
consistently f o r only one S e m i t i c word and the Semitic word is 
rendered by only the one Greek term. See Olofsson, LXX, pp. 18-19; 
Barr, "Typology ," p. 311. 
Olofsson points out various d i f f i c u l t i e s i n analysing 
stereot3T)ing as a c r i t e r i o n for consistency i n "Consistency as a 
Translation Technique," SJOT 6 (1992): 14-30. 
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25 Hebrew text as something d i f f e r e n t . There i s a lack of c l a r i t y 
here, for we could say that the same elements which are added or 
subtracted from the Hebrew are the ones which are segmented. In 
practise, Barr uses quantitative addition to refer to the addition of 
elements by the translator for the purpose of c l a r i t y (eg. making the 
subject e x p l i c i t ) or exegetical c o m m e n t . I n his examination of 
segmentation he i s f a r more interested i n the ways the translators 
handled the d i v i s i o n of words into t h e i r constituent (morphological) 
elements. For example, Barr notes that the translation of idioms 
posed special d i f f i c u l t i e s for a translator who was s t r i v i n g for a 
one-to-one correspondence with the source t e x t . In TCU, Tov 
explains "the representation of the constituents of Hebrew words by 
individual Greek equivalents," (segmentation) as the translators' 
tendency "to segment Hebrew words into meaningful elements, which were 
then represented by t h e i r individual Greek equivalents." Yet, on 
the very next page, he defines quantitative representation with the 
words " l i t e r a l translators did t h e i r utmost to represent each 
individual element i n MT by one equivalent element i n the 
translation."^' Since Tov only entertains a b r i e f discussion of his 
c r i t e r i a , i t i s d i f f i c u l t to know how he would d i f f e r e n t i a t e between 
the two. 
Wright notes the ambiguities i n the work of Barr and Tov,^" so 
^Wrr, "Tyrology," pp. 295-303. 
^Wrr's discussion of quantitative addition and subtraction 
dwells mainly on Targummic material (pp. 303-305). However, the kind 
of interpretive comment we f i n d i n the Targums is not characteristic 
of the LXX. The only example he gives of omissions is the Greek text 
of Job (p. 304). 
^^Ibid., pp. 297-300. The translation of idioms is ultimately a 
problem best viewed as a semantic one, which Barr recognizes. 
Furthermore, an idiom should be treated as one l i n g u i s t i c unit since 
i t s meaning is derived from the specific combination of the words 
rather than the sum of t h e i r parts. Barr's discussion of segmentation 
below the word level (pp. 300-303) also reveals a concern for semantic 
problems. 
"^TCU, p. 57. 
^'i b i d . , p. 58. 
%.G. Wright, "Evaluating 'Literalism,'" p. 314. 
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he r e s t r i c t s the usage of the term segmentation to "the translator's 
technique of dividing Hebrew words into t h e i r constituent parts in 
order to represent each part i n the Greek translation."^' 
Quantitative representation, on the other hand, "concerns the one-to-
one representation (or lack of i t ) of multi-word Hebrew phrases, 
clauses and sentences."^^ On t h i s basis Wright is able to analyze a 
target text at both the word and multi-word level for how well i t 
formally reproduces i t s s o u r c e . O n the other hand, his system does 
not take into account the subtle semantic aspects of translation which 
Barr examines. 
Adherence to word order^^ can reveal the extent to which the 
translators followed t h e i r Vorlage because there are certain aspects 
of Hebrew word order which are fixed. For example, adjectives and 
demonstrative pronouns follow substantives and genitives follow their 
c o n s t r u c t s . S i n c e the Greek allows for great freedom i n word order 
i t could reconstruct HA syntax quite easily though i t would not 
necessarily y i e l d typical Greek usage. As Wright points out, 
"Variations i n Greek from these must be s t y l i s t i c i n nature," though 
that i n i t s e l f does not remove the necessity of examining the 
differences to see i f there are other factors involved as well.^^ 
The one grammatical feature of Greek that would always introduce 
a change i n the word order of HA is the use of postpositive 
conjunctions. In fact , i t is generally agreed that t h i s accounts for 
the r e l a t i v e l y infrequent appearance of postpositives i n the LXX.^ ' 
^'wright, Difference, pp. 55-56. 
^^Ibid., p. 56. 
^^For his discussion and s t a t i s t i c s see, Difference, pp. 55-91. 
% . Marquis, "Word Order," pp. 59-84; Wright, Difference, 35-54. 
^'see J.M. Rife, "The Mechanics of Translation Greek," JBL 52 
(1933): 244-252. 
^•"Wright, Difference, pp. 37-38. 
^Uejmelaeus, "Clause Connectors," pp. 364-369; A.P. Wikgren, 
"Comparative Study," p. 8. Raymond Martin uses the frequency of Se as 
one of his criteria to distinguish translation Greek from original 
composition. R.A. Martin, Syntactical Evidences of Semitic Sources in 
Greek Documents, SCS 3 (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1974). 
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On the surface, the evaluation of word order would appear to be the 
easiest of the c r i t e r i a of formal equivalence for which to determine 
s t a t i s t i c s . However, the very fact that Marquis and Wright produce 
d i f f e r e n t results i n t h e i r s t a t i s t i c s using the same database reveals 
that even a seemingly straightforward analysis of word order presents 
d i f f i c u l t i e s . 38 
I I I . Reservations Concerning the Focus on Literalism 
Although there i s much to be gained from the investigation of 
the features of l i t e r a l i s m i n the LXX, serious questions can be raised 
39 
about the adequacy of the methodology as a means to describe TT. 
Some of these d i f f i c u l t i e s were touched on i n the previous section. 
In the following, rather than selecting specific instances where the 
presentation of material or s t a t i s t i c s to do with l i t e r a l i s m has been 
inaccurate or misleading,*" we w i l l concentrate on the methodology as 
a whole. The cri t i c i s m s w i l l be balanced by the presentation of the 
proposed methodology i n the fourth chapter. 
I I I . l . The Assumption of Literal Intentions 
The basic d i f f i c u l t y of the l i t e r a l approach has been the 
assumption that the translator intended to produce a l i t e r a l 
^^ See Marquis, "Word Order," pp. 63-66 and cf. Wright's comments, 
Difference, pp. 41-44 and 53. 
19 
So also A. van der Kooj, "The Old Greek of Isaiah i n Relation to 
the Qumran Texts of Isaiah: Some General Comments," i n Septuagint, 
Scrolls and Cognate Writings, SCS, 33, ed. G. J. Brooke and B. Lindars 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), pp. 202-205. 
^''specific c r i t i c i s m s of the use of some of the s t a t i s t i c s as well 
as other concerns which overlap to some degree with our own have been 
expressed elsewhere by Ilmari Soisalon-Soininen and his former 
student, Anneli Aejmelaeus (see f n . 1). See Soisalon-Soininen, 
"Methodologische Fragen der Erforschung der Septuaginta-Syntax," ed. 
C. Cox, VI Congress of the lOSCS, SCS 23 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1988), pp. 425-444; "Hebraismenfrage," pp. 46-51; and Aejmelaeus i n , 
"The Significance of Clause Connectors i n the Syntactical and 
Translation-Technical Study of the Septuagint," ed. C. Cox, VI 
Congress of the lOSCS, SCS 23 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), pp. 
361-380; "Intention," pp. 23-36. See also Olofsson, "Consistency," 
pp. 14-30; A. Liibbe, "Describing the Translation Process of llQtgJob: 
A Question of Method," RQ 52 (1988): 583-93. 
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translation.^' This assumption i s clear i n the following comment by 
E.G. Wright: 
. . . a translation could be described as " l i t e r a l " i f the 
translator has attempted to reproduce in a r i g i d way in 
Greek the actual form of the various elements of the 
parent te x t . 
In books which are extremely l i t e r a l such an approach may be very 
he l p f u l . However, and one cannot emphasize t h i s point enough, the 
fact that a translation reproduces a great deal of the formal features 
of the source text does not mean that the translator intended that the 
reader could retranslate back from the Greek to the Hebrew. The 
translators' reverence f o r the text is evident i n the desire to follow 
the word order and represent the various elements of the words in the 
source, but they were able to do t h i s while f a i t h f u l l y attempting to 
translate the meaning of the text as they understood i t . ^ ^ In many 
cases t h i s attempt led to very unusual Greek usage, but the majority 
of these Hebraisms do not viol a t e Greek grammar.*^ On the other hand, 
Hebraisms i l l u s t r a t e the tension which existed for the individual 
translators between using formal ( i . e . faithfulness to the language of 
t h e i r l i t e r a r y source) vs. more dynamic ( i . e . faithfulness to t h e i r 
own language) expressions. I t was only at a later period, p a r t l y due 
to the debates over the use of scripture between Christians and Jews 
and p a r t l y due to the b e l i e f of the inspiration of scripture, that 
l i t e r a l i s m became more of a conscious methodology.*^ For example. 
*'see also the recent a r t i c l e by Aejmelaeus ("Intention") i n the 
seventh congress volume of the lOSCS. 
* W i g h t , Difference, pp. 29, 32 and 36. 
*%.M. Orlinsky, "The Septuagint as Holy Writ and the Philosophy 
of the Translators," HUCA 46 (1975): 89-114. That the translators 
regarded the LXX as author i t a t i v e ; therefore, they were concerned with 
accuracy is discussed i n J. W. Wevers, "A Study i n the Narrative 
Portions of the Greek Exodus," i n Scripta Signa Vocis, ed. H. L. J. 
Vanstiphout et a l . (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1986), pp. 295-303. 
**See Soisalon-Soininen's discussion of what constitutes a 
Hebraism and the importance of determining Hebraizing tendencies i n 
the analysis of TT i n "Hebraismenfrage," pp. 39-43. 
* % a r r , "Typology," p. 324; Tov also notes that "Jer-R's revision 
is remote from the slavish literalness of kaige-Th and Aquila," 
{Jeremiah and Baruch, p. 167). Aejmelaeus ("Intention," p. 25) 
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even though Th exhibits a high degree of formal equivalence to his 
parent t e x t , he does not leave the impression that he intended to 
provide, or expected someone else to look f o r , a one-to-one 
equivalence between his translation and his parent text.*^ 
I f the translators did not s t r i v e for l i t e r a l i s m then why are 
the translations generally l i t e r a l ? Barr, r e f e r r i n g to the fact of 
how the LXX frequently follows the Semitic word order, gave the answer 
to t h i s question when he stated that i t was "probably to be attributed 
to habit and the quest for an easy technique rather than to any 
l i t e r a l i s t policy."*' The translators were concerned to render the 
meaning of the text and chose those constructions which seemed to them 
to express that meaning adequately. In other words, the translators 
worked i n s t i n c t i v e l y by choosing i n an ad hoc manner the rendering 
which they believed suited the context best. 
Since the translators were not inte n t i o n a l l y s t r i v i n g for 
l i t e r a l translations, then we must question the v a l i d i t y of using this 
gauge to measure how well they achieved the standard. I t does not 
matter i f i t is alleged that a value judgment i s not placed on how 
well a translator formally reproduced the text. The fact is the focus 
on l i t e r a l i s m is foreign to what the translators were doing. The 
following c r i t i c i s m s w i l l place the preceding comments in better 
perspect ive. 
111.2. Literalism Offers an Incomplete Description of TT 
Since the translators were not practising a policy of 
l i t e r a l i s m , but were guided by t h e i r own insti n c t s of what would 
constitute a suitable rendering i n the context we come naturally to a 
emphasizes that the translators "had no conscious method or philosophy 
of t r a n s l a t i o n . " For the developing trend toward l i t e r a l i s m , see S.P. 
Brock, "The Phenomenon of the Septuagint," OTS 17 (1972): 20-27; "To 
Revise or Not to Revise: Attitudes to Jewish B i b l i c a l Translation," in 
Septuagint, Scrolls and Cognate Writings, SCS, 33, ed. G. J. Brooke 
and B. Lindars (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 301-38. 
*^ See the conclusions i n CH 5 V I I . 
* W r , "Typology," p. 26. 
Soisalon-Soininen, "Hebraismenfrage," p. 36; Aejmelaeus, "Inten-
t i o n , " pp. 25-26; Bickerman, pp. 30-39. 
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second c r i t i c i s m . That i s , l i t e r a l i s m f a i l s i n most important aspects 
as a means to o f f e r a complete analysis of TT. This is best 
understood by considering two different but closely related points. 
I I I . 2 . i . The focus on literalism fails to account for dynamic features 
of translation. 
Since a l l of the books of the LXX are more or less l i t e r a l , 
there is more to be learned about the individual translators from 
those instances i n which the translation departs from the technique of 
formal equivalence. Why did a particular translator forsake a formal 
correspondence i n favour of a more idiomatic Greek expression only 
with certain constructions or only i n some of the instances of a given 
construction? In l i n g u i s t i c terminology, why is i t that the 
translator departed from his normal or "unmarked" usage to employ a 
dif f e r e n t or "marked" rendering? Does the translator use favourite 
terms to render the Vorlage when he is uncertain about the meaning? 
The answer to these kinds of questions are crucial to understanding 
how the translator went about his work. At the very least, we realize 
that focusing on features of formal equivalence neglects significant 
features of tran s l a t i o n . This point is seemingly self-evident. 
A very d i f f e r e n t kind of analysis and description of TT emerges 
i f we turn the focus on l i t e r a l features upon i t s head. In other 
words, i f i t is the features of dynamic equivalence which reveal the 
most important tendencies of the translator, then we can state the 
axiom: i t i s the type and frequency of non-literal renderings in the 
translation units which provide the most distinguishing 
characteristics of 7T.*' A r e l a t i v e l y minor lexical example is 
provided i n Dan. 3:12 in which McCrystall has argued that x«) ei56X,<p is 
used instead of xoi^  6eo^ because of the translator's concern to 
identify the statue as an effigy of Nebuchadnezzar.^" However, the 
Aejmelaeus, "Clause Connectors," p. 362. Aejmelaeus states, 
"Free renderings are l i k e fingerprints that the translators have l e f t 
behind them." 
^"McCrystall, pp. 5-6. He also notes (following Delcor) the 
addition of the personal pronoun ooi) after ekovi as further evidence 
that the OG changes the meaning of the MT. See M. Delcor, "Un cas 
de traduction 'Targumique' de la LXX h propos de la statue en or de 
Dan. I l l , " Textus 1 (1969): 30-35. 
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rendering of m'?K (DTntiR) by e(5oA,ov is not without precedent in the 
LXX.^ ' Furthermore, et8©Xov is employed in four other passages by OG 
to designate idols in contrast to the one true God of Israel and 
renders m'?R (D'm'?R) in every case.^^ In 3:12 and 3:18 OG employs 
eiSolov when the three re f e r to Nebuchadnezer's " i d o l , " whereas i n 3:14 
OG has eeoi^ when the king commands them to serve his "gods." OG's 
translation preserves a nice d i s t i n c t i o n between the two parties eind 
t h e i r conception of what the statue represents. I f OG's translation 
were intended to carry the significance discerned by McCrystail, then 
we would also expect OG to use the f i r s t person pronoun i n 3:14 when 
the kingi asks, "Why do you not worship my image which I set up?" 
I I I . 2 . i i . The focus on literalism can not account for the detailed 
aspects of translation. 
I t i s not just the tyv^ and frequency of dynamic translations 
which illuminate the TT of the individual translators. In a similar 
fashion, we have to consider favourite renditions and syntactical 
constructions employed by the translator i n his work. For example, 
one translator may employ a formally equivalent expression to render 
his Vorlage, but i t may be d i f f e r e n t from the way any other translator 
reproduced the same e x p r e s s i o n . U p to t h i s time, the studies 
concentrating on pa r t i c u l a r c r i t e r i a for l i t e r a l i s m have revealed the 
inherent d i f f i c u l t i e s of the methodology fo r offering an adequate 
analysis of TT. The point is that one should begin from a perspective 
which is more amenable to the analysis of language as a whole, though 
one of the major problems of the l i t e r a l method has been the lack of 
detailed analysis. 
'^Num. 25:2 b i s ; 3 Kings 11:2, 8, 33; Ps. 37:19. 
'^3:18; 5 :4 , 23. 6:28(27) where Nfr=0, is the e x c e p t i o n . 
ei5oiei<j;» (1-5) is also used the same way i n 1:2. 
^^ See Soisalon-Soininen, "Fragen," pp. 431-432 where he c r i t i c i s e s 
Tov and Wright's use of consistency as the means to indicate 
lit e r a l n e s s . Wright {Difference, pp. 31-32) has responded by stating 
that i t is the "mechanicalness or woodenness of representation 
combined with the consistency of that mechanical approach [which i s ] a 
major exponent of l i t e r a l n e s s . " Unfortunately, Wright f a i l s to deal 
with the heart of Soisalon-Soininen's c r i t i c i s m , i.e. the inadequacy 
of the purely formal approach when comparing OG to NfT. 
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A good example of the lack of attention to details is Wright's 
volume, No Small Difference: Sirach's Relationship to its Hebrew 
Parent Text. Wright's text was chosen because i t is the most 
extensive published treatment examining the c r i t e r i a for l i t e r a l i s m . 
The i n a b i l i t y to treat d e t a i l s adequately is evident in several places 
where Wright includes references to the p o s s i b i l i t y of investigating 
the types of deviations from l i t e r a l i s m more closely, and in his 
discussions concerning which elements have to be excluded from his 
data.^* For example, i t is true that the inclusion of the 
postpositive 5c in the data for word order makes a difference in the 
statistics for Uteralism.^^ However, i t is not so much the frequency 
with which the conjunction is used that is significant for TT (though 
that is important), but the different ways and the extent to which 5c 
and the other conjunctions are used as alternatives for icai by the 
different translators.^^ 
One might argue that i t is unfair to criticize Wright in this way 
since he was not strictly concerned to examine the differences i n 
details. We would respond by noting that the matter under dispute is 
the most appropriate methodology to describe TT. Furthermore, there 
is also reason to be concerned about the way in which deviations from 
formal equivalence are actually examined in practice by Wright. For 
example, Wright provides a list of types of quantitatively longer and 
shorter translations,^' but tends to treat them universally. He states: 
Only when the data for segmentation and quantitative 
representation are full y analyzed can one effectively 
determine whether or not quantitatively longer elements 
are likely to represent elements in the translator's pare^nt 
text, and thus, constitute an equally segmented Hebrew. 
However, the global statistics for a translation wUl only provide a 
^Wight, Difference, pp. 41-43; 59-63; 71-72; 79-82; 103. 
"wright, Difference, pp. 41-42. 
^^ See Aejmelaeus, "Clause Connectors," pp. 369-370. For an 
example of a thorough examination of the treatment of 5e, see Parataxis, 
pp. 34-46. 
^'wright, Difference, pp. 72-74, 82-85; "Quantitative Representa-
t i o n , " pp. 321-329. 
^^Wright, Difference, p. 78. 
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general indication of what the translator might have done in any 
specific instance. In order to achieve a clear understanding of any 
particular variant we must group the various types of longer elements 
in the OG and compare them to the instances in which the same types 
of renderings faithfully reflect the source. Factors such as the 
context of each individual variant and the possible motivation for a 
change must also be considered. 
Wright offers a perfect illustration of the importance of the 
methodology for the analysis of longer (or any difference in reading 
for that matter) texts when he states: 
There is no way a p r i o r i to tell whether or not in Sir 
3:17 was in the translator's Hebrew. Only an analysis 
based on principles of formal equivalence will give an 
indication of the probability that "^ a was or was not in the 
grandson's Hebrew text. 
I f , by this statement, Wright means that we must investigate every 
instance of and itac, in Sir. in order to understand the relationship 
between the two terms as well as examine the other ways the Hebrew 
was (not) rendered in the Greek or Greek was (not) added to the 
Hebrew in order to determine whether there were any similar 
constructions to compare to Sir. 3:17, then we agree. What he seems 
to mean, based on our reading of his text, is that i f note, represents "73 
in X% of its occurrences, then i t probably does so here.^" Wright's 
statistical probability is only of use i f there are no other means 
available to help explain the reading of the OG. The problem is his 
lack of attention to details. 
The ability to isolate the individual traits of the translator 
within his overall approach to translating presupposes a thorough 
analysis of both the source and target texts. In most cases where we 
examine the idiosyncratic traits that characterize a translator we are 
dealing with a small percentage of the actual renderings for a given 
HA expression. Therefore, by grouping the various ways in which a 
construction has been translated we can examine the differences in 
usage. Then we can both attempt to explain the deviations which 
5'lbid., p. 80. 
"^we have no way of knowing what he does mean of course, but our 
representation is f a i t h f u l to the argument of his te x t . 
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might stem from the TT of the translator and discern the 
characteristics which differentiate the individual translators.^' 
Indeed, i t may be that there is no apparent reason for the change(s) 
other than stylistic variation, but often there is.^^ Therefore, to 
expand upon the previously stated axiom, we must say that i t is the 
idiosyncrasies of the individual translators that provide the most 
distinguishing features of TT. 
A good example of the subtle distinctions made by translators is 
given by J.W. Wevers in a recent article. He notes that the phrase 
"sons of Israel" occurs 53 times in Exodus in the nominative, dative, 
and accusative, and has the article in every case. However, in 12 of 
35 cases in the genitive (TWV \>im lapofiX) the article is omitted. The 
difference in the twelve cases is that the phrase is used in the 
context to modify "assembly" (i.e. ouvaYOY^ l «i®v lapatiX).^^ 
I f we were only concerned to measure literalness according to a 
strict set of criteria, then we might fail to take sufficient note of why 
the translator of Exodus omitted the article for the construct-genitive 
in 12 cases and why the translator of Daniel rendered mt'K (DTnt'K) by 
elSoXov. To borrow from a well known expression, the focus on 
literalism for the analysis of TT is like counting the f i r and pine trees 
in order to describe the forest in which they grow. 
III.3. The Inadequacy of Literalism's Statistics for Textual Criticism 
The primary reason for the research of the LXX and the attempt 
to reconstruct the OG of each book has been text-critical.^ We have 
also noted already that i t is the understanding of the TT in the 
individual book/unit that is essential for the critic to attempt to 
See Soisalon-Soininen, "Fragen," p. 435-443 which expands on the 
introduction to his volume on Die Infinitif in der Septuaginta, pp. 5-
16. This type of methodology is evident i n the work of Aejraelaeus and 
Sollamo. 
This w i l l be i l l u s t r a t e d from the OG and Th versions of Daniel 
in chapters four and f i v e . 
"j.W. Wevers, "The Gottingen Pentateuch: Some Post-Partem 
Reflections," ed. C. Cox, VII Congress of the lOSCS, SCS 31 (Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1991), p. 56. 
^^ See the excursus following CH 1. 
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reconstruct the HA Vorlage of the OG. Since the statistics produced 
by those focusing on formal correspondence measure literalism, then 
by definition these statistics are chiefly concerned with quantifying 
the degree to which the translation faithfully reproduces the Vorlage. 
In other words, the majority of the cases where the translation is 
literal is useless for text-criticism because i t reads with the MT! Now, 
it may be helpful to know as a general rule that one translator used 
formal equivalents more often than another, but the use of the LXX for 
textual research primarily concerns those instances when i t does not 
literally reproduce its Vorlage.^^ 
A good illustration of the above principle can be provided from 
Galen Marquis' article on the consistency of lexical equivalents.^^ 
According to Marquis: 
The percentage of singular translations which reflect the 
source text faithfully can be taken to be approximately the 
same as the percentage of consistent translations, which 
by virtue of tbeir consistency, reveal a faithful reflection 
of the source. 
On this basis he suggests that the remaining percentage indicates 
singular translations which may reveal deviations from the source text. 
As an example, Marquis looks at the rendering of 'OS in section a of 
LXX Ezekiel. I t is translated in five cases by Sienxonai and twice by 
SioSeixav, napoSo;, indya, and SIOY©. Four of the seventeen equivalents 
for TSJ? occur as singular translations: Sianopevoiiai, noptvo^ai, 
dnoxpojtid^eoeai, and d^opicno?. The percentage of singular translations 
for is then 23% (4 of 17) while consistent translations make up 77% 
of the renditions (13 of 17). The percentage of singular translations 
which reflect the source text would be equal to the percentage of 
consistent translations of the whole translation. So, by multiplying 
77% of 23% one gets 18%. Marquis then adds 18% to 77% in order to 
calculate the percentage of all renderings that faithfully reflect the 
Vorlage, i.e. 95%. The percentage of possible free renderings or those 
^Vor the present purpose we put aside the fact that i n some cases 
(Jer., Josh., Job, Sam.) the OG witnesses to a much shorter Vorlage, 
while i n Dan. 4 we have a substantially longer text and in ch. 5 a 
shorter text. 
66 Marquis, "Lexical Equivalents," pp. 405-424. 
" i b i d . , p. 412. 
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which may reflect a variant Vorlage is 5%, or one word (from the 
CO 
singular translations). 
There is a seductive logic to Marquis' basic premise that the 
percentage of singular translations faithfully reflecting the source is 
equal to the percentage of consistent translations. However, as Wright 
points out, on what basis can Marquis conclude that the percentage of 
singular translations that faithfully render the source text is about 
the same as the percentage of consistent translations?^' Our 
examination of vocabulary in Daniel will reveal that the use of singular 
translations has far more to do with the translator's use of variety in 
translation than differences in the VorlageJ^ Furthermore, Marquis' 
view that every consistent rendering accurately reflects the source 
text by virtue of the fact that i t is used more than once to render a 
word is questionable. The relationship between the use of words in 
one language and how they are used to translate words in another 
language is a complex matter and cannot be reduced to simple 
mathematical formulas. 
Language is a means of communication, which "consists of words 
(or other units) which are organized, according to 'the rules of 
grammar' into particular types of combinations."^' The symbols 
(words) of a language which a speaker uses in a given situation 
depend both on the type of situation, (we would not employ the same 
vocabulary writing to our auto mechanic as we would to a politician), 
as well as the particular speech event, including among other factors 
the whole discourse, the paragraph, the clause, and the preceding and 
following words, i.e. context. So, in a discourse our choice of words 
is limited by the subject about which we are writing. However, there 
"''ibid., p. 414. 
'^see Wright, Difference, pp. 97-98 for his criticisms of Marquis; 
Soisalon-Soininen, "Hebraismenfrage," p. 50. 
^"creenspahn also notes that HL "consistently comprise one-third 
to one-half of the vocabulary i n any given body of l i n g u i s t i c 
material." See F. Greenspahn, Hapax Legomena in Biblical Hebrew, 
SBLDS, 74 (Chico: Scholars Press, 1984), p. 32. 
^'Nida, Science, p. 30. 
'^Ibid., pp. 37-43; M. Silva, Biblical Words and Their Meaning, 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan 1983), pp. 137-148. 
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are s t i l l an infinite number of ways in which we can combine these 
remaining words to communicate our message. The choice of a 
particular word by a particular writer in a particular context is the 
result of a complex series of competing choices in that particular 
speech event, which in tu r n is influenced by prior experiences of the 
speaker/writer. We will "flesh out" the preceding comments in more 
detail later (CH 4.II.4). For the present, we will consider two words 
from Daniel and how they are rendered by OG and Th as an 
illustration. 
Two words from the semantic domain of mercy/compassion are 
employed in 1:9: TOn and D'Om. TOH appears 2x i n Daniel, 1:9 and 
9:4. OG's choice of Tijifjv i n 1:9 i s unusual and involves some 
innovation regarding how Daniel was viewed by the chief steward 
(honourably, as opposed to m e r c i f u l l y ) , but the overall sense of the 
passage is conveyed. In 9:4 OG employs eXeo^  which offers a closer 
formal correspondence (Th uses ekeoc, on both occasions). V'^ m is 
found 4x i n Daniel. Once again, OG's choice of xdpiv i n 1:9 is dynamic 
and OG also has a very free rendition of the term i n 2:18, though the 
overall meaning is transferred.'^ In 9:9 and 18 OG uses a word whose 
range of meaning is closer— I X t o q . So, OG can use IXto^ to translate 
both the words found in 1:9, but i t does not use them for either in 
t h i s particular context. Th's ouctipjio^ for D'Om is a SE (4/4). 
Unfortunately, i n th i s instance, we cannot discern an apparent motive 
to explain why the OG translator did not use eXeo? for either term in 
1:9, other than to regard his choice as a r e f l e c t i o n of his 
understanding of the meaning of the Semitic text. 
However, i n order to appreciate t h e i r vocabulary choices better 
and to demonstrate the inadequacy of merely counting word frequencies, 
i t i s helpful to examine how OG and Th use the four Greek words we 
have encountered i n vs. 1:9. For example, OG has zcfuv 2x (s. the 
dynamic use i n 2:13), but Th never uses i t . On the other hand, 
oiKTipjio^ is never found i n OG, while Th uses i t on one other occasion 
(4:24) to give a good dynamic rendering for one of the 2x that the vb. 
'hn 2:18 the translator offers a good example of how the same 
message can be communicated by choosing alternative words and 
combining them d i f f e r e n t l y . 
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/]3n occurs (s. also 6:12).^^ Besides 9:9, 18, OG has iXtoc, 8x. In 
9:3 i t is a dynamic translation of n'313nn (1/4) and 9:4=Th for TOri; 6x 
MT=0.'^  Th uses tXtoc, only 8x in t o t a l : 1:9, 9:4=OG, and 9:20 for 
'nsnn; 5x MT=0.'^ OG employs tijifj only 3x (s. also 2:37 and 4:27[30] 
=Th) while i n Th i t is a SE (7/8) for " P ' H o w e v e r , we should note 
that i n 11:38 OG employs the vb. xi|if|aei for T M ' and gives a dynamic 
rendition of the clause. The non-translation of "P^ i n this vs. 
seems to be due to the fact that OG did not know the meaning of IM"* 
and so offers a contextual translation (motivated by the connection of 
xintj for "p') with the vb. ti(if|<jei. The only other occurrence of 
in MT is earlier in 11:38 where OG's contextual guess is not quite so 
successful. 
To investigate these relationships even further we note that OG 
renders piTTI with iXtoc, i n 9:3 (1/4) while Th employs iXeoc, to render 
nsnn ( l / l ) in 9:20. The translations of 9:3 and 9:20 are both good 
dynamic renderings, but the Hebrew terms come from the semantic 
sub-domain of prayer terminology. On the other occasions where OG 
meets these words i t translates with Greek words from the domain of 
prayer. In the case of ]13nn, OG has 5ef|ai5-9:17, 23 and jtpooevxai^-
9:18. In 9:20 OG translates Tisnn with Seofievo; ev t a i ^ npooeDxai^. 
The choice of 5cf|(Ji? on the two occasions is actually quite interesting 
because the word is only found 4x in OG. In one of the other two 
passages Nrr=0 (4:30a), and 5tr\<si^ is used i n 2:18 where OG offers the 
dynamic translation of ]'Orn. Th uses 5ef|oi^ only 3x, but i t is as a 
SE (3/4) for p m . The one vs. where Th employs an alternative is 
9:18 where Th crosses semantic domains once again with the use of 
OUCTipjlOV. 
In the above example we considered every occurrence of im, 
VOm, prin, n3nn, /Taa, iXtoc,, zdpiv, x\\ir\, tiixtjaei, Str\a\c, and ouctipjio ,^ 
'^ Th uses the n. 6x i n t o t a l . The remaining instance is 9:18, see 
below. 
^^3:35, 38, 42, 43, 89, 90. 
'^3:35, 38, 42, 89, 90=OG. 
'^see also 2:6; 7:14; 11:38. 4:33(36); 5:18, 20, OG=0. 7:14 may 
involve a textual variant. On one occasion Th uses evtijiov (2:37). 
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78 and their inter-relations. We have gHmpsed the complex network of 
relationships that exist in the use of vocabulary, and, of all the texts 
considered, there is a question of a textual variant only in OG 7:14 
where ip^ is omitted. As we have seen, i t is hardly possible to 
examine the relationship between the vocabulary of the source text and 
the translation on the basis of a formal one-to-one correspondence and 
use the statistics for textual criticism. This is especially the case with 
OG, but even a translation like Th is very complex. 
In a paper read to the lOSCS several years ago which discussed 
the methodological approach for the research of TT, Ilmari Soisalon-
Soininen expressed the extent of his concern about the mechanical 
approach to the analysis of TT when he suggested that the use of 
computers in this way was "a great loss for the research into the 
syntax of the Septuagint."'^ We have to agree with his concerns 
about methodology; hence the present thesis. However, i t is not the 
use of computers per se, but the manner of their employment that is 
the problem. Computers are a great asset to the scholar because they 
can search machine readable texts and present the results far more 
quickly and more accurately than one can do manually. However, 
whether the results are of any practical value depends on the 
adequacy of the researcher's methodology. 
IV. Summary 
The examination of the focus on literalism as a methodology for 
the study of TT has found serious difficulties with the approach. 
First, the focus on literalism presumes that every translator intended 
to produce a formally equivalent translation at all times even though 
this is a t r a i t of the later recensionists. Second, the focus on 
literalism fails to account for the most salient features of a translation, 
which are those instances in which the translation departs from the 
technique of formal equivalence. The features of dynamic equivalence 
reveal the most important tendencies of the translator because they 
reveal the distinguishing characteristics of how the translator 
'^ The semantic relationship shared by terminology from the sub-
domains of wisdom or prayer would be even more complicated. 
"soisalon-Soininen, "Fragen," p. 438, "ein grosser Verlust f i i r 
die Forschung der Septuaginta-Syntax." 
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rendered particular words and phrases. In a similar fashion, we have 
to consider favourite renditions and syntactical constructions employed 
by the translator in his/her work which may be literal, but may be 
different in some way from other translators. We have summarized the 
importance of analysing the unique features of a given translation by 
stating the axiom i t is the idiosyncrasies of the individual translators 
that provide the most distinguishing features of TT. They bear the 
signature of the individual translator. Third, we have noted that the 
focus on literalism is inadequate as a methodology for analysis of TT 
for the purpose of using an ancient version for the textual-criticism of 
the Hebrew Bible. I t is on the basis of an analysis of the finer points 
of the translation that the critic's judgement rests on the surest 
grounds. 
The contention of this thesis is that a linguistic approach in 
which the source and target texts are compared while considering the 
contrasting structures of the two languages is the way forward for 
the analysis of TT. The soundness of this approach is demonstrated 
in the work of I . Soisalon-Soininen and his students, as well as by H. 
Szpek. In the following chapter a linguistic methodology for the 
analysis of TT will be presented. At the same time the usefulness of 
the model will be demonstrated by working with the OG and Th texts 
of Daniel in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
A Methodology for the Analysis of Translation Technique 
The purpose of this chapter is to of f e r a theoretical basis for 
a methodology fo r the analysis of TT that incorporates l i n g u i s t i c 
principles.' This is necessary in order to j u s t i f y the preceding 
cri t i c i s m s of the methodology that focuses on the characteristics of 
l i t e r a l i s m . A theoretical basis is also required in order to support 
the contention that a l i n g u i s t i c approach is the way forward for the 
analysis of TT. As previously mentioned, H. Szpek has recently 
offered a l i n g u i s t i c model for TT, and we agree with much of her 
presentation. However, Szpek does not discuss in any de t a i l the basis 
for adopting a l i n g u i s t i c approach, nor does she locate her discussion 
withi n the context of contemporary research in TT. Though TT has not 
received the attention of scholars that other areas of b i b l i c a l 
studies have, there have been a number of a r t i c l e s and monographs 
published that are d i r e c t l y or i n d i r e c t l y related to the f i e l d . Since 
t h i s thesis is concerned to argue for a specific methodology, then i t 
is important to account for previous studies and of f e r some evaluation 
of what is helpful f o r someone engaging i n TT research.^ The 
presentation of the theory behind the methodology is also necessary as 
background to the textual c r i t i c i s m of MT. 
For another introduction to basic l i n g u i s t i c concepts and 
terminology, see S. E. Porter, "Studying Ancient Languages from a 
Modern Linguistic Perspective: Essential Terms and Terminology," FN 2 
(1989): 147-72. 
S^ome works have already been mentioned i n the previous chapter 
and the reader i s also directed to the bibliography. For an excellent 
overall resource f o r what has been wr i t t e n , see S. Olofsson The LXX 
Version: A Guide to the Translation Technique of the Septuagint, 
ConBib.OT, 30 (Stockholm: Almqvist &Wiksell, 1990). The t i t l e is 
something of a misnomer because the volume does not of f e r a 
methodology fo r the analysis of TT nor does i t o f f e r much c r i t i c a l 
evaluation of what has been wr i t t e n about TT. On the other hand, the 
companion volume i s an excellent investigation of TT i n the Psalms. 
See God is My Rock, ConBib.OT, 31 (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 
1990). Tov also includes an excellent bibliography as an index to his 
a r t i c l e "Nature and Study," pp. 354-359. 
The q u a l i f i c a t i o n that t h i s i s a "preliminary" methodology has 
to be employed f o r two reasons. F i r s t , the science of li n g u i s t i c s is 
r e l a t i v e l y young, so there is l i t t l e scholarly consensus i n some 
branches w i t h i n i t s study; and the ongoing research w i l l bring changes 
in methodology. Second, the study of TT of the ancient versions i n 
b i b l i c a l studies i s i t s e l f barely out of i t s infancy stage,^ so there 
w i l l be continued refinements i n th i s d i s c i p l i n e as l i n g u i s t i c 
principles are applied to TT research. In recognition of these two 
limit a t i o n s i t follows that t h i s chapter i s an attempt to isolate the 
most s i g n i f i c a n t areas of l i n g u i s t i c study f o r the analysis of TT.^  
The discussion w i l l proceed i n the following order. F i r s t , a 
d e f i n i t i o n of TT is given in order to c l a r i f y what i t is that we are 
studying. Second, f i v e basic concepts that are presupposed for the 
analysis of TT w i l l be introduced and some of the implications of 
these concepts w i l l be discussed. Third, the model i t s e l f i s 
introduced. I t should be noted that neutral terms lik e translator, 
source t e x t , and target language w i l l frequently be employed in this 
discussion because of the general a p p l i c a b i l i t y of the model to the 
analysis of texts. Examples w i l l be drawn from the translation of the 
LXX, s p e c i f i c a l l y the OG and Th versions of Daniel, i n order to 
i l l u s t r a t e the principles being discussed. The reader is also 
encouraged to consult the works which are cited i n the notes. 
This despite the fact that the foundations were l a i d 150 years 
ago i n Z. Frankel, Vorstudien zu der Septuaginta, (Leipzig: Vogel, 
1841). 
*For a basic introduction to l i n g u i s t i c s see, G. Yule, The Study 
of Language, (Cambridge: University Press, 1985). A very concise, 
clearly w r i t t e n introduction to l i n g u i s t i c s is also provided in F. 
Parker, Linguistics for Non-Linguists, (London: Taylor & Francis, 
1986). The volxime by E. Nida (Toward a Science of Translating) 
remains an important resource for B i b l i c a l studies and translation 
theory. W. Bodine has edited and D.A. Black has written the best 
introductions to l i n g u i s t i c concepts d i r e c t l y applied to the b i b l i c a l 
languages. See W. Bodine, ed., Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew. 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1992); D. A. Black, Linguistics for 
Students of New Testament Greek, (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1988). Other 
valuable monographs include M. Silva, Biblical Words and Their 
Meaning, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1983); T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words 
and Structures in Biblical Hebrew, (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1985); A. 
Gibson, Biblical Semantic Logic, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1981). 
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I . Definition of Translation Technique 
The purpose of the study of TT of the LXX is to describe how 
individual translators engaged i n the task of translating a unit of 
scripture f o r a community. There are f i v e aspects of t h i s d e f i n i t i o n 
that require comment. F i r s t of a l l , the d e f i n i t i o n i s stated i n terms 
of the translator's approach to the source text as a whole, but i t is 
not meant to exclude employing the phraseology TT as a description of 
how the translator treated individual elements. Second, analysis of 
TT has to concern i t s e l f p rimarily with individual units of scripture 
rather than the entire corpus of the LXX.^  Since various books and 
portions of scripture were translated by diff e r e n t individuals i t only 
makes sense to treat the units separately. For example, our knowledge 
of how OG renders i n f i n i t i v e absolutes is not going to t e l l us how the 
OG translator of Micah approached them. An analysis of OG w i l l 
provide possible renditions, but we have to examine Micah in order to 
know how the translator approached i n f i n i t i v e absolutes in that book. 
A unit of scripture accounts f o r a translator who was responsible for 
more than one book and also f o r the situation where two or more 
translators worked on separate sections of the same book.^ Third, the 
reference to the community of the translator recognizes that these 
translations were not carried out i n a sociological and h i s t o r i c a l 
vacuum. A translation of the Bible, whether the LXX or a modem day 
version, i s intended to meet the needs of a constituency. Therefore, 
i t i s the needs of the intended audience that w i l l determine the kind 
of translation produced. For example, the later recensions of the LXX 
tended to be revised toward ^f^, though Symmachus is a notable 
exception.' I t i s also to be expected that some of the terminology 
and expressions employed w i l l r e f l e c t the cultural background of the 
translator and the community in which s/he lives. In fact , i n some 
S^ee Aejmelaeus, "Connectors", p. 377; Pietersma, "Septuagint 
Research," p. 298. 
%.St.J. Thackeray, The Septuagint and Jewish Worship, (Oxford: 
University Press, 1920), 16-39; "The Bisection of Books in Primitive 
Septuagint MSS," JTS 9 (1907): 88-98. Tov, Jeremiah. 
Vor a discussion of the di f f e r e n t translation practices of the 
Greek translators w i t h i n the context of ancient translation practices, 
see Brock, "Aspects," pp. 69-87; "Phenomenon," pp. 13-36. For 
examples of Sym. style see Salvesen, Symmachus, pp. 220-254. 
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cases of the ancient versions we are dealing with the community's 
understanding of scripture i n the translation. Fourth, we speak of 
the attempt to describe how the translator engaged i n his task. I t 
could be said that the study of TT attempts to expose the translator's 
discourse analysis of the parent t e x t . Our task is not to do a 
discourse analysis ourselves, but the analysis of TT ought to 
illuminate how the translator understood the Vorlage.^^ Finally, we 
refer to individual translators out of the be l i e f that individuals 
worked alone on the task of translation. This view seems to be 
supported by the characteristic features evident throughout individual 
units. However, the methodology could be usefully employed in the 
analysis and description of a recension involving more than one editor 
or with any texts sharing a reciprocal relationship. 
I t hardly needs to be stated, but the whole process of analysing 
TT must assume that a direct relationship exists between the receptor 
text being analyzed and the source text to which i t is being compared. 
The investigation of the TT of the ancient versions is complicated by 
corruptions which have entered the text of the source and receptor 
S^ee Goshen-Gottstein, "Theory and Practice," pp. 139-162; 
Salvesen, pp. 177-193; J. Weingreen, "Rabbinic-Type Commentary in the 
LXX Version of Proverbs," i n Sixth World Congress of Jewish Studies, 
ed. A. Shinan (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Academic Press, 1977), 407-15; 
also the more subtle examples of variant reading tr a d i t i o n s witnessed 
to by the vocalization of the MT i n E. J. Revel 1, "LXX and MT: Aspects 
of Relationship," i n De Septuaginta, ed. A. Pietersma and C. Cox 
(Mississauga: Benben, 1984), pp. 41-51. Barr has also recently 
restated his argument, that some variant readings are the result of 
translators working from unvocalized texts and without access to the 
reading t r a d i t i o n . See J. Barr, "'Guessing' i n the Septuagint," i n 
Studien zur Septuaginta - Robert Hanhart zu Ehren, MSU, 20, ed. D. 
Fraenkel, U. Quast, and J. Wevers (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1990), pp. 19-34; J. Barr, "Vocalization and the Analysis of Hebrew 
among the Ancient Translators," VTSupp 16 (1967): 1-11. 
'That the translators of the LXX worked mainly with f a i r l y small 
units of text (phrase and clause) and did not consider larger units is 
f a i r l y obvious from the texts. See the excellent discussion in I . 
Soisalon-Soininen, "Beobachtungen zur Arbeitsweise der Septuaginta-
ubersetzer," i n Isac Leo Seeligmann Volume, ed. A. Rof6 and Y. 
Zakovitch (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1983), pp. 319-29. 
'Vejraelaeus ("Connectors", p. 362) speaks in a similar vein when 
she writes that the analysis of translation technique is an attempt 
"to see the translator behind i t [the translation] and to appreciate 
his work." See also Barr, "Ts^pology," p. 288. 
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languages i n the course of transmission. However, in most books of 
the LXX and in the other ancient versions the correspondence between 
the source and receptor texts is so close that we are j u s t i f i e d in 
assuming that a direct relationship does in fact e x i s t . " I t is on 
th i s basis that we are able to use the LXX for textual c r i t i c i s m of m 
and to help reconstruct the complicated textual history of the Hebrew 
text.'^ 
I I . Five Presuppositions for Translation Technique 
There are f i v e concepts that are presupposed here as fundamental 
to TT analysis. The f i r s t four derive from the study of linguistics 
proper while the last is specific to TT. There is some overlap in the 
discussion of these f i v e presuppositions because they are 
interdependent. 
11.1. 7T i s Descriptive. 
By descriptive is meant that the analysis of TT is concerned 
with describing how a translator rendered the source text into the 
receptor language as opposed to evaluating the grammatical correctness 
of the translation.'^ There is no point in depicting a particular 
rendition as "barbaric" or otherwise, because these "barbarisms" arose 
c h i e f l y due to the competing demands of remaining f a i t h f u l to the 
message of the source while making that same message i n t e l l i g i b l e in 
the receptor language. The d i f f i c u l t i e s , which beset the translators 
in t h e i r task, and how they responded, are well stated by Aejmelaeus: 
With the source language and the target language d i f f e r i n g 
"R. Hanhart, "Zum gegenwartigen Stand der Septuagintaforschung," 
i n De Septuaginta, ed. A. Pietersma and C. Cox (Mississauga: Benben, 
1984), pp. 8-9. 
'^ See the Excursus to CH 1, 
Linguists describe how language is used as opposed to 
prescribing how i t ought to be used. For example, in North America 
one frequently hears statements l i k e , "He did good." Traditional 
grammars teach that the adjective "good" i s incorrect in this position 
whereas the adverb "well" would be proper English. Another example 
would be the so-called s p l i t i n f i n i t i v e . See H. A. Gleason, An 
Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics, Rev. ed. (London: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1961), 195-209; J. Lyons, Language and 
Linguistics, (Cambridge: University Press, 1981), pp. 46-54. 
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as greatly from one another, p a r t i c u l a r l y with regard to 
the i r syntactical structures, as Hebrew and Greek, a 
Semitic and an Indo-European language, the translators 
must have often faced a c o n f l i c t between two requirements, 
the requirement of rendering the contents of the 
Scriptures i n i n t e l l i g i b l e and fluent Greek and the 
requirement of following the o r i g i n a l as closely as 
possible. Some of the translators more than others have 
yielded to the former by use of various free renderings, 
whereas l i t e r a l and even Hebraistic renderings are the 
result of the l a t t e r . The study of the translation 
techniques aims at describing the translators exactly from 
t h i s point of view and finding c r i t e r i a by which to 
measure t h e i r freedom or literalness. 
Unless a grammatical anomaly may have resulted from the translator's 
misunderstanding of the Vorlage (due to textual d i f f i c u l t y , error or 
ignorance), i t does not matter that i t exists in the target text 
because the objective of TT is to describe what the translator has 
done. 
I I . 2 . 7T i s Primarily Synchronic. 
"Synchronic l i n g u i s t i c s investigates the way people speak in a 
given speech community at a given point of time,"^^ as opposed to 
diachronic l i n g u i s t i c s which focuses on the change of language through 
time.'^ The primary implication of t h i s principle for TT is that TT 
is a description of a par t i c u l a r w r i t t e n communication given at a 
' Aejmelaeus, "Hebrew Vorlage," p. 63; Soisalon-Soininen, " . . . 
der Character der iibersetzung wird von zwei ganz verschiedenen 
Faktoren bestimmt: erstens vom S t i l des hebraischen Urtextes, der in 
den verschiedenen Buchern des ATs sehr unterschiedlich i s t , zweitens 
von der unterschiedlichen Arbeitsweise der ubersetzer," see, 
"Methodologische Fragen," p. 426. 
'^J. Lyons, ed., New Horizons in Linguistics, (Middlesex: Penguin, 
1970), p. 14. Descriptive and synchronic are often used 
interchangeably, but f o r our purposes i t is useful to distinguish 
between them. 
^^ The d i s t i n c t i o n between the two approaches and the primacy of 
the s3nichronic approach traces i t s e l f to the father of modem 
l i n g u i s t i c s , Ferdinand de Saussure. See F. de Saussure, Cours de 
linguistique gSn^rale (ed. Ch. Bally and A. Sechehaye), 5th ed. 
(Paris: Payot, 1955), pp. 79-81. There is an English translation by 
Wade Baskin, Course in General Linguistics, (New York: Philosophical 
Library, 1960). See also S. Ullmann, The Principles of Semantics, 
(Glasgow: Jackson, Son & Co., 1951), pp. 50-62; Lyons, Language, pp. 
54-58. 
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p a r t i c u l a r time. The orthography, morphology, lexical choices, and 
(to a lesser degree) the syntax of the translation w i l l r e f l e c t the 
conventions of the language i n the time and place i n which i t was 
produced." At the semantic level, the meaning of the translation for 
i t s intended audience i s determined by the context, both the 
l i n g u i s t i c context and the h i s t o r i c a l context, as far as i t can be 
reasonably reconstructed. 
There are two consequences of a synchronic description when i t 
comes to the evaluation of the meaning of the translation. From the 
perspective of the reader of the target language there is no 
difference i n meaning (though s/he may at times be confused), because 
t h i s reader has no direc t access to the source text. In our case, the 
LXX was usually read and understood by Greek speaking Jews and 
Christians without reference to the Hebrew.'' However, the 
perspective of the translator and the evaluator of the translation is 
di f f e r e n t from the intended/presumed reader because both have access 
to the source t e x t . The translator may have intended to give a 
synonymous translation or to c l a r i f y the meaning of the source text 
when i t was ambiguous or confusing; but from the perspective of the 
"see our c r i t i c i s m of McCrystall, p. 26. 
10 
Context i s everything when i t comes to determining meaning. 
Understanding the meaning of a given communication involves far more 
than determining l i n g u i s t i c reference, however. Referential (eg., the 
i d e n t i t y of the l i t t l e horn in Dan. 7) and emotive (eg., the reaction 
to so-called "four l e t t e r words") meaning is determined by 
understanding the h i s t o r i c a l context. See S. Ullmann, Principles, pp. 
60-82; Nida, Science, pp. 37-43, 57-144; the detailed treatments by A. 
Lehrer, Semantic Fields and Lexical Structures (London: North-Holland, 
1974); J. Lyons, Semantics, 2 vols. (Cambridge: University Press, 
1977). In B i b l i c a l Studies the work of Barr (Semantics) is a classic; 
see also Silva, Biblical Words, pp. 137-169; E. Nida and J. P. Louw, 
Lexical Semantics of the Greek New Testament, (Atlanta: Scholars 
Press, 1992). 
ID 
I t would be a worthy project to produce complete commentaries on 
the books of the LXX because of the effect that the translation 
process had on the b i b l i c a l books and the authoritative status of the 
LXX amongst both Jews and Christians at the turn of the common era. 
The l i t e r a r y c r i t i c a l comparison of Daniel 2-7 i n the MT and LXX by 
Meadowcroft (1993) offers a good example of the fruit f u l n e s s of 
examining the meaning of the Greek text i n i t s own r i g h t , though his 
decision to use Rahlfs' edition as representative of the OG text is 
hardly defensible. 
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evaluator the translation may actually be confusing, have a different 
meaning or even impart the exact opposite sense of the Vorlage.^^ 
The p o s s i b i l i t y that a variant reading stems from an alternative 
Vorlage must always be considered, but there are cases when questions 
about the text from which a particular translation equivalent was 
derived are unwarranted. Besides the t3npes of corruptions that can 
enter the text during i t s transmission and the various ways that the 
translators could have misread the text they translated,^' many 
renderings, which at f i r s t appear to be inexplicable, can be explained 
when we consider the synchronic and diachronic nature of language. A 
synchronic view of language ensures that we are aware that some 
puzzling translation equivalents are present i n the translation, 
because the translators encountered words or concepts for which there 
22 
was no adequate translation equivalent i n the source language." In 
20 
Szpek, pp. 59-60. Most discussions of the meaning of the LXX 
have taken problems of lexicography as t h e i r point of departure. See 
T. Muraoka, ed., Melbourne Symposium on Septuagint Lexicography, SCS, 
28 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990); "Hebrew Hapax Legomena and 
Septuagint Lexicography," i n VII Congress of the lOSCS, ed. C. Cox 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991), 205-22; J. A. L. Lee, A Lexical Study 
of the Septuagint Version of the Pentateuch, SCS, 14 (Chico: Scholars 
Press, 1983). Muraoka ("Hapax," p. 217) concludes, "What a given 
Greek word or phrase means can mostly be worked out, or should be able 
to be worked out, from w i t h i n the Greek." E. Tov has been the main 
proponent of the view that the Hebrew meaning of words sometimes has 
to be considered in Septuagint Lexicography. See E. Tov, "Three 
Dimensions of LXX Words," i?B 83 (1976): 529-44. In a recent a r t i c l e 
J. Lust acknowledges that the majority of readers of the LXX had no 
knowledge of the Semitic o r i g i n a l (p. 112). However, Lust i n s i s t s 
that a LXX lexicon should "refer to the Semitic o r i g i n a l , at least i n 
those cases where the deviations between a Greek word and i t s Semitic 
equivalent can be explained on the level of word forms, but also when 
the Greek words are incomprehensible because they are tran s l i t e r a t i o n s 
or because they adopted the meaning of the underlying Hebrew or 
Aramaic." See J, Lust, "Translation Greek and the Lexicography of the 
Septuagint," JSOT 59 (1993): 120 and the introduction to LEH, pp. 
VIII-XV. 
21 
The following discussion assumes that the reader is well 
acquainted with the nature and causes of textual corruptions. See 
TCU, or any standard introduction to textual c r i t i c i s m . 
^^Cultural differences are p a r t i c u l a r l y f e r t i l e ground fo r these 
kinds of differences because "a par t i c u l a r language w i l l r e f l e c t in 
i t s vocabulary the culture of the society f o r which i t i s the medium 
of expression." See J. Lyons, Structural Semantics, (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1963), pp. 40-41; E. Nida, Exploring Semantic Structures, 
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such cases the translators could attempt to restate or paraphrase the 
meaning of the source text or resort to one of three options: loan 
t r a n s l a t i o n , s h i f t s i n application, or t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n . The process 
of loan t r a n s l a t i o n i s one way of introducing a change i n a language 
because i t involves coining new words (neologisms). For example, the 
compound apxiewovxo^ (Dan. 1:3, passim) comes from combining the Greek 
translations f o r the individual Hebrew words and O^no." Since 
Greek is a highly i n f l e c t e d language i t lent i t s e l f to the combining 
24 
of words and a f f i x e s i n t h i s way. Loan-translations should not 
present any d i f f i c u l t y f o r the evaluation of variant readings, but a 
" s h i f t i n application" may be more challenging. By a " s h i f t i n 
application" we mean that the translator used a familiar word i n an 
25 
innovative way and, thereby, added a new sense to the lexeme. The 
d i f f i c u l t y f o r the t e x t u a l - c r i t i c is deciding whether the translator 
has merely extended the meaning of a word as a translation equivalent 
for a term i n the Vorlage, or whether that word is employed because 
the Vorlage of the translation was d i f f e r e n t . F i n a l l y , the 
(Munich: Fink, 1975), pp. 66-78, 121-124. 
% o r a discussion of the phenomenon, see Silva, Biblical Words, 
p. 87. For examples, see Thack., pp. 34-36; E. Tov, "Compound Words 
in the LXX Representing Two or More Hebrew Words," Bib 58 (1977): 189-
212; Lee, Lexical Study, pp. 113-118; P. W. Coxon, "Greek Loan-Words 
and Alleged Greek Loan Translations i n the Book of Daniel," 
Transactions of the Glasgow University Oriental Society 25 (1973-74): 
24-40. 
I t need hardly be explained that t h i s practice is related to 
"etymological" renderings. 
^'such " s h i f t s i n application" occur mainly through metonymy or 
metaphor and may result i n polysemy. See Ullmann, Principles, pp. 
114-125. Silva, Biblical Words, pp. 82-85, 92-94. For examples, see 
the extensive l i s t by Thack., pp. 39-55; also those noted by Tov for 
the t r a n s l a t i o n of causatives i n E. Tov, "The Representation of the 
Causative Aspects of the Hiph'il i n the LXX. A Study i n Translation 
Technique," Bib 63 (1982): 421. 
^^Silva notes that metaphor is by far the most common cause of 
semantic change i n his study of the vocabulary of the NT. He also 
warns that since these changes involve s l i g h t extensions of meaning, 
i t i s always possible that the semantic development was already 
present w i t h i n the native language. This i s just as true for the LXX 
as the NT. See M. Silva, "Semantic Change and Semitic Influence i n 
the Greek Bible: With a Study of the Semantic Field of Mind," (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of Manchester, 1972), pp. 103-134. 
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translators sometimes chose to t r a n s l i t e r a t e , p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the case 
of technical terms or proper names. 
The diachronic nature of language also has bearing on the 
analysis of TT and has corresponding implications for textual-
c r i t i c i s m , because the temporal distance of the translator from the 
environment i n which the source text was produced may have been the 
cause of confusion or misunderstanding. Lexical items i n a language 
are continually being added and deleted, or t h e i r semantic range is 
changing. Therefore, a translator who knows the source language very 
well at a given point i n time may not have access to the meaning of a 
word which has been dropped from usage. The obstacles presented by 
vocabulary are p a r t i c u l a r l y acute when i t comes to translating hapax 
legomena (HL) or vocabulary that occurs only rarely. In the case of 
Daniel, the problem i s exacerbated by the b i l i n g u a l nature of the 
source text and the high degree of borrowing between the two Semitic 
languages.There were three main ways that the translators of the 
LXX resolved the d i f f i c u l t i e s presented by unknown lexemes. At times 
they merely t r a n s l i t e r a t e d a word into Greek characters or omitted 
to translate the word altogether. For example, OG leaves K13 
untranslated not only i n 7:15 where i t occurs i n the d i f f i c u l t phrase 
nna KiaS, but all lOx that i t appears in Daniel.^" On other occasions 
^^Thack., pp. 31-33; E. Tov, "Transliterations of Hebrew Words i n 
the Greek Versions of the Old Testament," Textus 8 (1973): 78-82. 
"Loan-words, Homophony, and Transliterations i n the Septuagint," Bib 
60 (1979): 216-36. 
Thus Charles (pp. x l v i - x l v i i ) , Zimmerman, and Ginsberg argued 
that the whole of Daniel was o r i g i n a l l y w r i t t e n i n Aramaic, while 
Grelot believes that chs. 4-5 of the OG were translated from a Hebrew 
revision of the Aramaic. See F. Zimmerman, "Aramaic," pp. 255-72; 
"Some Verses," pp. 349-54; Grelot, "Daniel i v , " pp. 1-23; "Chapitre 
V," pp. 45-66; H.L. Ginsberg, Studies in Daniel, (Jewish Theological 
Seminary of America, 1948), pp. 41-61. Cf. t h i s view with that of 
Jahn (pp. i v - v i ) and Lust ("Daniel V I I , " p. 66) who argue that the 
Septuagint is a translation of a Hebrew text. 
Tov, "Transliterations of Hebrew Words i n the Greek Versions 
of the Old Testament," Textus 8 (1973): 78-92. 
3:6, 11, 15, 21, 23, 24(91), 25(92), 26(93); 4:7(10). See also E. 
Tov, "Did the Septuagint Translators Always Understand Their Hebrew 
Text?," in De Septuaginta, ed. A. Pietersma and C. Cox (Mississauga: 
Benben, 1984), pp. 55-56. 
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they attempted to determine the meaning by some means of contextual 
guess, and we can distinguish four distinct types of conjecture: 
exegetical, etymological, generic renderings, or contextual "changes."^^ 
Exegetical renderings refer to the attempts of the translators to 
render a dif f i c u l t term on the basis of their exegesis of the context.^^ 
Etymological renditions refer to cases where the translators guessed at 
the meaning of the word based on its etymology.^^ For example, OG 
uses KA,iipo5o<jio to translate mpt'p'Prn in 11:21, 34 and nptTD i n 
11:32. KX,tipo6ooia only appears i n three other passages i n the LXX [Ps, 
77(78):55; Ecc. 7:12(11); IMacc. 10:89], and never f o r p'^ n which is 
usually rendered by iicpiC®, ]itpi<i. However, K^iipoSooia is related to the 
nouns KXtipovo|iia and K ^ i i p o i ; and the verbs KXtjpovojieo and K^npoo whose 
semantic domain overlaps with that of liepi^o, iicpi^ . I t also happens 
that the semantic domains of two of the main Hebrew terms which 
these Greek words translate also overlap: ntTlJ, meaning in various 
contexts "possession," "portion," or "inheritance;"^* p*7n meaning 
"portion," "share," "possession."^^ In 11:21, 34 (32?) the translator 
incorrectly guessed that np'rp'^na "flatteries" was derived from p'^ n 
^^Tov's ("Did the Translators," pp. 53-70) terminology has been 
borrowed, but the categories are organized d i f f e r e n t l y . Tov includes 
renditions based on parallelism as a separate category. 
32 See the example, tiiitpei on p. 120 above. 
^^ See TCU, pp. 241-250. The volume by X. Jacques is an important 
aid f o r i d e n t i f y i n g etymological roots. See L i s t of Septuagint Words 
Sharing Common Elements, (Rome: B i b l i c a l I n s t i t u t e , 1972). In his 
a r t i c l e "Did the Translators," pp. 67-69, Tov distinguishes two types 
of etymological renditions. The other type of etymological rendering 
involves instances where the translators recognized the root of the 
word i n t h e i r Vorlage and employed a Greek equivalent from a word 
group which rendered the Semitic root elsewhere. Of course, not a l l 
of those instances constitute a guess because sometimes the 
translation conformed to Greek usage. The examples given below 
i l l u s t r a t e s both ways that the translators employed etymology in their 
translations. 
*^BDB, p. 635. 
^%DB, pp. 323-324. 
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and chose to translate with K\r\poSoa\a}^ 
The t h i r d means of conjecture open to the translator was to use 
a general'term whose meaning seemed to f i t from the context. For 
example, in 9:26 the translator employed djjooto9T|oexai for FITS' (niphal 
imperfect, HL in Daniel). The MT is usually interpreted as a reference 
to the killing of Onias.^' McCrystall argues that the LXX rendition is 
a case of Tendenz and that the translator intends the passage to be a 
reference to the deposition of Jason rather than the killing of Onias 
10 
I I I . Although McCrystall does not discuss how i t is that 
dnooToefioexai is better understood as a "deposition," we would 
understand him to mean that the general sense of the verb in the 
context is "to be removed." In contrast to McCrystall, P. David argues 
that there was "probably" a different verb in the Vorlage which 
referred to the removal of a high priest. Apparently, however, David 
does not feel i t is necessary to jus t i f y this argument by indicating 
What verb this might have been. Either suggestion is possible, of 
course, but i t is more likely that the translator was attempting to 
reproduce his Vorlage in Greek to the best of his ability and used a 
favourite verb in this context. The likelihood that the translator 
resorted to a favourite "generic" translation equivalent is indicated by 
the frequency of occurrence and the variety of words rendered by 
^^Other instances where a cognate of KXx\poSoa\a translates -/p'^ H are 
Jos. 12:7; Ps. 15(16):5, 53:12; Hos. 5:7; Is. 53:12. Cf. McCrystall (pp. 86-
88) who characterizes KX,i)po5ooia as an example of Tendenz because i t is 
not a "normal" Septuagint translation. The fact is OG decided not to 
render p*?!! with jiepU, and OG never uses jiepi; at all. 
% o n t . , p. 381. 
McCrystall, pp. 252-253, sees 9:26 as an h i s t o r i c i z i n g of the 
prophecy and argues that the 139 years add up to the deposition of 
Jason. 
David, p. 311, suggests Jason as a p o s s i b i l i t y , but apparently 
is unaware of McCrystall's work. David argues that the e a r l i e r 
Vorlage which can be reconstructed from the LXX envisaged the 
restoration of the temple and the vindication of the High Priest. His 
interpretation i n vs. 26 depends on the "probability" of the d i f f e r e n t 
verb as well as the dubious emendation of xs>xo\ia to zpi<TTO(; based on the 
reading of n^n (vs. HBTQ) in MT (pp. 296-297, 312-313). How can 
there be any controls on methodology i f he wants to propose a Vorlage 
f o r the LXX but prefers a reading of NfT i n order to j u s t i f y i t ? 
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it^iaft\]ii. Even a glance at HR under it^xmav, a^iatocvax, d^iotoveiv would 
reveal there are twelve occurrences of cujiiotujii for five Semitic verbs 
in OG.* In OG, and the rest of the LXX, the verb is most often 
employed in the sense "turn away, depart"—whether i t is djteotiiiicv datd 
aoxt (i.e. God, Dan. 9:9) or ctjtooTiivoi ctjto tov djioptiffiv f||i6v (Dan. 9:13)*'— 
and "remove, withdraw."*^ This latter sense overlaps with the 
meaning of the Hebrew "w i l l be cut off," so the OG translator 
employed one of his favourite words in the general sense of "will be 
removed."*^ This explanation is confirmed by the very similar 
situation in 11:4 where the OG uses dR0<TTa6TicT£Tai to translate Prun (a 
niphal imperfect of a verb which is a HL in Daniel!).** Confronted by 
an unfamiliar verb in the niphal imperfect, and a context in which i t 
could be guessed that the meaning of the verb in 11:4 was something 
like " w i l l be removed/destroyed," the translator opted for the exact 
same form of a favourite verb which had been employed earlier. 
Finally, the last type of contextual guess refers to times when 
the translators seem to have read the consonantal text differently in 
order to produce their translation. That is, their reading is based on 
an adjustment of one or more letters in the consonantal text. For 
^hl3S: 7:12 (aph.); -m-. 9:9; ITD: 9:5, 11 (q.), 11:31 ( h i . ) , 
12:11 (ho.). 11:4 is also problematic (HR marks with a dagger) and is 
discussed below. 3:29, 35; 4:15-MT=0; 2:5, 8 are hexaplaric. The vb. 
is only 7 times i n Th. 
*'see Jer. 40(33):8; Sir. 2:3; 1 K i . 16:14. 
*^ See Dan. 3:35; Jer. 14:19; Jud. 13:14; 1 Ki. 6:3. 
*^ See also the similar use in Prov. 23:18. An examination of the 
renderings f o r TTO in the LXX also reveals that the translators 
employed various equivalents. See the list of equivalents in E. C. Dos 
Santos, ed.. An Expanded Hebrew Index for the Hatch-Redpath 
Concordance to the Septuagint. (Baptist House, Jerusalem: Dugith, 
n.d.), 95. 
**McCrystall, pp. 90-91, argues for the future middle in 11:4 
(6iaoaxTfstxai) which i s attested i n 967, though he never explains the 
importance of the point. In our view i t is at least as l i k e l y that 
967 omitted aQ from the future passive and produced the middle form 
due to parablepsis or phonetic error as i t is that the letters were 
added to an original future middle (See also 3:24 in CH 2.II.2). The 
fact that the future middle would be a hapax legomenon casts further 
doubt on the probability of the reading. 
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example, in Dan. 8:25 the MT has the difficult reading, T 
"without hand," which OG renders with Koi noirioti oDvaYOY^ lv X"P<^  "and 
[then] he w i l l make/cause a gathering by [ h i s ] hand." However we 
construe the Greek, the reading seems to be derived from the 
translator having read 0SK2 as a h i p h i l perfect of aC9t (*^ 'OKm).*^  
The argument that the translator has reread the consonantal text is 
based on the fact that the addition of the a u x i l i a r y verb noie© was one 
of the means of the translator's to render causatives*^ and ODvcrfo 
frequently renders 'pH. In e f f e c t , the translator read a n for 3, 
transposed the l e t t e r s OS, and read the changed l e t t e r s as a h i f i l 
perfect with 1 consecutive. The motivation for t h i s change was that 
the translator did not know the meaning of the HL ra*Q. Now, i t may 
be that a variant had already arisen in the text before the 
translator, but given the evidence i t is more l i k e l y that the 
translator adjusted the text so that he could make sense out of i t . 
As Tov suggests, the translator may have assumed (or at least 
j u s t i f i e d his approach i n his own mind) that a scribe had made a 
47 
transcriptional error. 
I I . 3 . Langue and Parole. 
Another d i s t i n c t i o n made by Saussure was that between langue and 
parole (there are no generally accepted translation equivalents i n 
English). Langue refers to language as an abstract system, which is 
common to a l l speakers of a language community, while parole refers to 
the actual discourse of individuals within the community.'*^ Both of 
these aspects of language play an important role i n the study of TT. 
In the act of translation the o r i g i n a l translator has to read the 
A similar reading of the verb occurs in Th, but towards a very 
d i f f e r e n t interpretation. See R. Hanhart, "The Translation of the 
Septuagint i n Light of Ear l i e r Tradition and Subsequent Influences," 
in Septuagint, Scrolls and Cognate Writings, SCS, 33, ed. G. J. Brooke 
and B. Lindars (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), p. 364. Note also 
that Hanhart continuously refers to Th as a translation. 
*^ See E. Tov, "The Representation of the Causative Aspects of the 
Hiph'il i n the LXX. A Study i n Translation Technique," Bib 63 (1982): 
422-23. 
*^Tov, "Did the Translators," pp. 61-64. 
Lyons, Semantics, p. 239. 
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source text (which as a wr i t t e n document is an example of parole), and 
attempts to decode the meaning of that text on the basis of his/her 
knowledge of the grammar of the source language (langue). The 
translator then has to encode the message of the source text in the 
receptor language (parole) based on his/her knowledge of the grammar 
of that language (langue). These are minimum requirements for what 
the translator does though we cannot be absolutely sure how the 
neurological process takes place.*' 
TT analyzes language as i t is employed i n the receptor text, so 
i t is an investigation of the parole of that particular unit of 
translation. The basis f o r the comparison is the source text (see 
I I . 5 below), but TT i s an analysis of how the translator chose to 
render the source text i n the target language. Another word to refer 
to the choices made by an author i n speech or w r i t i n g is style.^^ 
Since style is at the very essence of TT we cannot agree with Szpek 
who regards style as one of the four main elements of a translation 
(along with grammar, syntax, and semantics) to be analyzed. She 
defines styl e as "elements of choice which an author can impart to a 
text for aesthetic reasons," and l i m i t s the investigation of s t y l i s t i c 
elements to three areas: sentence type, f i g u r a t i v e language, and 
idiom.^' The analysis of style could be limited i n the way that Szpek 
does, but i t tends to foster ambiguity because there are a multitude 
of features i n a discourse that contribute to the aesthetic quali t y 
(and meaning) of the text. Even though the content of the translation 
is highly influenced by the source t e x t , the translator s t i l l chooses 
part i c u l a r words (sometimes based on phonology), syntax, and 
52 
rhetorical devices i n the creation of the translation. The elements 
*'chomsky has argued that the faculty for language is genetically 
encoded i n the brain; but, even i f th i s is true, we do not know how 
the process takes place. See N. Chomsky, Rules and Representations, 
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1980), pp. 3-87, 185-216; Lyons provides a 
useful overview i n Language, pp. 248-257. 
"^see Ullmann, Style, pp. 101-242. 
5'szpek, pp. 24, 201-257. 
^hoT an excellent volume on style and discourse as i t relates to 
b i b l i c a l studies, see Nida et a l , Style and Discourse: With Special 
Reference to the Greek New Testament, (Cape Town: United Bible 
Societies, 1983). A f u l l discourse analysis of the translation is 
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that Szpek treats as aspects of style are readily treated under other 
categories (see I l l . l . i . ) . 
While TT i s a description of the parole i n a particular 
t r a n s l a t i o n u n i t , i t i s important to recognize that the translator's 
interpretation of the source text is based on his/her understanding of 
the langue of the source language as i t i s applied to that particular 
text.'^ I t i s f o r t h i s reason that we can say that the study of TT 
w i l l expose the translator's discourse analysis of the parent text.^* 
Another way of describing the process of translation and the 
perspective of the one engaged i n the study of TT is to visualize i t 
as we have i t i n Figure 1. 
P«sp2clwe of TT 
Traasfa- Systea 
Decode Enccde 
Source Langae Reieptor Langue 
Figtire 1 
In Figure 1 the S stands f o r the source text while the R stands 
for the receptor te x t . The Treinsfer System is the translator. There 
beyond the parameters of TT because of i t s concern to compare the 
tran s l a t i o n with i t s Vorlage. 
'^TWO recent grammars w r i t t e n from the perspective of modem 
l i n g u i s t i c s to aid the study of TT i n the LXX are B. Waltke and M. 
O'Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 1990); S.E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New Testament, 
(JSOT: Sheffield, 1992). 
'^Whether the translator renders words or phrases more or less i n 
i s o l a t i o n from the larger context, or attempts to bear i n mind the 
larger context as s/he treats the smaller units, s/he is grappling 
with the structure of the discourse. Furthermore, the fact that a 
translator makes a more or less word-for-word formally equivalent 
tr a n s l a t i o n does not necessarily e n t a i l that s/he did not consider the 
larger context. See Barr, "Typology," p. 297; Soisalon-Soininen, 
"Methodologische Fragen," p. 431. 
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are other factors which enter into the process of decoding the meaning 
of the source text such as the translator's knowledge of vocabulary 
and c u l t u r a l differences, but the present focus i s the interplay of 
langue and parole f o r the translator who acts as the medium of 
transferring the source text into the target language. As a point of 
interest the reader of the receptor text has been included in the 
diagram i n order to point out that s/he has no access to the o r i g i n a l 
text or the translation process. The diagram also makes clear that 
the analyst of TT stands above the source and receptor texts, able to 
view both simultaneously and, therefore, is in a position to describe 
how the translator (Transfer System) went about the task of 
translation. Ideally, the analyst of TT would be omniscient regarding 
the language, time and place i n which both texts were produced and 
would have both texts i n t h e i r o r i g i n a l form. 
I t is obvious from the discussion thus f a r that we are far from 
the ideal position to an analysis of TT of the LXX. However, despite 
the deficiencies i n our knowledge regarding the production and copying 
of both the MT and LXX, the task i s not impossible. We can never 
a t t a i n absolute certainty i n our results but we can achieve a high 
degree of proba b i l i t y . 
11.4. TF is an Analysis of Structure. 
The emphasis on structuralism i n l i n g u i s t i c s once again 
originates with Saussure. The thesis of structuralism i s : 
. . . that every language i s a unique r e l a t i o n a l 
structure, or system, and that the units which we 
id e n t i f y , or postulate as theoretical constructs, i n 
analysing the sentence of a part i c u l a r language (sounds, 
words, meanings, etc.) derive both t h e i r essence and t h e i r 
existence from t h e i r relationships with other units i n the 
same language-system. We cannot f i r s t i d e n t i f y the units 
and then, at a subsequent stage of the analysis, enquire 
what combinatorial or other relations hold between them: 
we simultaneously i d e n t i f y both the units and t h e i r 
i n t e r r e l a t i o n s . 
We can i l l u s t r a t e t h i s thesis at any level of language. For example, 
at the level of phonology the b i n big i s said to be syntagmatically 
related to i and g. I f the b were combined syntagmatically with the 
55 Lyons, Semantics, pp. 231-232. 
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l e t t e r s a and r a d i f f e r e n t word would resu l t , bar. At the same time 
the b i s paradigmatically related to d, f, g, j, p, r, t {tig is a 
children's game i n England which is called tag i n North America), w, 
and z. Linguists use minimal pairs such as big pig tig etc. i n order 
to determine the abstract system of sounds (phonemes) i n a langiiage, 
which distinguish meaning i n the actual sounds that we hear and say.^^ 
The same principles are employed when the word big is examined as part 
of the sequence the big dog. In t h i s phrase big is said to be in 
syntagmatic r e l a t i o n with the and dog. We could also substitute the 
paradigmatically related words brown, shaggy, or small for and 
s t i l l have a grammatically correct and semantically acceptable phrase 
(or syntagm), though i t s meaning would be d i f f e r e n t . Just as the 
selection and combination of d i f f e r e n t phonemes to create d i f f e r e n t 
words r e f l e c t s the structure of the phonological system, the selection 
and combination of d i f f e r e n t words r e f l e c t s the lexical structure. 
"The t h e o r e t i c a l l y important point i s that the structure of the 
language-system depends at every level upon the complementary 
principles of selection and combination."^^ 
The selection and combination of different units also affects 
eg 
the semantic information of the message. This is most obvious at 
the paradigmatic level. For example, the words the big dog do not 
convey the same meaning as the brown dog where colour, and not size, 
i s the point of emphasis even though the referent i s the same. The 
role of syntagmatic relations (context) i n determining meaning can be 
i l l u s t r a t e d by comparing the big poodle with the big German Shepherd. 
A better example would be to contrast the big man ( f a t or person i n 
charge) with the big brother (older or guardian). A more extensive 
discussion of the struct u r a l relations between the senses of words i s 
given below ( I l l . l . i i i . ) . 
^^ See Gleason, Linguistics, 14-26; Yule, Language, pp. 44-48. 
^^Lyons, Semantics, p. 241; Silva, Biblical Words, pp. 108-112. 
The same principles apply to the morphological and syntactical 
structure. Syntax w i l l be discussed below. For an example of thi s 
approach applied to the morphology of the Hebrew verb, see Gleason, 
Linguistics, pp. 67-73. 
(0 
Lyons, Semantics, pp. 241-242; Nida, Science, pp. 99-101. For a 
good discussion of the theory of semantic f i e l d s , see Lehrer, Semantic 
Fields, pp. 15-43. 
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The connection between the structure of the language system and 
semantic information conveyed is c r i t i c a l for the analysis of TT, 
because the structure of two diff e r e n t languages w i l l inevitably 
reveal differences. In the process of translating the translator is 
immediately confronted with the clash between structure and meaning. 
That i s , i f the translator attempts to render the source text using 
the same surface structures in the target language (formal 
equivalence), then there is li a b l e to be some loss of meaning. Loss 
of meaning occurs because the surface structures of the target 
language do not convey meaning in the same way as the surface 
structures of the source language. Conversely, the decision to render 
the meaning of the Vorlage w i l l often require the choice of different 
surface structures in the target language (dynamic equivalence). In 
the LXX the translators were able to reproduce the formal structure of 
th e i r Semitic Vorlage largely because of the freedom allowed in Greek 
word order. This a b i l i t y to mimic the Semitic text resulted in 
unusual, but rarely "grammatically incorrect" Greek. More often is 
the case that grammatically correct Greek is found, but certain 
constructions occur with unusual frequency; and/or typical Greek 
idioms are not encountered as frequently as would otherwise be 
expected. However, as the criticisms i n the t h i r d chapter revealed, 
in the midst of the basically formal approach there is relevance i n 
the variations that we do f i n d . At this point i t is best to off e r 
some examples to i l l u s t r a t e the differences between the l i n g u i s t i c 
structure of Hebrew and Greek, and how they relate to TT. 
One area where significant differences in the structures of two 
59 
Nida, Science, pp. 159-176. For the most part we only have to 
be concerned with the surface (as opposed to deep) structure of 
grammar because the LXX translators reproduced so much of the formal 
structure of th e i r source. However, occasions where the translators 
made additions to the text to make an element e x p l i c i t that was only 
i m p l i c i t in the source text, or made transformations (eg. changed an 
active verb to a passive) do r e f l e c t t h e i r understanding of deep 
structure. For explanations of deep structure (transformational) 
grammar, see J. Lyons, Chomsky, (London: Fontana, 1970); A. Radford, 
Transformational Syntax: A student's guide to extended standard 
theory, (Cambridge: University Press, 1981). 
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languages w i l l appear i s syntax,^" and one subject with i n syntax to 
study i s how clauses are connected to one another through the use of 
conjunctions. Conjunctions do not have ref e r e n t i a l meaning but 
function on the syntactic level to indicate the logical relationship 
between two or more clauses. For t h i s reason they are referred to as 
functional or grammatical morphemes.^' Since clause connectors 
indicate the relationship between clauses, t h e i r translation i n any 
given instance depends on the connection between the clauses i n which 
they appear. In theory, a translation would express i n the 
appropriate styl e and sj^ntax of the target language the logical 
relationship of the two clauses i n the source language. The process 
of reproducing these logical relationships from one language into 
another presents certain challenges, because no two langxiages use 
conjxinctions i n the same way. For example, the extensive use of 1 in 
HA means that discourse is chiefly paratactic i n style; whereas Greek 
tends to prefer elaborate subordinate clauses and participial 
constructions. Due to the different means of expressing the 
relationships between clauses in HA and Greek, and the fact that Greek 
has such a variety of conjunctions and syntactical possibilities at its 
disposal, there are often a number of possible ways for the Greek to 
express the meaning of the HA. However, despite the options available 
the LXX more often than not renders the 1 with KOI. KOI has a high 
rate of occurrence throughout the LXX, while 5t appears relatively 
seldom. In original Greek the situation is reversed.^^ As Aejmelaeus 
has so cogently argued, the significance of the translation of 1 for TT 
is not so much the use of Koi (since that was the formal equivalent). 
Syntactical c r i t e r i a f o r the analysis of TT have been the focus 
of Soisalon-Soininen, Aejmelaeus, and Sollamo i n t h e i r investigations 
of the Septuagint. Besides the works previously mentioned see the 
bibliography. A handy compendium of I . Soisalon-Soininen's work has 
been published as Studien zur Septuaginta-Syntax, AASF, B, 237 
(Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1987). 
^'Yule, Language, p. 61; Ullmann, Principles, p. 59. 
^^This was noted to be the case i n the OG and Th versions of 
Daniel by Wikgren, "Comparative Study," pp. 18, 25; see also R. A. 
Martin, "Some Syntactical C r i t e r i a of Translation Greek," VT 10 
(1960): 295-310. Aejmelaeus ("Clause Connectors," pp. 368-371) finds 
that yixp and o<5v are a l s o c o m p a r a t i v e l y i n f r e q u e n t i n the 
LXX. 
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but the type and frequency of alternative renditions.'^ Different 
patterns of usage may also indicate d i f f e r e n t translators of 
sc r i p t u r a l units or later recensionists.'* Depending on the 
consistency of TT, a particular usage may be valuable f o r textual 
c r i t i c i s m as w e l l . 
Other ways that syntactical differences between languages affect 
TT have to do primarily with how the translator f i l l s the required 
positions of the source language i n the target text. These categories 
are commonly referred to as "slot and f i l l e r . " Here we have to do 
with paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations on the syntactic level. 
For example, the clause He barks consists of a noun phrase (subject) 
and a verb phrase (predicate). We could replace the noun phrase with 
any number of di f f e r e n t options such as Lassie, The ferocious dog, or 
The ferocious one. We could also expand the noun phrase by adding 
some kind of q u a l i f i e r such as. The dog on the porch, or The dog who 
is on the porch, etc. I t w i l l be noticed that i t is possible to add 
slots i n various positions on the syntagmatic level, but that only 
certain classes of structures can f i l l (are paradigmatically related) 
p a r t i c u l a r positions. Ferocious and on the porch cannot f i l l one 
another's s l o t s , while on the porch and who is on the porch are 
interchangeable but are composed of d i f f e r e n t structures. 
The point of a l l t h i s discussion f o r TT i s that d i f f e r i n g 
languages, such as Hebrew and Greek, not only arrange t h e i r slots 
d i f f e r e n t l y ; they also can f i l l them di f f e r e n t l y . ^ ' When transferring 
Aejmelaeus, "Clause Connectors," pp. 369-370. See p a r t i c u l a r l y 
her c r i t i c i s m of McGregor (Ezekiel, pp. 51-54) who describes the 
s t a t i s t i c a l differences i n how T is rendered i n the Pentateuch as 
meaningless. 
'*This type of comparison is the basis of several investigations, 
such as those by Thackeray, Tov, and McGregor. See H. St. J. 
Thackeray, "Bisection," pp. 88-98; "Renderings of the I n f i n i t i v e 
Absolute i n the LXX," JTS 9 (1908): 597-601; the works of Barth^lemy 
(1963), Shenkel (1968), Tov (1976), Bodine (1980), Greenspoon (1983), 
and McGregor (1985). 
''see Porter, Idioms, pp. 286-297. For an examination of word 
order i n B i b l i c a l Hebrew see T. Muraoka, Einphatic Words, pp. 1-46; E. 
J. Revel 1, "The Conditioning of Word Order i n Verbless Clauses i n 
B i b l i c a l Hebrew," JSS 34 (1989): 1-24. There have been several 
studies on syntax and/or word order i n Daniel. See W. F. Stinespring, 
"The Active I n f i n i t i v e with Passive Meaning i n B i b l i c a l Aramaic," JBL 
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a message from one language to another the translator f i r s t has to 
decode the syntactic structure of the source text and then has to 
choose appropriate structures in the source language to encode the 
translation.^^ A translator following a model of formal 
correspondence attempts to f i l l each slot in the target text with the 
same structure and in the same order as the source text. However, 
there are often other options available for the translator to employ. 
For example, i n Dan. 1:5 the Hebrew reads: "(XTi 33"nED. OG 
substitutes an adjective i n the a t t r i b u t i v e position for the d e f i n i t e 
noun i n the genitive and translates with dno t f ^ paoiXiKii^ Tpane^tii;. The 
Greek language allowed the translator to choose a structure which can 
f i l l a d i f f e r e n t slot in order to convey the same meaning. Compare Th 
who translates with duo tfK tpane^ti*; PooiXco?. 
Structural divergences and the a b i l i t y to choose alternative 
renderings can result i n various types of changes in the formal 
structure of the target text when compared to the source text. The 
example in the previous paragraph i l l u s t r a t e d a change in word order 
as well as in word class (morphology). The addition or omission of 
a r t i c l e s , prepositions, conjunctions, and pronouns in a translation is 
also common due to d i f f e r i n g l i n g u i s t i c structures.'' What is 
68 
required in one language is redundant in another. The number of 
changes w i l l be affected by the degree to which the translator 
attempts to adhere to the formal structure of the source text, but 
81 (1962): 391-94; H. B. Ros6n, "On the Use of the Tenses i n the 
Aramaic of Daniel," /55 6 (1961): 183-203; J. G. Williams, "A C r i t i c a l 
Note on the Aramaic Indefinite Plural of the Verb," JBL 83 (1964): 
180-82; Ashley, pp. 48-54; P. W. Coxon, "The Syntax of the Aramaic of 
Daniel," HUCA 48 (1977): 107-22; E. M. Cook, "Word Order in the 
Aramaic of Daniel," Afroasiatic Linguistics 9 (1986): 1-16; W. R. 
Garr, "On the Alternation Between Construct and DI Phrase in B i b l i c a l 
Aramaic," JS5 35 (1990): 213-31. 
'^This is the emphasis of J. Heller's investigation in which he 
states, "Man mu{i also gleich . . . die Frage stellen, inwieweit die 
Abweichungen des LXX von ihrer Vorlage durch die sprachlichen 
Mochlichkeiten des Griechischen bedingt wurden." See "Grenzen 
sprachlicher Entsprechung der LXX," MIO 5 (1969): 234. 
'^see the analysis and application of case theory to the Greek 
case system in S. Wong, "What Case is This Case? An Application of 
Semantic Case in B i b l i c a l Exegesis," Jian Dao 1 (1994): 75-107. 
'^ See Nida, Science, pp. 226-238. 
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even in Th there are times when additions or omissions occur. Some of 
these changes may at times r e f l e c t a formal rendering of a text that 
was s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t from MT, but extreme care and judicious 
arguments must guide any argument in a specific text. A s l i g h t l y 
d i f f e r e n t cause of a change can be a structure which i s ambiguous in 
the source t e x t . In the choice of a specific rendering the translator 
may have to resolve the ambiguity. On the other hand, the translator 
may not have perceived any ambiguity at a l l . For example, in 4:24(27) 
MT has TOIH, which could be translated as "length of your 
prosperity." However, Th has |ioncp68o|io^ TOI^ napa]rtci>|iaot <Tot> 
"forbearance toward your sin" by reading the pointing of MT as 
^l"?©*? rOTIf. I t is easy to see how TDTIK "healing" and rD'TK 
"lengthening" (the marker of the vowel 1 may not have been written), 
and I*?© "neglect, error" and rrf?B? "ease, prosperity" (with the addition 
of the pronominal suffix they were written identically in a consonantal 
text, Tm'?») could be confused. The decisive reason why the pointing 
of MT is accepted as correct by commentators is the fact that the 
adjective Tbv "at ease" appears in 4:1.'" 
We will explore the significance of the morphological and lexical 
structure of language for TT in further detail below (see I I I . l . i , i i i ) , 
but our discussion has demonstrated that TT has to be concerned with 
the detailed analysis of structure. Structure and meaning—or form 
and content—are integrally related in a language and no two 
languages are exactly alike. Therefore, in the process of translating 
from one language into another the ancient translator had to resolve 
the tension of reproducing the meaning of the Vorlage in an acceptable 
form in the target language. The overwhelming preference in the LXX 
was to encode that meaning in the target language using similar 
structures as the source language, but this was not always practical 
''see the discussion of non-variants i n TCU, pp. 217-228; 
Aejmelaeus, "What Can We Know?" pp. 58-89; Wevers, "Versions," pp. 15-
24. 
'"see Mont., p. 243 and Goldingay, p. 81. Meadowcroft, p. 309, 
incorrectly suggests that "while t h i s translation could owe something 
to a broadening semantic range of the Aramaic, i t also, has a 
theological point to i t . " I t is true that the resulting text of Th 
has a d i f f e r e n t theological slant, but the difference i s based i n a 
di f f e r e n t reading of the consonantal text and was not due to any 
inter p r e t i v e a c t i v i t y . 
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or desirable. Different translators departed from formal equivalence 
for divergent reasons. For this reason, the analysis of TT is based on 
the detailed study of the structure of a translation u n i t — w o r d by 
word, phrase by phrase, clause by clause—by comparing and 
contrasting how the translator made a particular rendition in a specific 
context with all other renditions of the same element. 
II.5. TT takes the Source Language as its Point of Departure. 
Considering what we have already written about the translation 
process, there should be lit t l e need to establish this last point. As we 
have emphasized, the aim of TT is to describe how a translator 
rendered the source text; therefore, the point of comparison for the 
renderings in the target language is always going to be the parent 
71 
text. ' This methodological presupposition was clearly established in 
the work of Frankel in 1841, and was followed in the later work of 
Thackeray and Wifstrand.'^ During the recent resurgence of studies 
in the field of TT this principle has been taken for granted.''^ 
However, there have been several works that have not followed this 
principle and must be used with great care.'* There is lit t l e gained 
as far as TT is concerned i f the investigator compares the use and 
frequency of a certain Greek construction in the LXX without 
investigating the HA from which the uses were derived. 
Emphasizing that TT analyses how the translator rendered the 
''soisalon-Soininen, "Methodologische Fragen," pp. 426-428; 
Aejmelaeus, "Clause Connectors," pp. 362-369. 
'^Thackeray, "Renderings;" "Bisection;" A. Wifstrand, "Die 
Stellung der enklitischen Personalpronomina bei den Septuaginta," 
Bulletin de la SociSti Royale des Lettres de Lund 1 (1949-50): 44-70. 
'^Other studies worthy of note which have not yet been mentioned 
include C. Rabin, "The Ancient Versions and the In d e f i n i t e Subject," 
Textus 2 (1962): 60-76; D. Weissert, "Alexandrian Word-Analysis and 
Septuagint Translation Techniques," Textus 8 (1973): 31-44; J. A. L. 
Lee, "Equivocal and Stereotyped Renderings i n the LXX," RB 2,1 (1980): 
104-17. 
'*This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y true of M. Johannessohn, Der Gebrauch der 
Prapositionen in der Septuaginta, (Berlin: Weidmannsche, 1925); Der 
Gebrauch der Kasus in der Septuaginta, (Ph.D. Dissertation, Berlin 
1910). The same can be said of Rife's investigations ("Mechanics" and 
"Daniel"), though at the time he was concerned with the question of 
whether the gospels were translations of Semitic o r i g i n a l s . 
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source text does not mean that the target language is ignored, because 
the significance of the renderings employed for a specific construction 
are better understood when compared to contemporary writings in the 
75 
source language. Such a comparison yields information concerning 
the degree to which the translators conformed to contemporary usage 
of the target language, or, on the other hand, the influence of the 
source language.'' In the case of the LXX, the pervasive influence of 
the LXX on the NT and the appearance of Septuagintisms (eg. Koi 
iyiytxo) at one time engendered fierce debates about the Semitic 
77 
character of the gospels. Ideally, we would compare every element 
i n the translation to i t s use i n contemporary l i t e r a t u r e . This 
procedure i s feasible when only one feature of translation is 
78 
examined, but impractical when studying a whole translation. For 
th i s reason we w i l l have to l i m i t detailed analysis to selected 
features. 
In conclusion, the description of the TT of a unit of 
translation requires the comparison of the translation equivalents of 
the unit with the elements of the source text from which they were 
derived. The comparison of the translation equivalents with t h e i r 
75 
Sollamo, "Improper prepositions," pp. 473-475; Semiprepositions, 
pp. 3-10. 
"Aejmelaeus ("Clause Connectors," p. 363) notes that the degree 
of d i f f i c u l t y involved i n the source text is another factor to 
consider i n the analysis of TT. 
"A. Deissman was the leading exponent of the view that the 
language of the NT was not a Jewish Greek dialect although the NT does 
contain semitisms which were mediated through the LXX. See A. 
Deissmann, The Philology of the Greek Bible: Its Present and Future, 
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1908), p. 65; A. Thumb, Die griechische 
Sprache im Zeitalter des Hellenismus, (Strassburg: Karl J. Trubner, 
1901). Silva gives a very lu c i d analysis of t h i s debate from the 
perspective of the d i s t i n c t i o n between langue and parole i n 
"Bilingualism," pp. 198-219. See also Rife ("Mechanics" and 
"Daniel"), Wikgren ("Comparative Study"), and Martin ("Syntactical 
C r i t e r i a " and Semitic Evidences) for discussions of the 
characteristics of translation vs. o r i g i n a l Greek. 
7S 
One of the strengths of the work of Soisalon-Soininen, 
Aejmelaeus, and, p a r t i c u l a r l y , Sollamo is t h e i r comparison of the 
translation equivalents of the LXX to the standard usage of those 
equivalents i n a selection of writings from the large corpus of extant 
Greek l i t e r a t u r e . 
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usage i n contemporaneous texts of the target language w i l l also 
illuminate the degree to which the translation adheres to the standard 
of usage i n the target language. On t h i s basis we are able to: 
1. Describe the general character of the TT employed. 
2. Describe i n d e t a i l any feature i n the translation. 
3. Determine the idiosyncrasies or features of the 
translation and thereby isolate the distinguishing 
characteristics of the individual translator or 
recensionist. 
4. Apply the knowledge gained from TT to textual 
c r i t i c i s m . 
I I I . A Model for Translation Technique 
Having established some presuppositions and discussed t h e i r 
implications for the analysis of TT, we can now present the model for 
analysing a tex t . As previously mentioned, the approach presented 
here has been anticipated i n many respects by Heidi Szpek's recent 
examination of the Peshitta to Job. For t h i s reason, i t is 
appropriate to employ her terminology and categories as much as 
possible i n order to promote standardization. However, there are 
sig n i f i c a n t differences i n the approach presented here that w i l l be 
explained i n due course. F i r s t , there are some introductory comments 
on the model. 
I t w i l l be recalled from our diagram i n Sec. I I . 3 . that the act 
of translation requires the use of a transfer system (a translator) to 
decode the message of the source text and encode that message in the 
target language. To break down that picture even further we would say 
that the translator has to f i r s t decode individual structural elements 
of the source te x t . The translator then has to encode that message in 
the target language, but s/he must make adjustments i n the formal 
structure of the message due to the di f f e r e n t l i n g u i s t i c structures of 
the two languages. The nximber of adjustments w i l l largely depend upon 
the inherent differences i n the two languages and how closely the 
translator attempts to maintain formal correspondence with the source 
text. There are of course other reasons why adjustments were made in 
the case of the ancient versions (eg. textual d i f f i c u l t i e s , errors by 
the t r a n s l a t o r ) . F i n a l l y , we have to do with the actual translated 
element i n the target t e x t . What i s the effect on the meaning of the 
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structure which has passed through the transfer system? Is i t 
basically synonymous, or has some a l t e r a t i o n taken place? Viewed i n 
th i s way the "act of translation can be conceptualized as a systematic 
process involving four interconnected components."^' To adopt the 
terminology of Szpek, the names of these four components are: 1. 
Element of Translation; 2. Adjustment; 3. Motivation; 4. Effect on 
Meaning. 
As the diagram i n Sec. I I . 3 . makes clear, the analyst of TP 
stands above the translation process and seeks to describe what 
happened. Therefore, i f the translation process involves four steps 
as outlined above, then we can u t i l i z e the same four categories to 
analyze an exis t i n g t e x t . Each of the four main components can be 
broken down into various subcategories as depicted below i n Figure 2. 
The diagram i s based on the one provided by Szpek except for changes 
OA 
introduced to account f o r the results of our research. 
In the remainder of t h i s section each of the four main 
components of translation w i l l be discussed i n order to c l a r i f y any 
sign i f i c a n t issues and to indicate where our approach d i f f e r s from 
Szpek. There i s no necessity to define and give examples fo r every 
subcategory i n d i v i d u a l l y because Szpek has already done so.^ ^ We have 
also discussed many of the subcategories i n Sec. I I . above, and they 
w i l l be amply i l l u s t r a t e d i n the analysis i n the following chapter. 
The majority of space is given to the treatment of the f i r s t main 
category f o r two reasons. F i r s t , the most significant differences 
between Szpek and myself are i n how to subdivide the structure of the 
tex t . Second, the discussion concerning the elements of translation 
w i l l e n t a i l some remarks about the other categories because the l a t t e r 
presuppose the former. 
79 
Szpek, p. 13. As previously mentioned, we do not know exactly 
how t h i s occurs as a neurological function. The di v i s i o n of the 
translation process into four components is merely an aid for 
organization and explanation. 
on 
See Szpek, p. 15. The additions made to her diagram are 
indicated by bold l e t t e r i n g , while omissions are separated from t h e i r 
column and placed i n brackets. 
^^Szpek, pp. 16-59. 
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I I I . l . Element of Translation 
The analysis of TT i s based on the presupposition that we f i r s t 
have to define what the translator has done before we can begin to 
answer how and why s/he did i t . In order to explain t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n 
i t i s helpful to re c a l l the diagreim i n Sec. I I . 3 . and the discussion 
i n the introduction t o t h i s section. I f "the translator has to f i r s t 
decode individual structural elements of the source text [before s/he] 
encode[s] that message i n the target language," then the analyst of TT 
begins by comparing the s i m i l a r i t i e s and differences between the 
structu r a l elements i n the source and receptor texts. I t is by means 
of t h i s formal comparison that differences are discovered that were 
introduced by the transfer system (the t r a n s l a t o r ) . Therefore, i t is 
only a f t e r t h i s i n i t i a l comparison that the analyst can begin to 
fonnulate answers to the questions about the transfer system, i.e. how 
the translator made changes (Adjustment), why the changes were made 
(Motivation), and f i n a l l y the effect that these changes had on 
meaning. 
According to the TT model the elements of translation can be 
c l a s s i f i e d under three subcategories: Morphology, Syntax, and 
Lexicology. Since these translational elements are the basis f o r the 
investigation of TT; we w i l l examine each of them individually. 
F i r s t , however, we w i l l discuss the differences between Szpek's 
approach and the one proposed here. 
The c l a s s i f i c a t i o n proposed here i s d i f f e r e n t from Szpek's i n 
three areas. The f i r s t i s very t r i v i a l . Where Szpek uses the term 
Grammar we use Morphology. Many lingui s t s and the vast majority of 
b i b l i c a l scholars would understand the study of grammar to include 
both morphology and syntax; therefore, t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n should be kept 
i n the model to avoid confusion. The exclusion of Style and the 
substitution of Lexicology for Semantics as categories are more 
substantive changes. 
Style i s excluded because i t cuts across a l l l i n g u i s t i c 
categories so that each choice is to some degree representative of 
st y l e ; therefore, a separate category to mark so-called aesthetic 
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00 features of style is a r b i t r a r y . Szpek l i s t s three topics under 
Style: f i g u r a t i v e language, idiom, and sentence type. Changes due to 
the use of f i g u r a t i v e language (simile, metaphor, metonymy, 
synecdoche), and differences i n sentence type are readily described as 
adjustments at the lex i c a l and syntactic level involving substitution. 
Idiomatic expressions pose a d i f f i c u l t y not only f o r translators but 
also for our c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . However, they can be considered as 
additions, omissions, or substitutions at the lex i c a l level. 
The t h i r d difference between our model and Szpek's is the 
inclusion of the category Lexicology as opposed to Semantics. By 
introducing Semantics—which by d e f i n i t i o n has to do with meaning—at 
the i n i t i a l stage, Szpek presents two sources of possible confusion. 
F i r s t , lexicology i s a more appropriate term f o r the analysis of 
vocabulary because the analysis of words for TT i s not s t r i c t l y a 
matter of meaning. We could say that Lexicology is a more neutral 
term than Semantics. This point i s i l l u s t r a t e d by occasions where the 
translators u t i l i z e d a SE to translate a word i n the Vorlage without 
regard to the semantic range of the SE as an adequate choice f o r those 
0 J 
p a r t i c u l a r contexts. Furthermore, TT i s primarily concerned to 
describe what the translator did regardless of why i t was done or the 
effect of the adjustments on the meaning of the tex t . Meaning i s 
important for the determination of how the translator understood the 
te x t , and, therefore, the translation equivalents that s/he chooses to 
render the Vorlage. However, i f we are going to conceptualize 
translation as a process, then i t is more appropriate to isolate 
82 
See Sec. I I . 3 . above for the discussion of sty l e . Szpek, 
herself, speaks of s t y l i s t i c preference with regard to word order on 
pp. 108-109. 
Idiomatic phrases can be treated as single semantic units 
because the meaning of the whole i s not derived from the individual 
meanings of the parts (eg. hit the ceiling, in the doghouse, up the 
creek). See especially, W. L. Chafe, Meaning and the Structure of 
Language, (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago, 1970), pp. 44-50; also E. Nida, 
Componential Analysis of Meaning, (Paris: Ntouton, 1975), pp. 113-115; 
Nida and Louw, Semantics, p. 7. 
^ ^ I t i s for t h i s reason Tov ("Three Dimensions, pp. 535-538) 
argues that Greek words became, more or less, "mere symbols 
representing Hebrew words," (p. 535) and that the description of the 
meaning of such words i n the LXX could be dependent on the meaning of 
i t s Hebrew equivalent. 
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semantic considerations of the actual choice of renderings to the 
transfer system. This d i s t i n c t i o n between the encoding process i n the 
transfer system and the formal surface structure chosen to be employed 
in the tr a n s l a t i o n i s based on the recognition of a clear d i s t i n c t i o n 
between the meaning (semantic structure) one is attempting to 
communicate and how that meaning is converted into a surface 
structure.'^ 
Second, Lexicology is more appropriate as a subcategory because 
i t i s more d e f i n i t i v e with regard to the subject of study: words. As 
i t happens, the majority of Szpek's discussion of Semantics is devoted 
to problems of le x i c a l semantics. However, semantics is not limited 
to the meaning of words, but includes the phrase, clause, sentence, 
paragraph, and discourse as w e l l . To use Szpek's method consistently 
the analyst of TT would have to examine the semantics of the phrase, 
clause, and sentence i n addition to and separately from the formal 
sjmtactic devices (word order, i n f l e c t i o n , a r t i c l e s , prepositions, 
conjunctions, etc.) employed by language fo r the conveying of 
l i n g u i s t i c relations. The fact that Szpek was working with two 
Semitic languages i n her analysis meant that the syntactic systems 
were very close; therefore, her inclusion of semantics did not pose 
pa r t i c u l a r d i f f i c u l t i e s . However, there is l i t t l e point i n examining 
the formal structures of syntax i n i s o l a t i o n from the meaning of these 
structures, because there is no l i n g u i s t i c basis to expect the 
87 
morphology of the syntactic systems of two languages to agree. The 
Semitic languages and Greek are prime examples of t h i s fact. That i s 
why we have argued that TT should begin with a formal description of 
the Morphology, Lexicology, and Syntax of the translation as compared 
to the source text before considering how the meaning has been 
affected. In t h i s way a l l the elements of the translation can be 
c l a s s i f i e d consistently and systematically analyzed as to how they 
^^ See Chafe, pp. 15-91. 
"^Szpek, pp. 133-199. 
See Ullmann's {Principles, pp. 24-40) discussion of the 
d i s t i n c t i o n between the formal signals of lexical and syntactic 
morphology on the one hand, and t h e i r meaning on the other. This 
conclusion i s also borne out by the early attempts of generative 
grammar to treat syntax apart from semantics. 
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have been employed to translate the elements of the source text. 
The difference i n our c l a s s i f i c a t i o n may be i l l u s t r a t e d from two 
of Szpek's examples. Szpek refers to a p a r t i c i p l e i n Job 1:12 as an 
adjustment at the phrase level of semantics and states, "P[eshitta] 
adds the p a r t i c i p l e . . . ' i s delivered', i m p l i c i t i n the Heb. . . 
Thus, i n t h i s example i t is through addition that P adjusts the 
semantics of the Heb. phrase to the translator's e x p l i c i t style of 
expression."'* Szpek i s correct. However, we propose to c l a s s i f y i t 
i n i t i a l l y as an addition at the phrase level of syntax. There i s very 
l i t t l e difference i n the two methods u n t i l we compare the addition of 
the p a r t i c i p l e i n 1:12 to the addition of the dative "to him" i n 1:14. 
Szpek describes the addition of the dative as an addition at the 
on 
phrase level of syntax," but there i s no formal d i s t i n c t i o n between 
the addition of the p a r t i c i p l e i n 1:12 and the dative "to him" i n 
1:14. Therefore, our model would treat them both as variations i n 
syntax. Ultimately, the difference i n methodology i s similar to the 
objection to the use of the Style c r i t e r i o n . Every syntactic choice 
r e f l e c t s the translator's understanding of the meaning of the source 
tex t ; the difference between those structures which convey a 
synonymous (or nearly so) reading and those which do not is only a 
on 
matter of degree. 
By postponing the treatment of Semantic issues and treating 
Lexicology and Syntax as separate e n t i t i e s i t i s possible to provide a 
clear and comprehensive formal comparative description of the source 
and receptor t e x t s . I n the end, every relationship between two 
texts, both the s i m i l a r i t i e s and differences, can be described as 
additions, omissions, or substitutions i n the forms of the words, the 
choice of p a r t i c u l a r words, or i n how the words are put together to 
form larger meaningful units of discourse. We w i l l now examine these 
^'szpek, pp. 23-24. Note the use of style i n the sense of choice 
i n t h i s example as well. 
'^Szpek, p. 21. 
% e r e we are assuming that the translator is attempting to convey 
the basic semantic content of the text and i s not adding material due 
to theological Tendenz. See also Barr, "T5TX)logy," pp. 290-291. 
'^ So also Sollamo, "Prepositions," p. 775, who refers to 
"vocabulary, morphology, and syntax." 
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subcategories i n more d e t a i l . 
111.1.i. Morphology 
As a working d e f i n i t i o n a morpheme could be described as "a 
minimal unit of meaning or grammatical function."'^ For example, the 
phrase the old players consists of three words but f i v e morphemes. 
The and old are both free morphemes because they can stand alone, but 
the former i s regarded as a functional morpheme since i t does not have 
meaning by i t s e l f . The word players has three morphemes. Play l i k e 
old i s a lex i c a l ( i t has meaning) morpheme, and, l i k e many other free 
morphemes, play can serve as the basic building block (stem) for other 
words. Words are constructed through the addition of bound morphemes 
such as er (meaning "person who does something") and s (indicating 
p l u r a l ) to a stem. There are two types of bound morphemes: 
derivational and inflectional. Inflectional morphemes li k e s are used 
to grammaticalize (represent a meaning through the choice of a 
specific form) number, tense, mood, etc. Derivational morphemes li k e 
er are used to form new words and often the new word is part of a 
di f f e r e n t grammatical category. For example, the addition of ly to 
the adjective quici: makes the adverb quickly. F i n a l l y , i t is 
necessary to point out that the same morpheme can be realized i n more 
than one form (referred to as allomorphs), and, conversely, there are 
phonemically similar morphemes. To i l l u s t r a t e allomorphs we can 
contrast the plu r a l indicator s i n players with the i n f i x e i n men. 
For an example of phonemically similar morphemes, contrast that same s 
indicating p l u r a l with the s i n the clause he walks, which indicates 
t h i r d person singular. 
I t has already been established that the Semitic languages 
Hebrew and Aramaic have a morphological structure which d i f f e r s from 
the Indo-European Greek language. Therefore, for the purposes of TT 
i t i s important to i d e n t i f y the morphemes i n the source text and 
compare how the moiTphemes are represented i n the translation, while 
Vule, p. 60. For a good introduction to morphology and B i b l i c a l 
Hebrew see W. R. Garr, "The Ling u i s t i c Study of Morphology," i n 
Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew, ed. W. Bodine (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 1992), pp. 49-64; or see the technical description i n E. 
Nida, Morphology: The Descriptive Analysis of Meaning, (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan, 1949), pp. 1-106. 
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bearing i n mind the differences i n morphological structure between the 
two languages. The morphological elements i d e n t i f i e d by Szpek for the 
Peshitta to Job are number, gender, person, word class, pronoun, 
93 
s u f f i x , tense, and voice. She also notes that mood might be another 
category to investigate, and we would add definiteness to t h i s l i s t as 
94 
w e l l . Different languages grammaticalize for d i f f e r e n t aspects of 
language and communication, but these categories should be s u f f i c i e n t 
for the TT of the LXX, Peshitta, Targums, and Latin versions. 
A l l of the aforementioned morphological categories require 
attention f o r the analysis of the LXX. Generally speaking, functional 
and bound morphemes tend to be p a r t i c u l a r l y numerous and diverse i n 
t h e i r usage i n a l l languages, so i t i s not surprising that they pose 
part i c u l a r d i f f i c u l t i e s f o r the TT of the LXX.'^  For example, the 
fact that the bound morpheme has diverse functions i n Hebrew (as a 
preposition used s p a t i a l l y , temporally; with the i n f . cons.; marker of 
dative, apposition, idiom with denoting possession, etc.)'" means 
that a mere percentage indicating how often the morpheme i s formally 
represented by a d i s t i n c t preposition or a r t i c l e i n the Greek text 
would be useless. The function of the morpheme i n each case has to be 
determined i n order to compare how i t is translated i n a l l passages 
where i t has a similar grammatical function. For example, i n Dan. 2:2 
the "? i s bound to an i n f i n i t i v e construct to form T37f?, but the 
aorist active i n f i n i t i v e icvayytiXm is a l l the CG requires for 
01 
Szpek, pp. 16-20. Interchanges of active/passive, noun/verb, 
and noun/adjective i n the source text and the translation are 
transformations involving the deep structure of grammar. For a 
discussion, see Nida, Science, pp. 195-201, 228; for examples, see 
Rabin, " I n d e f i n i t e Subject," pp. 60-76. 
'^ See the discussion of definiteness i n Hebrew i n J. Barr, 
"Determination and the Definite A r t i c l e i n B i b l i c a l Hebrew," JSS 34 
(1989): 307-35. 
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Tov c l a s s i f i e s many of these morphological differences as non-
variants (707, 219-228) for the purposes of textual c r i t i c i s m because 
i t i s so d i f f i c u l t to determine whether the addition or omission of 
these morphemes i n the LXX r e f l e c t s the actual reading of the Vorlage. 
See Waltke and O'Connor, pp. 602-610 for uses wi t h i n f . cons, 
and 205-212 as a preposition. 
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translation.'' Likewise, i n 2:24 the *7 marking the dative and the 
emphatic state of the noun marked by R in the word Ka'rtf? are both 
represented i n the Greek texts by the a r t i c l e tfl>.'^ 
Very important morphological differences between HA and Greek 
also exist i n the nominal and verbal systems. For example, 
aspect/tense and mood are far more d i s t i n c t i v e i n the morphological 
structure of Greek than i n HA.'"" Therefore, when the translators of 
the LXK had to grammaticalize a verb i n the translation, they had to 
impose features of tense and mood which were not part of the formal 
structure of the HA t e x t . On the other hand, the system of verbal 
stems of HA makes d i f f e r e n t d i s t i n c t i o n s i n Aktionsart than does 
Greek.'"' These d i s t i n c t i o n s are p a r t i a l l y compensated for i n Greek 
through the grammaticalization of voice, but i n certain cases 
(causatives, intensives) the translators could only convey the meaning 
97 
Compare Th which has the pleonastic a r t i c l e toi. 
qo 
In Rife's examination of Daniel 1:1-2:16 he continuously makes 
reference to the non-translation of ^  as significant when i t i s simply 
a marker of the dative or is used with the i n f . 
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See the discussion by Wevers, Use of Versions, pp. 16-19, where 
he remarks on the differences i n the verbal and nominal structure of 
Greek and Hebrew. Eg., Greek i n f l e c t s nouns i n f i v e cases, three 
genders, and two numbers whereas Hebrew has three numbers (dual), two 
genders, and no case system, though i t does i n f l e c t for state. Works 
s p e c i f i c a l l y treating the translation of verbs include J. Barr, 
"Translators' Handling of Verbs i n Semantically Ambiguous Contexts," 
i n VI Congress of the lOSCS, ed. C. Cox (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1986), 381-403; Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive; "Neutrum Pl u r a l , " pp. 
189-199; SoUamo, "Paronymous F i n i t e Verb," 101-113; Aejmelaeus, 
"Participium Coniunctum," pp. 385-393. See the detailed analysis of 
the tra n s l a t i o n of the verb i n Theodotion Job by P. Gentry, pp. 170-
241. 
'""The fvinction of the Greek tense forms has been the subject of 
intense debate over the years. For an excellent review of the 
discussion and forceful arguments that aspect (how the action was 
perceived to unfold) was the key function of the verb, see S. E. 
Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the NT, with Reference to Tense 
and Mood, (New York: Peter Lang, 1989), pp. 1-109; B. M. Fanning, 
Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990), pp. 
8-125. 
'"'see the general discussion of the Hebrew verb i n Waltke and 
O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew, pp. 343-350 and the discussion of the 
stems, pp. 351-452. 
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through t h e i r lexical choices. These examples indicate that TT 
has to be concerned with how the morphological features of the source 
text (wr) were conveyed i n the target text (LXX). 
I l l . l . i i . Syntax 
Syntax i s the study of the structure and ordering of morphemes 
and groups of morphemes ( i . e . words) in meaningful combinations. We 
have already dealt with the nature of syntactic combinations and th e i r 
relevance f o r TT i n the discussion of structure i n Sec. I I . 4 . 
S5nntagmatic or paradigmatic concerns may contribute to differences at 
the word, phrase, clause, or sentence level of the translation. We 
need only add that the choice of Greek conjunctions can ent a i l 
differences i n word-order (eg. yc^, St, o6v) or require a particular 
grammaticalization of the verb (eg. hia, 8no? + subjunctive), 
I l l . l . i i i . Lexicology 
Lexicology i s concerned with the analysis of individual lexemes 
(words) as translation equivalents for the vocabulary of the source 
t e x t . As with ^torphology and Syntax, the analysis of vocabulary for 
TT essentially involves a comparison of contrasting lexical 
structures. Gleason i l l u s t r a t e s t h i s principle when he contrasts how 
speakers of various languages cl a s s i f y the colours of the rainbow. 
While English c l a s s i f i e s the colours i n six categories {purple, blue, 
Vevers, Use of Versions, p. 19. See also E. Tov, "Causative 
Aspects," pp. 417-424. Tov analyzes how verbs occurring i n the 
Hiph'il are represented i n the LXX. He groups them i n four 
categories: 1. Verbs which bear no special features; 2. Causative 
Suffixes; 3. Use of a u x i l i a r y verbs; 4. Reversal of the causative 
action. 
The f i r s t category i s the most frequent and represents causative 
forms which could be adequately represented by a Greek verb already 
expressing the semantic meaning of the causative. The second group 
comprises those verbs which were expressed through the use of the so-
called Greek causative suffixes (-oo, -eo, -o©, -DO, -i^®, -ct^ Oj -ovo, -
aiva, -wv«), -ei»o). The auxiliary verb of the t h i r d category is usually 
jtoie© (with adj./adv./verb/noun) although other verbs are used as well 
(pp. 422-423). In the fourth category are a few examples of places 
where the causative action of the verb was reversed in the 
translation. 
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green, yellow, orange, red), Shona uses four and Bassa only two.'"^ 
Clearly there i s no difference i n the denotational f i e l d described, i t 
is the languages which make di f f e r e n t types of distinctions.'"^ The 
fact that English (and by extension the English speaker) makes more 
dist i n c t i o n s between the colours does not make i t "better" nor more 
"advanced." Every language has the capacity to refer to a l l aspects 
of human experience, they jus t do so differently.'"^ This example 
also helps to demonstrate that the meaning of each colour term i n each 
language i s to a certain extent determined by i t s r e l a t i o n to the 
other terms on the colour continuum.'"' The same principle of 
structural relations applies to the use of most vocabulary. This is 
not to deny that there are some words with a very high denotational 
value (eg. technical terms), but "the vast majority of words have at 
least some s i g n i f i c a n t r e l a t i o n a l value and, . . . t h i s relational 
value i s of more basic importance than denotation."'"' 
Linguists refer to the analysis of a conceptual f i e l d , such as 
colour i n the preceding paragraph, as an example of a "semantic 
f i e l d . " The analysis of semantic f i e l d s involves the collection and 
investigation of the relationship between the set of words that belong 
'"^Gleason, p. 4. 
Words are not, therefore, labels f o r concepts l i k e exhibits i n 
a museum (the "museum myth"). See J. Bennett, Linguistic Behaviour, 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1976), pp. 5-10; Lyons, Structural 
Semantics, pp. 30-33. 
'"^Lyons, Semantics, p. 250, states, "the grammatical and lexical 
structure of d i f f e r e n t languages w i l l tend to r e f l e c t the specific 
interests and attitudes of the culture i n which they operate. What i t 
does not mean, however, i s that every grammatical and lexical 
d i s t i n c t i o n must be correlated with some important difference i n the 
patterns of thought of the society using the language," See also E, 
Nida, Language Structure and Translation, (Stanford: University Press, 
1975), pp. 184-191; Science, pp. 50-56. 
'"^Lyons, Structural Semantics, pp. 38-39. Although the study of 
Berlin and Kay indicates that the majority of speakers i n any language 
i d e n t i f y a common f o c i f o r colour terms, t h i s does not n u l l i f y the 
basic fact that speakers of d i f f e r e n t languages draw distinctions on 
the colour continuum d i f f e r e n t l y . See B. Berlin and P. Kay, Basic 
Colour Terms: Their Universality and Evolution, (Los Angeles: Univ. of 
California, 1969). 
'"'silva, Biblical Words, p. 112; Lyons, Language, p. 153. 
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to a domain (subject area).'"" For example, we could investigate the 
words that belong to the domain of colour, or the subdomain of terms 
that constitutes the domain red (pink, scarlet, wine, red). The 
advantage of t h i s type of analysis i s that i t emphasizes and contrasts 
the paradigmatic (see Sec. I I . 4 . ) choices that are available i n a 
par t i c u l a r domain. 
The significance of the paradigmatic relationships (or sense 
relations) between words i n d i f f e r i n g languages becomes obvious as 
soon as one undertakes the task of translating, or, as in our case, 
the analysis of TT. As Lyons states. 
I t i s not so much that one language draws a greater or 
less number of semantic distinctions than another which 
prevents the matching of t h e i r vocabularies one-to-one 
(although the normal bi l i n g u a l dictionaries encourage t h i s 
view). I t i s rather that these distinctions are made i n 
completely d i f f e r e n t places. ' 
Assuming that the translator understood the meaning of a given word in 
i t s Vorlage,^^^ the analysis of TT attempts to understand how the 
translator matched the structural relations of the vocabulary of the 
receptor language to that of the source text. At one and the same 
time, the analyst has to keep one eye on the paradigmatic relations 
between the words i n the source text and the other eye on the 
paradigmatic relations that exist in the target language between the 
108 
See Lyons, Semantics, pp. 250-261; Lehrer, pp. 1-17; Nida, 
Science, pp. 47-50; Componential, pp. 174-191. 
109 
For an example of a lexicon based on semantic domains, see the 
ambitious work edited by Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon of the 
New Testament. (New York: UBS, 1988). 
''"Lyons, Structural Semantics, pp. 37-38; Ullmann, Principles, 
pp. 54-62. 
'''For example, i t has been discussed in some de t a i l that there 
were instances where c u l t u r a l differences, the use of rare words or 
diachronic changes i n the language caused the translators of the LXX 
considerable d i f f i c u l t y (Sec. I I . 3 ) . There were also instances where 
the translator was confused about the meaning of words due to polysemy 
or homonymy. The d i s t i n c t i o n between a simple fi g u r a t i v e extension of 
meaning vs. polysemy, on the one hand, and polysemy vs. homonymy on 
the other is often d i f f i c u l t to discern. See Ullmann, pp. 114-137; 
Silva, Biblical Words, pp. 113-114. 
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possible translation equivalents f o r the words i n the Vbria^e."^ 
The interaction of these opposing forces had significant consequences 
on the vocabulary of the LXX."^  I t is also why we have some Semitic 
words which are rendered with h a l f a dozen or more equivalents; and i n 
other cases the same translator employed a SE for the majority or even 
a l l of the occurrences of a d i f f e r e n t lexeme, even i f the semantic 
range of the translation equivalent did not match that of the source 
lexeme. On s t i l l other occasions the translators employed the 
technique of lexical l e v e l l i n g , i.e. using one lexeme i n the target 
language to render two or more from the source language. 
The use of multiple equivalents, SE, and lexical l e v e l l i n g in 
the LXX r e f l e c t s the same tension that we experience when we encounter 
the problem of translating the related set of meanings of different 
lexemes and the d i f f e r i n g meanings of the same lexeme from one 
language into another. The challenges which the treinslation of the 
Semitic vocabulary presented to the LXX translators (not to mention 
the times they did not know the meaning of the t e x t ) , also teach us 
that the examination of vocabulary has to be very detailed. With 
regard to the technique of using SE or lexical l e v e l l i n g , we should 
also emphasize once again that i t i s the departure from an otherwise 
uniform approach (the "marked" use) that is instructive to our 
understanding of the TT in a translation u n i t . For example, i n the 
Hebrew portions of Daniel both OG and Th employ XaXeo as a SE for T2*T, 
111 
See the examples of xijiirv and lopiv from Dan. 1:8 in CH 1.II.3 
and the discussion i n Harl, Septante, pp. 243-253. 
"^ See f n , 20, above. The fact that words do not have any "core" 
meaning ( i f they have meaning at a l l ) and the significance of their 
structural relations underscores our desperate need for a proper 
Lexicon of the LXX. Fortunately, t h i s need has been p a r t i a l l y met by 
the recent publication of Muraoka's lexicon which treats exhaustively, 
but not exclusively, the Twelve Prophets. See T. Muraoka, A Greek-
English Lexicon of the Septuagint (Twelve Prophets), (Louvain: 
Peeters, 1993). Muraoka offers d e f i n i t i o n s and not merely glosses as 
in the conventional approach (exemplified i n LEH) and he provides 
useful information regarding terms sharing the same semantic f i e l d as 
well as collocational uses. One can only hope that he, or others, 
continue t h i s important project. The f i r s t volume of the new Hebrew 
dictionary produced by Sheffield is also a step forward, though i t 
does not o f f e r d e f i n i t i o n s . See D. J. A. Clines, ed.. The Dictionary 
of Classical Hebrew, v o l . 1. (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press), 
1993. 
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which occurs 19x i n Daniel. I n t h i s case the t r a n s l a t o r s are doubly 
consistent because they do not use kaXm f o r any other term. However, 
i n two cases (1:19; 11:27) 00 departs from h i s normal pat t e r n and 
employs a l t e r n a t i v e renderings to produce b e t t e r idiomatic 
t r a n s l a t i o n s . " * Even though 00 could have maintained the regular 
p a t t e r n l i k e Th, and f r e q u e n t l y d i d so, he manifests a greater 
tendency t o choose an a l t e r n a t i v e rendering that captures the flavour 
of the o r i g i n a l . 
While most studies of vocabulary f o r TT have concentrated on 
paradigmatic r e l a t i o n s as evidenced by the degree of the use of SE by 
the t r a n s l a t o r , the r o l e of syntagmatic r e l a t i o n s has been v i r t u a l l y 
neglected. This theory emphasizes the meaningful r e l a t i o n s h i p s that 
e x i s t between p a r t i c u l a r combinations of words i n a syntagm. For 
example, Porzig p o i n t s to the r e l a t i o n s h i p between b i t i n g and teeth; 
barking and dog; blonde and h a i r . " ^ The most s i g n i f i c a n t aspect of 
the syntagmatic r e l a t i o n s h i p between words i s that i t l i m i t s or 
defines the paradigmatic choices i n any given context. Blonde i s only 
used as a d e s c r i p t i o n o f h a i r . B i t i n g i s only done w i t h t e e t h , and 
there i s very l i t t l e done w i t h t e e t h (eg. b i t e , n i b b l e , and chew). 
Syntagraatic r e l a t i o n s between Words are also r e f e r r e d t o as the study 
of t h e i r c o l l o c a t i o n s . " ^ For example, the words strong and powerful 
may be used t o describe a person, but strong would not be used i n 
c o l l o c a t i o n w i t h car though powerful could. Likewise, we r e f e r to tea 
being strong but not powerful."' 
The understanding of syntagmatic r e l a t i o n s h i p s has obvious 
i m p l i c a t i o n s f o r TT. I n general, the choice of many t r a n s l a t i o n 
equivalents f o r the source t e x t w i l l be defined by the c o l l o c a t i o n a l 
r e s t r i c t i o n s of the vocabulary i n the target language. However, at 
the same time, the ta r g e t language w i l l make adjustments and introduce 
"*See the discussion of 2:1-10 i n CH 5. 
115 W. Porzig, Das Wunder der Sprache, (Bern: Francke, 1950), 68. 
"^"Collocations r e f e r s to the combination of words that have a 
c e r t a i n mutual expectancy." See H. Jackson, (fords and Their Meanings, 
(New York: Longman, 1988), p. 96. 
"^Example from M.A.K. Hal l i d a y , "Lexis as a l i n g u i s t i c l e v e l , " i n 
In Memory of J.R. Firth, ed. C. E. Bazell et a l . (London: Longmans, 
1966), pp., 150-151. 
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changes because of the d i f f e r e n t l e x i c a l s t r u c t u r e s and also because 
of c u l t u r a l d i f f e r e n c e s . One of the most s i g n i f i c a n t ways that 
syntagmatic r e l a t i o n s h i p s may a f f e c t TT, however, i s when the 
t r a n s l a t o r i s forced t o choose between p a r t i c u l a r t r a n s l a t i o n 
equivalents. For example, Th pr e f e r s to render a l l words r e l a t e d to 
w i t h amtaic, or cognate words. D't'^ SiDD ( h i . substantive p a r t . ) 
occurs 5x i n Ml and i n three instances Th uses the p a r t , of awitini 
(1:4; 11:35; 12:3). However, in 11:33 Th employs awczoc, and i n 12:10 he 
eranploys voipove^ (1-10 i n LXX), but we can account f o r these 
d i f f e r e n c e s below, owcoi^ also renders a l l three occurrences of 
13n'73C? (5:11, 12, 14) and o D v i i i n i i s u s u a l l y the equivalent f o r the vb. 
^yo ( 3 / 5 ) . " ' I n 8:25 the noun occurs i n a d i f f i c u l t passage to 
r e f e r t o Antiochus' i n s i g h t . There are then four instances where Th 
does not render / '73t!? w i t h owcoi? or r e l a t e d words. They may be 
accounted f o r as f o l l o w s . I n 7:8 (hithpa.) and 8:25 there i s not the 
same s p e c i f i c emphasis on the q u a l i t y of wisdom, so Th uses 
alternatives.'^" I n 9:22 the h i . inf.cons. occurs together w i t h 
713^3, and i n the case of these terras w i t h s i m i l a r meanings Th has an 
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even higher preference f o r oweoi^ t o t r a n s l a t e n3'3 (4/5). 
Therefore, Th had t o choose a d i f f e r e n t verb f o r the inf.cons, of 
^ys. I n t h i s case Th chose the f a i r l y rare term avupipd^o (1-10 i n 
LXX), The same phenomenon accounts f o r 12:10, except i n t h i s case 
D^ '^ 'SiM i s the subject of 13^3'. I n t h i s instance Th uses vofjuove^ f o r 
D^'^'SiffOn because he prefers to translate the verb w i t h the 3 , a c t . f . i . 
of o D v i T j u i . Even though ovvcto^ i s also cognate w i t h oiiveoi^, we can see 
118 
Lyons, Semantics, p. 265, 
" ' s . 9:13, 25. According t o Zieg., i n 1:17 Th has awcaiv <a\ 
$p6vTioiv f o r "^DCm UIQ which i s the opposite of the normal t r a n s l a t i o n 
equivalents used by Th (s. 1:4). However, the 4th century Sahidic ms. 
925 does transpose the terms and i t i s q u i t e possible that i t contains 
the o r i g i n a l Th reading. 
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As we have mentioned, i n 8:25 i t i s Antiochus who has i n s i g h t , 
w h i l e i n 7:8 npooevooDv (1-8, never i n OG) " I was t h i n k i n g about" i s an 
adequate t r a n s l a t i o n of the sense. 
'^ 'see 2:21; 8:15; 10:1. The exception i s 1:20 where Th uses 
kniaxx\mx\<i. This i s another HL (1-59 i n LXX) f o r Th that i s not found 
i n OG. 
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that Th employed i t for D ' ' ? ' 30D in 11:33 for the same reason that he 
made a change i n 12:10, D'^'aSD was the subject of 13*3'. 
In 9:22, 12:10, and 11:33 i t i s the appearance of two words in 
syntagmatic relationship, which Th normally renders with the same 
translation equivalent, that forces Th to make a choice between 
favourite renditions.'^^ Another main way that syntagmatic 
relationships affect TT i s occasions where one language uses a syntagm 
while the other language may only require a single lexeme to render 
roughly the same meaning. For example, see Dan. 2:13 where OG 
translates Km npB3 "a decree went out" with ^SoYiiaTioSt) " i t was 
decreed" and in 1:4 where STID ran ' JH '1 . . . rKTD '3101 i s 
translated <ai titeiSti^ . . . icm fpafniaxxKoi^ icai oo^oo^. Other 
syntagmatic features to consider are the construct genitive relation 
in HA or i n f i n i t i v e absolutes modifying another verb; Greek verbs that 
are followed by a par t i c u l a r case, i n f i n i t i v e , or object clause; and 
prepositions because they require a certain case. 
I I I . 2 . Adjustment 
Adjustment refers to the types of changes that have been made in 
the formal structure of the source text as i t passed through the 
transfer system. Once again, we can approach the subject in general 
agreement with Szpek, but would offer some modifications. In the 
f i r s t place, a l l Adjustments in the translation can be generally 
c l a s s i f i e d as additions, omissions, or substitutions at the 
morphological, word, phrase, clause, or sentence l e v e l . For this 
reason, Szpek's "secondary" adjustments in the category of Universally 
Oriented adjustments (Harmonization and C l a r i f i c a t i o n ) have been 
omitted. At times i t i s d i f f i c u l t to distinguish between categories 
and i t may be that the inclusion of Harmonization and C l a r i f i c a t i o n 
blurs the d i s t i n c t i o n between Adjustment and Motivation. For example, 
Szpek defines harmonization as taking place when "an element i s 
altered . . . in order to better accord with an element in the 
surrounding environment . . . achieved through addition, omission, or 
^^^es e examples combined with Th's use of no less than four HL 
(voif iove^, iitiaxr^r\i, npot jvoow, ouiiPi^aoai) to render vocabulary in the 
domain of knowing that are not even found in OG indicate that Th was 
working to his own agenda. 
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substitution." However, she also includes In t r a - , Inter-, and 
P a r a l l e l Verse Influence as three subcategories under Ntotivation.^^^ 
Likewise, her statement that C l a r i f i c a t i o n i s "due to an ambiguity in 
the source text with the intent . . . of bringing c l a r i t y to the 
text,"'^' focuses on the motivation for an adjustment, i . e . to 
achieve c l a r i f i c a t i o n . 
On the other hand, Szpek's subdivisions of Syntactically and 
Semantically Oriented Adjustments are quite helpful. Two alterations 
have been made to the l a t t e r category. F i r s t , the category i s renamed 
L e x i c a l l y Oriented changes in recognition that these topics are 
concerned with adjustments to individual l e x e m e s . L e x i c a l 
semantics i s a more appropriate description of the s p e c i f i c subject, 
but the change i s consistent with the e a r l i e r remarks concerning 
Lexicology vs. Semantics as categories. Transliteration i s also added 
as a topic because there were times when the LXX tra n s l i t e r a t e d 
unknown or technical terms (see Sec. I I . 3 . ) . 
Numerous l e x i c a l adjustments are to be expected in a translation 
because of the d i f f e r i n g l e x i c a l structures as well as the sheer 
volume of data with which we are working. There are two main 
approaches to examining l e x i c a l relations: componential analysis and 
sense r e l a t i o n s . Componential analysis i s a c t u a l l y an extension of 
f i e l d theory and i s an attempt to ground i t in a more rigorous, 
s c i e n t i f i c methodology by analysing the meaning of terms on the basis 
of a set of sense components. I t enjoys wide influence among 
semanticists and Szpek demonstrates the usefulness of the technique 
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for the analysis of l e x i c a l relations for TT.' However, as Lyons 
points out, componential analysis has been confined to limited areas 
'"szpek, p. 34. 
'^*See her definitions, Szpek, pp. 46-47. 
'^^Ibid., p. 34. 
'^ A^U of the topics dealing with L e x i c a l l y Oriented changes have 
been discussed under previous sections examining changes in the 
translation due to synchronic and diachronic influences (Sec. I I . 3 . ) 
and/or Lexicology (Sec. I l l . l . i i i . ) . 
'^'szpek, pp. 36-38. For further explanations, see Lehrer, pp. 
46-74; Lyons, Semantics, 317-335; Nida, Science, pp. 82-85; 
Componential, 32-67. 
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of vocabulary and i t i s possible to construct di f f e r i n g but "equally 
plausible analyses for the same set of lexemes."'^ In the case of 
TT where the s p e c i f i c concern i s to compare the l e x i c a l relations 
between two languages, the approach of sense relations should prove 
i t s e l f to be more useful. There are two basic types of sense 
re l a t i o n s : relations based on s i m i l a r i t y and relations based on 
oppositeness. 
I I I . 2 . i . Relations Based on Similarity. 
These are the most important sense relations for the analysis of 
vocabulary because the majority of cases where alternative translation 
equivalents are employed in the translation of a lexeme are based on 
s i m i l a r i t y . There are two types of relations based on s i m i l a r i t y : 
overlapping and inclusive. Overlapping relations are those to which 
we usually assign the term synonymy.'^' Synonymy recognizes that two 
or more words can be substituted for one another in a given context in 
order to produce the same mea n i n g . O v e r l a p p i n g relations may be 
diagraimned as in Figure 3. 
Figure 3 
l i s 
'^^Lyons, Semantics, p. 333. 
Nida, Componential, pp. 16-17; Semantic, pp. 31-32; Jackson, 
pp. 65-74; Lyons, Structural, pp. 74-78. W.E. Collinson distinguishes 
nine different types of synonymy, in W. E. Collinson, "Comparative 
Synomics: Some Pri n c i p l e s and I l l u s t r a t i o n s , " Transactions of the 
Philosophical Society, (1939): 54-77. 
^^"see the discussion of types of sameness in R. Harris, Synonymy 
and Linguistic Analysis, Language and Style, 12 (Oxford: B a s i l 
Blackwell, 1973), 11-12. We accept Lyons^'assertion that "synonymy 
must be bound with context;" therefore, two words do not have to be 
synonymous in a l l contexts to be regarded as synonymous in any one 
context. 
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For example, in 12:3 OG employs • a ivo while Th has ^KXatixo for TTIT 
"enlighten." Or OG can employ both ^iipdXXo and ^ i i t t a to translate KDT, 
though in t h i s case the di s t r i b u t i o n of the terms indicates the 
a c t i v i t y of different translators.'^^ 
Inclusive relations (hyponymy) explores the relationship between 
words by arranging them in hierarchies, i.e. the meaning of some words 
i s included within the meaning of others. For example, collie, 
terrier, poodle and bulldog (co-h3Tonyms) are a l l included within the 
meaning of dog. By the same token dog i s a co-hyponym with other 
species such as wolf, coyote, and fox which are a l l hyponyms of the 
132 
superordinate animal. We could diagram these relationships as in 
Figure 4. 
animal 
dog wolf coyote fox 
^ I \ coIUe, temer, poodle 
Figure 4 
The higher one goes up the hierarchy the more general i s the 
terminology while lower terms become more s p e c i f i c . The sense 
relationships could be diagrammed d i f f e r e n t l y by the addition of 
different sense components in the hierarchical structure (eg. 
household as opposed to wild animals). The point i s that during the 
course of translation there are times that the translator may choose 
either a more general or a more s p e c i f i c term in the hierarchical 
structure as a translation equivalent. For example, in 1:4 OG employs 
dvoi instead of the more s p e c i f i c i n f i n i t i v e of fattuii to translate the 
^^^See CH S . I V . l . i v . 
^^^See the discussion of hierarchical structuring in Nida, 
Science, pp. 73-82; Lyons, Structural, pp. 69-72; Lehrer, pp. 20-24. 
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III.2.iu. Relations Based on Opposition (Antonymy) 
Relations based on opposition are normally confined to 
dichotomous pairs. There are different kinds of lexical opposites, but 
we can begin by observing the distinction between graded and 
ungraded opposites.^^^ Graded opposites involve a degree of 
comparison, such as big:small, high:low. Size or height is always 
relative to a point of comparison whether or not that point of 
comparison is explicitly stated.^^^ Lyons reserves the term antonym 
for graded opposites because they tend to rely on polarized contrasts 
(good:bad) even though they are scalable. On the other hand, the 
denial of one member of a pair of ungraded opposites usually implies 
the assertion of the other. For example, compare the relations between 
complementaries, such as married .-single, male:female and conversives 
such as buy.sell, give:take}^^ 
The significance of binary relations for TT is that the translator 
may choose to express the meaning of the Vorlage through a 
translation equivalent or syntagm that is opposite in meaning to an 
equivalent in the target text, regardless of what he finds in the 
Vorlage. For example, a translator might have chosen to employ 
itov^poi; as the equivalent for HBn (the SE in the LXX i s isfia^ia), in a 
par t i c u l a r context in order to express a contrast with dyoeo;. In 
fact, t h i s does not happen in the entire LXX, but i t i s possible that 
the choice of a translator could be influenced by similar conditions. 
I t i s also possible that a translator could transform a negative 
'^^See also 1:19 and 10:17. In every case Zieg. has conjectured 
the more s p e c i f i c tetijui, but the readings of the witnesses should 
stand (see CH 2). 
'^^See the complete discussion by Lyons, Semantics, pp. 270-290; 
the s l i g h t l y different categorization by Nida, Semantic, pp. 32-34. 
'^^Silva, Biblical Words, pp. 130-131; Lyons, Semantics, pp. 272-
273. 
^^^Lyons, pp. 279-280. Conversives are especially helpful in 
defining s o c i a l roles {doctor:patient, master:servant), kinship terms 
(uncle/aunt:niece/nephew), and s p a t i a l and temporal relations 
{above:below, before:after). Nida {Semantics, p. 34) also 
distinguishes reversives such as tie:untie, alienate:reconcile. 
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statement and express i t p o s i t i v e l y or vice versa. No c e r t a i n 
examples o f equivalents influenced by binary r e l a t i o n s could be found 
i n Daniel. There are probably only a small number i n the LXX. 
I I I . 3 . Motivation 
The reasons that may have led t o an adjustment i n the 
t r a n s l a t i o n are considered under the category Motivation. The l i s t 
may appear o v e r l y extensive, but there are subtle differences that 
d i s t i n g u i s h them. Once again, we are i n general agreement w i t h the 
categories as l i s t e d and defined by Szpek, though there are a few 
minor modifications.'^' F i r s t , i n keeping w i t h the s p i r i t of 
adopting the terminology o f the model we have " s u b s t i t u t e d " the more 
general terra Harmonization f o r I n t r a - , I n t e r - , and P a r a l l e l Verse 
Influence. There i s no inherent reason f o r t h i s choice other than the 
accepted s c h o l a r l y use of the term harmonization seems s u f f i c i e n t to 
no 
describe the phenomena. 
I n the second place, the d i f f e r i n g nature of the LXX t r a n s l a t i o n 
requires the a d d i t i o n o f two t o p i c s : Phonological and L i t e r a r y 
Technique. Phonological considerations that motivate a t r a n s l a t i o n 
equivalent may be derived e i t h e r from the source t e x t or the receptor 
language. The former type have o f t e n been r e f e r r e d to rather 
i n a c c u r a t e l y as homophones, i . e . the use of Greek words to render a 
s i m i l a r sounding word i n the Semitic text.'^' J. de Waard c o r r e c t l y 
suggests t h a t the use o f the term "homophony" t o denote Greek words 
t r a n s l a t i n g Hebrew words of s i m i l a r sounds should be discarded. 
'^ T^he reader i s d i r e c t e d t o Szpek, pp. 40-49, f o r her discussion, 
though the t o p i c s should be f a i r l y s e l f - e v i d e n t . 
I t i s not that important t o d i s t i n g u i s h by top i c whether an 
element i s harmonized w i t h another element w i t h i n the verse ( I n t r a -
v e r s e ) , an adjacent verse ( I n t e r - v e r s e ) , or a more remote verse 
( P a r a l l e l ) because the information w i l l be given i n the d e s c r i p t i o n 
an3Tvay. On harmonization, see E. Tov, "The Nature and Background of 
Harmonization i n B i b l i c a l Manuscripts," JSOT 31 (1985): 3-29. 
'^ G^. B. Caird, "Homoeophony i n the Septuagint," i n Essays in 
Honour of W.D. Davies, ed. R. Hamraerton-Kelly and R. Scroggs (Leiden: 
B r i l l , 1976), 74-88; C. F r i t s c h , "Homophony i n the Septuagint," i n 
Sixth World Congress of Jewish Studies, ed. A. Shinan (Jerusalem: 
Jerusalem Academic Press, 1977), 115-20; J. Barr, "Doubts about 
Homoeophony i n the Septuagint," Textus 12 (1985): 1-2. 
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Homophony does not apply at the inter-lingual level because the sound 
systems of two languages are never equivalent and, more importantly, 
confusion a r i s e s from the d e f i n i t i o n of homophony since i t implies 
there i s a difference in meaning between two words which soxmd the 
same.'^ " De Waard suggests that the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n "phonological 
tran s l a t i o n " be employed in i t s place. 
Though phonological translations were employed in the LXX, i t i s 
worthwhile to heed Barr's warning that translations based on phonetic 
resemblance were "a very minor factor in vocabulary choice."'^^ Barr 
suggests that a strong example of a translation based on phonetic 
resemblance should be characterized by two features: one phonetic and 
one semantic. "A Greek word must have a very striking and impressive 
likeness to the Hebrew word" {italics h i s ) i f i t i s to be considered 
as having a strong phonetic resemblance. He finds the definition of 
the semantic c r i t e r i o n more d i f f i c u l t , but suggests that there should 
be some ambiguity involved in determining whether the word chosen has 
the same meaning. This ambiguity i s necessary, because i f the word 
has a s i m i l a r semantic range, then there i s no basis for the term to 
have been chosen due to phonetic resemblance.'*^ However, the 
p o s s i b i l i t y that phonetic considerations may have played a role in 
instances where the translator had two or more possible equivalents 
cannot be ignored. In order to demonstrate that i t was highly 
probable the translator was motivated by phonetic s i m i l a r i t y in these 
'^ ''For example, Tov even adds the q u a l i f i c a t i o n that homophones 
d i f f e r in meaning ("Loan-words," p. 218). See J . De Waard, 
"'Homophony' in the Septuagint," Bib 62 (1981): 551-61. 
'*'De Waard, p. 555, c l a s s i f i e s f i v e major types of phonological 
translations: I A. Neither l e x i c a l nor grammatical translation has 
been affected; I B. Only grammatical translation has been affected; I I 
A. A s h i f t of components of meaning has taken place without a 
grammatical change;II B. A s h i f t of components has taken place with 
grammatical change; I I I . One component of meaning has been retained 
and one deleted or one component of meaning has been retained and one 
added; IV. A s p e c i f i c rendering has been given instead of a generic 
one; V. A synecdoche i s the res u l t of phonological translation. 
Thack., pp. 36-38, refers to translations using Greek words of similar 
sound to the Hebrew. 
'*^Barr, "Doubts," p. 77. 
'*Wrr, "Doubts," p. 6. De Waard's c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s are helpful 
in c l a r i f y i n g the type of ambiguity that may be involved. 
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cases, one must be able to j u s t i f y i t on the basis of the translation 
technique. For example, i f an uncommon word was selected over the 
normal equivalent to translate a word in a given instance, then one 
could reasonably argue that i t i s phonetically motivated. In Dan. 3:4 
OG has 6 k t i p d I iKfipw^c for R i p RTroi. The phonological motivation for 
the choice of the verb i s borne out by the fact that i t i s the only 
place where i t occurs in OG, and Th translates with poceo. 
Phonological motivation may also derive from the receptor 
language, i . e . the translator may choose a word because i t has similar 
sounds to words in the immediate context (eg. rhyming, a l l i t e r a t i o n ) . 
Here again we have to be cautious about making excessive claims that 
may be explained otherwise. However, there i s no a priori reason to 
exclude t h i s motivation either. For example, in 12:10 NTT has W B T m 
D ' l S h , which Th translates with dcvo^ifjwnv dvopoi . OG retains the play 
on sound, but with different equivalents, <iqidptoffiv oi 6}iapt®Xoi.^** 
L i t e r a r y Technique refers to translations that were motivated 
due to some type of l i t e r a r y consideration in the text. For example, 
r t e occurs in Daniel 3:17 and OG employs •opeo as a translation 
equivalent instead of the more usual Xaxptixst. The motivation for this 
rendering was to supply a parallel with 3:12. In 3:12 OG translates 
the Semitic idiom DJ?EI D'fe "pay regard to" (+ "Jl? pers.)'*^ with oix 
^i^oPf|eT|odv aov Ttiv evtoA,f|v "[they] do not fear your decree." According 
to OG, the three do not fear the king's decree because there is a God 
whom they do fear!'*^ 
III.4 Effect on Meaning 
We have discussed the relationship of the meaning of the 
Muraoka argues that the LXX translators u t i l i z e d a l l i t e r a t i o n 
in Job 1:1, 8, 2:3, 3:16, Num. 12:12. See T. Muraoka, "Literary 
Device in the Septuagint," Textus 8 (1973): 20-30. 
^^^See BDB, p. 1113. 
^^^It i s surprising that Meadowcroft, pp. 159-160, can devote 
discussion to the unusual translation by OG, but f a i l s to note the 
obvious l i t e r a r y connection between 3:12 and 17. Muraoka ("Literary 
Device," pp. 20-30) c i t e s Job 1:1 and 2:3 as instances where the 
translator may have arranged words according to alphabetical order and 
Jer. 2:6 where the translator employed four adjectives beginning with 
privative alpha. See also D. Weissert, pp. 31-44. 
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translation to the source text and the difference between the 
perspective of the translator and the analyst of TT above (Sec. II.2). 
The topics are f a i r l y s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d and have been adequately treated 
by Szpek.'*' Szpek delineates various degrees of synonymy based on 
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the proposals of UUmann and Collinson, but i t is extremely d i f f i c u l t 
to grade one term as more intense or more emotive than another when 
comparing two dif f e r e n t languages, especially ancient dead ones. I n 
many cases such comparisons are also i r r e l e v a n t because the 
translator's choice of lexical equivalents is limited i n the f i r s t place, 
and may be even more r e s t r i c t e d due to other factors (established 
equivalents, c u l t u r a l usage, grammar). 
IV. Summary 
The aim of this chapter has been to provide a theoretical 
foundation f o r the analysis of TT based on l i n g u i s t i c principles. This 
has entailed three stages. F i r s t , we provided a definition of TT and 
commented b r i e f l y on f i v e aspects of the definition: The purpose of the 
study of TT is to describe how individual translators engaged in the 
task of translating a unit of scripture for a community. Second, we 
laid the foundations f o r the proposed model of TT by giving f i v e 
presuppositions f o r TT: TT is Descriptive; TT is Primarily Synchronic; 
TT accounts for Langue and Parole; TT is Structural; and TT Takes 
the Source Language as its Point of Departure. Each of these 
principles was thoroughly discussed and examples were given i n order 
to demonstrate t h e i r relevance f o r TT. Finally, we outlined the 
proposed model of TT. Heidi Szpek has recently proposed a similar 
t y p e of model and at some points we adapted her terminology i n order 
to encourage standardization. There are differences in methodology 
that were clearly delineated i n the course of the discussion, but, more 
importantly, we are agreed with Szpek th a t a lin g u i s t i c approach is 
the most appropriate means f o r the analysis of TT. 
The analysis of TT begins by comparing the similarities and 
differences between the s t r u c t u r a l elements i n the source and receptor 
texts. I t is only a f t e r t h i s i n i t i a l comparison that the analyst can 
'*'see Szpek, pp. 49-59. 
Ullmann, Principles, pp. 142-143; Coll i n s o n , pp. 54-77. 
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begin to formulate answers to the questions about how the translator 
made changes (Adjustment) and why the changes were made 
(Motivation). The proposed methodology will satisfy the aim of TT as 
we have defined it, and also accounts for the effect that the process 
of translation had on the meaning of the text. 
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Chapter 5 
Translation Technique in OG and Th Daniel 
In the previous chapter a theoretical approach for the analysis 
of TT was presented. I t i s now time to put the theory into practice. 
The present chapter consists of an analysis of fi v e passages from the 
book of Daniel: 1:1-10, 2:1-10, 3:11-20, 8:1-10, 12:1-13. Each 
passage includes annotated texts of Th, NfT, and OG, which are arranged 
v e r t i c a l l y in p a r a l l e l alignment. The lines of the alignment are 
numbered consecutively in the left-hand margin to provide a means of 
reference for the analysis of the TT. The texts represent both the 
Hebrew and Aramaic sections of Daniel, and, except for two passages, 
were chosen at random. The f i r s t section, ch. 1:1-10, was chosen 
because i t offered few d i f f i c u l t i e s , and, therefore, was a suitable 
means for the reader to become acquainted with the analysis. Chapter 
8:1-10 was chosen because i t was the section analyzed by Jeansonne. 
The concern in t h i s passage w i l l be directed primarily toward the 
relationship between OG and Th, because Jeansonne has commented on the 
texts. ^  
I . Introduction to the Analysis 
The texts have been aligned in a way that maximizes readability 
and f a c i l i t a t e s the anal y s i s . As we would expect, however, there are 
numerous occasions where the wording of OG does not formally 
correspond to the HA on the same l i n e . The procedure followed for the 
annotation of the text i s described below, and a portion from 1:10 i s 
included as an i l l u s t r a t i o n in Figure 5. 
98 t d itpoawta i^m DQ^SSl'DR "to npbdttitov t | i o v 
99 ((ncDSpcond) D^B^t Siatexpcqiiievov 
100 -i-icai dodeve^ 
Figure 5 
The OG has three types of markings. F i r s t , square brackets [ ] 
'see Jeans., pp. 34-57. 
are used to enclose words whose o r i g i n a l i t y i s questionable. Second, 
the text i s annotated with l e t t e r s (" in 1. 98) corresponding to the 
three areas of l i n g u i s t i c s for the analysis of TT: '*=Morphology, 
^=Syntax, and ''=Lexicology. Third, possible pluses and omissions of 
words in OG are designated by the signs + and - ( s . 1. 100). Most 
pluses and minuses have been isolated to th e i r own line, but that has 
not always been possible. Therefore, a + at the beginning of a line 
designates that the whole l i n e may be a plus, while — marks 
omissions in a line of OG compared to MT. I f a word (or words) occurs 
as a plus i n a li n e with word(s) that translate the presumed Vorlage, 
the + occurs immediately before and a f t e r the plus. Omissions of some 
elements, which usually occur as bound morphemes in HA (suffixes, the 
d e f i n i t e a r t i c l e , the conjunction 1, directive n , interrogative n ) , but 
in Greek as free morphemes (words), are not normally marked by -. In 
keeping with the l i n g u i s t i c approach, these items are normally 
considered in the discussion of TT. The same principle applies to 
small words such as personal and r e l a t i v e pronouns, the nota 
accusativi nK(nK), and inseparable prepositions. Likewise, the 
appearance of minor morphological elements in the OG, which could be 
retroverted into HA, are not normally marked by +. 
The same markings appear in Th, but they are used differently. 
First, the use of superscript letters is more sparing than in the case 
of OG and often highlights features that distinguish the TT of Th from 
OG. This approach is justified on the basis of the close formal 
correspondence of Th to MT. Second, based on the close formal 
relationship between Th and MT, Th is more frequently marked with a 
+ or - for minor morphemes. The omission of minor morphemes in Th, 
which are usually unmarked in OG, will often be indicated by only one 
-. Th is marked in a fourth way as well. Underlining is used to 
mark portions of Th that may indicate dependence on OG. Round 
brackets (1. 100) are used to indicate places where Th demonstrates 
significant independence in translation. This marking is for the 
purpose of determining whether Th is a recension of OG. 
The analysis that follows the text will be divided into three 
sections, each of which addresses one of the major issues of this 
research. Immediately following the passage we evaluate the TT of OG 
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and Th.^ The discussion proceeds according to the major headings: 
morphology, syntax, and lexicology. Sometimes the frequency with 
which a Greek word renders a Hebrew/Aramaic word in the Vorlage is 
indicated in brackets separated by a slash (/). The frequency of 
words that are rare in Daniel and the OT are also indicated in round 
brackets, but are separated by a dash (-). The first number indicates 
the frequency in Daniel, the second in the LXX.^ The frequency in OG 
and Th will be inclusive, i.e. they are not counted as separate works. 
If a word is referred to as a HL or a frequency such as 1-10 is given, 
then that is the only occurrence of that word including both Greek 
texts. The discussion will always clarify any ambiguous cases. The 
analysis of the passage will conclude with a summary. 
Following the TT analysis there will be a preliminary discussion 
of the relationship of Th to OG, which is indicated in that particular 
passage. The purpose is to determine whether Th is a recension, but 
how do we distinguish between revision and translation? This is a 
difficult question, and has not been sufficiently addressed. With 
respect to Th the views of scholars seem more often to reflect a 
general opinion rather than a sustained examination using a definite 
methodology. From the survey of literature in the first chapter it was 
noted that Jeansonne is the only one who offers some statistics in 
support of her conclusion. However, we also noted that her statistics 
are misleading. The fact that Th reads the same as OG in 40% of the 
passage she analyses (8:1-10), does not necessarily lead to the 
conclusion that "8 retains the OG."^  Jeansonne's analysis betrays a 
basic assumption that scholars have made, i . e . common readings prove 
dependence. As we have seen in our review, many, i f not most, modem-
day scholars would be agnostic concerning the person of Theodotion, 
^he OG reading in a l l cases assumes the c r i t i c a l text which we 
have reconstructed. The reader i s directed to CH 2. 
^ I t should be noted that HR i s the source for the frequencies for 
the LXX, and the time has not always been taken to v e r i f y the accuracy 
of HR with the Gottingen c r i t i c a l editions. HR must always be used 
with caution and the OG of Daniel i s an excellent example of the care 
that must be taken with i t s use. 
*Jeans., p. 57. 
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yet common readings are assumed to ind i c a t e borrowing by Th.^ Now, 
that may be the case. On the other hand, a number of verbal 
agreements may be equally explained as co i n c i d e n t a l or the r e s u l t of 
t e x t u a l c o r r u p t i o n . As we have already pointed out, the most 
important c r i t e r i o n f o r determining whether a t e x t i s a recension i s 
the i s o l a t i o n of d i s t i n c t i v e agreements between that text and the text 
from which i t was supposedly revised.^ 
I n the comparison of OG and Th, passages of Th w i l l not be 
underlined t h a t agree w i t h OG, if they can e a s i l y be explained as 
d e r i v a t i v e from MY. Neither does the f a c t that a passage i s 
underlined i n d i c a t e that Th necessarily borrowed from the OG. 
Unde r l i n i n g only indicates the possibility t h a t Th i s dependent on the 
OG or that they share a common reading. I n v a r i a b l y , there i s an 
element of s u b j e c t i v i t y to our discussion, but that cannot be avoided. 
However, by focusing on instances where Th seems t o have borrowed from 
OG and those where i t seems to be independent, i t i s possible t o 
a r r i v e at a c l e a r e r understanding of t h e i r r e l a t i o n s h i p . There are at 
least three ways by which we could characterize Th's r e l a t i o n t o OG. 
F i r s t , i t could be a completely independent t r a n s l a t i o n . Second, i t 
could be a recension i n the way that i t i s ge n e r a l l y understood. That 
i s , Th had the OG and proto-NfT before him and copied the OG as long as 
i t f o r m a l l y reproduced the Vorlage. In c e r t a i n cases Th standardized 
the terminology, though not always c o n s i s t e n t l y , and introduced 
c o r r e c t i o n s t o the OG where i t departed from h i s proto-NfT Vorlage. 
These c o r r e c t i o n s may have r e s u l t e d from Th's perception that OG 
t r a n s l a t e d i n c o r r e c t l y or too f r e e l y . ' A t h i r d way t o view t h e i r 
r e l a t i o n s h i p i s that Th d i d have both proto-MT and OG (or may have 
See also the recent a r t i c l e by L. Grabbe who does not accept 
common vocabulary as an i n d i c a t i o n of dependence i n h i s examination of 
a p o r t i o n of the Hexapla of the Psalms extant i n the Mai land t e x t . 
See "The T r a n s l a t i o n Technique of the Greek Minor Versions: 
Tra n s l a t i o n s or Revisions?," i n Septuagint, Scrolls and Cognate 
Writings, SCS, 33, ed. G. J. Brooke and B. Lindars ( A t l a n t a : Scholars 
Press, 1992), pp. 505-56. 
^See the I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
'see Brock, "To Revise," pp. 301-38. L. Greenspoon suggests an 
i n t e r e s t i n g modern analogy t o "Theodotion's" a c t i v i t y i n , " B i b l i c a l 
T ranslators i n A n t i q u i t y and i n the Modern World," HUCA 60 (1989): 91-
113. 
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been f a m i l i a r w i t h OG), but that Th t r a n s l a t e d h i s Vorlage more or 
less independently and employed OG occasionally or when confronted 
w i t h d i f f i c u l t passages. As we begin the i n v e s t i g a t i o n we should 
allow the evidence to speak f o r i t s e l f and allow f o r any one of these 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s t o be the closest approximation to Th's methodology. 
We w i l l conclude the i n v e s t i g a t i o n of each passage w i t h a 
discussion of t e x t u a l v a r i a n t s i n the passage. The evaluation of 
readings w i l l be guided by our understanding of the TT i n the OG and 
Th. We w i l l also consider the witness of the Qumran mss., as w e l l as 
the P e s h i t t a and Vulgate. 
I apologize beforehand f o r the c r y p t i c nature of the very 
d e t a i l e d notes of the analy s i s . The l i s t of abbreviations are 
included below f o r reference, but most should be e a s i l y recognized. 
Grammatical Sigla 
a. a c t i v e 
abs. absolute 
acc. accusat ive 
add. a d d i t i o n 
a d j . a d j e c t i v e 
aor. a o r i s t 
c f . compare, i . e . f o r a d i f f e r e n t view 
conj. conjunct ion 
cons. construct 
dat. d a t i v e 
f . feminine 
gen. g e n i t i v e 
ha. haphe1 
h i . h i p h i l 
h i thpa. h i t h p a a l 
h i t h p e . h i t h p e a l 
HL hapax legomenon 
homoioarc. homoioarcton 
homoiotel. homoioteleuton 
impf. imperfect 
impv. imperative 
i n f . i n f i n i t i v e 
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j u s s . j u s s i v e 
m. masculine 
n. noun 
p. person 
part. p a r t i c i p l e 
pass. passive 
pro. pronoun 
n i . niphal 
pa. pael 
Pf. perfect 
p i . p i e l 
P l . plural 
pu. pual 
q. qal 
s ( i n g ) . singular 
SB stereot3T)ed equivalent 
sub. subject 
subj. subjunct ive 
suf. s u f f i x 
trans. transpose(it ion) 
t r a n s l i t . t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n 
vb. verb 
voc. vocat ive 
vs. verse 
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I I . Daniel 1:1-10 
The f i r s t passage f o r examination i s 1:1-10. This passage was 
chosen because i t opens the book and i t offers few d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
Therefore, i t i s a good introduction to the anajysis. The separate 
A 
discussion of the relationship between OG and Th w i l l be lengthier i n 
th i s opening section i n order to help c l a r i f y the issues involved. In 
the following sections more of the discussion of t h e i r relationship 
w i l l take place w i t h i n the analysis of TT, because the two are 
naturally considered together. 
1:1 Th 1:1 m 
1 "Ev ixtx tpit^? T - : • 
2 TT)^  ^axsxXtiac, 
3 
4 paoiXee^ looSa 
5 fjXOe NaPovxoSovooop 
6 ^oiXev^ BaPi>>.c»vo^  
7 -t-elc leooixKxXitii • - T 
8 Kai R^oXtooKet ainvft T rr T - T -
1:2 1:2 
9 'ST? i n n 
10 xtxpi aitxoi 
11 TOV ICDOCKlll 
12 paoiXea looSa 
13 Kai itno uepovc 
14 
15 okov TOO 8eo6 
16 Ktti ''iflvcYKev aiirtd 
17 ei^ yfiv ^Eewoop 
18 okov TOO 9eov aino\> 
19 Kai Td OKCDTI 
20 ^eiaijvcYKev 
21 ^ei^ TOV O{KOV Siiaattpoo 
22 TOO 6eo6 ai>To6 T T, 
1:3 1:3 
23 Ktti efnev 6 ^aaxXtvc, 
24 Aa^ave^ 
1:1 OG 
"^Eni paoiXecD^  loaKiii 
Ti)^ Iot>8ata; £TOt>^  
TpiTOO 
''«apaYev6|ievo^  
NapooxoSovooop 
paoiXeo^ BopoXovo^ 
ei^ lepooaaXoiia 
'^'inoXiopKei ^a*TT|v 
1:2 
Kai n^apeSoKcv a^Tiiv" 
Kopio^ ei^ ttxpac, ainov 
^Ktti lOOKlll 
paotXea looSaia^ 
Koi ''^ jiepo^  Ti 
T®v ''^ iepfiw aKeoov 
TOO Kopioo 
Koi daiiveYKO^ aoTd 
'el^ T11V Bo^oXeviav 
dRTipeioaTO 
T^  ^ elS«i>Xei({^  aoTOO 
1:3 
Kai tlntv 6 paoiXeo^ 
ApteaSpt 
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25 T - T u r T^ tet)To6 ''dpxieDVOBxip 
26 
27 datb toy oiov ix TOV Diov 
28 +T6V |ieYifftdv©v 
29 - lapaiiX TOO I(Tpai)X 
30 Ktti duo xoi onepiiato^ Ktti dK TOO '^ c^nXlKOO 
31 T : * yevoo? 
32 Kai dno Tci>v ^ (^op8o(i(iiv Kai ^K Tov f^cniXeKTOv 
1:4 1:4 1:4 
33 ''veovioicoo^ of? ''veaviffKoo? 
34 o^K &an\ 6v a-itxoic, 
^diifiHioo? 35 n 
36 Ktti KoXoo? ''dyei Kai "eoeiSei? 
37 Koi '*(<J»vievto?) Kai ''isiaTfiiiova? 
38 iv ndaxi ^oo^itt 
39 Koi YiYVffl<JKOVTa?''Yvo<iiv Kai "YPap^iaf^KOt)? 
40 Kai ^Siavoot))ievot>? Kai '''oo^oo? 
41 ''(•povnoiv) 
Kai ^ioxoovTa? 42 
43 fev avToi? "fcotovoi Tig'? B13 <^6<TTe ^ clvoi 
44 T(^  okq) TOO PaotXe«»? 
45 Kai SiSd^ai a^oo? 
46 YPouuata Ktti yXoaaav Ypd|i(iaTa Kai SIOXCKTOV 
47 XaXSaicDV XaXSatKTiv 
1:5 1:5 1:5 
48 Koi ^(Sieto^ev) ainoic, of? ] a ^ ] Kai '^SiSoaeai aoTOi? 
49 b PaaiXe'D? ^+ixBta\v be TOO oiKoo 
50 TO TTK ifiuepoc KOS' TOO ^aaiXtoc, Kof i ' 
51 flUGDOV ^Kd(TTT)v fiiiepav 
52 duo Tiis ^pane^ii? 32-rB? duo TTK "paoiXiKii? 
53 TO'D ^oiXe<i»? ''Tpanc^Tj? 
54 Kai duo too oKvoo Kai ^Too olvoo 
55 Tov ^noxoD airov v m T : ^oi ^ni\e\ 6 ^ oiXeb? 
56 Kai ^(Bpevoi) airtOtt? Kai ^ixTtaiitvaax aibTOO? 
57 Ifcti) tpia Koi ^iietd Tavta ixi\ Tpio Kai ' '^K TOOTOV 
58 "(TTtivai 
59 ^^vdmiov TOO paotXeci)? £(iitpoo9ev TOO ^aexkioc, 
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60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
1:6 
Kai ^Y^veTo aoToi^ 
^K TOV oiov looSa 
Aavif)X ^+Koi+ Avovia^ 
+Kai Miaai)X Kai A^apia^ 
1:7 
Kai ^ene9nKev aoTOic 
6 ^dpiieovooxoc 6v6uaTa 
T$> 
Aavii^X ''BaXTaoap 
Kai T(p Avavia ZeSpax 
Ktti T^ Miaai)X Mtaax 
Kai T^ A^apia ApSevayo) 
1:8 
Kai ^ ecTO AavinX 
kiix T11V KopSictv ai»Too 
^(k o^ uri (dXigytieq) 
iv tij ^TpaneCu 
TOO BaqtXectc 
Kai ^v TO otvd) 
TOO ^aoTOo airtoo 
Kai ^^ I'diWTe 
-TOV ^dpxieovooxov 
oi> Uii (dXigytiGq) 
1:9 
Kai i^ScDKev 6 Qtoc, 
TOV AavitjX 
ei^ IXeov 
Kai ei^ oiKTipiidv 
''^ VffiRtOV 
TOO ^dpxieovooxoo 
1:10 
Kai efnev 
6 '"dpxieovooxo? 
T^ ACCVIT)X 
4>opootiai 
1:6 
am 'nn 
T T • ; -
n',?3.q '»!3'5 
1:7 
133 Tae ^\'yvBt?') 
1:8 
33rm 
vrii?ib 
T T : • V 
1:9 
':«!3TrT^  
Ton*? 
1:10 
nK HT 
1:6 
Ktti fjaav ^K TooTOv 
dno TOV oiov TT); 
looSaia^ 
Aavii)X Avavia^ 
Mioai)X ^A^apta^ 
1:7 
Kai ijttQifctv ainox^ 
6 ''dpxieovooxo? ^oiioca 
S - - T ^ 
Vev AoviTiX ''BaXTaoap 
T<^  Se Avavia oeSpax 
Kai T(^  Mi<TaT)X Mioax 
Kai T^ A^apia A^evayo 
1:8 
Kai ''^ve6o)iTj6i) Aavii)X 
^v TXI KapSi(| 
hno^ Uti ^dXieoet 
iv xff ''Seinv^ 
TOO pacnXecK 
Koi ^v "'nivei 
otvtp 
H^iooev^ Kat 
TOV ''dpxieovooxov 
hva |in ''oovjioXovOq 
1:9 
Kai ^65oKev Kopio^ 
TOV AaviifX 
ei? ^Tiniiv 
Kai ''"xopiv 
ivovTiov 
TOO ''dpxicovooxoo 
1:10 
Kai eiscv 
6 ''dpxieovooxo? 
T^ AaviT)X 
AYOViffl 
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92 TOV KOpiOV |100 TOV KOplOV |lOO 
93 TOV ^ aoiXea TOV ^aaiXea 
94 TOV ^KTO^OVTa TOV ^iKTO^ovra 
95 Ttiv Qoaaw tu&v Tifv ppooiv o|tov 
96 Kai Tiiv ''jtooiv •biiov Kai Tiiv '"noffiv" 
97 umoTe iSt) 783'? HR-P ^fva fLr\ &v (Sq 
98 Td npooona iiiffiv 0 5 ' 3_9"ri^ "TO npoooMiov i | i o v 
99 ^(oKodposd) ^SiaTCTpafiiievov 
100 Kai doGeve? 
101 napd Td ''(naiSdpia) ^napd TOO; 
102 Td ^(oovf|XiKa iD|i6v) n5*p»3? T5t? ^''(Tovrpe^oiievoo; itVLXv 
103 ''vectviffKOo? 
104 +^ TOv dXXoYev6v+ 
105 Kai ^(KaTo5iKd0i|Te) Kai K^wSoveoaci) Tq> iSii;^ 
106 TT|V Ku^ ccXfjv |ioo TpaxilX<p 
107 T^ ^oiXei 
I I . 1 . Analysis of 1:1-10 
I I . 1 . i . Morphology 
1. 9, 73, 96-In CH 2 we saw that CG sometimes adds a per. pro. against 
MT ( 1 . 9), though i t could be a later harmonization to 1. 8. On the 
other hand, i n 1. 73, 96 OG omits the pro., which i s unnecessary to 
0 
the Greek. 
1. 25-CG renders the Hebrew 3 m.s.suf. with a r e f l . pro. and also 
alt e r s the order by putting the pro. i n the a t t r . position. 
1. 26, 43, 45, 56, 58-Th does not employ an a r t i c l e as a formal 
equivalent f o r "? as a marker of the inf.cons. 
1. 30, 52-In both instances OG substitutes an adj. i n the a t t r . 
position f o r a gen. This change also affects the word order. 
1. 36, 39, 40-OG substitutes a p i . acc. fo r the n. + gen. cons. 
1. 48-OG substitutes an i n f . f o r the f i n . vb. due to harmonization 
with the i n f . i n 1. 43 and 45. 
1. 55, 78-OG substitutes a vb. f o r the gen. cons., which makes 
e x p l i c i t the consumption of the wine. Quite possibly the motivation 
°S. Blud., pp. 53-54. 
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was that the translator did not understand the text and made a 
contextual guess. S. the discussion of Th and OG, 1. 94-97. 
1. 58-OG and Th render the juss. with the aor.a.inf. to indicate the 
f i n a l clause. 
I . 98-OG substitutes s. f o r p i . S. the discussion of changes i n 
number i n CH 2. 
I I . l . i i . Syntax 
1. 1-3-OG ch a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y uses a gen. for dating and transposes the 
information regarding the king p r i o r to the adv. phrase, which omits 
T^O as unnecessary. 
1. 4, 16-OG substitutes the parataxis of NfT with a hypotactic 
construction, part. + vb. 
1. 7, 17-The prep, i s added i n keeping with Greek idiom, though i n 1. 
21 i t i s unnecessary i n Th. 
1. 8-The prep, i s omitted as redundant. 
1. 11-OG chooses to substitute the conj. for the sign of the ace, 
which results i n a Kai . . . Kai (both/and) construction. I t removes 
any ambiguity that might exist i n the Hebrew concerning the removal of 
Q 
Jehoiakim. 
1. 13, 54, 85-OG omits the prep, as redundant. 
1. 14-OG substitutes an a t t r . adj. for the gen. cons. 
1. 17-OG omits redundant material i n 1. 18-22 (s. Text-Critical), but 
no information i s lost.^" 
1. 35-OG substitutes the n. with an alpha privative to render the r e l . 
phrase. Th omits so;, but otherwise =Nrr. 
1. 42-OG substitutes an acc. ptcp. f o r the r e l . phrase, which renders 
DTQ redundant. Th follows ^f^ but adds the 3 s.vb. that i s i m p l i c i t i n 
the Hebrew. 
1. 43-OG employs &JTe (not i n 967) and th i s makes i t e x p l i c i t that the 
S^. Charles, pp. 4-5; Mont., pp. 113-115. 
'^'88-Syh correctly mark the asterisked add. that conform to NfT in 
1. 18-19. 
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^ on the inf.cons, s i g n i f i e s consequence. 
1. 49-ifcx9e<yiv is a substitution for in order to make the meaning of 
the term e x p l i c i t and the prep, phrase is added for c l a r i f i c a t i o n . 
1. 55, 77-00 substitutes a relative clause (s. Morphology) for the gen. 
cons. 
1. 63-64, 68-71-00 omits the conj. in 1. 64 in harmony with the 
previous omission, whereas in 1. 68-69 00 seems to have employed the 
Greek nev/5e'^  (s. CH 2), followed in 1. 70-71 by coordination with 
Kttl There are no grounds to question whether the Vorlage was 
different in OG. Th coordinates the names with Koi also in 1:19. 
1. 67-The vb. OCT probably was not in the Vorlage. S. the discussion 
of these lines in the relationship between OG and Th. 
1. 74, 81-Th employs the same equivalent (dXiaYtiStj) for '^ KJH'' while OG 
uses variety. 
1. 79-6^100 + acc. + i\a is an idiom (BAG, p. 78) so we would not 
expect the Hebrew prep, to be represented. 
1. 97-OG and Th both substitute more appropriate Greek usage. 
However, OG uses \\a + subj. in a clause which is consecutive, while 
Th has a more idiomatic rendering with nrptoTe (s. BDF §370.2). 
1. 99 to 100-OG requires addition of the n. i n 1. 100 to the part. 
SittTpeno (1-4) in order to render the sense of the Hebrew. 
1. 101-OG and Th employ napct + acc. for the comparative. Comparative 
]P occurs 5x elsewhere. In 1:15 OG has Kpeiooov + gen., Th onep + ace; 
2:30 OG iwcp + ace, Th nopd + ace; 7:19 OG nopd + acc., Th gen. 
part.!; 7:23 OG napd + acc., Th f i n . vb.!; 8:3 OG ovnXoTcpov, Th 
inj/tiXoTepov + gen. The comparative + gen. and the positive with 
12 
iropd/onep + acc. are common equivalents in the LXX. Therefore, the 
agreement in 1:10 is not particularly striking, especially when we 
consider the OG and Th choices elsewhere. 7:19, 23 both involve the 
vb. R%? + ]P and i t is Th who has the dynamic renderings. 
"s. the discussion i n 3:11-20, Syntax, 1. 51. 
'^ See I . Soisalon-Soininen, "Renderings of Hebrew Comparative 
Expressions with MIN i n the Pentateuch," BIOSCS 12 (1979): 27-42. 
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1. 102-OG renders the relative phrase with the acc. part, (cj.) Th 
employs a complementary acc. in order to provide good Greek and 
follow the word order of the Hebrew. 
I . 104-Added by OG for clarification of the identity of the other youths 
in training. 
I I . l . i i i . Lexicology 
1. 4-itopaYtYvojioi is 2/2 for KT2 in OG (also 2:2), never in Th. 
1. 8-itoXiopKeo f o r 113 (both HL i n Daniel) is a f a i r l y common equivalent 
i n the later l i t e r a t u r e of the LXX (8-30, excluding 7x i n Pentateuch). 
1. 9, 82-5iS<i>|ii and i t s compound form with jtapd is an expected SE in Th 
for ]n3 (21/21)'^ and SH' (20/20).^* There are 6 other instances of 
SiSciiii or one of i t s compounds i n Th. There i s no available Vorlage i n 
3:32(=OG) and 34(=OG). In 10:1 the vb. is an add. that makes the 
meaning of the Hebrew e x p l i c i t , and in 9:27 both Th and OG read the 3 
f.s.q.imp. of ]n3 for ^^n (HL). F i n a l l y , the simple form i s found 
twice i n 5:21. In the f i r s t instance i t i s a contextual guess for the 
rare vb. 7X10, which is only found twice i n Daniel.'^ In the second 
case, Th evidently read D^rP as 3rr due to influence from 4:14(17), 
22(25), 29(32). The texts read as follows: 
4:14(17), etc. n33n' K33' 'TfO'^l 
5:21 n't© D'pn"» R3S' n-p"?! 
Th reads xai kcN h6\-q StMiet aiTi^v i n a l l four cases. 
OG is similar to Th i n his extensive use of Si8<Dtii and i t s 
compound forms fo r in3 (16/18)^'' and 3n' (13/15)," but exhibits 
" l : 2 , 9, 12, 16, 17; 2:16; 4:14(17), 22(25), 29(32); 8:12, 13; 
9:3, 10; 10:12, 15; 11:6, 11, 17, 21, 31; 12:11. Th has napa5i5o|ii in 
11:6, 11. 
^*2:21, 23, 37, 38, 48; 3:28(95); 4:13(16); 5:17, 18, 19, 28; 
6:3(2); 7:4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 22, 25, 27. Th has jtopaSiSojii (=0G) i n 
3:28(95) and duoSiSoui i n 6:3. 
^ht i s untranslated by Th i n 3:29(96). 
^^OG has Jiapa5i5©|ii i n 1:2; 11:11; dvTiSiScjii i n 1:16; Yivojioi i n 8:12 
(textual d i f f i c u l t y ) ; vapKo©? (1-5) i n 11:6. OG=0 in 4:14(14), 
22(25), 29(32). 
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greater v a r i e t y i n his employment of the compounds and uses them more 
frequently to render a greater variety of vbs. i n NfT. On seven 
occasions OG r e l i e s on the general meaning of 5i5o»(ii to translate the 
sense of the Vorlage. This is the case for in 1:5, rWD i n 7:22, 
"Q»' i n 8:25, tran"? in 9:24, and n^ 33 i n 10:1.'^ 11:17 and 18 both 
read 86CTCI, which is interesting because there is a difference in the K-
0 in vs. 18.^ ^ OG reflects the reading of the Q=DD^ (K=3a?1), On one 
occasion the translator uses the vb. when making a contextual guess. 
In 11:24 the translator did not understand the 3 m.s.q.impf. of TTS ( 1 -
2), which i s otherwise found only i n Ps. 68:31. 
1. 13, 57-The OG translation is somewhat surprising i n 1. 57 when we 
20 
consider that elsewhere USp (7x) is rendered w e l l . OG seems to 
take the m.pl.suf. of the n. to refer to the f. itr\, but gives a very 
l i t e r a l "Theodotionic" type of rendering without including TEXO? to get 
the sense that i t i s "at the end of" the 3 years. Th's rendering 
using iicTo + acc. i s more idiomatic. 
1. 14-The adj. of OG gives greater s p e c i f i c i t y than the gen. cons, i t 
replaces. Th's choice represents incomplete lexical leveling (s. 1. 
44). 
1. 16, 20, 26-In a l l three cases of KT3 ( h i . ) OG chooses a different 
vb. ditepeiSo i n 1. 20 of OG is f a i r l y rare (1-9) i n the LXX. Th uses a 
form of (frepo i n the f i r s t two instances, but also gives a good 
rendition.^^ 
' 'OG=0 i n 4 : 1 3 ( 1 6 ) ; 5 : 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 ; 6 : 3 ( 2 ) and jtapa£i8ojii i n 2 : 3 8 ; 
3 : 2 8 ( 9 5 ) . 
*^S. CH 2 f o r a discussion of the textual variant i n 1 0 : 1 . 
'Vs. 1 7 MT begins DBPT and vs. 1 9 3B?'T. In vs. 1 8 the Q has the 
former while the K has the l a t t e r . Th reads with K. 
^"AISO 1 : 1 5 , 1 8 ; 2 : 4 2 ; 4 : 2 6 ( 2 9 ) , 3 1 ( 3 4 ) . In 4 : 3 1 OG=0 . OG and Th 
share the reading (lepo^  TI f o r flSp^p i n 2 : 4 2 . 
^'mt has R13 i n the h i . lOx. The OG equivalences elsewhere are 
dyo i n 1 : 1 8 ( 2 ) ; iitdyo i n 9 : 1 2 , 1 4 ; SiSojii i n 9 : 2 4 ; a textual problem i n 
1 1 : 6 ; dno(^ epfii> i n 1 1 : 8 . Th has common readings i n 9 : 1 2 , 1 4 . Th has 
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1. 17, 32-Th trans l i t . (s. CH 6, #94). OG's use of feniXeKXO(; (1-16) for 
D'Oma (1-3) "nobility" (BDB, p. 832) in 1. 32 is most Ukely an 
exegetical rendering based on the parallel with nY73Dn filTDI, but 00 
manages to convey that the trainees are to be chosen from the cream 
of (Israelite) society. 
1. 22-OG uses a more specific term in order to make the meaning 
explicit. S. p. 112, above. 
1. 25, 66, 80, 87, 89-OG and Th share a common loan translation. Also 
1:11, 18. 
1. 33, 101, 103-nn'?"»(n) appears 5x in ch. 1 and OG translates 
consistently with vtav'iOKOVi^ (cf. CH 2 for 1:10), whereas Th prefers 
jtaiSdpm (4/5). Th's agreement with OG in 1. 33 is a common reading, 
though i t could be due to textual corruption. 
1. 36-Th has 6i|/i? also i n 3:19, whereas OG employs i t in 1:13, 15 for 
riKnn. S. Lexicology in 3:11-20. 
1. 37-The hi. substantive part. D'^DiOD occurs 5x. OG has several 
equivalents: fcnioxfuiov (1-12, 1. 37), ^woco (1-9, 11:33; s. Th in 
9:23), ooviTini (11:35; 12:3), Siavoeonai (12:10). Th employs oovinni 3/5 
and prefers to render a l l words related to /^DO with aweoK; or i t s 
cognates. 
1. 38-OG (5/7) and Th (8/8) both employ oofia as a SE for nnsn." 
There are two additional uses of the n. in 5:11, but the omission by 
ciodyfi) i n 1:18(2); Htyo i n 9:24; ^tpa in 11:6, 8. 
^^Heve we are taking the conjunctive in mt'DQl i?1TDT as 
explicative. This position is argued in detail in the forthcoming 
thesis of R.G. Wooden at St. Andrews. 
^^OG has veoviOKO? 5/5 i n 1:4, 10, 13, 15, 17. 11:6=0? Th has 
vedvii; i n 11:6. 
^^ See CH 4 . I I I . l . i i i . for discussion. 
^^OG and Th in 1:4; 2:20, 21, 23, 30. 1:17 OG has ameaxc,; 
l:20=free; OG=0 in 5:14. 
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both OG and Th as well as the content of the saying (TlOSrO nOSID 
fn"?t<) indicates that t h i s is a later insertion. 
1. 39-voaxc, is a SE (2/2) f o r n»n in Th (s. also 12:4). 
1. 40-This i s the only place where Th employs Siavoeojiai for ]'3. I t is 
usually the common equivalent employed by OG, but OG has rendered the 
syntagm with a dynamic equivalent (s. below). 
1. 41-1>*70 i s only here and 1:17. OG employs the acc. p i . of <Jo^ d? to 
render 1>T0 '3'201 in 1:4, but has a more formal approach with ini<minTi 
27 
i n 1:17. Th possibly has ^OVTIOI^ i n both cases. The related term 
P13n also appears i n 2:21, 4:31(34), 33(36); 5:12. Th employs •pfjv in 
ch. 4 while ^6vr{axq i s found i n 2:21; 5:12. OG only has an equivalent 
i n 2:21, <Tweai^. 
1. 43-OG employs the more general elvai, but the meaning has been 
retained. 
1. 44-One might argue that Th's choice of o6c<p for 3^*71 is due to OG 
influence, but Th offers the same renderings in 5:5=OG and 6:19(18). 
For the most part, Th prefers oko? for both n'3 (11/12)^ and "JaTI 
(3/7),^' and we can account for why Th does not render 3 of the 
other 4 with oko^. Both terms occur in 4:1 and Th chooses to omit 
as redundant; or i t was not in his Vorlage. In 5:2 the context 
required a more specific word (vao^) as opposed to the more general 
term. Now, we might ask why oko^ i s not appropriate i n 5:2 when the 
referent is the same as 1:4? The difference is t h i s . Th could say 
that Nebuchadnezzar took some of the holy vessels from "the house of 
% o r a detailed discussion of the renderings f o r see the 
section on 8:1-10, vs. 5. 
^ ' i t was noted i n CH 4 . 1 . i i i . that the 4th century Sahidic ms. 925 
does transpose <iove<iiv and •povtioiv i n 1:17, and i t i s quite possible 
that t h i s should be the o r i g i n a l Th reading. 
^*1:2(3); 2:5, 17; 3:29(96); 4:1(4), 27(30); 5:3, 10, 23; 6:11. 
^^1:4; 4:1(4), 26(29); 5:2, 3, 5; 6:19. 
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God," (1:4) but i t could not be said that he had brought them from 
"the house i n Jerusalem," (5:2). Both of the Hebrew terms occur 
together again i n 5:3 but neither one appears in the OG. The 
r e p i t i t i o n of vooo i n 5:3 and the non-translation of n'3 could be due 
to harmonization with the previous vs. On the other hand, n'3"'*l has 
the air of a gloss and this impression is supported by the witness of 
the versions (s. BHS).^ " The remaining vs. is 4:26(29) where the OG 
has the king walking fcni T©V xtxxm (walls) TTI; noXeo? and Th again 
employs voo;. 
1. 48 , 94-Elsewhere Th renders ran (4/5) with KaeiffTiyii where i t has 
the sense "to appoint someone."^^ Both 5ieTa§ev (1-21, not in OG) and 
^KTd^avxa (1-6) Uxaaativ) are f a i r l y rare i n the LXX. Both OG (16x) and 
Th ( Ux) employ /Taotreiv frequently, but 1. 94 is their only common use. 
OG prefers to use the compound forms ttpoaxaaao (6x) and imxaeativ 
(6x),^^ while Th only employs imxaaao i n 6:10(9), and prefers to use 
ivxaaao.^ 
1. 52, 53, 75-OG and Th have a common reading in 1. 52, 53, but both 
Tpdne^a and Scinvov represent good renditions for the difficult JSTIB (s. 
^"cf. the recent argument that the phrase Kn*?!* n'3"'1 is the point 
of emphasis i n the clause which i s v i r t u a l l y verbatim from vs. 2. See 
B.T. Arnold, "Wordplay and Narrative Techniques i n Daniel 5 and 6," 
JBL 112 (1993): 481. However, the question is whether this emphasis 
was i n the o r i g i n a l text or was i t introduced by a lat e r scribe? 
^^ S. 1:11; 2:24, 2:49; 3:12. OG also has Ka6i<TTT|ni i n 2:24, 49; 
3:12, though only in 3:12 do OG and Th have a common form 
(Kaxtaxtiaac,). In 5:26 rao is rendered by dpiSiieo i n OG and iieTpeo i n Th. 
In 1:11 OG has djtoSciKvo®. 
^^ S. 2:9, 12, 14; 3:10, 13; 4:11(14). 
^^ S. 1:18; 2:2, 46, 3:19, 20, 24. The use of avvxaaeet (aor. 
ptcp.) i s a dynamic rendering i n 11:23. bxoxaaaoi f o r n*?D i n 7:27 is a 
unique reading and the verb occurs as part of a plus in 11:37. 
^^5:24, 25; 6:11(10), 13(12), 14(13); 10:21. teoTdoo© is employed 
in 6:14(13) where Th has an omission and also as a dynamic rendering 
f o r the h i . of *^VQ in 11:39 (cf. the more literal rendering in OG). 
Elsewhere Th always employs Kopieo© for "JIPD (11:3, 4, 5, 43). The 
simple form of xitaao occurs in Th 6:13(12) and 11:17. 
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BDB, p. 834). OG has Seinvov 4/6 (s. 1:13, 15, 16) while Th prefers 
TpoBte^ a 4/6 (Th=OG in 1:15).^ ^ 
1. 55, 78, 96-Th and OG translate nnSTD with jiooiv (HL i n LXX!) i n 1. 
96. The choice of BOOIV could have been motivated by the similar sound 
in Ppfiwiv i n 1. 95, but i t is a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement. Elsewhere Th 
translates with itoTo? (s. 1. 55, 78) and nojia (1-4) i n 1:16. OG has 
the vb. itiveo i n 1. 55, 78 and omits i n 1:16. 
1. 56-OG (HL) and Th employ good as well as distinct renderings for 
the vb. Th also employs Tpei^ eiv as a good rendition f o r the hithpe. 
(HL, s. BDB, p. 1091) in 4:9(12). 
1. 59, 86-Th prefers to restrict the rendering of ^voniov to '3Sf? 
(9/15), p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the opening Hebrew section (5/6), whereas OG 
uses a v a r i e t y of equivalents throughout the book.^^ The same i s true 
i n the Aramaic section of Daniel where Th prefers tvdmiov f o r mp 
(19/41). At the same time Th does not depend on OG nor is Th a 
mechanical l i t e r a l i s t . For example, of the 57x '3E^? and P ^ occur i n 
37 
MT, Th shares a common rendering with OG i n only 5 instances. 
1. 65, 67-S. the discussion of Th's relationship to OG. 
^^ The remaining reference i s 11:26 where Th guesses with 5eo 
( f .s.acc.part.) "his wants (reading T13?) will devour him" and OG 
with (lepifiva "his thoughts (reading mS?) w i l l waste him." S. Collins, 
Daniel, p. 366. 
^'s. 1:5, 9, 13, 18, 19; 2:2; 8:3, 4, 6, 7; 9:10, 18, 20; 10:12. 
Th has fevavTiov i n 1:18; 9:20; 10:12; npo i n 8:3; the more l i t e r a l KOTO 
npoaaitov OOTOO i n 9:10; 11:16. The prep, fevcwiov only occurs in three 
other places in Th, but is a good rendering in each: 3:3 for "^sp*?, 
3:40 \rr=0, and 8:15 f o r '133'?. 
OG has iympoaBtv i n 1:5; ^vavTi'ov i n 1:9; 9:20; 10:12; 11:16; 6^1? 
^jiov! i n 1:13; jtpo? i n 1.18; napd i n 1.19; 2:2; djievovTi i n 8:3; i v i n 
8:6; KaTcvavTi i n 8:7; ivaniov i n 8:4; 9:10, 18. 
^^npooBcv i n 6:11(10); iv6nxov i n 8:4; 9:18; ivavTiov i n 9:20; djio 
npooonoo aoroo ( f o r V3B'7Q) i n 11:22. The last case is a d i s t i n c t i v e 
agreement, but note that i t i s Th who has the l i t e r a l reading KaTo 
rtpbamov aoToo i n the previous use of T3a'? i n 11:16. 
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1. 68-OG and Th have a common t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n of the name that agrees 
with the t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n of the name of the king i n ch. 5. 
1. 74, 81-Th standardizes the translation of the vb. whereas OG uses 
variety. These are the only two occurrences of the vb. "PKari' (2-
38 
11), i n Daniel, but 2 forms of the p i . and 1 pu. are found together 
in Mai. l:7(2x), 12 in which the topic is the desecration of the Lord 
because of the food which the priests o f f e r . Not only is there 
s i m i l a r i t y i n the themes—the priests p o l l u t i n g the a l t e r , Daniel not 
wanting to d e f i l e himself—but the Greek vb. found in Mai. is dXioYeiv. 
There is only one other occurrence i n the LXX (Sir. 40:29). 
Therefore, the rendering in Th most l i k e l y has been influenced by Mai. 
oovjioXoven i n 1. 81 is a HL. 88-Syh read with Th in 1. 74, but 
967 has the OG reading with another HL dXi(e)a6t| (s. CH 2 . I I I . and the 
discussion of 1:8 below). 
1. 79-Th and OG have the same rendition of the Hebrew vb. (s. LEH, p. 
43 and Syntax). An equivalent translation is found for the Aramaic 
in OG and Th, though elsewhere they give other renderings 
(c f . 1:20; 8:15; 9:3). 
1. 84, 85-S. the discussion i n CH 3 . I I I . 3 . 
1. 99-«T»T i s a rare term (1-5, s. BDB, p. 277). Th gives a good 
dynamic rendering with OKvQpmd (1-4, s. BAG, p. 758). OG, s. 1. 99-
100, Syntax. 
1. 102-"^ 'a is a HL in MT.*" OG (1/3, s. IV Mace. 13:21, 24) offers a cj. 
oovxpe^ o (s. LSJ). Th uses oovqXi^ (1-3), which is a good translation 
of the Hebrew. 
1. 105-3in is rare in MT (1-2?, s. BDB, p. 295). Appropriately 
enough, OG KIVSOVCOO (1-7) and Th KOTaSiKd^o (1-10) again use rare and 
*^A weakened form of 4^0i, s. Mont., p. 133; KB, p. 163. 
^^ S. OG-2:16, 23, 49; 4:30a?; 6:5(4), 8(7), 13(12); Th-2:16, 23; 
6:12(11). 
'^'Bevan, p. 61, i d e n t i f i e s t h i s and the following term as Aramaic 
loan-words. 
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d i s t i n c t vocabulary f o r the translation. The OG rendering catches the 
emotion s l i g h t l y better. We might translate, "And I would lose my 
neck!" 
I l . l . i v . Summary 
In 1:1-10 OG gives a f a i t h f u l translation of a Vorlage that is 
generally very similar to, i f not, identical with NTT. OG exhibits 
characteristics of formal equivalence by following the word order and 
representing most of the lexemes and morphemes in NfT. He does avoid 
some of the parataxis of NfT by employing two hypotactic constructions 
with part. ( 1 . 4, 16), and on one occasion uses a postpositive conj. 
(8e i n 1. 69). OG's dynamic approach to translation i s evident i n 
various ways. On several occasions he makes appropriate changes to a 
Semitic r e l a t i v e clause i n order t o render the semantic content ( 1 . 
42, 74, 81, 97) and omits elements that are redundant ( 1 . 1-4, 16-22, 
107). OG also introduces shorter readings by employing one lexeme to 
render the meaning of two i n the parent text ( 1 . 35-37, 39-40). 
However, i n two cases he adds elements to c l a r i f y MT or to make i t 
e x p l i c i t ( 1 . 49-50, 104). The most significant indication of OG's 
dynamic approach i s the v a r i e t y i n his lexical choices ( 1 . 4 , 72, 74, 
81, 84, 85, 105, 106), though a couple resulted from guesses ( 1 . 99, 
102). 
Th's TT exhibits a high degree of formal correspondence to his 
Vorlage, but always with the intention of presenting the meaning of 
the parent text w i t h i n the l i n g u i s t i c boundaries of the target 
langviage. Therefore, there are minor omissions or additions of 
morphemes and s l i g h t changes i n the s3Titax to preserve the semantic 
content ( 1 . 74, 79-81, 97, 102). On two occasions Th employs 
tr a n s l i t e r a t i o n s ( 1 . 17, 32), and, generally speaking, Th exhibits his 
own pattern of translating ^f^ (s. I I . 2 . below). 
11.2. The Relationship Between OG and Th 
As an opening to our discussion of whether or not Th is a 
recension we w i l l examine vs. 8 i n which there is a high degree of 
verbal agreement between Th and OG. The argument that Th is a 
recension would go something l i k e t h i s : 1. Th has borrowed from OG i n 
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1. 79 (s. Lexicology) .^^ 2. Th has borrowed the rendering of the vb. 
i n 1. 74 from OG (1/2-5); therefore, 1. 81 i s also dependent upon OG, 
because Th tends to standardize (s. 1. lA-Syntax). 3. Th follows the 
loan translation of D'O'TDH 'tO. 4. Th has merely changed the prep, i n 
1. 73 and standardized terms i n 1. 72, 75-78. On t h i s analysis Th 
retains OG for 16 words, follows 1 omission, and i s dependent upon OG 
f o r at least 2 more. We w i l l make our t o t a l possible readings 30. 
There are 31 words i n Th, but 1. 82 repeats 1. 74 and each time Th has 
one more word than OG. We now have 29, but we allowed for one 
omission of a pro. which makes the t o t a l 30. Based on t h i s analysis 
Th shows the influence of OG i n 19 out of 30 or 63% of i t s readings. 
The above argument seems convincing, but is there another way to 
look at the evidence? For example, the above analysis assumes Th 
borrowed the rendering of the vb. i n 1. 74. How do we know who knew 
the meaning of "7K3n'? The fact that OG has a HL i n 1. 81 supports the 
contention that 967 has the true OG rendering i n 1. 74. 0. Munnich 
has recently supported the same position by suggesting that the 
reading dXioY l^Sfl is the result of pre-hexaplaric correction toward 
Th.^^ Second, except for the rendering of the vb. i n 1. 79, Th offers 
an expected formal correspondence to the NfT that could be arrived at 
by any Hebrew student at the end of his/her introductory year!*^ On 
t h i s analysis, Th only has a common rendering of the vb. i n 1. 79 and 
the loan translation for D'0'"Dn i n 1. 80. 2 words + 1 omission of 
a prep. 3 of 30=10%. 
1. 7, 8-The add. of the prep, i n 1. 7 is not remarkable; and even 
though the reading of the vb. i s one of the more obvious choices (1/1) 
we should view i t as a common reading. 
1. 13 to 16-The reading of Th i n 1. 13 looks l i k e Th has rendered dno 
f o r the prep, p and borrowed OG's |iepo? for nap, but i t is a correct 
rendering. The d i s t i n c t readings f o r the same Hebrew in 1. 57 confirm 
*'That i s , only i f 88-Syh and not 967 is regarded as OG. 
* W n n i c h , "Origfene," p. 188. 
% h e translation of the vb. i n 1. 72 is Th's normal equivalent. 
S. the discussion of 1. 65-67, below. 
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that Th i s not relying on OG i n 1. 13. L. 14-15 i n Th show expected 
formal equivalence to MT (s. HR). 
1. 25, 66, 80, 87, 89-OG and Th share a common loan translation for 
D'P'TD/n 3n/"» (also 1:11, 18). 
I . 26-Similar to 1. 16 i t is possible that the compound was inspired 
by the simple vb. i n OG, but the h i . of is translated the same way 
by Th 2x i n 1:18 ( c f . OG dyayeiv and if|xfiT|<Tov; s. CH 2) and i t is an 
obvious choice. 
1. 33-Th has the usual OG reading of veavimco?, though t h i s may be from 
textual corruption. 
1. 44 to 46-S. Lexicology, 1. 44 f o r ok^j. The remainder are expected 
equivalents, though ypcmiaxa might be viewed as a shared rendering. 
1. 50-Th's use of KaTo f o r 3 i s the only example i n the book and the 
only occurrence of the preposition before 3:28. This might suggest 
that Th has borrowed from OG. Th also overlaps with OG i n 9 other 
vss. (6:5[4]; 10:15; 11:4, 16, 36; but 4x the NTT =0, 3:28; 42t2x]; 
43). However, KaTd if|)iepav i s a good Greek rendering of the Hebrew 
d i s t r i b u t i v e meaning "every day" (Mayser, I I . 2 . 430ff.), whereas OG 
uses fcKOBJTnv. Therefore, there i s no reason to conclude that Th was 
influenced i n t h i s rendition by OG. 
1. 52, 53-OG and Th have a common reading of Tpcne^a, though OG has 
Seiicvov in 1. 75. I t is possible that OG's reading is corrupt because he 
prefers Seiitvov in 1:8, 13, 15, 16. However, Th does employ Seinvov in 
1:16. So this might be classified as a distinctive agreement. 
L 58-Th has already established this translation (s. 1. 43), and i t is a 
SE throughout the LXX. 
1. 65 to 67-The f i r s t three lines read exactly the same in OG and Th, 
so we could very easily presume that Th has borrowed from OG, On 
the other hand, the only striking features of the reading involve the 
vb., i.e. i t is the same in 1. 65 and both omit i t in 1. 67. There are 
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fifteen possible readings of BiD i n MT.** One involves a Q in 11:18 
(s. Lexicology, 1. 9), 6x OG=0, and i n only 2 places CX3 employs 
/nOevat (s. also 6:18[17])/' In contrast, excluding 11:18, Th offers 
a good translation of i n almost every occurrence and employs 
/neevai 7x.^^ When we consider the generally close formal 
correspondence of Th to NfT we have to allow f o r the probability that 
the vb. i n 1. 67 of hfT is a later insertion (s. Text-Critical). OG 
and Th would only then agree i n t h e i r reading of ine8t|Kev; but i t is Th 
who consistently employs /xiftevoi. 
1. 68-The shared reading of ^aXxaaap i s d i s t i n c t i v e , but there are no 
means to determine the d i r e c t i o n of borrowing. Furthermore, i t is 
l i k e l y the result of textual transmission. 
1. 94-97-S. Lexicology 1. 48, 94 concerning the acc. part, i n 1. 94. 
I t i s Th who used t h i s form of /toooo previously i n 1. 48 and t h i s i s 
the only place where Th and OG use a form of the verb i n the same 
place. Th employs a more idiomatic rendering of the Hebrew vb. i n 1. 
97, so i t is u n l i k e l y that Th is i n any way dependent upon OG for the 
understanding of the syntax. There i s also the exact verbal 
correspondence in 1. 95-96, which includes the unusual common reading 
of Rooiv i n 1. 96 and the HL Pp6oiv in 1. 95. Once again we have to 
ask, from whom did the reading originate? Is Th merely copying OG, 
or is the OG that we have a late revision based on Th? There is 
nothing particularly important about the use of Ppfiwiv for "TSRD (10/30 
*h:7, 8; 2:5; 3:10, 12; 3:29(96); 4:3(6); 5:12; 6:14(13), 15(14), 
18(17), 27(26); 11:17, 18. OG and Th=0 once i n 1:7. 
*^ OG=0 in 4:3(6); 5:12; 6:14(13), 15(14), 27(26) and 1:7. Except 
fo r the use of 5tt<jei i n 11:17; 18, OG uses a var i e t y of equivalents or 
more dynamic renditions f o r t h i s p a r t i c u l a r vb. ^veiiiieo|iai i n 1:8; 
npoaxitaaa i n 3:10; (>opc© i n 3:12. The remaining two examples are i n 
2:5 and 3:29(96) where both Th and OG had trouble with MT (s. the 
discussion i n 2:1-10). 
*^ S. 1:7, 8; 3:10; 4:3(6); 5:12; 6:18(17), 27(26). Even in 3:12 
where Th has evidently read the vb. J?D» the translation offers a good 
dynamic equivalent, and in 6:15(14) Th has dyovi^oiim! tnctoYil i n 
6:14(13) and ta^ci i n 11:17 are then the only places where Th f a i l s to 
use the expected equivalent. 
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i n LXX), but i t is interesting that i n the three other occurrences of 
nniWD OG uses a vb. twice and leaves i t untranslated i n 1:16. Th, on 
the other hand, uses three di f f e r e n t equivalents for two of 
which are very rare in the LXX. The omission of TTieto in 1:16 may 
indicate that OG actually did not know the meaning of the Hebrew 
term, though this would be unusual for such a common word. 
However, in 1. 55 OG could have employed the vb. quite easily as a 
contextual guess (and by extension 1. 78), but the context did not 
allow i t in 1:16. In any event, i t is at least as likely that the 
rendering i n 1. 96 is due to revision of OG in the light of Th! The 
alternative explanation, that Th in 1. 96 reflects OG, which merely 
omitted nriBTD as redundant in 1:16, is less likely for two reasons. 
First, Th demonstrates considerable independence in the latter half of 
vs. 10, 1. 99-107. This is obvious in the choice of terminology (s. 
Lexicology, 99, 101, 102, 105) and the syntax (s. 1. 97 and 1. 102). 
Second, the exact formal correspondence of OG and Th to MT is more 
characteristic of Th. 
In summary, OG and Th have shared readings i n 1. 8, 13, 26, 33, 
46, 52, 58, 65, 67, 68, 79, 94-96 and the f i v e occurrences of 
dtpxiewovxo^. However, only VCOVWIKO^ i n 1. 33, itooi^ i n 1. 96, and 
PoXtaaop i n 1. 68 could be called d i s t i n c t i v e agreements. There are no 
means to determine the direction of borrowing for either of the last 
two, though there i s good reason to believe that Jiooi? i s due to Th 
influence on OG. Given Th's consistent use of naiSdpia for DH*?', i t 
i s possible that 1. 33 i s due to textual corruption. L. 13, 26, 58 
are such obvious equivalents that they cannot be considered as 
evidence of any dependence by Th on OG, and i n 1. 65, 94-96 OG may 
also be dependent upon Th. The omission in 1. 67 probably r e f l e c t s an 
o r i g i n a l reading; and the other common readings i n 1. 8, 46, 79 are 
not p a r t i c u l a r l y important either. There may be significance i n the 
common reading of dpiiewo^xo?* but technical terms and common names 
are p a r t i c u l a r l y susceptible to harmonization. 
The evidence that Th has actually borrowed any readings from OG 
in 1:1-10 i s p r a c t i c a l l y non-existent. On the other hand, there are 
numerous d i s t i n c t i v e disagreements which indicate that Th was 
trans l a t i n g independently. Overall, Th offers a consistent 
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translation of NTT that does not presuppose OG, and he employs unique 
or his own d i s t i n c t i v e vocabulary i n 1. 37, 41, 48, 56, 74, 81, 99, 
102, 105. The existence of only three d i s t i n c t i v e agreements (of 
which one may stem from Th), so few common readings, and the number of 
d i s t i n c t i v e Th readings i n t h i s section leads to the conclusion that 
Th i s not a recension of OG i n t h i s passage. The agreements may 
represent Th's occasional borrowing or knowledge of OG, but there is 
no evidence of systematic revision of OG. On the other hand, we have 
only just begun the analysis and perhaps i t i s better to suspend our 
judgment. The picture of Th's relationship to OG should become 
clearer as we proceed. 
11,3. Text-Critical Problems 
I . 18 and 19, 21-The omission i n 1. 18-19 could be due to the 
translator's decision to omit the words as redundant. There is also 
the p o s s i b i l i t y that the translator omitted D '^?3n"nKT rrf7K n^n by 
parablepsis. The vb. i n 1. 20 is marked with the H, but i t i s followed 
by '3 and 1. 21 begins with n'3 as well. A t h i r d p o s s i b i l i t y is that 
vrft?K n'3 was inserted as an explanatory gloss to TffJBTSTK.*' In t h i s 
case only D''»n"rWT was deemed redundant, though the phrase is 
retained i n 88-Syh with ainbu A decision here is difficult, but the last 
possibility is probably the one that leads to the original text. L. 21 
was omitted as unnecessary by the rendering of VTbR by etSoXeiip (s. 
Lexicology). 
1. 28-S. 2:25. Charles, p. 12, is most l i k e l y correct when he argues 
that rf^Ta has been omitted (OG reproduces '*7Tn i n err.) from f^^ . The 
presence of the addition i n Th, which otherwise follows MT so closely, 
i s convincing reason to emend NfT rather than view the add. as a gloss 
from 2:25.*^  
1. 49-S. Syntax, 
^^Charles, p. 8, argues t h i s position, and suggests there is a 
further addition i n f^^  as w e l l . 
*'A1SO O. Ploger, Das Buch Daniel, /MT (Gutersloh: Ntohn, 1965), p. 
36; Mont., p. 118. Collins, Daniel, p. 127, suggests a l l of 1. 19-22 
may be a later gloss. 
the suggestion of Blud., p. 51 and Ntont., p. 115. 
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1. 67-The vb. i n NfT is a lat e r insertion. S. the discussion of Th's 
relationship to OG, 1. 65-67. The vb. i s also omitted i n the Peshitta 
and Vulgate. 
1. 104-We have alreeidy noted that t h i s addition is for c l a r i f i c a t i o n 
of who the other youths were (s. Syntax), 
1. 107-OG omits because of the dynamic rendering given to the clause, 
s. Lexicology, 1. 105. 
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I I I . Daniel 2:1-10 
The opening 10 verses from ch. 2 were chosen f o r investigation 
because they o f f e r the most variants i n the chapter as well as some 
interesting translation equivalents. 
2:1 Th 2:1 wr 2:1 OG 
1 "Ev lxt\ 5ei>Tep<p Kai ks xef 5eDTep<ji> "kxtx 
2 Tij^ patnXeia^ 
3 NapooxoSovoaop ''owePTi^  
4 4^|vimv»ai59n) ei^ +dpd|iaTa Kai+ 
5 NaPot>xoSov. "^fevwtviov ''ivojtvia ^iineoeiv atrtov 
6 Koi ^{i%imi\) Kai ^apazGiivai 
7 TO nvevfia a'irtoo i n n 
- s 
i\ TCj) 'bsst^ [aoToo] 8 Kai 6 ^nvo^ aiTov T i 
9 T : : • 
2:2 2:2 2:2 
10 Kai efnev b ^aaxXtitc, [Kai] ''^cTa^ev 6 
11 PaatXev^ ''eiacvex8iivai 
12 tot); inttoxhoitc, Tov^  inaoiSov^ 
13 Kai Too^ (idYOt)^  • T " T : Kai Tov^  iidYOD^ 
14 Kai Tov^ (^ apfioKoo^ Kai Tov^  ^ apiicncoii; 
15 Kai Too^  XoXSaioo^ Tov XaXSaiov 
16 \ori ^AvaYYeiXai ^dvaYYeiXai 
17 T9 ^ainXef T^ PaoiXet 
18 to ^ivincvxa ainoxt T "T td f^evwivta a^ov 
19 Kai tiXOov T - Kai napaYev6(ievoi^ 
20 Kai lov[\<awi £(TTT)<T<XV 
21 ^vontiov To6 PaoiXec)^ napd T^ PaeiXei 
2:3 2:3 2:3 
22 Kai efitev ai»TOt^  Kai einev at>T0i^  
23 6 paoiXev^ 6 paotXev^ 
24 (^"HvtJjiviooetiv) "•ro'n Di'n '•'BvDRviov ''^ lapaKa 
25 Kai '•(i^eotti) Kai ^^ Ktvf|8T) 
26 TO nvevfid |tov l^iot) TO Rvev|ia 
27 tto6 yvovai ^niYvovat +^[o*v eeXo]+ 
28 TO '•fcvwrviov TO ''^V'oimov 
2:4 2:4 2:4 
29 Kai ^^XdXi)oav Kai ^^dXT)(Tav 
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30 oi XoiXSaioi oi XocXSmoi 
31 ^nt tov ^ aoiXea 
32 oupiati 
33 BaaiXti t t - Kvpie +^aa\\t\)+ 
34 tic, TO'b; al&vot; ^ i]6i 
• v : 1 - I T : 
tov "oiiava ^fja^j 
35 +^ (a'b)''eln6v TO ^vwviov ^iivarfytxXov to ''evvnvn 
36 toi^ ''nmoiv ao\» 
37 KOI Tiiv ^axiyKpiaiw^ 
T : • Kai i\\iei^ ''^ pdoonev 
38 Kin? auto 
2:5 2:5 2:5 
39 dneKpidi] 6 paotXetx; 
T : - " T 
dnoKpiGei^ 5e 6 
40 - - - T : ^aaiXti)C, einev 
41 toi( XoXSaioi^ Sioti 
42 0 hi.6yo<i wn'?o 
T 1 • 
43 dn' i]io'6 ''dnetrtti 
44 totv (iTj ''YvopwtjTe (loi "Edv jifj ^[itaayytiXr\^c 
45 \ioi +fen' dXii9e'ia^ + 
46 to tvwviov so'n 
T : T 
to ''^ VtiJlVlOV 
47 f - u Kttl tllV ODYKplOtV - nTSDI KOI tliv tOOtOV KpiOlV 
48 
ei^ ^datetXtiay lataQt 
c 
+ StjXoonte 
49 ''nocpaSeiYtiatiaOTjoeaOe 
50 <a\ oi OIKOI v|iev Kat ''dvaXt){i(^6iioetai 
51 ''(SiopnaYtpovtai) ^i)]im td ''wndpxovta 
52 ei^ to ^aaiXxKOv 
2:6 2:6 2:6 
53 kctv 5c to ^vwiviov edv 8e to fcvunviov 
54 + Siaocujfjotite poi+ 
55 I . u 
KOI tllV "ODYKpiOlV -
1 
KOI tllV tODtOW ICpiOlV 
56 ''YVfflpiatjte +noi ''[dvoYYei^ i1«] 
57 S6}iata Kai Scoped^  rnT?3i I3rn XiiveoSe Sonata 
58 Kai tl^qv noXXi^ v navtoia Kai 
59 5o^ aa9f|oea9e 
60 nop' t\io\> 
61 in*? 6iiX©aate o6v 
62 to ivv»nviov to ^vunviov 
63 icai ti^ v^ 'oiiYKptaiv'' awoi Kai Kpivate 
64 ^avayytiXaxt \io\ ^3iDn 
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2:7 2:7 2:7 
65 dncKpid i i aav dneKpi9iioav 6e 
66 Seinepov K a i elnav 1 • : T : T ; • iK Sevxepou XeYovte(; 
67 ('0 paaiXei)<; ''"elndto) 
T : V T ; -
BaoiXei) to ^6pa\ia 
68 TO fevttRVlOV 
69 toii; jtatotv awtoii 
p 
oi 5e naiSe^ oou 
70 Kt t l ttJV ''OVYKplOlV T : • ''Kpivoiioxv 
71 +at>to« ''dvaYYeXottjiev npo^ taina 
2:8 2:8 2:8 
72 K a i dncKpiSi) — K a i e^inev aiitoii; 
73 6 ^aaiXfoc, T : - 6 ^aaiXcic, 
74 K a i efnev - T : 
75 "En' dXtiGeioc "En' ''dA,ti9eia(; 
76 olSa iya 6xi 
Koipov ''^ aYopdCetc 77 Kaipov vvLCK i^aYopdCcte ]'3?^ ]in3« K3"^ 
78 ^Ko96ti ''[Ka9djiep 
79 etSete 6ti dopdKate 6ti 
80 ''dneatT] dn' k\io\) ''dneotii dn' i\iox> 
81 to ^l^r\\ia to ''npayi*"] 
82 +^ Ka9dnep ^ oGv 
83 +npootexaxa oKno^ fiotai 
2:9 2:9 2:9 
84 fedv oiv to fevvmviov ^dv |ioi 
85 [ir\ ''dvoYYeiXiite jioi to ''^vttnviov 
86 +^Kai xqv toutov 
87 +Kpioiv+ ''StiXdxJUte 
88 +^9avdt<p ncpincoeioGe 
89 (o15a 6ti) - -
90 - - - -
91 ''ovveinaoGe ^yap 
92 \|/ei>Se^  K a i S^ie(|)6ap[ievov nn"»n!»i roTD 
T • : T t • 
93 o^i»vc9eo6e ] ^n3nTn 
94 cineiv ''noiiioaoGai 
95 v^fioniov ^ ov 
96 lax; oh n -n? dv 
97 b Kaip6(; ^{napeXQw) 6 Kmpbc, ^dXXoiaQri 
98 in-? ^oi\ hav 
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99 to fevtonviov +not) 
T : V ''cfntite to ^6(>a\ia 
100 ''eilnatc \io\ IT?*? 
101 + 6 eiSov ttiv vttKta 
102 Kai yve)ao\iai 6ti Yvooonai 6x1 
103 tfiv ''O'DYKpiaiv*'- Kai xr\v towtou ''Kpioiv 
104 ''dvaYYeXeite jioi 31 ^hi\X&aext 
2:10 2:10 2:10 
105 dneKpienoav K a i dneKpi9iiaav 
106 oi XaX5a{ot oi XaXSaiot 
107 ^v6niov tot) ^aaiXcmc, ^ni xox> ^aaxXiac, 
108 Kai Xiyo\)ai\ 6x1 
109 OitK Sottv dv6p(<>]iO(; WK 'n^ s-K*? 
T - • T 
OwSei^  tov 
110 feni t f i ^ ^iknpoui) ^ni xx\c, yvt; 
111 &Jti(; to ^^r\]xa 5«vT| octal ''cijieiv 
112 tov ^aaxXioc, r : - t ^ paoiXct 
113 SDVTioetai ''"Yvopioai 
T T -! - ; &^ ^OpOKCV 
114 ''Ka96ti Ka9anep +'a\> fepatQt^ 
115 noe; paatXev^ Kai nd^ paaiXev^ 
116 \iefac, - -
117 Kai ''dpxov Kai ^5t)vdotii^ 
118 ^Si\\ia ''toiowto n3*o n'ro 
T : • T • 
''[toioBto] ''npdYna 
119 oi>K n^epcot^  OVK CpOtQl 
120 —^naoiSov -\idyov ndvta <T0(^ 6v Kai fidYOv 
121 -XaXSaiov Kai XaXSaiov 
I I I . l . Analysis of 2:1-10 
I l l . l . i . Morphology 
1. 5-Th has a s. for the p i . Since Th usually follows the number of 
the Vorlage and OG has the p i . , this difference may stem from an error 
reading the text, 
1. 11, 16, 27, 94, 113-Only in 1. 16 and 27 does Th represent the "? of 
the i n f , cons, with an a r t i c l e , 
1. 34-OG has the s. for the p i , here. rb'S occurs 18x, of which 6x 
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there is a plural. OG retains the pi. only in 7:18(?),''' while in 4 more 
places i t changes the pi. to the favoured sing. (2:44[2]; 3:9; 
6:27[26]).^^ On two occasions OG employs the adj. aiffivio? (7:14, 27). 
Given OG's preference for the s. and his omission of KD'7J>"]D i n 2:20, 
i t i s probable that Zieg.'s reading i n 7:18 is incorrect. Zieg. has 
CI 
OG reading with NTT and Th omitting one element.'" 
Th follows the number of D^S> in MT except in 5:10 and 6:7(6). 
On two occasions OG and Th both read the adj. a iov io^ , but once again 
t h i s does not prove Th dependence on OG. In each instance the use of 
the adj. i s an appropriate rendering for the adv. D*?J?; furthermore, 
0*71? is employed as an adv. earlier in 3:33(100) and 4:31(34), and in 
both cases Th translates with the adj. 
1. 35, 67-Th deals with both of these vbs. d i f f e r e n t l y from OG. In 1. 
35 he adds the pers. pro. fo r emphasis. Th correctly translates the 
juss. i n 1. 67 (s. 1. 68, Syntax). 
I . 37, 47, 55, 63, 70, 103-In 1. 47, 54 Th omits the pro. against MT 
and OG while i n 1. 71 Th adds i t . These differences stem from 
"^D'TU occurs 3x i n a series i n 7:18, 2x in 2:20, and 2x in 
separate syntagms i n 4:31(34). 
^^ S. CH 2.II.8. f o r 2:44. 3x OG=0, 3:33(100); 5:10; 6:7(6) and 3x 
the Vorlage is substantially different i n 4.31(34)feis; 6:22(21). 
There are differences i n 6:27(26) as well. In order to account for 
a l l of the occurrences of tf?J>, note that i t is found 3x in a series i n 
7:18, 2x i n 2:20, and 2x in separate S3Titagms i n 4:31(34). 
alffiv is used 4x i n the Hebrew section of MT, each time i n the s. 
(8:11; 12:3fcfs, 7). In 8:11 and once i n 12:3 i t is an add. a iovio^ is 
also found f o r n^"» in 9:24; 12:2(2). 
S. Zieg. p. 171. The apparatus reads K a i io^ tow a i o v o ? TOV a i o v o v 
Syh l u s t . ] om. xm a iovov 967; om. K a i xov aiavo^ 88: homiot. I 
would suggest that either 967 or 88 preserves the original reading. I f 
967 is original, then OG would have omitted the last of the three 
occurrences of CbV which i s supported by 2:20 and the preference for 
the s. elsewhere. This reading would explain Syh l u s t , as a variant 
which r e f l e c t s l a t e r harmonization to MT. 88 could have omitted a 
portion of t h i s text as Zieg. indicates, or represent an attempt to 
f i x the s., or Th influence. On the other hand, we w i l l f i n d evidence 
that supports Albertz' position that the OG translator of chs. 4-6 is 
dif f e r e n t from the translator of the remainder of the book, so the 
change to the s. i n ch. 7 may only be related to the 2x in ch. 2:44. 
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vocalization, but also demonstrate Th independence from OG. The 
meaning of the text is not affected either way. Note also the 
orthographical v a r i a t i o n between K/n in MT. 
1. 92-OG employs the pi. for the s., while Th follows MT. 
I l l . l . i i . Syntax 
1. 3-OG's choice of <jt>vePn with an acc. and inf. reflects an idiom in the 
Greek (s. BAG, p. 777); therefore, there is no reason to suggest an 
alternative Vorlage. For the addition of bpaiiata, s. Text-Critical. 
1. 8-The text i s corrupt i n the OG (s. CH 2), but seems to have 
undergone revision toward NTT under the influence of Th. The clause i n 
1. 9 was omitted as redundant, but the omission of TTH is harder to 
explain given i t s inclusion i n 1. 26. However, i f the Koi at the 
beginning of vs. 2 were regarded as a later insertion associated with 
the hexaplaric addition, then Koi topaxSiivai kv t ^ •ftnvcp [ot«ott] ^ neto^ev 
would read w e l l ; and we can see how the TTi would have been regarded 
as unnecessary. The meaning of OG is basically synonymous with MT. 
1. 11-OG uses a d i f f e r e n t vb. (eio^epo)) and transforms i t into a pass, 
i n order to make the meaning of the text e x p l i c i t (s. Text-Critical). 
The choice of the pass, may also have been influenced by the one in 1. 
6. 
1. 15-The gen. probably r e f l e c t s an alternative Vorlage, but would 
make the preceding terms various classes of Chaldeans. S. Text-
Critical. 
1. 19-OG employs a hypotactic construction to avoid the parataxis of 
the Hebrew. 
1. 26, 52-Wifstrand, p. 49, notes 1. 26 as one of the places where OG 
does not follow the Hebrew i n the position of the per. pro. L. 52 
should be added to his l i s t . 
1. 27-The addition, i f o r i g i n a l (s. Text-Critical), serves to make the 
text read more smoothly by having the king's disturbed s p i r i t being 
the cause of wanting to know the interpretation of the dream. 
1. 27?, 61, 82, 98-The use of postpositive conjunctions l i k e 5c, o4v. 
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and yitf) is a sign of a d3^amic translator, because employing a 
postpositive entails a change in the word order of the VorlageJ^ 
employs the conj. ohv 9x as a free rendition of NfT. Only 2x is i t 
found outside of chs. 2-3.^ * 
Th never has t h i s conj. 
1. 31-OG's choice of the prep, i s surprising since the a r t i c l e would 
do, as in 1. 17. 
1. 33-S. Text-Critical. 
1. 39, 53, 65, 69-OG employs 5e 52x and the d i s t r i b u t i o n is 
si g n i f i c a n t : Ch. l-4x; Ch. 2-17x; Ch. 3-9x; Ch. 4-6x; Ch. 5-lx; Ch. 
6-9x; Ch. 7-3x; Ch. 8-lx; Ch. 12-2x.^^ Not only is 5e r e l a t i v e l y 
infrequent i n chs. 4-6, but i t is almost t o t a l l y absent from chs. 7-
12. 
Th only has 5e l l x , and 5c is totally absent from chs. 1, 7-12.^ 
1. 39, 65, 72, 105-All four instances involve the Semitic idiom "10K1 7131? 
"answered and said." A literal rendering is the part./vb.(dnoKpivo) + 
finite vb. (6x, usually eliiov). In 3/4 cases Th translates with the 
formal equivalent, but i t does omit TDK in 1. 40 against both MT and 
OG. OG also has one omission of 7131? in 1. 72, but exhibits more variety 
in general. In 1. 40 he has the common literal rendering while in 1. 65 
OG employs the even more formal equivalent participle (XeyovTe?) for 
IDH. Finally, in 1. 108 OG has the most idiomatic rendering when he 
translates TDK with dti as an introduction to direct discourse.^' Thus, 
^^ See Aejmelaues, "Clause Connectors," pp. 363-372. 5e and Yop 
are discussed i n more d e t a i l i n later sections. 
^^2:3?, 6, 8, 9; 3:23, 24, 26(93), 30(97); 5:6; 12:6. 
^^1:17, 15, 18; 2:5, 6, 7(2), 13, 16, 24(2), 26, 27, 30, 33(2), 
36, 41, 43, 44; 3:12, 15, 16, 23, 25, 46, 49, 51, 28(95); 4:16(19), 
19(22), 28(31), 30(33), 34b, 34c; 5:preface; 6:5(4), 6(5), 11(10), 
13(12)6is, 17(16), 23(22)bis; 7:7(2), 16; 8:4; 12:2(2). 
^"2:6, 15, 24, 30, 41, 42; 3:15, 49; 4:15(18); 5:17; 6:23(22). 
'^Aejmelaeus notes that Daniel's three uses (including 2:5) of 6TI 
recitativwn rank i t among the most frequent users, even though we 
would expect i t more often. Similar cases to 1. 108 are 1. 41 where i t 
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00 displays its characteristic variety, and through its variety of 
renderings demonstrates four main ways that we find the idiom 
translated in the LXX.^ ^ 
The idiom mKT TiZS is found 30x in the Aramaic section of Daniel, 
Generally speaking, is most often represented by some form of a 
finite vb, (0G-16x, Th-19x, usually etnov). Only 3x does OG use a 
participle alone (also XCYOV in 2:15; 6:21), while Th has one occurrence 
of the part, alone in 3:16, When OG and Th choose to represent the 
syntagm with one equivalent i t is more often the case that n3U is 
omitted. 
It is when we compare chs, 2-3 with chs. 4-6 that there are 
significant differences in the TT of both Greek texts, but particularly 
in Th. For example, the idiom occurs 9x in ch. 2 and Th has the 
eg 
literal rendering of the part,/vb. + finite vb. 6x. In 2:8, 20 one of 
the elements is omitted while in 2:15 the whole idiom is left out. In 
ch, 3:1-20 the idiom occurs 4x: 3:9-Th=omission; 3:14-vb, + vb,; 3:16-vb, 
+ part,; 3:19-om. + vb. In the same section of chs. 2 and 3 OG almost 
always represents both vbs. of the construction and usually has the 
finite vb. as the second element. Besides the differences noted in 1, 
72 and 80, OG employs the part, alone in 2:15 and in 3:19 OG translates 
the syntagm dynamically with fenitdooo. 
Significant changes begin to occur where the deutero-canonical 
additions have been inserted into ch. 3. The idiom occurs 4x in 
3:24(91)-3:26(93). In each case Th translates with a single finite vb, 
OG omits the syntagm once in 3:24(91) and 25(92), translates with a 
single finite vb, once in 3:24(91),^ and employs KaXco in 3:26(93), 
This cluster of differences in both OG and Th indicates either that the 
Vorlage is different and/or, possibly, that we are dealing with 
is d i f f i c u l t to determine whether the OG is 6ti or 6i6t» and 2:25 where 
6ti translates ^1, See, "OTI recitativum in Septuagintal Greek," in 
Studien zur Septuaginta - Robert Hanhart zu Ehren, MSU, 20, ed, D, 
Fraenkel, U, Quast, and J. Wevers (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1990), pp. 79-82. 
IS 
See also Aejmelaeus' a r t i c l e , "Participim Coniunctum as a 
Criterion of Translation Technique," VT 32 (1982): 387, 
^'Besides 2:5, 7, 10 see 26, 27, 47, 
"^The idiom is attested in lQDan^ See DJD, 1, p. 151. 
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different translators. Similar differences are encountered in chs. 5-6. 
The syntagm occurs 8x, but Th only represents both elements in 
6:14(13); otherwise Th employs a single finite vb.^' The remaining 
uses are 3:28(95); 4:16(19)6js, 27 where Th employs the literal 
rendering and 7:2 where both Th and 00 omit i t . As usual 00 has a 
varied pattern. However, i t is significant that even when we exclude 
the 4x where OG=0 in 3:24-7:2,^ ^ OG represents both elements 3x (5:13; 
6:13[12], 17[16]) where Th only has the finite vb. 
Although i t is difficult to draw conclusions from the translation 
of this idiom by itself, i t does seem to f i t a pattern in the Aramaic 
section. OG generally represents both elements of the idiom through 
ch. 3:19 while i t does not in 3:24(91)-7:2. The same is true of Th, yet 
in the majority of cases OG and Th employ different syntactical 
patterns to translate the idiom. Therefore, Th is not dependent upon 
OG for his renderings. I f we were to examine their lexical choices, we 
would discover even greater diversity. 
1. 41-43-The text in 2:5 offers many difficulties. The reading of the 
conj. and the omission of 1. 42-43 is somewhat odd given 1. 79-81, but 
should be considered original OG (s. Lexicology and Text-Critical). As 
a result, the emphasis on the finality of the decree is somewhat less 
compared to MT, though this is partially compensated for by the add. 
in 1. 45 (if original). 
1. 48, 54-It is argued below (s. Lexicology) that these additions 
probably do not reflect an alternative Vorlage at all. I f the OG as i t 
stands is original (but s. below), the creation of distinct clauses may 
have been motivated by the translator's desire to make explicit the 
command to tell both the contents of the dream and its meaning. 
1. 57, 58-OG uses alternative means to render these syntagras in MT 
and offers good idiomatic translations. In 1. 57 OG renders one of the 
^'5:7, 10, 13, 17: 6:13(12), 17(16), 21(20). 
^^3:24(91), 25(92); 4:16(2); 5:7, 10. 
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co-ordinate nouns with an adj,^^ OG renders the n, and adj. in 1. 58 
of MT with the vb, in 1. 59." 
1. 68-Th translates the juss, with its formal equivalent, while 00 uses 
the 2,s,impv, I f Th were following 00 closely, i t would have been easy 
to write the voc, PaoiXeii as in 1, 33 before he arrived at the vb. and 
realized that NDt'O should be rendered with a nominative. Indeed, i t 
could be argued that OG wrote down the voc. without looking far 
enough ahead to ensure that the syntax would be correct. It was only 
after OG came to the vb. that he realized his grammatical error, but he 
was able to change the syntax of the remainder of the vs. and stil l 
render the basic meaning of the passage.^^ 
1. 82-83-As they stand, 1. 82-83 appear to be an add, that give 
emphasis to the prior decree. However, they are probably OG (s, 
Text-Critical), while 1, 78-81 are Theodotionic. 
1. 86-87-We suggest that the add. of OG be preferred (s. Text-Critical) 
over MT, but the basic sense of each is the same because the required 
interpretation of the vision is understood from the context. 
1. 88-90-1. 88 is an addition containing the rare word nepinwto) (1-9), 
while 89-90 are omitted. The text echoes 2:5 and the overall sense of 
OG and MT is the same, though OG does emphasize the judgment 
against the magicians for failing to explain the dream, 1, 89-90 exhibit 
a textual difficulty, because there is no question whether OG and Th 
could have translated 1, 89-90 with a formal equivalent i f they had so 
desired. Both translate m elsewhere where i t occurs in the Vorlage. 
For example, in 2:13, 15 OG has SoYjiati;© and in 7:25 vo\i6c,. Th has 
^^In 2:48 OG renders n3nn with Stoped, while in 5:17 OG=0, Th 
renders 713110 3/3 with hb\ia and nnms 2/2 with Saped (s, 5:17). 
^^ See CH 3,111.3 for a discussion of •ip\ 
^^Soisalon-Soininen ("Beobachtungen," pp. 320-321) notes that the 
translators were more influenced in their renderings by what they had 
already translated than by what was to come. They were also limited 
in t heir a b i l i t y to make corrections because of the scarcity of 
wr i t i n g material. Therefore, in cases like t h i s , they had to make 
changes in the grammar, 
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SoY^ ia in 2:13 as well as in the repeated expression "the law of the 
Medes and Persians" in 6:9(8), 13(12), 16(15) where OG=0. Th's 
diversity is also shown by his dynamic rendering in 2:15 f| Yvo|itl n 
dvaiSfiQ "the ruthless decree!" and 6:6(5) where he employs vofiifio^. 
This is fur t h e r evidence of Th's independence, but in 7:25 Th does 
have vojio^. 
1. 91-OG employs the postpositive conj. Yop 19x, whereas Th only has i t 
4x.^^ In chs. 2-6 OG employs the conj. 5x where MT=0, but in chs. 8-
12 i t i s mainly employed f o r (9/10).^' 
1. 93-OG omits one of the adj. while Th follows MT. 
1. 98-OG transforms the s3Titax of the clause by the add. of fedv, which 
requires the omission of K a i in 1. 102. 
1.101-The plus specifies the time when the king had the vision. There 
is no significant difference in the meaning, though we argue below 
(Text-Critical) that the add. was in the OG Vorlage. 
1. 120-Th does not coordinate with KOI against MT and OG. 
111.1.i i i . Lexicology 
1. 3-This i s the only place where OG uses ffBvpaivo (s. Syntax, 1. 3) 
'''2:9; 3:17, 28(95); 4:11(14), 24(27), 34a; 6:6(5), 27(26), 28(27); 8:17, 
19, 26; 9:18; 10:11, 14; 11:27, 35, 36; 12:13. Th=OG in 3:17; 8:17, 19; 
11:36. 
''^ See previous f n . 6x m=0 in 4:11(14), 24(27), 34a; 6:6(5), 
28(27). The only place i n chs. 8-12 where yap is not employed for '3 
i s 12:13 where Nrr=0. The other main equivalent f o r '3 i n both OG 
(14/24) and Th (18/24) i s bn, 
Aejmelaeus ("Clause Connectors," p. 369) emphasizes that for the 
proper evaluation of equivalents for '3 as a causal conj. we need to 
distinguish c l e a r l y between th i s function and the function of '3 
meaning "that." In 20/24x '3 has a causal function. Two exceptions 
are 12:7, 9 where OG has 8TI i n the sense of "that." In two other 
cases (9:18; 10:21) OG and Th have dXXa for '3 where i t follows a 
negative clause and has the sense "but, rather" (s. Aejmelaeus, 
"Clause Connectors," p. 373). Therefore, OG has Yop translate the 
causal sense of '3 9/20 which i s almost equal to the use of 6ti 
(11/20). The cases where OG has bti are 9:9, 11, 14, 16, 19, 23; 
10:12, 19; 11:4, 25, 37. 
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and does represent a rather dynamic translation. For the addition of 
6pd)iaia, see Text-Critical discussion. 
1. 4, 24-Q'?n as a vb. i s only here i n Daniel. Th employs 
e t3Tnologica lly related words to render the vb. and cog. ace, and 
^vonvtd^ojiai i s not found i n OG. OG uses variety, though OBVpaivo is 
unusual. 
1. 5, 18, 24, 28-OG (5/5) and Th (4/5) both employ the expected ivwtviov 
as a SE f o r DV?n.^ ^ Th omits i n 1. 24, probably i n error. 
1. 6, 25-Both OG and Th o f f e r good renderings of the Hebrew CBffl (2-5, 
s. BDB, p. 821), though OG once again i l l u s t r a t e s variety while Th 
employs the same rendition. OG uses tapdooo elsewhere to render 
d i f f e r e n t vbs. i n 11:12 ("TSS), 44('?n3). Th also has topdoero in 11:44, 
though in a different person, and uses i t lOx in total.™ OG employs 
Kiveo elsewhere i n 3:79; 4:16(19); 11:38,'^ and the vb. does not 
appear i n Th. Th uses fe^iattini only i n these two places, while OG does 
not employ t h i s compound vb. 
1. 10-OG always uses feuitdoa© for TQK i n the sense "command" (s. 1:18; 
2:46; 3:19, 20). Also i n 3:24 where Mr=0. 
1. 11-Both OG and Th use a variety of equivalents for K i p . The most 
frequent equivalent i n OG is (fem)KoXeo 3/8 (9:18, 19; 10:1; =Th, 6x 
OG=0).'^  OG's characteristic variety is seen i n the selection of 
"Also i n 1:17. 
^Vlso found i n Gen. 41:8; Jud. 13:25; Ps. 77:5. 
'"s. also 4:2(5), 16(19); 5:6, 9(2x), 10; 7:18, 28. 
''in 11:38 K i v t i a e i is a contextual guess for See p. 120. 
'^5:8, 12, 15, 16, 17. OG's presumed Vorlage is very di f f e r e n t 
from MT f o r the second occurrence of KTp in 5:7 as well. 
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0ove<a (4:11[14]; 5:7); (kvopoo© (8:16);^^ KHptwo©''* ( 3 : 4 ) ; cio^epo. 
At f i r s t g lance we might h a s t i l y conclude t ha t Th has merely 
r e t a i n e d CG i n 4 : 1 1 ( 1 4 ) ; 9:18, 19; 1 0 : 1 . That t h i s i s not necessa r i ly 
the case can be demonstrated. O v e r a l l , Th ' s TT reveals tha t he i s 
marching t o h i s own drum. Th employs two main equ iva len t s f o r K"p: 
(im)KoXeo 6/14'-' and dvoyivamc© 5 /14. I n a l l o f these instances Th 
has chosen an a p p r o p r i a t e r ende r ing f o r the context and i s not us ing a 
mechanical approach. The s e n s i t i v i t y o f h i s choices i s e x e m p l i f i e d by 
KoXto i n 5:12, because elsewhere i n the ch . he chooses jkvayivoiJKo f o r 
t h e sense o f " r e a d i n g " the w r i t i n g on the w a l l . The ve rba l agreement 
i n 4:11(14) can be exp la ined as coincidence because the render ing i s a 
n a t u r a l one. Furthermore, Th does not f o l l o w C X J ' S choice o f $oveo i n 
5 :7 , but employs P O O D i n s t ead . F i n a l l y , Th employs pod© i n 3:4 where 
one would expect him t o f o l l o w the a l l i t e r a t i o n o f OG. The f a c t t ha t 
Th has a l r eady employed KoXtet tw ice before ch . 9 and tha t the choices 
a re n a t u r a l ones i n the context a l s o m i l i t a t e s against borrowing i n 
chs. 9 and 10. Th a l s o employs p e r f e c t forms i n 9:18, 19, so Th and 
77 
OG o n l y share exact v e r b a l agreement i n 1 0 : 1 . 
1 . 16, 35, 37, 38, 44, 48, 54» 56, 61, 64, 67, 68, 85, 87, 99, 100, 
104, 111, 113-This s e c t i o n w i l l examine the t r a n s l a t i o n o f verbs o f 
s ay ing . We w i l l look a t a large number o f verbs i n t h i s one s ec t i on , 
because i t w i l l i l l u s t r a t e the complex i n t e r p l a y between the 
vocabulary o f the Vorlage and the Greek v e r s i o n s . There are three 
i n t r o d u c t o r y p o i n t s t o make: 
1. I n each ins tance the verb i n M I has the meaning " to t e l l , dec la re , 
make known." Other cases where verbs o f saying f a l l ou ts ide o f t h i s 
71 
Z i e g l e r has c o r r e c t l y placed Koi ^KdXeoe . . . f rom 8:16 i n 
bracke ts because i t i s o b v i o u s l y a doublet f rom Th. Th i s i s an 
e x c e l l e n t example o f the e a r l y i n f l u e n c e o f the Th t e x t on OG, because 
i t i s present i n 967. 
'^This i s a HL i n OG. The o n l y place where i t occurs i n Th i s 
5:29. 
'^2:2; 5 :12; 8:16; 9:18, 19; 1 0 : 1 . 
^^5:7, 8, 15, 16, 17. 
^^However, a more d e f i n i t i v e statement w i l l have t o await a c loser 
s c r u t i n y o f passages f rom the l a t e r chs. 
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semantic range are not considered. Even t h i s c a t e g o r i z a t i o n i s q u i t e 
broad. 
2 . 48 and 54 are u n d e r l i n e d because they appear t o be pluses i n OG. 
3. 1. 35, 67, 68 and 99, 100 w i l l not be t r e a t e d e x t e n s i v e l y o ther 
than t o note t ha t T3N/eliiov i s an expected e q u i v a l e n t . However, i t 
should a l s o be noted tha t OG and Th do use d i f f e r e n t forms o f the vb . 
To t r e a t a l l o f the occurrences o f "DK would r equ i r e great l eng th and 
our d i s cus s ion can proceed w i t h o u t tha t degree o f d e t a i l . 
I n 2:1-10 we are concerned w i t h the t r a n s l a t i o n o f 4 Semit ic 
ve rbs : T 3 n ( h i . f rom [133]) , I D K , / m n , Sm (ha. o r h i . » T ) . These 
verbs are t r a n s l a t e d w i t h 6 d i f f e r e n t verbs i n 2:1-10 i n OG and Th: 
icvayy^Xa, imayyiXXo, etnov, yvopi^o, ^aC,<i>, 5T|ilo«>. Siaoa^eo a l so appears 
i n 1. 54 o f OG ( 1 - 1 1 , s. LEH, p . 108), seemingly as an a d d i t i o n . 
The f i r s t v b . we meet i s T 3 n ( i n f . cons . ) i n 1 . 16, which i s 
t r a n s l a t e d by the i n f . o f itvayytKXet i n bo th OG and Th. The ve rba l 
agreement i s p robably best exp la ined , however, e i t h e r as coincidence 
o r Th i n f l u e n c e on OG. There are two pieces o f evidence tha t lead t o 
the conc lus ion t h a t Th has not borrowed h i s render ing f rom OG. F i r s t , 
apar t f rom the not unexpected uses o f TDR/elnov mentioned i n #3 above, 
t h i s is the on ly ins tance where the re is exact v e r b a l agreement i n the 
use o f these v b s . between OG and T h i n t h i s sect ion. Second, i n the 
th ree o the r places where T3n occurs , Th always has avayyiXXo whereas 
OG renders i t cons i s ten t ly w i t h iaioSciicvtto. 
9x i n the Maccabean l i t e r a t u r e and a l s o i n Deut. 1:5. 
^^9:23, 10 :21 ; 11:2. bito8eiKvwo occurs 9x elsewhere i n OG. I n 
4 :15 (18 ) , 34c; 5:9 Mr=0. I t renders Sim i n 2:17, HTI i n 5:7 , ^an i n 
10:14; i t also occurs i n 5:12 where "1IPB and [mn] are found and 5:16 
where IVS i s found once aga in . I n these l a t t e r two instances the 
d i f f e r e n c e s between OG and MT are r a the r s u b s t a n t i a l ; these are the 
o n l y occurrences o f the verb i n MT. One i n t e r e s t i n g use o f 
imoSeiKvttti) i s the d i f f i c u l t c o n s t r u c t i o n i n 9:22 where i t t r a n s l a t e s 
•^'SSn. Except i n 7:8 where there was e v i d e n t l y a misreading o f the 
Vorlage and 1:17 where the render ing i s dynamic, OG uses expected 
equivalents f r o m the semantic domain o f knowing f o r / ^ 3 © elsewhere 
( 1 : 4 ; 8:25; 9:13, 22, 25; 11:33, 35; 12:3, 10) . The re fo re , there i s a 
p o s s i b i l i t y t h a t OG read "pTin'? o r 13'2n*? f o r I'^'St^rf? i n 9:22. The 
l a t t e r wou ld appear more l i k e l y because i t would i n v o l v e the omission 
of » , and the misreading o f 3 f o r 3 and 3 f o r *7. I t may a l so have 
come more e a s i l y t o the t r a n s l a t o r because n3'3 i s the f o l l o w i n g word. 
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-J^Hn i s found 14x i n the pa. and ha . , 7 o f which are i n vss . 
2 : 4 - 1 1 . The most f requent equiva lent i n 00 i s SiiXoo), which i s used 
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5 / 1 1 . The remaining 6 uses are as f o l l o w s . I n 5:7 i t i s rendered 
by i)ito6ciKvij<B whi l e the appearance o f 5T|X<»OI<; (1/4, not i n Th) i n 2:27 is 
a dynamic r e n d e r i n g . The o ther f o u r r ender ings are unique and are 
p robab ly explained as due to s t y l i s t i c va r i a t ion since they are 
c lus tered w i t h i n vss. 2:4-11. Th i s f a r more consis tent i n h i s 
t r a n s l a t i o n o f mn, us ing avayyiXXm 11/14 and yvtopi^a i n the o ther 
t h r ee . 
The reading o f dcvayyeXXo f o r m n i n 1. 56 o f OG i s i n t e r e s t i n g , 
because OG a l so has an unusual a d d i t i o n o f 5iaoo<ttpt]te noi i n 1. 54. 
Al though 1. 54 could be viewed as an a d d i t i o n against NfT, i t i s a l so 
ve ry poss ib le tha t &vay'(tK\<i) o r i g i n a t e d as a gloss to biaaa^im (1-11). 
This is suggested by the presence of the ra re term 5iaoo(t)d», the 
f requent use o f itvayytkXo by Th, and the f a c t that we already have 
reason t o ques t ion the render ing o f l ^ a n by mayytkXa^ i n 1. 16. 
Though i t might be ob jec t ed tha t i t i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f OG to use 
v a r i e t y , the amount o f r e v i s i o n on the OG t ex t as we have i t can not 
be underest imated. 
There i s f u r t h e r c o r r o b o r a t i o n o f the p o s s i b i l i t y that 1. 56 i s 
a l a t e r r e v i s i o n by the add. i n 1. 48. I n 1. 48 ir\X6a appears t o be 
an a d d i t i o n , yet 5TIX6© is cons is ten t ly employed in the OG to r ende r 
e i ther / m n (5/11) or I?l in (8/14).^^ There fo re , Vim i n 1. 44 is the 
Since the Hebrew c o n s t r u c t i o n i n 9:22 would have caused d i f f i c u l t i e s 
f o r the t r a n s l a t o r and we can construe a semantic path by which the OG 
t r a n s l a t o r rendered the t e x t , i t i s u n l i k e l y that the OG Vorlage 
d i f f e r e d f rom MI. 
^h:6, 9, 11, 16, 24; 3x OG=0 3:32, 5:12, 15. 
^ ' l . 38-(Jp^tt<D, (1-3, not i n Th) ; 1. 56-<ivaYYeX,X© or Siaaa^i\ar\x'E; 1, 
71-a dynamic t r ans la t ion w i t h Kpiv©; 1. 112-clnov. 
^^S. 2 :6 , 10; 5 :7 . Elsewhere i n Th yvopi^© i s a SE (17/21) f o r the 
ha. and h i . ( on ly 8:19) o f P T . The exceptions are ctvayyeXX© i n 2:9, 
25, 26 and 5i]X6ffl i n 4 :15 . yv©pi^© does not occur i n OG. 
^^Otherwise 5T|X6© appears f o r 71*73 i n 2:47. The ha. and h i . o f U T 
occur 21x i n Dan. , but 4x OG=0 ( 4 : 3 , 4, 15; 5 :15) . 2x the t ex t o f OG 
presumes a d i f f e r e n t Vorlage compared w i t h MT (5:16, 17), though 
biioSeiicvij© i s a poss ib le equiva len t i n 5:16. Apart from the double 
t r a n s l a t i o n i n 2:5, and the 8x w i t h 5TIX6© ( 2 : 9 , 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 
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n a t u r a l equ iva len t f o r SiiXoo. However, STJXOO looks l i ke an add . 
because 6m-v-ayyeXXo^ appears i n 1. 44 as the fo rma l equiva lent f o r 
J>"nn. As i n the preceding case, i t i s poss ib le tha t dnayyiXXa i s the 
r e s u l t o f l a t e r r e v i s i o n o f OG, though OG does employ iatayyiXXo t o 
t r a n s l a t e JTlin i n 8:19. 
The d i s t i n c t ways i n which OG and Th have t r a n s l a t e d the vbs . o f 
saying i n t h i s s e c t i o n , and throughout D a n i e l , i n d i c a t e tha t they are 
independent t r a n s l a t i o n s . I n 1. 48 and 54 OG has what appear t o be 
a d d i t i o n a l ve rbs , but i n bo th cases these vbs . seem t o be pluses 
because av(it)ayyeXX<it, a v b . common i n Th, i s found i n the co r r ec t word 
o rder p o s i t i o n as the equ iva len t f o r the Semit ic v b . I s i t not a t 
l eas t as l i k e l y t ha t i n bo th cases &v(n)ayytXXis> i s a c o r r e c t i o n o f OG 
f rom Th toward MT? 
1. 27-QeXo appears 4x i n OG. Mr=0 i n 4 .17; 7:19 f o r R228; 8:4 f o r ] i n . 
Never i n Th . 
1 . 29-XaXm i s a SE f o r T3*T i n bo th OG (17/19) and Th (19/19) . The 
o n l y places where OG depar ts f r o m th i s usage are 1:19 and 11:27. The 
use o f the r e l a t i v e l y r a re 6|iiX,ea> (1-9) i n 1:19 has a more speci f ic sense 
of conve r s ing t h a n the more general t e rm XaXto; so i t i s w e l l - s u i t e d 
t o a context t h a t assumes a d i a logue . I n 11:27 OG employs a compound 
i|/ei>SoXoYnooi>oiv (HL i n LXX!) t o t r a n s l a t e TOT I n the 17 o ther 
occurrences T h and OG share many exact v e r b a l agreements, b u t many 
30; 7 : 1 6 ) , oimaivo i s found 3x (2 :15 , 23, 4 5 ) , O B O S E I K V I B O I x i n 2:17 and 
6acayyiXXe> 2x i n 5:8; 8:19. 
The f a c t t ha t Si\X6a does not occur i n chs. 4-6 i s one o f the 
p r o o f s o f A l b e r t z ( p . 163) t ha t chs. 4-6 o r i g i n a t e f rom a d i f f e r e n t 
t r a n s l a t o r . However, as we have seen, iriXbin i s used 13(14)/15 t o 
render e i t h e r PTin o r /mn and the re is l i t t l e evidence tha t e i the r o f 
these are f o u n d i n the Semitic Vorlage o f OG i n chs. 4-6. The only 
places where these v b s . occur i n chs. 4-6 o f MT are 4:3, 4, 15; 5:7, 8, 
12, 15(2), 16, 17 and t h e o n l y places where OG might have had them i n 
i t s For7a^e would be 4:15; 5 :7 , 8, 12, 16. The most c e r t a i n o f these 
are 5 :7 , 8, 16, but 5:7 c e r t a i n l y appears to have s u f f e r e d c o r r u p t i o n 
f rom v s . 8, o r p o s s i b l y f rom Th, and harmonizat ion toward MT. 
T h e r e f o r e , though the absence o f ix{X6o i n 4-6 does support A l b e r t z ' 
t h e s i s , i t i s not q u i t e as s i g n i f i c a n t as i t seems a t f i r s t . 
Note a l so t ha t 967 reads icvayyiXXa. 
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of these agreements occur i n the la te r chs. OG and Th also have 
agreement i n the Aramaic section where bo th employ XaXe© (4 /5 ) as a 
SE f o r *7'7fi}^ We w i l l have t o see what a c lose r i n spec t ion o f chs. 
7-12 r evea l s , but some o f the agreements could e a s i l y be c o i n c i d e n t a l 
w h i l e o thers may be due t o Th i n f l u e n c e on OG. For example, i n 10:11, 
15, 19 OG and Th use the fev tc? + i n f . (XoXtjooi) to t rans la te the i n f . 
cons. + ? (S i n 10:19). This is an acceptable t r ans la t ion , bu t v e r y 
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l i t e r a l and more cha rac te r i s t i c o f T h . Fur the rmore , i n 8:18 where 
the exact same cons t ruc t i on is f o u n d T h has fcv t<? XoXelv, while OG uses 
a gen. abs.! Soisalon-Soininen also notes tha t the f r e q u e n c y o f OG's 
use o f the more l i t e r a l equ iva len t is d i sp ropor t iona te to OG's t reatment 
o f t he Hebrew i n f . cons, as a whole i n Daniel.*^ The f ac t of these 
agreements and t h e i r Th l i k e charac ter suggests tha t the OG text has 
been rev i sed t oward T h . 
1. 35, 46, 53, 62, 67, 85, 99-The seven cases where OG employs Spatia, 
i n c l u d i n g 1. 67 and 99 were discussed i n CH 1. Th c o n s i s t e n t l y 
employs ivwiviov f o r D*?n. 
1 . 36-na.\c, i s an expected equ iva len t f o r T3J> and appears i n OG 11/11. 
However, Th employs noi^ exc lus ive ly f o r 13S (4/4) i n chs. 1-2, 
Oft 
whereas i n chs. 3-12 he has the a l t e rna t ive equivalent SovXo^ 6/8. 
^^See 8 : 1 3 ( 2 x ) ; 9:12, 20, 21 , 22; 10.11(2x), 15, 16, 17, 19; 11:36. 
^^See 7 :8 , 11 , 20, 25. I n 6:22(21) OG presumably has a d i f f e r e n t 
Vorlage, and Th has eine. The o n l y o the r occurrences o f the v b . are i n 
3:36=Th; 4 . 2 9 ( 3 2 ) ; 4 . 3 4 ( 3 7 ) i ) i s where Mr=0. 
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See So i sa lon-So in inen , Infinitive, pp. 8 1 , 206. However, there 
i s a s l i g h t d i f f i c u l t y w i t h h i s s t a t i s t i c s on p . 188. So isa lon-
So in inen ' s t a b l e suggests t h a t 3 + i n f . con. i s found 7x i n Danie l and 
t ha t i n a l l 7 cases Th employs fcv + i n f . I n f a c t , the Hebrew 
s e c t i o n o f Danie l has 8 cases and there are another 4 i n the Aramaic 
s e c t i o n . Only 6x does Th use fcv + i n f . (8 :15 , 17, 18; 10 :11 , 15; 
11 :34) . The o t h e r instances are 2:25; 3 :24(91) ; 4 :24; 6 :20(19) ; 8:2; 
10:7. 8:2 i s o m i t t e d by bo th OG and Th and i n 10:7 they both employ 
dynamic t r a n s l a t i o n s . 
^^Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, p . 189. 
n . T 3 r i s i n 1:12, 13; 2:4, 7; 3:26(93), 28(95); 6:21(20); 9:6, 10, 
11, 17; 10:17. OG=0 i n 6:21(20). 
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The exceptions are 3:28(95) and 10:17 where T h again has soi^, bu t the 
basic d i f f e r e n c e i n p a t t e r n i n chs. 1-2 is clear. 
1. 37, 47, 55, 63, 70, 103-Th employs awKpiaic, as a SE (26/31) f o r -HB. '" 
OG d i s p l a y s g r e a t e r v a r i e t y . I n chs. 4-6 the n . i s e i t h e r not i n the 
VorlagJ^ o r OG employs isvfKp\[ia as a SE.'^ Elsewhere the main 
equ iva l en t i s Kpvnc, 7/14,'^ whi le the remaining cases i n v o l v e some 
t y p e o f dynamic r e n d e r i n g . I n 2:24, 25 OG employs tKuaxa, wh ich is 
v e r y s imi lar t o the use o f niarxa i n 2:16, and the neuter p r o . i n 1. 37. 
I n 2:30 the a r t i c u l a r pass. i n f . o f 5I]X6<D "what has been revealed" i s an 
e x c e l l e n t i d i o m a t i c t r a n s l a t i o n . The f i n a l two t r a n s l a t i o n s invo lve 
1. 63 and 70, where TZB i s c o l l o c a t e d w i t h the v b . /mn ( a l so 1. 37, 
55, 104) . I n b o t h o f these cases OG t ransforms the n . i n t o the 
e t y m o l o g i c a l l y r e l a t e d v b . Kpivci. L . 70 " they w i l l decide w i t h r ega rd 
to these t h i n g s " is ano ther good idiomatic t r ans l a t ion . The c lus te r o f 
uses o f the same v b . w i t h i n 2:1-10 means tha t some of these 
r e n d e r i n g s are p r o b a b l y mot iva ted b y the concern f o r s t y l i s t i c 
v a r i a t i o n . However, i t should be noted tha t i n 1. 63 and 70, as i n 
2:24-25, OG has maintained a s imilar t r ans la t ion equiva lent when one 
charac te r ' s words are r e f e r r e d to b y another . 
OG's r e s t r i c t i o n o f <TvyKpi|ia t o chs. 4-6 i s evidence tha t a 
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d i f f e r e n t t r a n s l a t o r i s r espons ib le f o r these chs. 
1. 42, 81, 92, 111, 113, 118-Taken by themselves the 5x tha t n*?D is 
f o u n d i n 2:1-10 suggest t h a t T h does not exh ib i t dependence upon OG. 
However, t h e r e is a t r an s l a t i on pa t t e rn i n bo th OG and Th tha t is best 
unders tood b y look ing at chs. 2-3 separately f r o m 4-7. 
The except ions are 2 :25; 4 :15; 5:26=OG, 5:16 (cognate acc . ) 
where avyxpiyia occurs ; and 5:15, where i t is omi t ted . 
'^ OG=0 l l x . S. 4 : 3 ( 6 ) , 4 : 4 ( 7 ) , 4 : 6 ( 9 ) , 4 : 1 5 ( 1 8 ) & i s , 4 :16 (19 ) , 
4 : 2 1 ( 2 4 ) ; 5:12, 15(2x) , 16. 
'^S. 5 :7 , 8, 16, 26. awKpijia i s a l so found i n 4:16(19) and 5:17, 
but the p a t t e r n does support A l b e r t z ' con ten t ion tha t chs. 4-6 
o r i g i n a t e f rom a d i f f e r e n t t r a n s l a t o r . 
"^2:5, 6, 9, 26, 36, 45; 7:16. 
' * A l b e r t z , p . 162. 
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Tt?Q is f o u n d l l x i n chs. 2-3 and OG employs at least eight 
d i f f e r e n t equivalents : 
X6yoi;-2:9, 11 npootexaxa-2:8? 
npdyna-2:8?, 10 & c©paicev-2:10 
iKaam-2:17 
jtpo^ taina-2:23 
np6oTayna-2:15?, 3:22 
npooTayTi-3:28 (95) 
2:5?, 15? 
The v a r i e t y o f equ iva len t s i s obvious, and each o f the renderings i s a 
good t r a n s l a t i o n . Note, however, tha t there i s u n c e r t a i n t y over what 
word occurs i n 2:15 ( s . CH 2 .111 . ) . ' ^ The t r a n s l a t i o n s o f 2:8?,' 10, 
17 are p a r t i c u l a r l y dynamic.'^ Th employs ^r\iia 9 / 1 1 , and Xoyo^ in 2:5, 
11. 
The s i tua t ion is s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t i n chs. 4-7 where rf?Q 
occurs 13x. 5x OG=0, 4:30(33); 5:10, 15, 26; 6:15(14). 
X6YO?-4:28(31); 6:13(12); 7:1, 11, 16, 28. 
pTUia-7:25, 28(27)! 
I n these chs. not on ly has the t rans la t ion been standardized, but ^ruia 
appears twice . The same preference f o r Xoyo^ is evident i n Th who 
uses i t 8/10. ^r\iia is used on ly i n 5:26 and 7:28. 3x Th=0, 5:10, 15; 
7:1. 
Both the use of ^iuia by OG in ch . 7 and the predominance of 
Xoyo? i n chs. 4-6 have to be explained. This pa t te rn supports Alber tz ' 
thesis concern ing the independence of chs. 4-6, but also raises more 
quest ions about chs. 7-12. 
1. 43, 80-Th t ransla tes exactly the same in both places. There 
is possible v e r b a l agreement w i t h OG as wel l , and th is agreement must 
be e i the r a d i s t i nc t i ve agreement or Th in f luence because diteoT!] is a 
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We argue below tha t Xoyoi; i n 2:5 and itpa.y\ia i n 2:8 are not 
o r i g i n a l . The suggest ion tha t jipoaxeiaxa i s the dynamic rendering i s 
based on our r e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f the te..t o f 2:8 (s . Text-Critical, 1. 
78-83) , but i t does r e f l e c t OG's o ther dynamic renderings, npooxdooa 
i s a l so e t y m o l o g i c a l l y r e l a t e d to npooxayjia i n 3:22 and npoaxayfi i n 
3 :28(95) . Munnich ("Origene," p . 190) a l so l i s t s the as te r i sked 
a d d i t i o n i n 2:5 as a reading tha t conforms to NfT and Th. 
'^Note tha t npoc, mvza o f 2:23 a lso appears i n 1. 71 . 
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97 contex tua l guess f o r RTTK. So, the quest ion is , who is bo r rowing 
f r o m whom? P r i o r to i n v e s t i g a t i n g th i s l ine o f i n q u i r y i t was 
determined i n CH 2 on the basis of the t ex tua l witnesses tha t 1. 42-43 
were not present i n OG. I f the argument tha t OG omits 1. 42-43 is 
co r rec t , t hen 1. 80 must exh ib i t l a te r Th in f luence . This suggestion is 
suppo r t ed b y th ree f u r t h e r points . F i r s t , t he re is obvious tex tua l 
c o r r u p t i o n where 2:8-9 j o i n . Note, f o r example, t ha t 967 omits KoGasep 
o^poQcaTe 6x1 &Kiaxi\ dn' i\io\t to npoYiia (s. also the discussion i n Text-
Critical, 1. 78-83). Second, i n 1. 49 (as well as the similar text i n 
3:29[96]) Th goes his own way; and here the render ings exhibi t a 
f o r m a l correspondence t y p i c a l o f T h . T h i r d , t h i s would be one of the 
f ew places i n t h i s section tha t one could a rgue tha t Th has borrowed 
f r o m OG i n any way. I f a n y t h i n g , the accumulat ing evidence suggests 
t ha t T h is not dependent on OG. 
1. 49-52-The read ing o f the OG has several d i f f i c u l t i e s and should be 
considered alongside the similar passage i n 3:29(96) where the texts 
read: 
Th-ei^ dnoXeiov £oovTai Kai oi o7icoi avTOv el^ SiopnaYTjv 
MT-nTiBT nri^n^ nagrr r p T i 
OG-hia]itXiedi\aExai <a\ f| ouoia avTOo SinievOTjoeTai 
McCrys ta l l a rgues t ha t the re is a s h i f t i n meaning i n the OG in 
these passages f r o m "phys ica l r u i n " to "conf isca t ion ."^ I n th i s 
ins tance McCrys t a l l is no doubt cor rec t about the r e s u l t i n g t rans la t ion , 
b u t i t is quest ionable whe ther t h i s was motivated by any in ten t iona l 
theologica l Tendenz. The f i r s t f a c t o r we have to consider is the 
genera l d i f f i c u l t y presented by the vocabula ry o f MT. These are the 
on ly two passages i n MT where the Persian loan-word ]'DTn "member, 
l i m b " (s. BDB, p . 1089) i s f o u n d ; and occurs elsewhere on ly i n 
Ez. 6:11. I n 3:29 the r a r e w o r d m© "be made" ( h i t h p a , ; a l so the pa. 
' h t i s found o n l y here i n these two passages i n MT. See Mont . , 
pp . 148-149, f o r a d i s cus s ion o f the u n c e r t a i n t y o f the meaning. 
' W c r y s t a l l , p . 80. 
'^The meaning o f t h i s word can o n l y be guessed a t , as e x e m p l i f i e d 
i n the t r a n s l a t i o n s . S. BDB, p . 1102 and Mont . , p . 148. 
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o r p e i l i n 5:21) occurs . Given the d i f f i c u l t i e s o f the Vorlage, the 
most l o g i c a l course o f a c t i o n i s t o consider whether the OG has 
misunderstood the t e x t . 
Wi th regard t o 2 :5 , Mont . , p . 148, has a l ready advanced the 
exp lana t ion t ha t the HL napaSely^aT^4© "you s h a l l be made an example" 
f o r ] n a j 7 m ] ' '0T1 i s based on reading ] ' ^ J r i (n ) . The key t o the f i n a l 
phrase i s the meaning o f '*713, a t which the t r a n s l a t o r could on ly 
guess f rom the c o n t e x t . The eas ies t exp lana t ion i s tha t the 
t r a n s l a t o r read the h i t h p e . ]TDisn' as a pe. (which exp la ins the choice 
o f dvoXt|(>9fpeTm), and o f f e r e d the best guess tha t he cou ld : "and 
e v e r y t h i n g t ha t you own w i l l be expropr i a t ed i n t o the treasury." '"" 
I t may be, as McCrys t a l l suggests, t ha t the ac t t i a l render ing r e f l e c t s 
a H e l l e n i s t i c ac t o f procurement o f p r o p e r t y ; but i t would on ly be 
n a t u r a l f o r the t r a n s l a t o r ' s guess t o r e f l e c t h i s own c u l t u r a l 
c i rcumstances. I f we were t o r e f e r t o t h i s case as t h e o l o g i c a l 
Tendenz, t he re c e r t a i n l y would not be any grea t t h e o l o g i c a l 
consequences; nor could i t be deemed as i n t e n t i o n a l changing o f the 
t e x t . 
The t r a n s l a t i o n o f mriB?' ''j'O nn*31 b y icoi f| oixria ainoxt 
STuieveiyiexai i n 3:29(96) is v e r y similar to 2:5, except tha t the 
t r ans l a t ion is p robab ly a guess based on the ear l ie r t r ans la t ion . I n 
t h i s case the OG d i d not know the meaning o f m e , " " so the HL Si](ieo© 
" c o n f i s c a t e " appears t o be a s i m p l i f i c a t i o n o f dvoXii^eiiiJetoi . . . ei^ 
x6 pamXtKov. The major d i f f e r e n c e between 2:5 and 3:29(96) i s tha t i n 
the l a t t e r OG seems to t r a n s l a t e ] TT31sn ] ^ D n c o r r e c t l y . However, i t 
i s poss ib l e t ha t Sia(ieXi^© should be emended t o read the more common 
Siatiepi^©, which i s the read ing o f 967 ( s . CH 2 . I I . 7 . i v . ) . 
There i s l i t t l e doubt t ha t the t r a n s l a t i o n o f 3:29(96) was 
dependent on 2 :5 , so one has t o wonder why BopoSeiynati^o was chosen i n 
the f i r s t ins tance . There are f o u r poss ib l e o p t i o n s : 1) the 
t r a n s l a t i o n i n 2:5 i s based on an a l t e r n a t i v e reading o f the Semitic 
t e x t ; 2) the reading i n 3:29(96) represents a l a t e r c o r r e c t i o n ; 3) 
there were separate and d i s t i n c t t r a n s l a t o r s ; 4) 3:29(96) should be 
amended to read Siafiepi^©, which i s a l so a con tex tua l guess. The 
S. I Esd. 6:31 f o r a p a r a l l e l r ende r ing . 
'OG=0 i n 5 : 2 1 . 
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second o p t i o n always has to remain a cons ide ra t ion , but i s u n l i k e l y 
because we would expect the same c o r r e c t i o n i n 2:5 . I n favour o f the 
f i r s t i s the p o s s i b i l i t y tha t the n of ytilT^ was omitted by 
haplography w i t h the f i n a l n i n mCDT (s. Text-Critical), This assumes 
tha t the t rans la tor of both passages was the same. The f o u r t h option 
accounts f o r the d i f f i c u l t i e s i n both passages and does not presuppose 
any theory o f mult iple t rans la to rs . Fur thermore , i f the t rans la tor of 
3:29(96) d i d get i t r i g h t w i t h 5iancU^o, why is there no evidence of 
cor rec t ion of 2:5? The t h i r d opt ion is also possible, but i t would 
r equ i re tha t the t r ans la to r of 3:29(96) was later than the t rans la tor of 
2:5 because he seems to r e l y on 2:5 f o r the t rans la t ion of '"713 nn^3T 
mns?^. Aj though t h i s s o l u t i o n assumes a r a the r complicated scenario o f 
t r a n s l a t i o n , i t has much to commend i t . There are a number o f 
d i f f e r e n c e s i n TT i n 3:20-30(97) tha t suggest t h i s p o r t i o n o f t ex t was 
f r e e l y ed i t ed i n order t o i n se r t the deutero-canonical ma te r i a l i n t o 
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ch . 3. The evidence does not permit any easy r e s o l u t i o n o f the 
t e x t u a l d i f f i c u l t i e s , but e i t h e r o f the l a s t two so lu t ions are more 
l i k e l y . 
Th 's t r a n s l a t i o n i n 2:5 and 3:29(96) i s s i m i l a r to OG on ly i n 
tha t he guessed at the meaning o f I 'T^JTm l ^ C m . There i s , however, a 
poss ib le exp lana t ion f o r Th 's t r a n s l a t i o n o f ]^T2JJnn ] ^ 0 n by ei^ 
datiaXtiav iataQt (iaovxai i n 3:29[96]). Th probably read ]'T3!Jm as i f i t 
were a h i t h p e . de r ived from and s imply omi t t ed ] ' ? 3 n . The choices 
o f the vb . SiopnoC© i n 2:5 and the r e l a t e d n . Bictpnayfi i n 3 :29(96) , both 
HL i n D a n i e l , again demonstrate Th independence from OG. 
1. 57, 59-Although Xayt^avm i s the expected equ iva len t , the f a c t that 
OG and Th both use napaXaupctv© i n the two o ther occurrences of "l^ sp 
indicates there may be Th dependence on OG in these later 
passages.'"^ 
'"^The evidence f o r t h i s i s discussed i n the next sec t ion on 3 : 1 1 -
20, A Note on the Additions to Chapter 3. The t h i r d s o l u t i o n a l so 
a l lows f o r the p o s s i b i l i t y tha t SianeVi^o should be emended to read 
w i t h 967. Regardless o f the reading we choose, the t r a n s l a t o r o f 
3:29(96) d i d not depend on 2:5 f o r the render ing o f ] TTDOTI ] ' m n . 
'^^S. a l so 6:1(5:31) and 7:18, though the on ly ac tua l agreement i n 
the former passage i s the use o f the vb . 
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bestowal of g i f t s more exp l i c i t . 
1. 61, 99-OG and Th r e f l ec t two d i f f e r e n t in te rp re ta t ions of p*?.'"* OG 
uses oiv (+ vttv, 1. 99) here f o r ]7t, w h i l e i n 4:24(27) OG=0. Th's 
render ing w i t h nXtiv i n 1. 61 (HL i n Danie l ) understands n^"? as an 
adversa t ive and 5id xovxo i n 4:24(27) i s an exce l l en t rendering as 
w e l l . The omission by Th i n 1. 98 i s d i f f i c u l t to e x p l a i n . 
1. 75-This i s a common render ing f o r OG and Th. H^S'* occurs 5x i n 
t o t a l i n Dan. OG renders w i t h dKp»pf|(; i n 2:45; 6:13(12)'"^ where Th 
uses dXnOivo^, and they share the reading o f dicpipeia (1 -4! ) i n 7:16.. 
OG=0 i n 3:24(91) where Th has 6Xr[Qoc,. Whether we judge Th to be 
dependent upon OG i n 1. 75 and 7:16 depends on our overa l l 
assessment of t h e i r r e la t ionsh ip . 
1. 77-This is the on ly occurrence of pT i n Dan. fe^ayopd^© i s a HL i n 
the LXX, so OG and Th have another common reading i n t h i s vs . 
1. 78, 114-OG t r a n s l a t e s w i t h KaGdnep a l so i n 2 : 4 1 , 45. Although 
^1 occurs 13x a l together , OG only has an equivalent elsewhere 
i n 3:29(96)-5i(«i and 6:11(10)-Ka8o^.'"^ Th's t rans la t ions are v e r y 
i n t e r e s t i n g . He uses Koeoxi also i n 3:29(96), while i n the three 
remaining cases i n ch . 2 he has 6v xponov. The s i tuat ion changes 
dras t ica l ly i n chs. 4-6 where 6xi is employed 5x!, Kaxevaniov is used in 
5:22, and KaQiix; i n 6:11(10)=OG. As i n our inves t iga t ion of nt'O above, 
the re are indica t ions tha t Th 's t r ans la t ion of n '73p"'7D i n chs. 4-6 i s 
d i f f e r e n t f rom ch . 2. The t r a n s l a t i o n o f 1. 78-81 involves a t e x t u a l 
problem, but tha t does not a f f e c t the eva lua t i on o f ico9dnep. 
1. 9 1 , 93-OG employs the ra re term ovveinov (1-2) f o r the h i thpa . (Q, 
HL) o f [ p T ] . Th employs another rare word , ovvxi9iiHi (1-11). Both are 
'"^See I . E i t a n , "Some P h i l o l o g i c a l Observations i n D a n i e l , " HUCA 
14 (1939): 13-14. 
'"^ OG employs dicpipii^ i n 4:24(27) where Nrr=0. dicpipiii; occurs on ly 
5x elsewhere and not i n Th . 
'"^2:40; 4 :15 (18 ) ; 5:12, 22; 6 : 4 ( 3 ) , 5 ( 4 ) , 23(22) . 2:40 i s 
probably omi t t ed by homoio te l . 
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good t r ans l a t ions . 
1. 92-Th employs Siou^ee'ipo as a SE 6/8 f o r the Hebrew and Aramaic 
[ n n » ] . " " The except ions bo th occur i n 6 :5 (4 ) where OG=0. The 
l a t t e r occurrence i n 6 :5 (4 ) i s w i t h i n a whole clause tha t i s omi t ted 
i n Th. I n the f i r s t ins tance Th employs napdntoiia as an idiomatic 
t r a n s l a t i o n . Th a l so employs nctpditToiia i n 4:24(27) f o r [m*?©]'"^ and 
i n 6:23(22) f o r «^13n, but napdnfcoiia i s not found i n OG. 
1. 94-OG employs a dynamic render ing w h i l e Th uses an expected formal 
r e n d i t i o n o f "ia<0'?. 
1 . 97-The t r a n s l a t i o n o f [K3B?] o f f e r s an i n t e r e s t i n g example o f how 
d i f f i c u l t i t i s t o determine whether there are separate t r a n s l a t o r s i n 
OG and t o desc r ibe the r e l a t i o n s h i p between i t and Th. 
[R3»] is f o u n d 12x i n chs. 2-6 and bo th OG and Th employ 
dXXoioo as a n a t u r a l SE. OG t rans la tes w i t h dXXoioo 6/7."" The one 
d i f f e r e n c e i s deetea (HL i n OG)'^" i n 3:28(95), wh ich carr ies the more 
app rop r i a t e sense of r e j e c t i n g the command of the k i n g . Th employs 
dXXoioo 10/12 and o f f e r s the un ique r e n d e r i n g o f napepxojiai'^' i n 1. 97 
and itapaXXoBBao (1-6) i n 6:16(15). 
I n ch . 7 [K3»] occurs 7x, b u t here the SE f o r OG is Siou e^pa 
112 j j ^ g re la ted adv . Sicu^opo^ appears i n 7:7 and dXXoioo i n 7:25. 
"^S. a l s o 6:5(2); 8:24(2), 25; 9:26; 11:17. 
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Th ' s read ing i s based on a s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t p o i n t i n g . See p . 
145. 
^""2:9, 2 1 ; 3:19, 27(94) ; 5 :6; 6 : 9 ( 8 ) . OG=0 4 :13(16) ; 5:9, 10; 
6 :16 (15 ) , 18(17) . dXXoioo does occur i n 4:13(16) but the context i s 
d i f f e r e n t . Otherwise OG employs dXXoioo i n s i m i l a r types o f contexts 
i n 4 : 1 6 ( 1 9 ) , 30a, 34 (37 ) , 34a(2) where Mr=0 and we can r e t r o v e r t n3» 
w i t h conf idence . See a l s o J . Ba r r , "Aramaic-Greek Notes on the Book 
o f Enoch ( I ) , " JSS 23 (1978) : 187. 
^ ' " i t i s a l s o i n 9:7 o f Th . 
^^^Th employs nopcpxcjim elsewhere i n 4 : 2 8 ( 3 1 ) ; 6 :13(12) ; 7:14; 
11:10, 40. OG over laps o n l y i n 11:10 and has the v b . a l so i n 11:26 
and 1 2 : 1 . 
^'^7:3, 19, 23, 24, 28. 
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However, the change i n equivalents is not evidence o f separate 
t r ans l a to r s , b u t s e n s i t i v i t y to the d i f f e r i n g semantic range o f the 
vocabu la ry . I n 4/5 instances where Sioulitp© or the adv . Sio$6p©? 
appears the re fe rence has something to do w i t h the " d i f f e r i n g " na ture 
of t he beasts o r the f o u r t h beast i n pa r t i cu l a r . dXXoioo would not 
have been an app rop r i a t e r e n d e r i n g i n those contexts, bu t i t is i n 7:25 
where the r e fe rence i s to the changing o f times and the law. The 
on ly possible ind ica t ion of d i f f e r e n t t r ans la to r s is i n 7:28, where we 
might expect dXXoio© because i t would agree w i t h the OG choices i n 
3:19, 27(95); 5:6. 
Th employs the expected dXXoio© i n 7:25, 28; 5i(4ep© i n 7:3, 7, 
19; but vntpixa " w i l l r i s e above" i n 7:23 and linep^ep© " w i l l exceed" i n 
7:24 are e x c e l l e n t t r a n s l a t i o n s o f the sense. Th, then , i s more 
cons i s t en t w i t h h i s use o f dXXoio© i n the book and has several marked 
usages. However, a r e l a t i o n s h i p between Th and OG i s i nd i ca t ed not so 
much by the change i n equ iva len t s i n ch . 7, but by the f a c t tha t they 
both use Sicw^ep©, which i s o n l y found l l x elsewhere i n the LXX. 
1 . 110-Th's choice o f knp<K, ( 1 / 1 ) i n con t ra s t t o OG's more common yrj i s 
another mark o f independence. 
1. 114-The add. o f ax> ipomc, may have been mot ivated by OG's p r i o r 
changes t o the syntax when i t brought fo rward the v b . i n the 6xi clause 
to L 111 as we l l as the dynamic r e n d e r i n g & fcoponcev i n 1. 113. The v b . 
i n the f i n a l '73p"'73 clause is delayed u n t i l 1. 119, w h i c h would have 
resu l t ed i n a more complicated sentence s t r u c t u r e i n OG i f he had 
g iven a f o r m a l t r ans l a t i on . The in se r t i on o f ot) ipoxq^ makes 1. 115-121 
in to an independent clause, wh ich explains the i n se r t i on o f icai i n 1. 
115. The crea t ion o f d i s t inc t clauses resu l t s i n some loss i n emphasis. 
MT would be t r ans l a t ed "No one can t e l l the matter o f the k i n g ; 
f u r t h e r m o r e . . ." whi le OG has "No one can t e l l what the k i n g saw as 
he asks, and no k i n g . . ." 
1. 117-Th's r e n d e r i n g w i t h &px«»v 3/8 r e f l ec t s independence (also 2:15-
OG=0; 5:29). Elsewhere Th demonstrates a dynamic tendency on the 
f o u r occasions (4:14, 22, 29; 5:21) where B'^B? occurs w i t h i n the same 
nominal clause: VSHZH m3*?D3 K'"?!) Kn'PK Q^V^l (OG=0). I n each case Th 
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supplies a v b . The l a t t e r t h ree are iden t ica l : 8xi Kvpieiei 6 ^•^xaxo^ t f j i ; 
^aaiXziai t o v dvOpiMcov, whi le i n 4:14(17) Th t r ans fo rms tS'"?© in to Kt)pioi; 
and adds tox iv . The remain ing passage where O^JO is f o u n d is 4:23(26) 
where T h employs ki,ova\a as another good t r ans la t ion o f the sense of 
MT. 
OG o n l y has one o the r equiva len t f o r Ert'O (5:29) where i t 
employs i^owjkt, t h o u g h i t may also r e f l e c t tS^^V i n h i s Vorlage o f 
4:23(26) where ti,ova'\a is f o u n d . 
1. 118-The shared r ead ing o f toiowo i n OG and Th p robab ly indicates 
dependence i n one d i r e c t i o n o r the o ther because i t is a HL. Once 
again, i f we dismiss any p r e j u d i c e t ha t T h is b o r r o w i n g f r o m OG, then 
i t is conceivable t h a t the r ead ing o f 88 r e f l ec t s la ter c o r r u p t i o n 
t oward T h . This is suppor ted , b y the f ac t t ha t 967 reads towo to. 
Now, the r ead ing o f 967 can /no t be explained as co r rec t ion toward MT 
because toiowo is a be t t e r t r an s l a t i on o f the sense. On the o ther 
hand, 967 o r 88 could represen t an o r t h o g r a p h i c a l e r r o r . So, the OG 
witnesses are sp l i t and 88-Syh agree w i t h T h . A l though there must be 
a degree o f caut ion eva lua t ing these readings , we cannot assume that 
T h has bo r rowed f r o m OG. Th may have the OG read ing i n 1. 118, bu t 
i t is also possible t ha t xowo to i n 967 represents the o r i g i n a l OG 
read ing . 
I l l . l . i v . Summary 
The i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f 2:1-10 has revealed similar f i n d i n g s to our 
p rev ious examination o f 1:1-10. I n the m a j o r i t y o f instances OG was 
t r a n s l a t i n g a Vorlage v e r y s imilar to MT. Al though OG is descr ibed as 
a f r e e t r a n s l a t i o n , his f a i t h f u l n e s s to his Vorlage is manifested, as i n 
1:1-10, b y his o v e r a l l adherence to the w o r d o rde r o f MT. On one 
occasion OG employed a hypotac t i c cons t ruc t i on (1. 19) to avoid the 
parataxis o f his Vorlage. On o t h e r occasions he used pos tpos i t ive 
c o n j u n c t i o n s (5e i n L 39, 53, 65, 69; oSv 1. 27?, 6 1 , 82, 98; yap i n I. 
91). These charac te r i s t i c s are i n d i c a t i v e o f OG's s ty le i n the ear ly 
chapte rs o f Daniel, b u t his f r eedom is most evident i n the d i v e r s i t y of 
his lexical choices and occasional dynamic r end i t i ons . I n one instance 
(1. 67-69) OG changed the syn tac t i c s t r u c t u r e un in t en t iona l ly . There 
are a number o f t e x t u a l d i f f e r ences between OG's Vorlage and MT, bu t . 
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f o r the most par t , the d i f fe rences can be explained as expected 
c o r r u p t i o n s tha t occur i n the transmission of ancient texts (s. Text-
Critical). 
I n 2:1-10 Th exhibi ts the expected nar row formal correspondence 
to MT, t h o u g h there are several omissions of words (L 3, 24, 40, 90, 
98, 120)."^ However, formal correspondence does not mean that Th 
was t r a n s l a t i n g mechanically. For example, there are several omissions 
and addi t ions of minor morphemes (1. 11, 35, 40, 56, 94, 99). The wider 
i nves t iga t ion of vocabulary also revealed tha t Th demonstrates a 
s e n s i t i v i t y to the semantic range of the vocabulary of his Vorlage, and 
t u r n e d up occasions where Th employed excellent idiomatic t ranslat ions. 
I I I . 2 . The Relationship Between OG and Th 
I t is obvious f r o m the few d i s t i nc t ive agreements and the more 
numerous disagreements that there is no sense i n which we can r e f e r 
to Th as a recension of OG i n 2:1-10. There are only two cer ta in 
d i s t i n c t i v e agreements: fc^ayopd^© i n 1. 77 and "En' dXiiBeict^ i n 1. 75. 
However, these agreements do not necessari ly indicate Th dependence 
on OG because they both occur w i t h i n vs . 8. In the discussion of 1. 
78-81 (s. Text-Critical) we saw tha t the agreement there is due to a 
secondary add . f r o m Th to OG, so the d i s t i nc t ive ve rba l agreement i n 
the p reced ing lines must be questioned as wel l . The only o ther 
possible shared readings are L 16 (coincidence?) and 1. 118 (Th 
in f luence? ) . The d i s t inc t ive nature of Th's t rans la t ion is demonstrated 
by the occasions when Th does not fo l low OG such as 1. 67-69, 1. 89-
90, and the contextual guess i n 1. 49-52. There are also numerous 
places where Th employs d i s t inc t vocabulary (eg. 1. 4, 6, 24, 25, 51, 61, 
97, 110). 
I n cont ras t to Th being a recension, we have uncovered more 
evidence i n d i c a t i n g later c o r r u p t i o n of the OG due to Th inf luence . 
Besides the cer ta in Th in f luence on the OG i n 1. 79-81, which is 
conf i rmed b y the hexaplaric add i t ion i n 2:5, i t is also possible i n 1. 16, 
44, 56, and 118."* The same re la t ionship between OG and Th is 
"^For a f u l l l i s t i n g o f Th omissions against MT, see Schmit t , 
"Stammt," pp. 19-25. 
" A n o t h e r example i s 2:1 (see CH 2) where 88-Syh had undergone 
r e v i s i o n toward MT through Th i n f l u e n c e . 
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apparen t t h r o u g h o u t ch . 2: t h e r e are occasional v e r b a l agreements and 
i n f r e q u e n t la rge agreements (eg. 2:28). This does not exclude the 
possible acquaintance o f T h w i t h OG, which may have occasionally 
i n f l u e n c e d the lexical choice o f Th ; b u t i t does exclude the poss ib i l i ty 
t h a t Th is a recension o f the OG i n chs. 1 and 2. As has a l ready been 
demonstrated, some of these agreements can also be explained as Th 
readings t ha t have displaced the OG. Therefore , we must ser iously 
consider t ha t any distinctive agreements in these chapters may reflect 
secondary corruption of the OG. I t is when the inves t iga t ion touched 
on chs. 7-12 t ha t the number o f agreements between Th and OG 
increased. 
F ina l ly , we have also uncovered evidence tha t not on ly 
cor robora tes A l b e r t z ' thes is t ha t chs. 4-6 o r ig ina te f r o m a t r ans la to r 
d i f f e r e n t f r o m the o the r t r ans l a to r ( s ) o f OG, b u t the re is a suggest ion 
t ha t Th 's r e la t ionsh ip t o MT is d i f f e r e n t i n these chs. as wel l . As to 
the OG t r a n s l a t o r o f 4-6 we have conf i rmed tha t the non-appearance o f 
SriXoa i n 4-6 is evidence f o r a d i f f e r e n t t r ans la to r . More impor tan t ly , 
we have also f o u n d t ha t the t r ans l a t i on o f JT^O and the idiom TQRT 7131? 
also s u p p o r t A l b e r t z ' v iew. I t is also qu i te possible tha t the 
t r ans l a t i on o f '73p"'?3 cor robora tes A l b e r t z ' thesis . Th's t r ans la t ion 
p a t t e r n o f these t h r e e elements is also d i f f e r e n t i n 4-6, t h o u g h only i n 
the case o f ThO is t h e r e possible i n f luence b y OG (or la ter rev is ion of 
bo th?) . T h also d isp lays a d i f f e r e n t pa t t e rn o f t r ans la t ion f o r 
"n»=ital^/5ottXo^ between chs. 1-2 and 3-10. 
The employment o f pos tpos i t ive con junc t ions also tends to 
s u p p o r t the p i c t u r e t ha t is emerging , ohv o n l y occurs 2/9x i n chs. 4 -
12; and though 5e s t i l l appears 16/52x i n chs. 4-6 , i t appears o n l y 6x 
i n chs. 7-12. yap i s the excep t ion because 10/19x i t i s used i n chs. 
8-12 (but 9/10 f o r ' 3 ) . OG i s d e f i n i t e l y more dynamic i n the 
t r a n s l a t i o n o f chs. 1-2, but p a r t i c u l a r l y ch . 2. 
I I I . 3 . Text-Critical Problems 
1. 4-The a d d i t i o n o f 6pd)iata cou ld r e f l e c t the ideology o f the 
t r a n s l a t o r who uses 6pd)ia and ^viisviov as ove r l app ing synonyms. I n 
t h i s case the a d d i t i o n would have helped t o prepare f o r the synonymous 
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uses t o f o l l o w . ^ ' ^ On the o the r hand, one o f the terms may be a 
d o u b l e t . Given the Greek syntax i t i s u n l i k e l y t h a t there was a 
d i f f e r i n g Vorlage. 
1 . 6-9-OG f r e q u e n t l y abbrevia tes ^f^ and i t i s u n l i k e l y tha t i t 
represents an a l t e r n a t i v e VorlageJ^^ 
1.11-Both Jahn, p . 10 and Char les , p . 27 suggest tha t the LXX read 
R'Sn*?. This is possible, b u t the OG probab ly resu l ted f r o m misreading 
t h e t ex t a n d / o r the t r ans l a to r ' s expectation of what the text should 
r ead , ' ' ' p a r t i c u l a r l y since the context is so similar to 1:3 where K'Sn*? 
does appear. 
1 . 15-The reading o f OG i s supported by IQDan^: Chaldeans i s used as a 
comprehensive term f o r the d i v i s i o n s o f wise men a l s o i n 2 :4 , 5, 10; 
3 :8 . However, i t i s o n l y one o f a l i s t i n 2:10; 4 :4 (7 ) OG=0; 5:7 , 11 
OG=0. I t i s more l i k e l y t h a t OG and IQDan^ have harmonized t o the 
abso lu te uses i n 2 :4 , 5 (see a l so 1:4) . 
1 . 27-We have p r o v i s i o n a l l y accepted t h i s a d d i t i o n as OG. I n favour 
o f i t s r e t e n t i o n i s the appearance o f the p o s t p o s i t i v e c o n j . oh\, 
which i s found elsewhere i n t h i s s e c t i o n . I f the p lus represents a 
Vorlage, we would most l i k e l y recons t ruc t n ' 3 S p"?. I t i s poss ib le 
t h a t t h i s was o m i t t e d f rom MT through homoio te l . o r homoioarc. w i t h 
r a n ^ . However, the order o f the Greek looks susp i c ious ly l i k e an 
a d d i t i o n . Despi te the dynamic approach o f the OG, f o r the most par t 
lift 
OG does f o l l o w s the word o rder o f the Vorlage. I n p a r t i c u l a r , i n 
OG, as elsewhere i n the B i b l i c a l corpus, the i n f i n i t i v e i n v a r i a b l y 
f o l l o w s the v b . o f w i s h i n g , saying e t c . t o which i t i s connected. 
"^See the e a r l i e r d i s cus s ion i n CH 1, pp. 29-32. 
''^Hamm, I - I I , p . 145; c f . C o l l i n s , Daniel, p . 148. 
' ' ' i n t h i s case the v a r i a n t o n l y e x i s t e d i n the t r a n s l a t o r ' s mind. 
See TCU, pp. 228-240, where Tov emphasizes d i s t i n g u i s h i n g between t r u e 
v a r i a n t s and pseudo-var ian t s . 
" ^ W r i g h t ' s (Difference, p . 47) s t a t i s t i c s on fo rmal equivalence 
i n d i c a t e tha t OG f a i l s t o f o l l o w the word order o f MT in o n l y 2.16% o f 
the l i n e s . 
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This would be the n a t u r a l Semit ic order as w e l l , so we would expect 
88-Syh t o have the i n f i n i t i v e tniyvovoi f o l l o w i n g the a d d i t i o n ( s . 1. 
11 , 110 f o r examples). Furthermore, even i f the add. i s accepted as 
OG, i t appears t o be an add. t o smooth the syntax. 
1 . 3 3 - I t i s h i g h l y u n l i k e l y tha t Kipie o r i g i n a t e d f rom an a l t e r n a t i v e 
Vorlage g iven the f a c t t ha t i t no rmal ly renders the d i v i n e name. For 
the same reason i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o understand why i t would have been 
added. However, Th does use Kipic to r ende r RTQ i n 4:16(19), so i t is 
possible tha t OG read KTO. KS'^D i n MT would then be explained as a 
la te r co r r ec t i on . I t is also possible the OG rendered K3'?0 w i t h Kijpic 
and t h i s would also explain the add i t ion o f paaiXtv. E i the r o f these 
scenarios suggests t ha t pooiXco i s not OG. I n favour o f the r e t e n t i o n 
o f Kipic fiaaiXti as OG i s the f a c t t ha t bo th are present i n 3 :9 . CG 
does not wi tness t o an a l t e r n a t i v e Vorlage. 
1. 40 , 72-The omission by Th. i n 1. 40 and OG i n 1. 72 o f one element 
o f the id iom TQKT 7131? does not necessari ly indicate a d i f f e r ence i n 
t h e i r respec t ive Vorlagen. Such omissions are f a i r l y f r e q u e n t . 
1. 43-The omission o f OG might be explained as e r r o r by homoiotel. 
f r o m KTTK . . . K'TTO*?, b u t see also 1. 43, 80 i n Lexicology. This 
omission could have been i n the OG Vorlage, bu t the text of MT is 
p r e f e r ab l e i n any case. The d i f f e r e n c e between OG and MT is be t te r 
explained as an omission i n OG, r a t h e r than an add i t ion i n MT because 
we can see how the omission occu r r ed and the re are numerous places 
i n Daniel where the words o f one charac ter are a l luded to o r repeated 
v e r b a t i m f o r emphasis. 
1. 45-Closely l i n k e d to the prev ious v a r i a n t is the addi t ion of i s ' 
dXi)8eia^. Presumably t h i s add . would r e f l e c t y S ' " } 0 as i n 1. 75. 
Though i t is d i f f i c u l t to see how th i s v a r i a n t could have been omitted 
f r o m MT, i t is also d i f f i c u l t t o read S'S'^D at t h i s point i n the text . 
Here, t he decision w i l l depend upon the d ispos i t ion o f the t ex tua l 
c r i t i c , b u t we are not inc l ined to view the add i t ion i n OG as leading to 
a be t t e r Semitic t ex t . 
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1. 48, 54-We have p r e v i o u s l y a rgued tha t the re is reason to beUeve 
t h a t these v e r b s are not add i t ions at a l l (s. Lexicology). Even i f 
o r i g i n a l , the add i t ions wou ld be a t t r i b u t e d to the t r ans l a to r r a the r 
t han an a l t e rna t i ve Vorlage. 
1. 49-The t r ans l a t i on nopoSeiYliaxi^cio is based on the reading ]T73Pnn ]'Q*7 
(s. Lexicology), bu t based on the para l le l to 3:29(96) MT is to be 
p r e f e r r e d . I t cannot be known whe the r OG's read ing accura te ly 
r e f l e c t s i t s Vorlage and hap lography had occu r red i n MT, or whether 
his t r an s l a t i on stems f r o m a read ing e r r o r . I t could also be tha t there 
was a d i f f e r e n t t r a n s l a t o r i n 3:29(96). 
1. 56-The add . o f the per. p ro . i n Th , wh ich is suppor ted by 1. 54 i n 
OG, suggests t h a t the p ro . suf . was read. The Peshit ta reads the pro . 
suf . as wel l . The s t r e n g t h of t h i s combination suggests tha t the pro . 
suf . should be added to the v b . i n MT. 
1. 78-83-The t ex t i n these lines is v e r y d i f f i c u l t and is obvious ly 
c o r r u p t . We w i l l begin b y p r i n t i n g the texts of MT, Zieg. (=88-Syh), 
and 967. 
Zieg.-KttSdnep eopocKaxe 6z\ dneoti) on ' i\iov to ttpay\ia- KoGdnep o^v npooteraxa 
967-[ ] KoGonep o6v npooTexaxa 
[ ] 
I t w i l l be n o t i c e d t ha t w h i l e the f i r s t p o r t i o n o f 88-Syh reads w i t h 
NTT, KoGdncp otJv npootetaxa oUxoi iaxai appears t o be an a d d i t i o n , and i t 
i s d u l y marked w i t h the obelus i n bo th 88 and Syh. However, 967 omits 
the p o r t i o n t ha t agrees w i t h MT and has an abbrevia ted ve r s ion o f the 
a d d i t i o n . The t e x t t ha t Hamm ( I - I I , pp. 163, 165) chooses t o read i s 
88-Syh w i t h o u t ofxtaq iaxai. He argues tha t the f i r s t p o r t i o n agrees 
w i t h OG's vocabulary usage elsewhere, and i t i s l a c k i n g i n 967 by 
homoioarc, Hamm reads the Koeditep otJv npooxexaxo as a s t r i k i n g 
t r a n s l a t i o n f o r the a t the beg inn ing o f v s . 9 and ovxoc, iaxai as a 
l a t e r a d d i t i o n . Th i s r e c o n s t r u c t i o n has much t o commend i t and. 
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i n i t i a l l y , the present w r i t e r was i n c l i n e d to agree. 
However, there i s another and, perhaps, b e t t e r way to view the 
t e x t . Hamm's r e c o n s t r u c t i o n assumes that '0 X6yo<; dneoTt] an' i\io\> i n 1. 
42-43 i s OG, but as we have p r e v i o u s l y noted ( s . CH 2 and Lexicology 
1. 42-43) , 1. 42-43 are most probably not o r i g i n a l t o OG. They are 
a s t e r i s k e d i n 88-Syh, omi t t ed i n 967, and e x h i b i t the formal 
correspondence c h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f Th. There fo re , i f we begin w i t h the 
p re suppos i t i on tha t 1. 42-43 are the r e s u l t o f l a t e r Th i n f l u e n c e , our 
ana lys i s o f 1. 78-83 changes d r a s t i c a l l y . Not on ly i s (ineoTTi dn' c\io\) 
i n 1. 80 co r rup t because i t agrees w i t h Th, but the whole sec t ion that 
agrees w i t h NfT becomes suspect ( i . e . tcaGctnep eopdKow 6x\ djieotri dit' t\ioi 
TO jtpdyjio). I f we omit the s ec t ion tha t agrees w i t h IfT as a secondary 
a d d i t i o n , then Hamm i s cor rec t tha t KoGdnep i s the cor rec t equivalent 
t o ''1 "^Dp'to, but i t i s the ica9djtep f o l l o w e d by oiJv npootetoxa and not 
Koednep EOpdKttxe . . . npdyna. This view has a d d i t i o n a l support i n that 
itpooTctaxa a l so f i t s w e l l w i t h OG's p a t t e r n o f dynamic renderings f o r 
rba (s. Lexicology, 1. 42, 81, 91, 111, 113, 118). 
I n o the r words , 88-Syh preserves the OG, bu t a more l i t e r a l 
t r ans la t ion of MT was added i n as a cor rec t ion and displaced the OG. 
Without the secondary add i t ion , KcGdjiep oiJv npoatetaxa OVTO^ iaxax reads 
as a dynamic contex tua l guess f o r NfT. U l t i m a t e l y , i t i s impossible to 
be sure o f the reading o f OG, but our approach takes the best account 
f o r the t e x t s tha t we have. For these reasons, we be l i eve that OG 
rendered MT w i t h a dynamic equiva len t and does not r e f l e c t a plus or 
an a l t e r n a t i v e Vorlage; at l e a s t , one cannot be reconst ructed w i t h any 
conf idence. 
1. 86 -87 -The add. icai tT\v TOIJTOW Kpioiv would be r e t r o v e r t e d as m a a i as 
i n 1. 47 and 54. The use o f the demonstrat ive a d j . i s a t r a i t o f OG 
(a l so 2:45) tha t ind ica tes TTTZaT was i n h i s Vbria^e. OG might a l so be 
p r e f e r r e d to MT i n t h i s case, because when the k i n g speaks o f h i s 
dream and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n 2:5-6 they occur together as m s i K D ' T I ; 
whereas when the magicians speak i n 2:4 and 7 the terras are employed 
i n separate clauses. OG's reading i n 1. 86-87 would r e f l e c t MT's 
p a t t e r n i n 2 :5-6 . 
1. 8 8 - 9 0 - I t i s d i f f i c u l t t o judge whether OG r e f l e c t s an a l t e r n a t i v e 
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Vorlage because o f the number o f problems i n 2:8-9 and how the t ex t 
echoes 2 : 5 . For example, 1. 88 could be a secondary add. based on 1. 
49, and 1. 89-90 might r e f l e c t a t e x t u a l d i f f i c u l t y because the 
read ing o f Th a l so d i f f e r s f rom NfT. Th borrows from 1. 76 f o r h i s 
r ende r ing i n 1. 89-90, and the s i m i l a r i t i e s between the two are such 
t ha t Th cou ld a c c u r a t e l y r e f l e c t a Vorlage i n 1. 89-90 tha t had been 
i n f l u e n c e d by 1. 76. The add. i n 1. 88 o f OG a l so f o l l o w s h i s hab i t 
o f adding f o r c l a r i f i c a t i o n . " ' Both OG and Th read more smoothly 
than NfT, and f o r t ha t reason MT cou ld be o r i g i n a l . I n the f i n a l 
a n a l y s i s i t i s impossible t o determine a r e t r o v e r s i o n f o r OG tha t can 
account f o r the d i f f e r e n c e s between the two, so NTT should be r e t a i n e d . 
1 . 101-We have discussed t h i s p lus and how i t r e f l e c t s the TT o f the 
OG i n a p r e l i m i n a r y f a s h i o n a l ready i n CH 1 ( s . p . 31 ) . The plus 6 
etSov xf|v voKxa would be r e t r o v e r t e d as S''7''7(01>) n ' T n " ' " l Vti7T\ and, as 
i n 1. 86-87, i t r e f l e c t s expressions as they are found elsewhere i n 
Dan ie l ( s . 2 : 2 6 ) . K ' " ? ' t ' ( n ! ) ) n ' T n " ' T may a l so have been omi t t ed f rom 
Mr through pa rab leps i s w i t h e i t h e r the preceding Rn*n o r the f o l l o w i n g 
^TS^, For these reasons, i t i s probable tha t the OG a d d i t i o n should 
be regarded as r e f l e c t i n g a b e t t e r Semit ic t e x t . 
1 . 114-The add. was most l i k e l y t o s i m p l i f y the syntax i n the Greek 
and i s not based on an a l t e r n a t i v e Vorlage. 
1 . 116-Whether 3 1 was o m i t t e d i n OG's Vorlage or he chose t o leave i t 
u n t r a n s l a t e d i s d i f f i c u l t t o dec ide . I t i s poss ib le tha t OG regarded 
i t as redundant. I n any case, NfT should be r e t a i n e d . 
'"so a l s o C o l l i n s , Daniel, p . 149. 
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I V . Daniel 3:11-20 
The most i n t e r e s t i n g aspect o f t h i s passage i s 3:17-18, but we 
w i l l f i n d tha t OG i s much c lose r t o MT and Th here than i n 1:1-10 and 
2 :1-10 . 
3:11 Th 3:11 MT 3:11 OG 
1 ^Ktti icat 6? &v | if | 
2 
s_ _ 
3 npO<TKT>VT)OT) ^npo<JKt)vf|<ii] 
4 +Tf| ekovi t f i tpwsxi^ 
5 
6 ei^ ^- - ttjv Kd|ixvov ei? - - T11V Ka^lvov 
7 TOO nvpo^ T TOO nvpo? 
8 Tf|v Kaio|ievi)v Ti]v Kato(ievT)v 
3:12 3:12 3:12 
9 ''eiaiv ^dvSpe^ ^eioiv 5e Tive? ''&v5pe? 
10 lODSatot looSafoi 
11 oft? ScoTetTTtioo? l i n n ' r i ' s o - n 
1 : T T • -
^06? K^OTe<JTT)<TCt? 
12 fejti Td ''epYO ^ni - -
13 TTK Tfj? ''Zttpa? 
14 Bo^vXciivo? V T Ti)? BoPoXovia? 
15 aeSpax U\aa% oeSpax Mioax 
16 -ApSevoyo ApSevayo 
17 ^oi ' ' ( - - ) oi ^dvSponoi CKeivoi 
18 OVl i^utTjKOtXJOtV ooK ^e<^oPf|6'nodv ooo 
19 T : -
20 T^ (^SOYHOTl) <J0\) T11V ''evToXfiv 
21 Toi? 8eoi? (TOD Kat T^ e^lS6X(ii> (TOO 
22 01) '^ ttTpeVOIKTl ooK '^^XdTpetxjctv 
23 Ktti xxi eiKOVi Koi T^ eiKovn- ooo 
24 Tq XPWfl 
25 ft etTTTioa? ^ f^eOTtlOO? 
26 Ott "itpOOKDVOttfflV ] n a o « ^ 
1 • : T T 
oo ''^jipooeKovnoov 
3:13 3:13 3:13 
27 ^6Te NapovxoS. ^Toxe NoPooxoS. 
28 ev ''8t>tt$ Koi ^6pY^ n a q ] T 3 " B '•"eonoeeii; ^ipy^ 
29 f u einev '^oyoYeiv 
npooeTolev dyayeiv 
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30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
xov aeSpax Mitrox 
-ApSevoyo 
''(Kai) 
L_ _ 
fixei)ottv L. 
fcvcntiov xov 
3:14 
Kai ^dncKpiei) 
NapovxoSovooop 
Kai efnev atixoi^ 
Ei ''dXi)e<»4 
SeSpax Mioax 
xoi^ 8eo^ fioD 
ot) - -
'^ oxpe'uexe 
Kai xq eiKovi 
5 coxTjoa 
ot) ''npooKwefxc 
3:15 
^rexe ''fexoiuac 
iva 
ov 
6acoxtar\xt 
XTK •ffivii? 
XTK ^aaXmyyoq 
ffiipiYYO^ xe 
Kai Kiddpa^ 
aa|iP«KT|^ 
Kai \|ro(X,xi)piov 
Kai navxo^ ycvot)^ 
liovaiKuv 
3:14 
- r : - N : - T 
i33 
- T 
T - T V : 
3:15 
-•••1 K3"53S? 
r"FI30? 
xov oeSpax Mioax 
ApSevayo 
''xoxe 
fjx9tioav 
oi ^&vQpmoi 
npo^ xov 
paoiXea 
3:14 
^065 Kai ''owiSov 
NaPoi>xo5ovooop 
•(•6 PaoiXev^ 
efnev aoxoi^ 
''Aid xi 
oeSpax Miaax 
ApSevayo 
xoi? ''Geoi^ HOD 
0^ -
''"Xaxpevexe 
Kai x^ eiKovi 
xq x p w f l 
f|v ''SoxTiao 
ov ''''npoffKwcixe 
3:15 
''Kai v w ^cl Vev 
''Sxexe ''fexoiiio^ 
"aiia x^ 
"dKoixrai 
xii^ ffoXjiiyyo? 
S 
Kai navxo^ Aio^ 
|iODO\KOV 
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65 neoovTe? iteoovTc? 
66 npO(TKOVT)01)Te "^RpofiKovnoai 
67 Tfi eiKovi 
T : - : 
Tq eiKovi +Tft xpi>«^+ 
68 ft ktioii\aa i j ^&axi\aa 
69 ioN Se ^ei Se |1T) 
70 +ye yxvooKeTe 6x\+ 
71 (IT) npooKOvfjo'nTe (if| ''jtpooKovtitrdvTov 
72 ^a^Tfi T^ ofiov ''aodopi 
73 ^^lipXiiefjoeoSe 
74 tic, ^- - TTJV Kd|ilVOV "1 WK-Ria^ ci? ^ ^TIIV KOHIVOV 
75 TOO nopo? Rni3 TOO nopo? 
76 Tf|v Kaio(ievT)v T11V Kaio)ievT)v 
77 Ktti Tt? koxw Qtoc, R n - ] D ^ Ktti ^noio? 6e6? 
78 6? ''e^eXeiTtti o|td? ] i 3 3 3 r i ? ? ' iJ ^^eXetTai opd? 
79 u 
iK T©v "xeipov |joo 
ex T©v ^x^^P^v (loo 
3:16 3:16 3:16 
80 • I, KOI ajteKpiStiaccv 
135 dnoKpiSevTe? Se 
81 oeSpax Mioax oeSpax Mioax 
82 -ApSevoy© ia? T353 ApSevayo 
83 XeyovTe? efnov 
84 T^ paaiXef Rs'pp'? T^ paoiXei 
85 NopooxoSovooop 1 B 3 - p « 3 NocpooxoSovooop 
86 +BaoiXeo 
87 Oi) ^Toeietv ^xouev n3n3R r n a j T R b 
T : - - : 1 • : - T 
oo ^ipeiav ixo\itv 
88 f||iei? " j^iepi n3*=i-'7» 
T : 
''dnoKpiOijvai ooi 
89 TOO ^pfiliaTO? TOOTOO 
90 '^ctnoKpieftvm ooi ^^ni Tq ''fcniToyft Tooitl 
3:17 3:17 3:17 
91 HeoTi ^4«P 980? R 3 n ' » ' n ' R ] n ^iaxiv ''ydp Geo? 
92 +^6 tv oopavoi? 
93 +ef? Kopio? fj i iov 
94 ^ TUiei? XaTpeoo|iev r n t o R3n3R-n 
1 • : T T : — : 
8v ^(^opoo|ieda 
95 'SOVOTO? 6? feOTlV 'SOVOTO? 
96 ^kSfiXeaBai f||id? R s n a ^ ' ^ ^^eXeodai f||id? 
97 Til? Koqiivoo 6}C TTj? ^Koiiivoo 
98 TOO nopo? Rni3 
T 
TOO nopo? 
99 TTI? KaiO|ieVT)? - -
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100 Kai ^K xov x^ipov aoM Kai eK xi>v "xeipov 
101 T : - paotXeo 
102 ''pwrexai f|iid^ ''e^eXeixat f||id^ 
3:18 3:18 3:18 
103 Kai ^edv Kai xoxe 
104 yvwoxov eoxffi ooi (^ avepov 001 eaxai 
105 paaiXev T ; -
6x1 o&xe x^ ''elSoXQ 106 &xi xoic, 6eoi^ oov 1 * T T 
107 o i , ^ - - T : - • T 
L_ _ 
108 Xaxpetio|iev ''Xaxpeoojiev o'6xe 
109 Kai xq eiKovi £ 3 ^ 1 xq eiKovi + aov 
110 - - Ram xri xpvaii 
111 ^ taxr[aac, f|v ^&axi\ea^ 
112 ov npo(TKi>vo6|iev n » 3 » 6 
N : • T 
''npooKDvottjiev 
3:19 3:19 3:19 
113 ••xoxe ''xoxe 
114 NaPoi>xo8ovo<Jop 1^37533 NccpooxoSovooop 
115 ^kTtkvfjQi\ Hv^ov wan ' " O T H ''^ nXiio9Ti ''9tt|io6 
116 Kai f| ''tfvi? xott Kai i\ ''|iop(^f| xoi 
117 npooomoD aoxov npooonov at>xo6 
118 T|XX,otio6i) ''f|XXoid>8i) 
119 feni ocSpax Miffax ^en' a'irtov^ 
120 ApSevayco 133 
Kai ^nexo^e 121 Kai ^ efnev T3KT n3P 
- T : - T 
122 ''^KKaoaai ''Kativai 
123 Xt)V KOIllVOV KVt3K^ 
T - : 
xiiv Kd(llVOV 
124 knxai(Kaai<i>c, nsno~u\ 
T : • ~ 
^nxanXaoio^ 
125 lac, oh ^napa & 
126 i^tic, xekoc,) ^iKKUXi £5ei atjxfiv ''Kafivoi 
3:20 3:20 3:20 
127 Kai ''dvSpa^ Kai ''dvSpa^ 
128 - - ''(i<TX«po«? ''itrxopoxdxoD^ 
129 - - '•ioxw) ''xov fcv xq Svvd|iei 
130 eine enexa^ev 
131 ''"(neStioavxa^) TITED'? 
T T - : 
''O'DvnoSioavxa^ 
132 xov aeSpax Mioax ^[xov oeSpax Mioax 
133 ApSevayci) 133 ApSevayo] 
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134 "cupoXeiv RO-n'p ^enpoXeiv 
135 ei? Tijv Kd|iivov ] V K ^ ei? ^Tiiv Kd|iivov 
136 TOO nopd? Rni3 TOO itopo? 
137 Tiiv Kttiojieviiv ^'^rP' t i iv tcoionevTjv 
I V . 1 . Analysis of 3:11-20 
I V . 1 . i . Morphology 
1. 22, 26, 46, 50 -E i the r the present o r the a o r i s t can be reasonable 
equ iva len t s f o r the p e r f e c t o f HA, and bo th are abundantly represented 
i n 3:11-20. However, i t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o compare 1. 22 and 26 t o 1. 
46 and 50. Regardless o f the f a c t tha t the present probably 
represents a b e t t e r choice i n 1 . 22, 26 (as i n 1. 46, 50) , Th ' s choice 
o f the present i n 1 . 22, 26 where OG reads the a o r i s t i s somewhat 
s i g n i f i c a n t . DA, pp. 63-65, i d e n t i f i e s the e l i m i n a t i o n o f the 
h i s t o r i c present as a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f kaige. While these examples 
are not h i s t o r i c a l presents , they are more appropr i a t e i n the con tex t , 
and do not e x h i b i t the same fo rmal correspondence t o MT as OG. 
1. 29-OG avoids the s imple c o o r d i n a t i o n o f the terms i n NTT by 
t r a n s f o r m i n g one n . i n t o the ao r .pas s .pa r t , flojiofiei?. 
1 . 29, 90, 131, 134-In none o f these cases does Th (or OG) represent 
the p r e f i x e d t o an i n f . 
1 . 55, 66-OG employs i n f i n i t i v e s f o r the imp. forms o f MT i n 1 . 55, 66 
i n an at tempt t o preserve the sense o f the syntax. S. Syntax, 1. 5 1 -
66. 
1 . 71-OG employs the gen. abs. r a the r than the f i n i t e v b . because o f 
changes in t roduced t o the syntax. S. Syntax, 1. 69 -71 . 
1 . 79, 100-OG p r e f e r s t o employ the p i . f o r T (s. CH 2.II .8 . i .a . ) , whi le 
T h normal ly fo l lows t h e number o f MT. I n f ac t , on ly i n 1. 100 does T h 
not fo l low the number i n MT f o r T . The change i n 1. 100 i s probably 
120 
due t o harmoniza t ion t o the e a r l i e r use i n 1. 79. 
I V . l . i i . Syntax 
1 . 1-4-Th's omiss ion o f the clause ' T p l R n m n^2*? 130*1 "^B* i n 3:10 is 
^%ote t ha t BHS wants us t o read the e a r l i e r number i n the l i g h t 
o f the l a t e r . 
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a r a t h e r l e n g t h y minus against bo th MT and OG, and re f lec t s a 
t endency o f T h , p a r t i c u l a r l y noticeable i n chs. 4-6, to omit repeated 
phrases. T h changes the syntax o f MT i n 3:10-11 f r o m "Anyone who 
hears . . . should f a l l and worsh ip . . . b u t whoever does not f a l l and 
worsh ip . . ." to "Whoever hears . . . and does not f a l l and worship . . 
." The change i n syntax explains the add . i n 1. 4 as necessary to 
p rov ide the ob jec t o f wor sh ip . The basic meaning o f the Vorlage is 
r e ta ined , t h o u g h the e l iminat ion o f the repeated phrase lessens some of 
the r h e t o r i c a l e f f e c t . 
1. 2-OG's omission o f the pa r t , a l ters the r h e t o r i c a l e f fec t , b u t the 
basic sense is t h e same. 
1. 6, 74, 97, 135-MT has the f u l l expression K m p ' KTT3 pTIK a l so i n 3:6, 
2 1 , 23, 26. A f o r m a l l y equ iva len t t r a n s l a t i o n XT|V Kd(iivov xov nvpo^ xfiv 
KOiojievtiv i s g iven by OG and Th i n 1. 6, 74, 135; 3:6. '^ ' OG omits xijv 
Kaiojieviiv i n 1. 99 and 3:21; '^^ and has d i f f e r e n c e s i n 3:23, 26(96) . 
I n 3:23 OG has i^eXeowo f| $X6^ kK XTj? Ka^ivoD and 3:26(96) has x f j ; 
Kttiiivot) Ixi Kaio(ievi)^, b u t bo th may r e f l e c t a d i f f e r e n t approach to 
t r a n s l a t i n g compared to the ea r l i e r por t ion o f ch . 3. 
Th on ly omits xo6 nt)p6? i n 3:23. 
1. 11-This is the on ly occur rence o f the independent o b j . p ro . TV i n 
BA. The r e l a t i v e p r o . oft^ i s a l i t e r a l and i d i o m a t i c equiva lent f o r 
the '*T + o b j . p r o . 
1 . 17-0G=^f^ w h i l e Th omits "these men" and employs a r e l a t i v e clause 
i n s t ead . 
' ^ Indeed, bo th OG and Th employ the i n d i v i d u a l Greek words as SE 
f o r the corresponding Aramaic. The m a j o r i t y o f omissions and/or 
d i f f e r e n t readings f rom the th ree terms are i n 3 :21-26(93) . For 
example, " p ' o n l y occurs 8x; a l l i n the phrase c u r r e n t l y being 
discussed. ITIR is f o u n d i n 2 add i t iona l passages (3:19, 22), and in 
each case OG and T h t r ans la t e w i t h KOJIIVO;. 113 is also f o u n d i n 3:22, 
24(91), 25(92), 26(93) Ws, 27(94)Ws; 7:9(2), 10. Both OG and Th 
t r ans la te w i t h icvp, except where i t is omi t ted . OG omits i n 3:21, 22, 
24(91), 26(93); 7:9. T h omits TU i n 3:22, 23, where the context is 
d i f f e r e n t due to the inc lus ion o f the deutero-canonical material . 
'^^Asterisked add. i n 88-Syh. 
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1. 18-Both OG and Th t r a n s l a t e the Semit ic idiom BSQ CO? "pay r ega rd 
t o " (+ '7S pers . ; s. BDB, p . 1113) l i t e r a l l y by p r o v i d i n g an objec t f o r 
the v b . The idiom also occurs i n 6:14(13). There OG=0 and Th 
employs imoTdooo. I t i s a l s o poss ib le tha t Th has read i n both 
cases. 
1 . 23, 109-The add. o f ooo may be the r e s u l t o f OG making e x p l i c i t 
what i s i m p l i c i t i n NfT, i . e . the image i s i n the l ikeness o f the k i n g 
( c f . 2 :32, 37),'^^ but OG does not add the f i r s t p e r . p r o . i n 1. 47. 
Regardless o f the appearance o f the image, t o worship i t was t o 
acknowledge Nebuchadnezzar's g o d / i d o l . 
1 . 37-40-OG employs a r e l a t i v e phrase t o avo id the excessive pa ra tax i s 
i n NfT. The p a r t , i n OG does serve t o make the sequence o f events 
e x p l i c i t (" they were brought . . . when he saw them . . . he s a i d " ) , 
but t he re i s no s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e i n meaning. OG's syntax a l so 
r equ i r e s the n o n - t r a n s l a t i o n o f T in 1. 40. 
1. 37, 80, 121-For the v a r i a t i o n i n the t r ans la t ion of the idiom TORT naj?, 
s. Syntax, 2 :1 -10 . 
1 . 51-66-Here MT leaves the apodosis unstated.'^* OG employs 
i n f i n i t i v e s i n 1. 55 and 66, which e f f e c t i v e l y f o l l o w the syntax o f 
NfT. &jia + dat. + i n f . i n 1. 54-55="Together w i t h the hear ing . . ." Th 
has 2 s u b j . i n 1. 55 and 66, wh ich i n t roduce a s l igh t change, "Now, 
t h e r e f o r e , i f you are p repa red : When you hear . . . you should 
w o r s h i p . " 
1. 51-OG employs the idiomatic jiev/Se'^^ 8x, but the d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
s i g n i f i c a n t . I t occurs i n 1:7; 2:24, 33, 4 1 ; 3:15, 23, 46; 12:2. The 
t o t a l absence o f t h i s c o n s t r u c t i o n f rom chs. 4-11 i n the o r i g i n a l t e x t 
o f OG i s u n l i k e l y . Th o n l y has |iev/5e i n 2 : 4 1 , 42. 
^^^Delcor, "Un cas de t r a d u c t i o n , " pp. 30-35; M c C r y s t a l l , p . 8 1 . 
^^^(SA, § 8 6 . 
^"See Smyth, §2895-2916 . 
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1 . 58-62, 119-In 1. 119 ( s . 1. 132) OG s u b s t i t u t e s a shor te r 
express ion f o r the repeated l i s t o f names f o r s t y l i s t i c v a r i a t i o n . 
The same m o t i v a t i o n accounts f o r the omission o f the instruments i n 1. 
58-62.'^^ The l i s t o f instnaments i s a l so shortened i n 3:7, 10; as 
w e l l as the l i s t o f o f f i c i a l s i n 3 :3 . 
1 . 69-71-OG adds 1. 70 t o emphasize the ominous consequences o f not 
127 
worshipping ("But i f n o t , know f o r c e r t a i n / i t i s a c e r t a i n t y " ) . 
The i n t r o d u c t i o n o f 1. 70 also caused 3 changes i n the syntax. F i r s t , 
j i i l was added to 1. 69; second, OG's i n t r o d u c t i o n of yivooKo r equ i r ed an 
o b j . clause i n o r d e r to r e t a i n the elements i n MT; t h i r d , OG t rans fo rms 
the f i n i t e v b . npooKwveo i n t o a gen. abs.! OG's dynamic t rans la t ion is 
f a i t h f u l to the i n t e n t i o n of MT, b u t s l i g h t l y more dramatic. At the 
same time, even t h o u g h OG added a f ew elements to create th i s 
emphasis, the vocabu la ry o f MT is represented . 
1. 86, 105-In the f o r m e r the voc. K3'?Q i s added, w h i l e i n the l a t t e r 
the voc . i s o m i t t e d . N e i t h e r makes any s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e ( s . 
Text-Critical). 
I. 88 , 90-Both OG and Th construe n3*T*7J? w i t h 03na i nco r rec t ly . ' ^^ 
Mr="There i s no need f o r us t o make an apology about t h i s . " 
1 . 9 1 , 103-The t h e o l o g i c a l i m p l i c a t i o n s o f the c o n d i t i o n a l clauses i n 
3:17-18 o f NfT are i n t e r e s t i n g , but i t i s not incumbent on us t o 
determine whether i t i s God's exis tence o r h i s a b i l i t y t o save tha t i s 
i n ques t i on . What i s s i g n i f i c a n t f o r our purposes i s tha t there 
'^^In bo th instances 88-Syh have an a s t e r i s k e d add. 
' "Fo r ye, see Smyth, § 2 8 2 1 - 2 8 2 9 . 
' % o t e d by Mont . , p . 208; but note t ha t the Pesh i t t a has an 
a d d i t i o n (KTl'^Q) which makes t h i s connect ion as w e l l . 
Mft 
The l i n g u i s t i c d i f f i c u l t y i n 3:17 i s the separa t ion o f the 
p a r t i c l e TI 'K f rom the v b . There are two opt ions f o r t r ans la t ion . 
The f i r s t is o f f e r e d by T o r r e y ("Notes," p . 263) and presupposes tha t 
the p conta ins the whole p r o t a s i s . Thus, he t r a n s l a t e s , " I f i t be 
so, ( i . e . , i f the sentence o f the k i n g i s executed) , our God whom we 
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i s an ambigu i ty i n the t e x t , and bo th OG and Th, i n company w i t h the 
o the r v e r s i o n s , reso lve i t . '^** OG and Th a f f i r m the exis tence o f God 
(OG adds 1. 92-93, s. below) and His a b i l i t y t o save. They con f i rm 
God's ex is tence by employing ydp f o r ] n , but the x i n i f i e d approach 
cou ld be based on an exege t i ca l t r a d i t i o n r a the r than Th borrowing 
f rom OG. 
The t r a n s l a t i o n o f the second c o n d i t i o n a l clause i n 3:18 ( 1 . 
103) revea ls s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s between OG and Th, which supports 
the view tha t there i s no dependence o f Th on OG i n the e a r l i e r 
c lause . Th t r a n s l a t e s 1. 103 w i t h fo rmal equiva lents "And i f n o t , " 
( i . e . , i f God does not save u s ) , and the j u s s . i n 1. 104 w i t h an impv. 
" l e t i t be known t o y o u . " According t o Th, then, the three do not 
i n t e n d t o worship the gods whether t h e i r God acts o r n o t . Conversely, 
OG has icai TOTC ((ovepov ooi goToi "And then i t w i l l be c l ea r t o y o u , " 
which presupposes tha t they w i l l be d e l i v e r e d . The e x p l i c i t b e l i e f 
t h a t they w i l l be d e l i v e r e d i s i n complete accord w i t h the confession 
i n 1. 92-93.^-'^ 
1 . 92-93-OG's add. imparts a monothe i s t i c emphasis tha t strengthens 
the s y n t a c t i c change i n 1 . 91.^^^ A s i m i l a r statement on monotheism 
i s found i n OG 4:34c. The s i m i l a r i t y o f the t h e o l o g i c a l statements 
suggests t ha t the same t r a n s l a t o r i s respons ib le f o r both 3:17 and 
4:34c. 
serve, i s ab le t o d e l i v e r u s . " The second o p t i o n i s t o t r a n s l a t e T ' R 
as a copula (Mont . , p . 206) . Thus, " I f our God whom we serve i s able 
. . . " For an e x c e l l e n t d i scuss ion o f the issues, see P. W. Coxon, 
"Danie l 111:17: A L i n g u i s t i c and Theo log ica l Problem," VT 26 (1976): 
400-409. Ashley , pp. 358-368, notes t ha t medieval r a b b i n i c exegetes 
debated v i g o r o u s l y over the meaning o f t h i s clause and argues that we 
should s e r i o u s l y consider tha t the clause quest ions the existence o f 
God f o r r h e t o r i c a l e f f e c t . 
^%or a d i s cus s ion o f the t r a n s l a t i o n o f 3:17 by the ve r s ions , 
see Coxon, "Danie l I I I : 17 ," pp. 402-403. 
^^'see a l s o B l u d . , p . 45. 
I l l 
The l i n e s are marked w i t h the obelus i n 88-Syh. 
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1 . 125-126-OG employs napa + acc. f o r a comparative'^^ "seven times 
more than i t was ( l i t e r a l l y : he had seen i t ) heated." Th reads lH f o r 
*?» and employs ei^ xeXo^ adve rb ia l ly . ' ^* See Lexicology, 1. 126. 
1 . 132-967 reads xov^ nepi x6v 'A^apiav, which agrees w i t h OG's 
t r a n s l a t i o n i n 3:23. However, i t i s argued below tha t a l a t e r 
t r a n s l a t o r has e d i t e d 3:20-30(97) i n order t o i n s e r t the add i t i ons t o 
ch . 3. I t i s the read ing o f 967 i n 3:20 t ha t suggests t h i s e d i t i n g 
began i n 3 :20. 
I V . 1 . i i i . Lexicology 
1 . 3, 22, 26, 46, 50, 66, 7 1 , 94, 108, 112-The c u l t i c terms T30 and 
n^B are bo th rendered by SE i n OG and Th. OG employs npooKwveo 12/12 
f o r 130,'^ ^ and XoxpewD f o r n'?D 7/9.'^^ The choice of equivalents 
r e f l ec t s a semantic d i f f e r e n c e . I n the remainder of the LXX Xaxptvo is 
t he SE f o r 12S where i t r e f e r s to c u l t i c serv ice . npooKuve© i s the SE 
f o r nns? i n BH and has a more predominant sense o f worship . Both OG 
and Th recognize and ma in t a in tha t d i s t i n c t i o n . 
OG employs (fropeo i n 1. 94 as an unusua l equivalent f o r rf7E5. The 
m o t i v a t i o n f o r t h i s r ender ing was t o supply a p a r a l l e l w i t h 3:12 ( s . 
Syntax). According t o OG, the three do not f e a r the k i n g ' s decree 
because they do f e a r / r e v e r e God! imoxdooo is a good dynamic 
t r ans l a t i on b y OG i n 7:27, and o n l y appears elsewhere i n OG as a plus 
to 11:37. 
Though Th's choice of SODXCWD i n 7:14, 27 is acceptable, there is 
no semantic d i f f e r e n c e t ha t would explain w h y he would not employ the 
establ ished equiva len t XaxpetMa. I t would suppor t the suggest ion tha t 
'^^Smyth, §1073 . 
'^ *So Mont . , p . 211 . 
'^^2.46; 3 :5 , 6, 7, 10, 11 , 12, 14, 15, 18, 28. Th omits i n 3:10, 
s. Syntax. 
'^^3:12, 14, 18, 28(95) ; 6 :17(16) , 21(20) ; 7:14. I n 3:17 OG has 
$oPco (Th has Xaxpetxa) and i n 7:14 Th has SowXeiJO. I n 7:27 OG has 
^oxdooo where Th has SooXcx)© aga in . 
' ^ ' i t i s s u r p r i s i n g tha t Meadowcroft , pp. 159-160, f a i l s t o note 
the obvious l i t e r a r y connec t ion . 
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at least ch . 7 or ig ina tes f r o m a d i f f e r e n t t r ans la to r , o r tha t ch . 7 has 
undergone some r e v i s i o n . 
1. 5, 73, 134-In ch . 3 OG always employs ejipdXXo f o r ROT 5/5,'^ bu t i n 
ch . 6 OG has ^ I J I T O 4/4.'^' Th employs t|ipdXXo (9/10), except i n 
3:24(91) where he has t h e simple f o r m of the v b . The only o ther 
occur rence o f ROT is i n 7:9 where i t has a d i f f e r e n t sense, and both 
OG and Th have Ttetiiii. Once more OG's vocabula ry reveals d i f fe rences 
w i t h i n chs. 4-6 . '* 
1. 6, 74-OG omits R13 a l l lOx i t appears i n D a n i e l , whereas Th on ly 
omi ts i n 1. 6, 74 and 3:6. '* ' Elsewhere Th has |ieoo?. 
1. 9, 45, 52, 91 , 107-Both OG and Th t r ea t TT^R as a copula.'*^ OG has 
eoTiv (eioiv i n 1. 8) 6/12'*^ and omits i t i n 2:26; 3:14, 18. I n three 
cases OG o f f e r s f r e e r e n d i t i o n s . OG employs the f . pa r t . ohaa\ i n 2:30 
and ilia i n 1. 50. I n b o t h these cases Th has the same reading and 
t h e y would have to be classed as d i s t i n c t i v e agreements. I n 3:25(92) 
OG has oiiSeiiia eyevfi9Ti. Besides the agreements w i t h OG i n 2:30 and 
3:15, T h also omits 'H'R i n 1. 43, 96 and 2:26, but i n these cases the 
p a r t i c l e i s made redundant by the presence o f a f i n i t e vb . Otherwise, 
Th has 3 person forms o f eijii 9/14. 
1. 9, 17, 33, 34, 127-OG employs dvepCMio? (7x) and dvfp (7x) 
'^^3:6, 1 1 , 15, 20, 2 1 . OG=0 3:24(91). 
'^^6. 8 ( 7 ) , 13(12) , 17(16) , 25 (24) . See 6:18(17) f o r an 
equ iva len t t o 17(16) . 
'^''see a l s o A l b e r t z , p . 162. 
' ^ ' A I S O i n 3:21, 23, 24(91), 25(92), 26(93); 4:7(10); 7:15. 7:15 has 
t h e d i f f i c u l t 71313 RT33, which Th seems t o have attempted to render w i t h 
a con tex tua l guess ^ e i . 
'*^OM, § 9 5 . Muraoka {Emphatic, p . 81) s ta tes tha t T ' R retains an 
assevera t ive f o r c e i n 2:26 and 3:17, whi le elsewhere i n Daniel i t is 
weakening to a copula. 
'^2:11(2) , 28; 3:12, 17, 29(96). OG=0 i n 4:32(35); 5:11. 
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indiscriminately as equivalents for 133 (19x).'*^ In contrast, Th 
never employs &v6p<i>no^ . However, Th also omits translating 133 more 
often than OG and in one case makes i t explicit who the men are (oi 
TaKTtKoi in 6:6[5]). The omission in 3:12 is due to Th changing the 
syntax; and Th also omits T33 once in 3:20. Th has a large minus 
compared to MT in 3:22, while the omissions i n 3:13, 23 have no 
apparent motivation. 
L 11-The same equivalence is shared by OG and Th in 2:24, 49, though 
Th employs i t earlier in 1:11.^ ^^  
1. 12, 13-nT3!> is also collocated with TU'TD in 2:49 in its only other 
usage in Daniel, and MT reads exactly the same as 1. 11-12. Th has 
the same equivalent in 2:49, while OG has km ta\ npoyndiav x^c, ^aotX. 
Presumably, OG has omitted TTT'SS in both cases as unnecessary. Th 
also employs the collective fepya for the Hebrew equivalent rDR'T'Q (HL in 
Daniel) in 8:27.^ ^^  
Th employs x®po (9/9) as a SE for n3"»T0,'^' while OG is more 
varied i n his approach. OG employs lopo 4x, but also has JJOXIV in 
11:24 and npoyfia in 2:48, 49 (3:3, 30[97] OG=0). The fact that OG has 
I©pa^ in 3:12 suggests that OG employed the dynamic translation npoyjio 
in 2:49 because of his earlier choice in vs. 48.'^  
1. 20-OG employs a variety of equivalents for Dl>t3: YVO<J»? 2:14; icpiv© 
3:10, 29(96); tvioXti 3:12.^ *' Th favours Soyjio 6/9, but not to the 
^**T33=&v9pojio? i n 2:25; 3:12, 13, 27(94); 5:11?; 6:25(24); 8:15. 
•n3=avf|p i n 3:8, 12, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25(92). OG (and Th) omits the 
second T33 as redundant i n 3:20 and also omits i n 6:6(5) and 6:12(11). 
In 2:24(91); 6:16(15) OG=0. 
'*^ S. the discussion of the relationship between Th and OG in 1:1-
10, 1. 48, 94. 
'^ ^epya i s also found i n 3:27, 57 in both OG and Th, and in an OG + 
in 4:19(22). OG has the sing, i n 11:17 for m3'?D(?) 
^*'2:48, 49; 3:1, 2, 3, 12, 30(97); 8:2; 11:24. 
'*^Mont., p. 184, suggests that 2:48 was motivated by 2:49. 
'*'OG=0 4:3(6); 5:2; 6:3(2), 6:14(13), 6:27(26). 
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point of misconstruing the meaning of the tex t , yvonn renders the 
sense of "good judgement" in 2:14, while i n 5:2 DSQ has the sense 
"taste," which Th translates with yewJK. Th employs Xoyo? in 6:3(2) in 
a vain attempt to render the meaning of the difficult Aramaic. 
Though Th and OG share a much closer relationship in the 
current passage, the translation of DJ?13 does exhibit significant 
differences in approach. I t should also be noted that OG only employs 
Soyjia in a plus (6:12a), whereas Th's use of SoYJia mainly for ni?B and 
Km (s. Syntax, 2:1-10) represents incomplete lexical levelling. 
1. 21, 44, 106-OG's specifies the nature of the gods (ei5oX(p) in 1. 21 and 
106,'^ " whereas in 1. 44 i t has a literal equivalent to MT. Actually, 
OG's ideology preserves a nice distinction. To the king the statue 
represents the "gods" Geol; (1. 44), but to the three i t is merely an 
"idol" ei5oX,ov.'^' This distinction explains why OG does not employ 
elSoXov in 1. 44. 
1. 25, 48, Ill-Forms of -fiatiiiii were ideal to render Dip because of the 
broad semantic range i t afforded, as well as i t s use as both a 
tr a n s i t i v e or an i n t r a n s i t i v e vb. Of the 35x'©ip appears in Daniel 
the majority are in the Aramaic section and 10 are in ch. 3:1-18. 
MT has a plus against OG and Th in 3:3, but i t is probably a case of 
dittography in MT.'^ ^ The remaining 8 cases in 3:1-18 all have to do 
with the setting up of the statue (5 in 3 s.ha.pf.; 3 in 2 s.ha.pf.), so i t 
is not surprising to find identical forms in Th and OG. 
For the most part, OG and Th employ formal equivalents for the 
translation of Up. The only dynamic equivalent in OG is 7:17 
(dnoX,owTai). There are several Th renderings that require comment. 
^^"s. the discussion of these equivalents in CH 3 . I I I . 2 . i . 
^^ht i s possible that OG's choice of the s. in 3:12, 18 reflects 
the Q in MT, but given the change in translation equivalents i t is 
d i f f i c u l t to answer t h i s question with any degree of certainty. 
^^^2:21, 31, 39, 44(2); 3:1, 2, 3(3), 5, 7, 12, 14, 18, 24(91); 4:14; 
5:11, 21; 6:2(1), 4(3), 8(7), 9(8), 16(15), 20(19); 7:4, 5(2), 10, 16, 17, 
24(2); 8:27; 9:12. OG=0 in 3:3(2); 4:14(17); 5:11, 21. 6:20(19)? 
OG omits the entire f i n a l clause, while Th omits the redundant 
"which Neb. set up." 
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Th employs fc^avuiTiiiii in 3:24(91), which is unique. I t is the only 
occurrence i n Th, even though i t is a regular equivalent for Dp in the 
LXX.''* In 6:4(3) Th renders rtmoprf? n'OJ? with a simple finite form 
of KoeiaTiuii, whereas OG employs ^O B X E W J O T O Kaxaaxr\aai. Th has 
probably omitted translating the HL rW!?. 
Finally, we must consider the question of Th's relationship to 
OG. The ratio of agreements between Th and OG for the translation of 
mp in the remainder of Daniel is not quite as extensive as i t is in ch. 
3. However, rather than investigating each equivalent we will focus on 
those instances where OG and Th have the vb. KoeioTiuii. OG and Th 
share a common reading of the vb. in 2:21; 6:2(1), 4(3), so i t might be 
concluded that Th has merely retained OG. On the other hand, Th also 
employs KoeiotTuii in 5:11 (OG=0) and in each of these instances Th 
accurately translates the sense "to appoint." For example, in 5:11 Th 
has 6 jcoTTip O O D 6pxovta . . . K O X C . aixov = n o p n . . . 3n "jlS* = "your 
father appointed him head . . . " Th's translations i n these instances 
accord well with his renderings of TOa in 1:11; 2:24, 49; 3:12 that were 
discussed earlier (s. 1:1-10, Lexicology). Furthermore, Th employs 
<a6iaxmn\ elsewhere only in 2:38 and 2:48 for the two places where the 
ha. of labvi a p p e a r s . T h e r e f o r e , when we consider the faithfulness, 
consistency and distinctiveness of Th's translation, i t is unlikely 
that Th has borrowed from OG. Most of the common readings are exactly 
that, common. On the other hand, the shared reading of nopeioTtpceioav 
7:10 is most l i k e l y a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement. 
1. 27, 32, 113-Nrr employs ] ' T K ( n ) 46x in Daniel.'" There is l i t t l e 
point i n presenting a comprehensive analysis because tote is the normal 
and expected equivalent f o r ] ' " I K ( 3 ) , and K O I is a reasonable and 
frequent choice as well. However, there are several noteworthy points. 
First, except for the omission in 3:3 OG has tote for T'*TK(3) 13/13 i n 
'^*fe^cfvujtimi appears in 5:6 in OG where MT=0. 
155, OG has KaeioTiuii i n 2:48, but in 2:38 i t employs Kopieoo! 
'^2:14, 15, 17, 19(2), 25, 35, 46, 48; 3:3, 13(2), 19, 21, 
24(91), 26(93)dis, 30(97); 4:4(7), 16(19); 5:3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 17, 24, 
29; 6:4(3), 5(4), 6(5), 7(6), 12(11), 13(12), 14(13), 15(14), 16(15), 
17(16), 19(18), 20(19), 22(21), 24(23), 26(25); 7:1, 11, 19. 
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ch. 2-3:21. Th, on the other hand, has 5e in 2:15! and KOX in 2:17, 
19, 48; 3:3. Second, the frequent use of Koi in Th means that the icoi 
in 1. 32 may be the equivalent for 'p'WS, rather than for a hypothetical 
T (R'n33 "f?* is omitted in 1. 33). Third, OG employs the dynamic 
equivalents oftto^ oiv only in 3:26(93) and 3:30(97). Fourth, contrary to 
the stereotyped usage in ch. 2-3:21, OG only employs tote about 12/23 
in 3:24(91)-7:19 and the alternative equivalents (also Koi in 3:26[93]; 
5:3, 6, 8; 6:12[11], 14[13], 15[14], 20[19] and 8c in 4:16[19]) only occur 
in chs. 4-6.^ " 
I t is not possible to formulate any definite conclusions, but the 
pattern of translation is similar to what we have found elsewhere. Not 
only are there unique equivalents in OG around the inclusion of the 
deutero-canonical additions at the end of ch. 3, but there is also a 
different approach to translating the term in chs. 4-6. 
1. 28 , 115-MT has two terms for anger/wrath collocated in 1. 28 (T3n is 
a HL in Daniel), Although OG transforms the f i r s t to a participle, Th 
has the same order of equivalents: Qvnoc, (9t)ji6o OG) then ipyfi. The 
nature of this agreement is underscored in 1. 115 where both OG and 
Th employ e»n6? for KDn instead of ipyn as in 1. 28. The same type of 
agreement occurs with the cognate Hebrew term non. In 11:44 OG and 
Th both render m n with 8i>|i6<;, but in 9:16 they both have 6 B D U O ^ OOD 
K O I i\ 6pyr\ ao-o where MT reads ^ n o m ^ B R . The order Soito^, then 6pfr\ 
is not a fixed collocation in the LXX either, so 3:13 and 9:16 are 
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probably distinctive agreements. 
The specifics of OG and Th's agreement are, however, difficult to 
discern. For example, in the only other occurrence of n a n in 8:6, OG 
has the expected ev)i6^; but, Th has 6p|if| (1-10)! I f we broaden the 
investigation, we find that OG and Th employ 6pyii to render the 
substantive DfiT in 8:19 and 11:36. However, when USl occurs as a vb. 
'"3:24(91)?; 5:9, 13, 17?, 29; 6:7(6), 13(12), 19(18), 26(25); 
7:1, 11, 19. OG=0 5:24; 6:4(3), 5(4), 6(5), 16(15), 17(16), 22(21), 
24(23), Th's r a t i o of 15/31 i n 3:24(91)-7:19 (Th=0 in 5:24?) is about 
the same as 2-3:21. 
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In f a c t , 6pyf| more often precedes 601165 (50x) in the LXX than 
the other way around (38x). See also Muraoka, 12 Prophets, pp. I l l , 
173 where Muraoka notes that Bojicx; and 6pyfi are employed as 
overlapping synonyms in the LXX. 
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in 11:30 OG employs dpyi^o and Th has Qvvioo. Nor does Th share OG's 
reading of 6pyii in the addition (doublet?) to 9:26, or OG's error in 
11:18. In the other occurrence of «^ in the sense of anger in 11:20 
(cf. 9:16) OG employs bpyti, whereas Th renders literally with npooojtov. 
Finally, we should note that OG employs both eojioo (8:7) and 6pyiC,Q 
(11:11) to translate T I O in the hithpalpal (TDTOn') "to be embittered," 
but Th has 2 HL in the LXX: fe^oypioivo and dypidvo!! 
1. 29, 34-OG and Th have common readings for nnR throughout Daniel 
(12x), but the significance is minimal because the equivalents are 
expected.'^' In 3:26(93) OG simplifies TTIRT Tps to i^eXSote while Th 
has a good dynamic translation i^eXBete Koi Seote "Come out and come 
here!"!^ 
1. 37-This is the only occurrence of oovopoo for the translated books 
of the Hebrew Bible, though i t does occur 9x in the Maccabean 
l i t e r a t u r e . 
1. 41-OG renders the sense of MT, but i t is uncertain whether he 
actually kn 
equivalent. 
k ew the meaning of the i n f . RTS.'^' Th offers a literal 
L 51-The adv. ]W appears 7x i n NfT, though OG only seems to have i t 
i n his Vorlage i n 3:15 and 2:23. Th r e f l e c t s a difference i n his 
approach. In the 5x that the adv. stands alone, including 3:15, OG 
translates with vw o<Jv.''^  However, i n 5:15 where the conj. 1 is 
attached, Th translates with Koi vov. According to Ziegler, the viv is 
not part of Th's text in 2:23, but there is some support for its 
inclusion. 
'^ 'nnR i s 12x i n Daniel. 3:2, 13(2), 26(93); 5:2, 3, 13, 23; 
6:17(16), 18(17); 7:13, 22. OG=0 5:13; 6:17(16). 
'^Vor 5e^po and Settte, see E. Eynikel and J. Lust, "The Use of 
AETPO and A E T T E in the LXX," ETL 67 (1991): 57-68. 
'^ 'see Torrey, "Notes," pp. 261-62. 
'%15; 4:34(37); 5:12, 16; 6:9. 
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1. 52-The equivalent ixoinet^ (1-4) for Tnj? (HL in Dan.) in OG and Th is 
a common reading in 1. 50. 
1. 5 4-n Kni? S also occurs in 3:5 where OG has 8tov and Th employs i fiv 
ap<|. Th's rendering is more dynamic in 3:15. S. Syntax, 1. 49-64. 
1. 57-There are five or six musical instruments listed in 3:5, 7, 10, 15. 
3 of the names of the instruments are certainly Greek loan words 
(Kieapi^, \tfaXxi\p\ov, oon^dvio), and two ( ] ^ , pn©) are Semitic.''^ OG 
only gives a complete l i s t i n the f i r s t instance and prefers to 
abbreviate i n vss. 7, 10, 15. The main point of interest in the l i s t 
is the word <n>)i4i^ }via. Bevan i d e n t i f i e d (Jt)|i4»wvio as a type of bagpipe 
and Grelot has argued that i t was a double f l u t e . I t was believed 
that <Jt)H({(!i»via i s s p e c i f i c a l l y mentioned as a favourite individual 
instrument i n connection with Antiochus Epiphanes, but Coxon has 
argued that i t should be imderstood i n the sense of a group of 
musicians.'*^ The sense of the term is uncertain, but Th and OG seem 
to understand i t as orchestral music. Th omits o«H(|itWia a l l 4x i n 
which i t appears. This suggests that he understood i t in terms of a 
band or orchestra; therefore, he omitted i t as redundant because of 
the following "and a l l kinds of music." The reading of OG depends on 
the text we choose as o r i g i n a l . 88-Syh and 967 translate a l l six 
terms i n 3:5, but 88-Syh l i s t s them i n a way that suggests oDjK^ uiv'ia 
refers to an individual instrument. 967 reads "and a symphony of a l l 
kinds of music," which should probably be accepted as OG.'^^ In the 
later vss. (7, 10, 15) OG omits <TV|i(>^ vio as redundant. 
1. 68-OG may employ lottiiii f or 135 because he expected to read up due 
to the previous collocation of (n)npn n (K3m) i n 3:2, 3, 5, 7, 
''Vor a discussion of the instruments, see Coxon, "Greek Loan-
words," pp. 24-40; P. Grelot, "L'Orchestre de Daniel I I I 5, 7 10, 15," 
Vr 29 (1979): 23-38; Kitchen, "Aramaic," pp. 48-50. 
'•"^ Bevan, p. 80; Grelot, "L'Orchestre," pp. 36-37. 
'^^Bevan, p. 41, includes the quote from Polybius; see Coxon, 
"Greek Loan-Words," p. 32. 
'^^at)n4(i)via could be the result of later harmonization to MT (s. CH 
2 . I I I . ) . 
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12, 14, though he also has ODvwttuii in 7:21. The expected equivalent 
for the verb inS in both OG (3/7) and Th (10/12) is noieffl.""' 
1. 72-nj>B? only appears 5x i n Daniel: 4x i n the temporal expression 
VSWD'TU (3:6, 15; 4:30[33]; 5:5) and once prefixed with 3 (4:16). OG 
has various equivalents. aoBopi (1-2) in 3:15 appears to be a neologism 
(LEH, p. 70), while in 3:6 OG omits translating i t . if:©? 5e npoi may be 
an equivalent in 4:30(33), though like 4:16(19) the Vorlage is uncertain. 
Other than the neologism in 3:15, iv oiirtq tq &p4 in 5:5 is the most 
significant equivalent for Rni?B?TD because i t almost certeiinly stems 
from Th! In the other three cases where RrWCTTD appears, Th always 
has ot>tf| tq The only difference in 5:5 is the add. of ^v, but the 
literalness of the reading and the consistency with which i t is found 
in Th leads to the conclusion that the reading hv at>tq tq Stptt of OG in 
5:5 is Theodotionic. 
1. 78, 96, 102-The main equivalent for 3 r o (shaphel, see BDB, p. 1115) 
in both OG (5/8) and Th (7/9) is fe^aipeo.'^^ The other equivalent for 
OG is offlC© i n 3:28(95); 6:21(20), 28(27).'^' Th has ^oojim in 3:17 
and &vtiXonPdva)! (HL i n Daniel) i n 6:28(27). I t is possible that Th 
has followed OG's equivalent for 3r», but i t is also possible that Th 
made the same equivalence. The 2x that Th changes equivalents can be 
explained as s t y l i s t i c v a r i a t i o n , and i t i s noteworthy that Th changes 
equivalents i n 3:17 while OG does not.'^'' Analysis of related 
vocabulary sharing the sense of deliverance reveals similar findings. 
For example, other than 3:88 Th only has oa^o i n 11:41 and 12:1 where 
the Hebrew equivalent i s El'70 ( n i . ) . These are the only appearances of 
0*70 i n Daniel and the reading is shared with OG i n 12:1. However, in 
'^2:5; 3:1, 15, 29(96), 32(99); 4:32(35)feis; 5:1; 6:11(10), 23(22), 
28(27); 7:21. OG=0 in 3:32(99); 4:32(35)feis; 6:23(22)?, 28(27). Neither OG 
or Th understand MT in 2:5 and 3:29(96). 
% r o is i n 3:15, 17(2), 28(95); 6:15(14), 17(16), 21(20), 
28(27) bis. OG=0 once in 6:28(27) where S T ' B ? appears twice and OG 
reads quite d i f f e r e n t l y . 
'^ O^G has cffiC© also i n 3:88; 11:42; 12:1. 
''''s. the discussion of OG and Th's relationship. 
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11:41 OG=0, so we cannot assume Th dependence on OG in 12:1. 
Another Semitic term for deliverance, (ha. i n BA), occurs 5x 
in Daniel. OG has e^oipe© i n 3:29(96); 6:16(15)=15(14) and ^wojioi in 
8:4, 7. Th overlaps i n 6:15(14), whereas i n 3:29(96); 6:28(00=0) he 
has pito\iai and i n 8:4, 7 ^laipeo. 
1. 87-OG and Th employ the common reading xp"av x^ofi^ v^ f or nB?n (HL i n 
NfT; BDB, p. 1093). This reading also shares the same feature as the 
common reading i n 1. 52, i.e. both employ ex«a. 
1. 88 , 90-00 and Th have djtoKpivo for STl. Th has the same 
equivalence where ZSTi has the sense of "answer" i n 2:14. There OG 
has etiiev.''' 
1. 88, 90-MT also has Dane in 4:14(17) where OG=0 and Th has X O Y O ^ . 
1. 95-OG and Th only have Swoto? elsewhere i n 11:3 for TT3a (HL i n 
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Daniel). The reading i n 1. 95 is a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement, but 
there i s no way to prove the direc t i o n of borrowing. However, i t i s 
noteworthy that OG and Th have extensive agreement with one another 
and formal agreement with NfT i n 1. 95-101. 
1. 115-OG and Th have a common reading, which in a l l probability stems 
from OG. ]ii(inXi)tii i s nowhere else i n Th while OG has i t again i n 
12:4.'73 
1. 116-eiKfflv i s the SE for d?S for both OG (14/17) and Th (16/17), 174 
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Elsewhere 3Tl has the sense of return in 4:31(34), 33(36)5is, and 
in each case Th renders with iirifftpajo (OG=0). 
"^m3a=Swato^ i s a common equivalent i n the LXX. 
''^ »5^D appears 4x in MT: 2:35 OG=notaoo©, Th=itXtip6<a; 9:2 
OG=<iivajtXtipfi)oi^ , Th=ODHicA,T|pffloi$; 10:3 OG=ot)vxeXeo, Th=niT|p(Doi(;. OG's 
rendering i n 2:35 i s based on his reading nnO for n'70. nnQ is found 
e a r l i e r i n the vs. as well as in 2:34. 
"*n'?S i s found elsewhere i n 2:31(2), 32, 34, 35; 3:1, 2, 3(2), 5, 
7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18. OG omits i n 2:32 and once i n 3:3. Th omits i n 
3:10, but has i t as a plus i n 3:11 (s. Syntax, 1. 1-4). 
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but would not have been appropriate to describe the "appearance" of 
the king's face. The choice of equivalents i n 3:19 i s interesting 
because |iop0i| is a HL i n OG, whereas Th has i t 5x for K . ^ ' ^ 6^15 is 
an equivalent f o r HRTQ in 1:4 of Th, whereas OG has i t for HRTQ in 
1:13, 15 (Th=i5ea). 
1. 118-The translation of R3E? was discussed i n the previous section on 
2:1-10. 4x elsewhere MT has VT collocated with R3B? "his appearance 
was changed" and i n each case Th employs dXXoioo.^'^ 
1. 122, 126-OG employs the simple KOUD for R T R while Th has the 
compound kKKaiat. The only other occurrence of R T R is in 3:22 (pe.pf.) 
where both read ^ ^ E K C ^ I I * OG exhibits lexical l e v e l l i n g by employing 
KOI© for both R T R and ( 3 : 6 , 11, 15, 20, 23), whereas Th makes a 
d i s t i n c t i o n through employing the compound. Therefore, i t is very 
possible that the compound i n 3:22 of OG refle c t s Th influence. 
1. 126-Th has the dynamic rendering of ei; tiXoc, for nrn. Th translated 
i t adverbially ( i . e . " u t t e r l y " ) , but i t is unlikely that his text 
d i f f e r e d from MT. This is a good example of Th's independence 
from OG. 
1. 128-129-Nfr piles up the superlatives i n depicting the "men, mighty 
men of strength who were i n his service" who were to throw the three 
into the f i r e . OG renders '?'n"'T33 with a superlative, and a formally 
equivalent rendition of n'?'n2 n . Th simplifies to l<Jx*pot>5 iaim 
"strong i n strength." Th's more dynamic rendering should be regarded 
as another c l e a r l y independent translation. 
'^4:33(36); 5:6, 9, 10; 7:28. OG=0 in a l l cases except in 5:6 where 
i t has iipoai?. 
'^ 5^:6, 9, 10; 7:28. OG has dXXoioo in 5:6; OG=0 in 5:9, 10; Sxo^ep© 
i n 7:28. 
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Mont., p. 211, suggests that Th read TTTn as i f i t were from the 
root of R T R . 
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1. 131-OG has ottvnoSi4o (3/3) for n a 3 , whereas Th has seScto 4/4."* 
Both words are employed i n the LXX (s. HR), but Th's choice suggests 
independence. 
I V . l . i v . Summary 
As i n 1:1-10 and 2:1-10, OG was no doubt translating a Vorlage 
v i r t u a l l y identical with NTT. However, OG's relationship to m has a 
d i f f e r e n t character i n 3:11-20 when compared to the previous sections 
we have examined. As i n the previous sections OG adheres quite 
closely to MT, but here OG does not exhibit the same variety in his 
choice of lexical equivalents and the close formal correspondence to 
NTT (note the number of a r t i c l e s ! ) is unusual. This may be partly 
explained by the high degree of r e p e t i t i o n i n the vocabulary. 
However, i t i s also s t r i k i n g that i n 3:11-20 OG always has qualifying 
adjectives and p a r t i c i p l e s with a r t i c l e s i n the a t t r i b u t i v e position 
(eg. xfi ekovx tfi XP««^ )^ rather than employing a shorter form. There 
are omissions against MT, but these primarily involve words that occur 
frequently i n ch. 3. Though OG demonstrates a closer formal 
correspondence to MT i n t h i s passage, there are s t i l l some interesting 
free translations. For example, OG changes the conditional clauses i n 
3:17-18 in order to remove any ambiguity about the existence of God or 
His a b i l i t y to save. The addition emphasizing monotheism in 1. 92-93 
of 3:17 ensures that we are i n no doubt about OG's theological views. 
The addition i n 1. 70 is d i f f e r e n t from 1. 92-93 because i t does not 
introduce any fundamental differences i n meaning, though i t did 
require OG to make changes i n the syntax. OG also has a few dynamic 
equivalents ( 1 . 37-<Ji>viSfi>v; 1. 72-a'ueopi; 1. 94-$opoB|ie9a) and displays 
some freedom in word order by employing postpositive conjunctions (5e 
in 1. 9, 69, 80; ycV i n 1. 91). 
In 3:11-20 Th demonstrates an expected formal correspondence to 
NfT, but not to the point of mechanical literalness. Once again, Th 
has occasional omissions against MT and even changes the ss^itax at the 
beginning of vs. 11. Th also employs some variety i n equivalents ( 1 . 
102, 116, 126, 131) that distinguish him from OG. Th's expression of 
the superlative i n 1. 128-129 is also dynamic. 
"^3:20, 21, 23, 24(91). OG=0 i n 3:24(91) but has an extra 
appearance of O D V S O S I ^ O i n 3:22. OG has iteSdo i n 4:30a. 
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The investigation of 3:11-20 has also found further evidence to 
confirm Albertz' thesis. F i r s t , we have confirmed that OG's use of 
^iicto for ROT i n chs. 4-6 is d i s t i n c t from the choice in^aXXa 
elsewhere. Second, OG employs tote as a SE for r T R ( 3 ) i n ch. 2-3:21, 
which is d i s t i n c t from 3:24(91)-7:19. Third, the idiomatic jiev/5e only 
occurs once outside of chs. 1-3, but t h i s finding has been anticipated 
by the results of our investigation of 2:1-10. 
There i s also a significant piece of evidence linking chs. 4-6 
with the rest of OG, or, at least ch. 3. The emphasis on monotheism 
i n 3:17 is very similar to 4:34c. Albertz argues that one of the 
reasons why the later translator of chs. 1-3, 7-12 adopted the e a r l i e r 
"popular" e d i t i o n of chs. 4-6 into his edition was because the e a r l i e r 
translator of chs. 4-6 shared the same theological concerns. Albertz 
o f f e r s the p a r a l l e l between 3:17 and 4:34c as a prime example of t h i s 
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shared theology. However, i f that were the case, we might expect 
to f i n d additional emphasis on monotheism elsewhere i n chs. 1-3 or 7-
12. So, although i t can be maintained that OG chs. 4-6 stem from a 
di f f e r e n t translator when compared with chs. 1-3; 7-12, the 
correspondence between 3:17 and 4:34c exemplifies the problem of 
reconstructing OG and i t s compositional history. 
IV.2. A Note on the Additions to Chapter Three 
A further complication in reconstructing the compositional 
hi s t o r y of OG is the inclusion of the Prayer of Azariah and the Song 
of the Three Young Men i n ch. 3. Whether the additions stem from a 
Semitic Vorlage i s beyond the l i m i t s of t h i s investigation, nor is i t 
s t r i c t l y w i t h i n our purview to decide whether the additions were part 
of the OG t e x t . However, what we have found suggests that the 
additions have been inserted into the OG. There are differences i n 
content between MT, Th and OG in the verses immediately p r i o r to and 
following the insertion i n 3:21-30(97), but the primary difference is 
in 3:24(91). MT does not provide a reason why the king was alarmed 
and rose to his feet, but presumably he can see the four from where he 
s i t s . In OG and Th the king rises to his feet i n amazement because he 
hears them singing, and then he declares to his friends (nobles in Th) 
"^Albertz, p. 164. 
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that there are four beings i n the f i r e . Despite the differences in 
content, the narrative sequence, apart from the inclusion of the 
deutero-canonical material i n the Greek texts, is basically the ssune 
in Mr and the Greek versions. Therefore, we can be reasonably certain 
that the Vorlage f o r OG and Th was very similar to that preserved i n 
MT. Even though the Vorlagen f o r MT and OG were very similar, there 
are several translation equivalents that OG employs that are unique to 
3:20-30(97). These are summarized below: 
1. OG has kkzXQowsa r{ ^ Xoi, iK tfj? Ka)itvov in 3:23 and tiK KOHIIVOD fexi 
KOionevti? i n 3:26(96) where MT has Wnp' »m3 TirW-KTa"? (cf. 3:6, 11, 
e t c . ) , 
2. OG has ot)Senia iytvi\Bx\ in 3:25(92) for ' I T K - K ' ? . 
3. OG employs o'bzac, oiv only i n 3:26(93) and 3:30(97) for I'TKl. 
4. OG renders K 3 © with dSete© (HL i n OG) i n 3:28(95) instead of 
the SE iiKXoiba (6/7). 
5. A strong piece of evidence that the deutero-canonical material 
has been inserted into the text is the translation of T3J>n'» ]'0T7I and 
n W rm^m i n 3:29(96)=2:5. For the l a t t e r OG has Koi f| oiiom 
avtov 5t)|iettefioeTai "his belongings will be confiscated" in 3:29(96), which 
seems to be a simplification of Koi dvaXti(>9ti(jetai t>ji6v td imdpxovta tic, to 
paoiXiKov i n 2:5. Yet, the same translator, who depends on 2:5 for the 
trans l a t i o n of one d i f f i c u l t t e x t , ignores 2:5 f o r the translation of 
] nafim ]'Dn. instead of an equivalent similar to itapa5eiY(iotioefpe<j9e 
i n 2:5, the translator has 5io|ieX(p)iC«4. The best way to explain the 
differences between how the same Vorlage i s rendered i n 2:5 and 
3:29(96) i s to posit a later translator (redactor) of 3:29(96). The 
later redactor simplified the translation given by the translator of 
2:5 f o r mDB^ ''*?13 nn*21 because he did not know the meaning either. 
On the other hand, the redactor employed his own equivalent for 
] n a w n ]'r3n rather than follow the e a r l i e r translator's lead because 
ion 
i n that case he knew the meaning of MT.' 
6. The translation toij; nepi tov 'A^apiov for 133 13J?T *T»'D T T I ' ^ i n 
3:23 (s. 3:20 of 967) prepares f o r the insertion of the Prayer of 
Azariah. 
7. I t was also noted that the translation of nOKI TMH (s. 2:1-
S. the discussion of Lexicology, 1. 49-52, i n 2:1-10. 
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10) changes a f t e r 3:19, but, i n t h i s case, i t i s not possible to 
distinguish 3:20-30(97) from chs. 4-6. 
The differences i n TT by OG i n 3:20-30(97) are consistent with 
the position that a la t e r translator/redactor has f r e e l y edited t h i s 
section i n order to accommodate the insertion of the Prayer of Azariah 
and the Song of the Three Young Men.'^ ' 
IV, 3. The Relationship Between OG and Th 
We can be f a i r l y certain that the choice of lexical equivalents 
i n 1. 28 and 115 are d i s t i n c t i v e agreements i n which Th i s dependent 
upon OG. The readings i n 1. 52, 87 and 95 are also d i s t i n c t i v e , but 
there are no means to detennine the direc t i o n of dependence. The 
conj. yoip i s a common reading i n 1. 91, but i t i s not necessarily 
d i s t i n c t i v e because i t may stem from an exegetical t r a d i t i o n . 
Likewise, the omissions of R13 i n 1. 6 and 74 (also 3:6) are common 
readings, but i t i s d i f f i c u l t to judge t h e i r value because Th does 
translate R13 7x elsewhere while OG always omits i t . The evidence for 
Th's independence from OG i n t h i s passage i s more limited than i n the 
two previous sections. We noted above the lexical equivalents ( 1 , 20, 
102, 116, 126, 131) and syntactical features ( 1 , 1-4, 128-129) that 
distinguish Th from OG, and they do indicate independence i n approach. 
However, the extent of the verbal agreement accompanied by several 
d i s t i n c t i v e agreements indicates that there is a closer textual 
relationship between OG and Th. 
I t i s not possible, however, to conclude that Th has revised the 
OG t e x t . There are two reasons f o r t h i s position. F i r s t , many of the 
lex i c a l equivalents are expected (b/"f>=K<Jtti|ii; Tflsirop; ip»=Koi©; n'7S=eiKov; 
3rn=ipw65) and are, therefore, insignificant. For the equivalents 
130=npo<TKwco/rt?B=Xotpc«©, i t i s possible (but not necessary) that Th 
followed OG. Second, the consistent use of the attributive adj. (tfl 
elKOvi fq jfiwsVL) and phrases like ei^ tiiv K O I I I V O V to6 nupo^ titv Kaio|ievi)v is 
'^ 'oG's choice of Kpiv© in 3:10, 29(96) where MT has DJJIS D'tf are 
unique equivalents that link the translator of 3:21-30(97) to the previous 
chs. Presumably when the redactor spliced the deutero-canonical 
additions into 3:21-30(97), he had a translation of 3:21-30 from the same 
translator as ch. 3. On the other hand, the rendering of oo^© for aT»W 
i n 3:28(95)=6:21(20), 28(27) is one l i n k between the editor of the 
insertion and chs. 4-6. 
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decidedly unlike the OG that we have witnessed previously. Where are 
the prepositive genitives? Why i s the part, i n the a t t r i b u t i v e 
position? And why i s OG so monotonous? Unfortunately, the paucity of 
textual witnesses f o r OG suggests that Th and OG are closer i n this 
passage than they may have been o r i g i n a l l y . Given the decidedly 
formal—Theodotion like—correspondence between OG and MT and the 
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accumulating evidence that Th has i n f i l t r a t e d OG, i t is a 
reasonable hypothesis that some of these verbal agreements are the 
result of secondary influence of Th on OG. For example, the formal 
correspondence to MT i n 1. 95-101, which includes the d i s t i n c t i v e 
agreement of Swato^ i n 1. 95, i s l i k e l y the result of textual 
corruption. 
A closer examination of the s t a t i s t i c s also reveals that OG 
influence on Th i s minimal. Although there are numerous ways by which 
we could attempt to "count" the frequency with which Th retains OG i n 
3:11-20, i f we count the number of individual lexemes i n OG, including 
some of the omissions (which Th followed), then we get 264. I f we 
count every lexeme i n Th that reads with OG, no matter how 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t , we get 174 or 66%. However, a r t i c l e s , pers. pro., 
prep., conj., and negatives account f o r 75 agreements and proper names 
number 27. That only leaves 72 agreements. As we have already noted, 
most of the these remaining agreements are themselves insignificant. 
The insignificance of common vocabulary f o r the determination of 
whether Th is a revision of OG w i l l be demonstrated i n the following 
section on 8:1-10. 
IV.4. Textual Criticism 
The omissions and additions against MT have been commented on 
already during the course of the analysis of TT. In summary, i t may 
be that one or another minus or plus is based on a minus or plus i n 
the respective Vorlagen of OG or Th, but there are no convincing 
grounds to emend MT. A few cases are noted below. 
' * V e have uncovered only two places where Th influence on OG is 
possible and neither i s i n 3:11-20. We can be reasonably certain that 
fev o*tq t ^ &pq i n 5:5 stems from Th. I t is also possible that the 
compound vb. i^eKoiGii in 3:22 stems from Th. 
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1. 6, 74-The omission of RT3 by Th (also 3:6) i n these places i s 
d i f f i c u l t to explain except as OG influence (s. Lexicology). 
1. 33-OG and Th both omit ^ R , but t h i s i s not so significant because 
Th also omits i t i n 1. 17 where OG has i t and Th has occasional 
omissions. 
1. 67-The addition of tfl tpxusti i n OG could be based on an alternative 
Vorlage reading R3m,'" but i t also looks l i k e harmonization with 
previous uses (omitted i n Th, Peshitta and Vulgate). There are no 
grounds to emend MT, 
1. 70, 92-93-These additions almost certainly r e f l e c t the ideology of 
the translator. The former only involves a sli g h t emphasis on the 
consequences of not worshipping the image. The l a t t e r is a d e f i n i t e 
example of theological Tendenz because the translator adds a 
confession of monotheism where the meaning of MT is ambiguous. 
1. 86, 105-It i s possible that OG's pooiXei i n 1. 86 is based on R3'?D 
i n his Vorlage, which was omitted i n MT (or added i n OG's Vorlage) due 
to the preceding RS'^D'?. On the other hand, OG may have inserted 
^omXe'D as a means to introduce t h i s important section of direct 
address. In a similar fashion, OG omitted R 3 ^ 0 i n 1. 105 because he 
had retained i t i n 1. 102 and i t would have been redundant to 
translate i t again i n 1. 105. There are no convincing grounds to 
emend MX in either case. 
I . 99-OG has a d e f i n i t e tendency to shorten and omit elements, 
especially those that are frequently repeated. The omission of R n * p ' 
i n OG ( c f . I . 8, 76) f a l l s into t h i s category. 
1. 119-The substitution of fcjt' oirtoii^ f o r the l i s t of names is more 
l i k e l y another example of OG abbreviating the monotonous repe t i t i o n of 
'^ht is marked with the obelus i n 88-Syh. 
'^^Collins, Daniel, p. 177, emends based on OG (967). 
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NTT i n ch. 3 and i s not based on a Vorlage with }Tr^il. 185 
ig( 
For the dramatic irony conveyed by the r e p e t i t i o n of the l i s t s i n 
MT, see Meadowcroft, pp. 141-145. Collins, Daniel, p. 177 emends MT. 
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V. Chapter 8:1-10 
Sharon Pace Jeansonne made extensive notes on this portion of 
text in her investigation of the OG of Daniel. For that reason, 
in t h i s section our sole concern w i l l be to evaluate her conclusion 
that Th i s a recension of the OG. As in the previous sections, we 
w i l l begin with an alignment of the texts and then follow that with a 
discussion of Th's relationship to the OG. In order to f a c i l i t a t e the 
discussion the readings w i l l be divided exactly as Jeansonne did. The 
readings in Th that Jeansonne judged to retain OG w i l l be underlined 
while those she judged to be dependent upon OG w i l l be double-
underlined. 
8:1 Th 8:1 MT 8:1 OG 
1 T - : • 
2 TTic ^aaxX&xtxc. PaotXcDOVTO^  
3 BotXTaoctp BaXfasap 
TCD ^aaxkitac, - -
4 ]iTn 6paoiv 
5 6^11 npoc lie fjv etSov 
6 iyci 
7 " • T 
8 IteTCt 
9 Tf|v (6(|6eiac(v) T ; • - TO iSeiv 
10 lie 
11 TI^V np6TT|V 
8:2 8:2 8:2 
12 ( Ktti etSov 
13 i \ dpoqiaxt 
14 
15 ) TOO dvDnvioo (lot) 
16 Koi flunv ^|io6 6vT0^ 
17 k\ ooveaxc. OOtKTOl^  
18 tfl Papei T - - RoXei 
19 
20 
186 Jeans., pp. 32-57. 
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21 AiXaji IBXofiaiSi 
22 
23 Ktti T in 
24 5VT0^ (tot) 
25 kni KpO? 
26 TOO OD^CCX T^ no^t) 
27 — T 
8:3 8:3 8:3 
28 Ktti i]pa KtSKI 
T V T 
dvopXeya^ 
29 Toi>; 6(^ 8aXiiot>( |iot> 
30 Kai efSov efSov 
31 Kai lSoi> nan;! 
32 Kpicx; KplOV 
33 j k £va iieyav 
34 TOP ^OTffiTa 
35 npo dnevavTi 
36 TOO ODPOX T N T 
37 Kai aoT$ Kai eixe 
38 KepaTtt KepaTO 
39 - -
40 nirn? 
41 Kai TO £v Ktti TO S.V 
42 iMtrnXoTeoov nrba 
T 
iDi|rT|X6Tepov 
43 TOO ^Tepoo 
44 Kai TO '6iirT|^ 6v T : - : Kat TO oi|ri)X 
45 dve3atvev dvepaive 
46 fen' iaxatav T - T 8:4 (lerd Se 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
8:4 
etSov 
TOY KPIOV 
KepaTiCovTa 
KaTd OdXaoaav 
Kai Poppdv 
Kai voTOV 
Kai iidvTa 
Td enpia 
8:4 
'n'Kn 
• T 
naa.r? 
mi 
T T : 
n333J 
T : 
efSov 
TOV KplOV 
KepaTi'^ovTa 
npo; dvaToXd^ 
Kat npd( Poppdv 
Kai npo^  SiKT|id^ 
Kai |ie<Tiui^iav 
Kai xdvTa 
Td Bi\p\a 
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56 oh 
57 OTTKrovTai 
58 kvmxov aixov 
59 Kai oi»K f j v 
60 6 ( i^aipoonevo^) 
61 ^K TeiQOC a ^ o o 
62 Kai iito\r\at 
63 KaTd 
64 TO eeXnua atrtoo 
65 Kai ^ E Y o l o v G i i 
8:5 
66 Kai 
67 ftfiTiv 
68 (oovifflv) 
69 Kai i8ot> 
70 Tpdyoc 
71 aiyov 
72 ftoreTo 
73 iaw 
74 (Xipos) 
75 t K i 
76 BpQgttltOV 
77 JioJti^ 
78 yrtc 
79 Kai o^K f j v 
80 dgTouevoc 
81 tf>c Yt>c 
82 Kai Tg Tpdyig 
83 KCpac 
84 
85 dvd ueoov 
86 Tfflv feteaXuov 
8:6 
87 Kai flXSev 
88 tdKi 
89 TOO KPIOO 
8:5 
8:6 
1'3B^ 
iasn 
'3K3 
nanji 
to 
T 
•IP 
'3B 
t o n 
OOK 
toTTioav 
^voniov a^oo 
Kai o^ K fjv 
6 ^o6|ievo^ 
K^ TOV ztipm 
aoTOO 
Kai ^iioiei 
H 
fiaeXev 
Kai ibyodi) 
8:5 
Kai iyo 
Slevooo^1)v 
Kai ISoo 
Tpdyo^ 
ai'YOv 
I^pxeTO 
dno 
So<T)iov 
^jti 
npooonoo 
Kai oix 
f|jrseTO 
Kai fjv TOO Tpdyoo 
Kepo^ 
«v 
dvd )ieaov 
TOV 6^eaX(iov 
8:6 
Kai fjXeev 
^ni 
TOV KptOV 
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90 To6 Td Kepaxa TOV Td KcpaTO 
fcrovToc £X0VTO 
91 oh dv 
92 elSov efSov 
93 TOP iax&xa 
94 tveanov 6\ 
95 TOV Ov^tiX T N T T^ inXj\ 
96 Ktti £Spctue Kai £5pa|iev 
97 npoc a^Tov T - np6( a'bTov 
98 fev (6pjip) 
99 ^f^X^oi aitxov Irb 
8:7 8:7 8:7 
100 Kai efSov ainov Kat tlSov ainov 
101 (^ovovta) KpoodyovTa 
102 Bpos 
103 too KPIO'D • - T TOV KpiOV 
104 Kai (^^TiYPidvfii)) Kai 6Qv]ia6r\ 
105 npo^ aixov T " in' aoTov 
106 Kai (iitaxat) Kai ^itdTa^ev 
107 TOV KplOV •r'Kn-iiR 
108 Kai ooveTptwev Kat tiFDvcTpitirev 
109 Td 
110 (dqu^ ofiepa) Soo 
111 Td Kcpaxa airsov KepaTa ai»To6 
112 Kai 0'6K Kai oi^ KeTi 
113 iiv T T iiv 
114 ^ V T<^  Kpi^ 
115 T ^ KP19 * ~ T 
116 To6 fftfivoi orfivat 
117 ^vdmiov tt'bToo T T : KOTevavTt To6 
TpdyoD 
118 Kai £ppivev aoTov Kai ^andpa^ev 
atiTOv 
119 i s i Tiiv Yfiv rati 
T ! -
inx xr\\ yi\v 
120 Kai (ovveitdTTiaev) ^nqpT'3 Ktti (TDveTpii|/ev 
ain6\ obTov 
121 Kai o^ K Kai 01VK 
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122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
ay 
b ^aipoofievo^ 
TOV KPIOV 
K^ 
Xeipo^ aitxoi 
8:8 
Kai 6 Tpdyog 
Tfflv aiyov 
(ilieyoXovdi)) 
q^oSpa 
Kai ^ v 
( T ^ iaxooat aiiiTOv) 
qoveTpiBn 
TO Kcpac 
TO ueya 
Kai dvegu 
KcpaTa Teqaapa 
tnoKdTCD atoToo 
eig Tooc Tcqqapag 
dvettooc 
TOO oopctvoo 
8:9 
n'n t jv 
6 ^oofievo; 
^'R^ TOV Kpiov 
P dno 
IT J TOO TpdYOO 
8:8 8:8 
TBCS1 Koi 6 TpdYO^ 
D'fJTI TOV aiYOV 
'?"»'n3n KOTiqioqe 
-130 
IMP q^oSpa 
?1 Kai 8TC 
KttTtqxoqe 
HTSan qovcTpiPi) 
aoToo TO Kcpo? 
n^iT^I TO ntya 
na'^ lgPIT Kai dvePn 
n i r n ^Tcpa 
Sn'K Teqqapa KepaTa 
n^CrtR KOTOjiiqSev aoTOo 
j a T t ^ ci? Too^ Tcqqapo^ 
n l r m dvejioo^ 
D^PKI TOO oopovoo 
8:9 8:9 
144 Kai K^ -]P1 Kai i\ 
145 TOO n 
T 
146 
147 aitxw aiDTOV 
148 ^ijXee Its'* 
T T 
149 Kepac; Kepa^ 
150 | v rr» iqxopov 
151 iqxopov T • : • gv 
152 Ktti (^iieYaXovSi)) Kai KttTiqxoqe 
153 (nepiqqo^) Kai ^sdTa^ev 
154 itpos "•^ ^ni 
155 TOV VOTOV (leqiuippiav 
156 — _ Kai ^n ' 
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157 - -
T : • - dvatoXdi; 
158 KOI Kai 
159 eni 
160 (TTIV Siivaixiv) poppdv 
8:10 8:10 8:10 
161 (feneyoXiiven) Kai i>\{r&>dti 
162 Imc -IV 
163 
T : xa\ doTepcov 
164 xoi oioovoi 
• T T - tow ovpavou 
165 Ktti £neoev Kai eppdx9T) 
166 km Tiiv Ytiv rci-R ^ni Tiiv Yijv 
167 dno •]» dno 
168 TTK (SDvdjieo^) 
T T - XQ\ dsTepcov 
xoi oxipavoxt 
169 Kai dno Kai dno 
170 TOV haxpm ai>Tiav 
171 Ktti ottvcitdTiiaev omd KaxenaTijOii 
V.l. The Relationship Between OG and Th 
Jeansonne states that she has divided the text into 171 readings 
("judgeable u n i t s " ) . According to her findings, i n 69 readings (40%) 
Th has retained OG, and i n an additional 30 (18%), Th is dependent 
upon OG. On t h i s basis she concludes, 
This sampling of readings confirms that 8' [Th] i s indeed 
a recension o f the OG since a t o t a l o f 58% of the readings 
show the OG influence on 6'. In 72, or 42%, the 9' 
readings are d i s t i n c t , revised i n the i n t e r e s t of already 
well-known p r i n c i p l e s , that i s , grammatical f i d e l i t y to M 
and s t a n d a r d i z a t i o n of word equivalencies. 
There are two discrepancies between Jeansonne's s t a t i s t i c s and 
the t e x t above. F i r s t , i t i s not always cl e a r from her notes and 
discussion what Th readings she considers t o be dependent upon OG. 
Thus, there are only 28 readings that have been double underlined, and 
many of these are my guesses of what Jeansonne intends to represent Th 
dependence. Second, Jeansonne has omitted tot) oupavoii from 1. 168 of Th. 
187 Jeans., p. 57. 
Another m i s p r i n t i s nKnKI f o r HKIKT i n 1. 30 (8:3) 
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As to Jeansonne's analysis of the relationship between Th and 
OG, many points can be disputed. In the following we w i l l look at 
each verse individually and consider the following aspects of 
relationship: 1) Cases where Jeansonne asserts Th retains OG; 2) Cases 
where Jeansonne suggests that Th i s dependent upon OG; 3) Evidence of 
Th independence. We w i l l find that in many cases OG and Th exhibit 
verbal agreement, but the Greek translation equivalent i s the SE for 
the whole LXX. We assume that the reader i s knowledgeable of the 
r e a l l y obvious agreements (eg. 6pdo=7Kn, el^sTK) in order to avoid 
generating endless (and rather pointless) s t a t i s t i c s . 
Vs. 1 
7?2 retains OG (4x)-The equivalents in 1. 6, 7, 8 are obvious 
equivalents and are of no significance in determining whether Th i s a 
revision. Jeansonne, p. 49, suggests that Th's retention of the 
s p e l l i n g PaXTaqap in 1. 3 i s good evidence that Th i s a recension, 
because we would expect a more precise t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n for *TS&K^3. 
Although Jeansonne's argument has some merit, one cannot build a 
case on the translation of proper names, especially when they would 
ion 
be so prone to harmonization during the course of transmission. 
This can not be classified as a distinctive agreement. 
Th dependent upon OG (5x)-In all 5 cases (1. 1, 2, 4, 5, 10) Jeansonne 
marks these lines with a "b" to indicate that Th "alters the 
grammatical forms and style of the OG to mirror more closely its 
Vorlage." I f Jeansonne does intend to suggest that Th is 
dependent upon OG in these 5 cases, it is a surprising claim indeed. 
Th does exhibit a formal equivalence to MT, but that hardly requires 
that Th revised OG. Why should Th be dependent upon OG for such 
obvious equivalents as a/iv, nv/ixex, vrhv/tpit^, m3'7P'?/TiK PoqiXeio?, 
•pm/^paqi^, etc.? 
Independent Th readings (2x)-None of Th's translation in vs. 1, apart 
from the possible exception of BaXTaqap, requires that Th had any 
same sp e l l i n g i s found in 1:7, s. 1:1-10. 
Jeans., p. 33. 
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knowledge of OG. Th's independence i s suggested by the reading in 1. 
191 
9 where he renders the d i f f i c u l t Hebrew with a part. and by the 
choice of dpxiiv in 1. 11, but neither of these i s p a r t i c u l a r l y 
d i s t i n c t i v e . " ^ 
Vs. 2 
Th retains OG (2x)-Th shares the OG reading in 1. 17 and 20. The 
f i r s t i s for the c i t y , Susa, and i s therefore expected and 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t . The second i s more important because OG and Th not 
only have a verbal agreement (iotiv fcv xetptf), but also follow the same 
word order against MT "which i s in the province of 
Elumaidi/Ailam." However, as we saw in the last section, Th 
employs zopa as a SB for TD'TO (9/9)."* I t i s possible that Th i s 
dependent upon OG's word order, but, with the exception of 8:2, 70*10 
always appears as a construct when designating an area (2:48, 49; 3:1, 
12, 30[97]). In those cases Th has zopa-X and this i s the natural 
order of the Greek, so i t would have been quite natural for Th to 
employ the reading that we have. The immediate differences between OG 
and Th in 1. 18, 19, 21 also m i l i t a t e against Th dependence. 
Th dependent upon OG (3x)-The fact that Th has the same word order as 
OG in 1. 20-21 was discussed above. I t i s d i f f i c u l t to be certain, 
but Jeansonne appears to suggest that Th i s dependent upon OG for 1. 
16 and 24."^ Once again, the conclusion i s hardly warranted. Th, 
l i k e OG, translates the Vorlage, and in the f i r s t instance he had to 
"^For the use of the a r t i c l e to introduce a r e l a t i v e clause, see GKC 
§138k. 
ffl occurs elsewhere in 9:21, 23 where both OG and Th employ 
dpxii. Jeans., p. 49, states that Th "standardizes dpzfi ' f i r s t ' for 
n'?nn," but she does not note that OG has the same reading in the other 
two places. 
The double underline under AiXa^ i s intended, a l b e i t inadequately, 
to indicate that Jeans, suggests that Th i s dependent on the OG word 
order. 
"*2:48, 49; 3:1, 2, 3, 12, 30(97); 11:24. 
"5Jeans., p. 50, #14. 
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provide a tense appropriate to the context. 
Independent Th readings (Ix)-The t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s in 1. 21 and 26, and 
the correct translations in 1. 18, 19, 23, and 25 only demonstrate 
that Th was more than capable of translating independently. However, 
any minus in Th against OG, esp e c i a l l y one as large as 1. 12-15, has 
to be regarded as a d i s t i n c t i v e disagreement. I f Th were merely 
revising OG, then v i r t u a l l y every translation equivalent in OG that 
can be p o s i t i v e l y linked to NfT should be represented in some way in 
Th. 
Vs. 3 
Th retains OG (8x)-There i s d e f i n i t e l y no significance for the SE 
6pdo=rBn in 1. 30, Kpi65='?»K (8/8) in 1. 32,^ '^  and Kepa?='pp in 1. 38.^" 
The verbal agreement of tR|/iiX6$=raa in 1. 40, 42, 44 i s more 
si g n i f i c a n t not only because these are the only places where roa 
appears in Daniel, but also because of the forms in 1. 42 and 44. 
ta|/TiX6? does not appear elsewhere in Th, but OG has i t in 4:7(10) 
(misreading of RT22?) and 9:15. This might suggest that since OG 
employs \)^r[X6c, elsewhere, then Th has borrowed from OG in 8:3. 
However, as a survey of HR reveals, although the adj. 7133 i s 
translated sporadically by various equivalents in the LXX, the main 
I no 
equivalent i s i«|/tiX6^ ."° Therefore, we should not be surprised that 
Th employs {f^Vi^H in 8:3. 
Likewise, i f we consider the s p e c i f i c forms employed by OG and 
Th in 1. 42 and 44, there i s nothing we would not expect to find i f Th 
''^ 7/8 occurrences of are in 8:1-10. 8:3, 4, 6, 7(4), 20. 
^'^pp 23x, but 4x i t refers to a musical instrument (3:5, 7, 10, 
15). Otherwise Kepo^  i s a SE in OG (18/19) and Th (17/19). OG and Th 
share an omission in 1. 39 which i s probably secondary in MT and Th 
also omits once in 7:20. The remaining passages are 7:7, 8(4), 11, 
20, 21, 24; 8:3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 20, 21. 
too 
For example, the adj. n33 i s rendered by the singular 
equivalents fe^i? in I Sam. 16:7; (leTeopo^ in I s . 5:15; onepT|(^avo^ in Ps. 
101(100):5; imepoxfi in I Sam. 2:3. Otherwise the adj. 7133 is rendered 
27x by tvuXo? outside of Daniel from Genesis (eg. 7:17) to Ezek. (eg. 
40:2). 
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were translating independently. The comparative form in 1. 42 i s 
expected for the comparative p . The substantive in 1. 44 i s linked 
to the verbal agreement in the vbs. in 1. 45 as well as to the 
agreement of the substantives in 1. 41. The vb. rf?» in 1. 45 only 
occurs outside of 8:3 in 8:8 and 11:23. In a l l cases Th reads dvaPoivo 
because i t i s the SE throughout the LXX."' The substantive in 1. 41 
(Kai TO £v for nnKm), l i k e that in 1. 44, i s a formal equivalent for 
MT. A l l of the vocabulary agreements shared by OG and Th are the SE 
that are found throughout the LXX, and in every case the texts exhibit 
formal equivalence to MT. I t i s unlikely that OG and Th could have 
such extensive agreement in 1, 40-45 independently, but Th dependence 
on OG cannot be assumed either. 
77? dependent upon OG ( 3 x ) - I f Jeansonne intended to identify 1. 33, 34, 
37 as dependent upon OG, we must question the basis for such a 
judgment.^"" There i s nothing about OG's reading that i s presupposed 
by Th, \inless one has already prejudged that Th i s revising. 
Independent Th readings (Ox)-Throughout the verse Th merely exhibits 
formal equivalence to MT, and there i s no Th reading that i s a 
d i s t i n c t i v e disagreement against OG. For example, Th employs various 
but appropriate equivalents for Rtoa.^ "^  
Vs. 4 
77? retains OG (9x)-7 of the 9 agreements are well established formal 
SE and do not require comment. The part, in 1. 49 from KcpaTi^ to (1-11) 
i s a common reading, but KepaTi^ia i s the SE (9/11) for ma in the 
" ' i n 11:23 OG has evidently read the prep. *?» because i t 
translates with ittx. 
"^"we should note that 4QDan* and 4QDan'' read with 967, but 
that i s not evidence that Th i s revising OG. I t only demonstrates 
that t h e i r Vorlagen were different. 
^ ' ^ ' A I S O 1:16; 2:35; 10:5; 11:12, 14. Only in 1:16 (dvaipco) and 
11:12 {Xcmfiav<a} do OG and Th have verbal agreement. 
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202 LXX. Therefore, the lexical equivalence is of no consequence. It 
may be significant that both OG and Th employ a part., but it does 
correspond to MT. The other reading of possible significance is in 1. 
59. However, as in 1. 80 below, Th always renders the particle of 
negation with oi)K + a 3p. form of eljii.^ "^ 
Th is dependent upon OG (4x)-In a l l 4 cases Th provides the expected 
formal equivalence to MT. For example, ] TST occurs 4x in MT and Th 
employs eeXit f ia 4/4.^ "* Th even has a future for the imperfect vb. in 
NTT in 1. 57 where the a o r i s t ( s . OG) would have been appropriate. 
Independent Th readings (Ix)-Once again Th's translation exhibits 
formal correspondence to MT in this verse. The equivalence iicYaXovo= 
*7Ta ( h i . , also 1. 129, 152, 161) might be regarded as a d i s t i n c t i v e 
disagreement because Th employs i t as a SE (7/8), whereas OG never 
makes t h i s equivalence. In fact , OG only employs iieYaXovo once in 
2:48 for TWiJ^^ 
Vs. 5 
Th retains OG (13x)-Each of these verbal agreements i s the expected SE 
"^^ naa also appears in Ex. 21:28, 31(2), 32; Dt. 33:17; I Kings 
22:11; Ps. 44(43):5; Ezek. 34:21; Dan. 11:40; I I Chr. 18:10. ra3 i s 
not translated once in Ex. 21:31 where i t i s redundant, but OG and Th 
both have qoYKcpaTi^o in 11:40 which i s a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement (HL in 
LXX!). 
^"^S. 1:4; 8:27; 9:26; 10:21; 11:15, 16, 45. Th usually has oitK 
iaxi\. OG often renders s i m i l a r l y to Th, but omits in 1:4, has oix in 
8:5, oitSeic, f j v in 8:27 and oo8ci? f j v in 10:21. 
"^^ OG renders with a vb. again in 11:3, while i t has eeXtuia in 
11:16, 36. 
"^'oG's main equivalent i s t ^ o o (8:4, 10, 25; 11:36, 37). In 8:8, 
9 OG employs KOTiaxtM) as a dynamic equivalent. OG and Th share a 
d i s t i n c t i v e agreement in 8:11 where both have poo | ia i . 8:11-14 i s 
s i m i l a r to 9:24-27 in that the OG text i s s i g n i f i c a n t l y different from 
MT. The difference i s that in 8:11-14 Th follows OG very closely. 
For a detailed discussion and attempt to resolve the problem see, 
David, pp.357-380. Bogaert ("Relecture," pp. 207-210), also argues 
for an a l t e r n a t i v e Vorlage and, based on the TT elsewhere in OG and 
Th, that conclusion i s j u s t i f i e d . 
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employed throughout the LXX. ]'3=dvd (leoov requires some comment, 
because O'Connell and Bodine suggest i t i s a kaige c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . 
207 
appears 4x in NTT and in each case OG and Th employ dvd yiixsoy. 
This " c h a r a c t e r i s t i c " i s nothing more than an expected Greek 
equivalent. ^ "^^ 
Th is dependent upon OG (3x)-The equivalents in 1. 79 and 82 were 
discussed previously under vss. 3 and 4 respectively. The part, of 
dnT® i s a formal equivalent for MT, and diiTO i s the SE for 
throughout the LXX. See the discussion of 1. 101 under Independent Th 
readings in vs. 7. 
Independent Th readings (2x)-In the discussion of wisdom vocabulary in 
1:1-10 we saw that Th was following his own pattern of equivalents. 
That conclusion i s supported by the OG and Th renderings for the vb. 
f a (usually h i . ) in 1. 68. Th employs «TDvitj(ii as a SE (16/22), while 
OG prefers 8iavoeo|iai (11/22).^"' In 1. 74 Th employs X i v (HL in 
Daniel) for 3TBD (HL in Daniel), whereas OG exhibits l e x i c a l l e v e l l i n g 
by choosing the same equivalent (SWJUTI) that he did in vs. 4 for 
only exception to t h i s statement i s Tpdyo5="1'B8 "he-goat," 
because Tpdyo? i s not employed for the only other occurrences of TBS 
in I I Chr. 29:21; Ezra 8:5. However, Tpdyo^ i s the exact equivalent 
and the choice i s also determined by the fact that TE3S i s collocated 
with Tl? whose SE i s at^. 
^"'8:5, 6, 21; 11:45. 
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See a l s o Greenspoon, Joshua, pp. 301-302; Gentry, p. 407. 
^"'1:4, 17; 8:5, 16, 17, 23, 27; 9:2, 22, 23(2); 10:1, 11, 12, 14; 
11:30, 33, 37(2); 12:8, 10(2). Th has amtxrCfit in 8:16; 9:22; 10:14, 
fcwoeo once in 9:23 ( s . OG in 11:33) as a s t y l i s t i c variant and his use 
of 5iavoeo(iai i s in 1:4. In 10:1 Th omits by homoioarc. OG has iroveoi^ 
in 1:17, npovocfi) 11:37(2), ijioSeiKvo in 10:14, ( j w i t i j i i in 11:14 (with 
Th!), Bpooez© in 12:10, and oo^o^ in 1:4. In three cases OG has 
textual differences: omission in 8:16 and 9:23; iipoaiiXeev (reading RS'I) 
in 9:22. 
^^ "OG also has BiKTjifi in 6:15(14) where Mr=0. 
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Vs. 6 
Th retains OG (4x)-The readings i n 1. 87, 92, 96, 97 are expected 
equivalents. For example, p i i n 1. 96 i s a HL i n Daniel, but the SE 
(57/64) throughout the LXX i s xpex© (the common aor. forms are from 
/Spoqio). 
Th dependent upon OG (3x)-The equivalence i n 1. 89 i s obvious and has 
been discussed above. S i m i l a r l y , the l e x i c a l equivalence i n 1. 93 and 
the p f . p a r t . i s expected.^" 
The reading i n 1. 90 appears t o be a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement 
because of the use o f the p a r t , from Itot. Th employs tx® 8x and i n 5 
cases he shares a reading w i t h 00.^'^ There are two s i m i l a r readings 
to I . 90 i n 8:17, 20. I n 8:17a there i s exact verbal agreement 
between OG and Th, but the use of 1%^ f o r "PSX i s a f a i r l y common 
p r a c t i c e i n the LXX.^ '^  NfT a l s o has ^ a i p n i n 8:20, which OG 
renders w i t h the same equivalent as 1. 90; whereas Th has 6 x^^ v^ td 
Kcpata. Mont., p. 332 notes that the syntagm 0"»D3Dn appears i n 
Ecc. 10:20 and Rahlf's t e x t reads 6 IxiDv td^ nxepoYo^ as the 
t r a n s l a t i o n . The f a c t t h a t Th follows Ecc. 10:20 ( s . also the 
apparatus f o r 7:13[12]) i n 8:20 i s evidence that he has independent 
knowledge o f how t o t r a n s l a t e p " i p n "Pfin. Therefore, Th's agreement 
w i t h OG i n 1. 90 i s s u r p r i s i n g . I t may be that Th has borrowed from 
OG i n 1. 90, but the independent t r a n s l a t i o n i n 8:20 suggests that the 
agreement i s due t o t e x t u a l c o r r u p t i o n . 
Independent Th readings ( I x ) - I t was noted i n the discussion of 3:11-20 
that 6pn^ (1-11) f o r n o n i n Th L 98 is distinctive.^'^ I t is an 
excellent idiomatic r e n d e r i n g " i n mighty f u r y . " 
Th employs the p f . p a r t . of loxtim 7x i n Daniel and only on one 
occasion do OG and Th have a common form, 12:1. The other passages 
are 2:31; 7:16; 8:3; 10:16; 11:16. 
'^^ Th has i n 3:15, 16; 4:8; 8:6, 17, 20; 10:4, 16. Recall 
from the previous s e c t i o n that these i s no way to determine the 
d i r e c t i o n of dependence i n 3:15, 16. 
'^•'see, f o r example, Neh. 2:6, 3:23; Mic. 1:11; Ezek. 1:15, 19. 
S. also Ezek. 3:14 f o r the same equivalence. 
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Vs. 7 
Th retains OG ( l l x ) - T h e equivalents in 1. 100, 109, 111, 113-115, 119, 
121, 122, and 124 ex h i b i t formal correspondence to MT using the 
standard equivalents employed i n the LXX. The equivalence 
auvcpipa)="ini27 i s also the SE f o r the LXX. Th has i t 8/8 whereas 00 
employs i t 5/8.^'^ 
Th dependent upon OG (2x)-Both I . 103 and 116 are expected 
equivalents. 
Independent Th readings (5x)-The normal SE f o r S23 i s dnto, but Th has 
iiedvo i n 1. 101. Th makes the same equivalence i n 12:12, and these 
must be regarded as d i s t i n c t i v e because OG does not employ $6dva) at 
216 
a l l . I n the di s c u s s i o n o f vocabulary f o r wrath/anger i n 3:11-20 we 
noted that fe^aYpvaivca i n 1. 104 i s a HL i n the LXX, and t h i s also must 
be regarded as a d i s t i n c t i v e disagreement. The reading i n 1. 106 
should also be considered a d i s t i n c t i v e disagreement. This i s the 
o n l y occurrence o f T\DZ i n NfT and the equivalents chosen by OG 
{itaxaaaa) and Th ( n a i a , HL) are both employed as SE i n the LXX. 
However, naio i s found o n l y 26x compared w i t h noxdooo, which appears 
about 400x. I f Th were r e v i s i n g OG we would expect him t o have 
r e t a i n e d aaxaaam. The f o u r t h d i s t i n c t i v e Th reading is i n 1. 110 where 
Th renders TIE? more dynamically w i t h du(t»6tepa, as opposed to OG, which 
has the formal equivalent 6i)o. The same d i f f e r e n c e i n equivalents i s 
found i n 11:27 (OG never has dji(>6TepO(;). F i n a l l y , Th's choice of 
av\inaxzm (6-11, never i n OG) f o r 0»n "trample" 2/2 i n 1. 120 and 1. 
171 should also be considered d i s t i n c t i v e because Th has obviously 
^'^8:7, 8, 22, 25; 11:4, 20, 22, 26. 00 has the dynamic rendering 
dnoSiSojii i n 8:25; a t e x t u a l problem i n 11:22; and dnoatpe^ icD (reading 
ina'C?^ 3s.impf. + 3m.s.pro.suf. from 3''fi?) i n 11:26. 
^'^33 appears i n 8:5, 7, 18; 9:21; 10:10, 16, 18; 12:12. OG has 
npoodYo i n 8:7; 9:21 and ouvdnx© (oDvayo)?) i n 12:12. Other than the 
mentioned d i f f e r e n c e s both OG and Th have dnta. 
Th also employs ^QoNa as a SE (8/8) f o r KHD. S. 4:8(11), 
17(20), 19(22), 21(24), 25(28); 6:25(24); 7:13, 22. 
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employed h i s own v o c a b u l a r y 21? 
Vs. 8 
Th retains OG (9x)-All 9 equivalents correspond to MT and usual usage 
in the LXX, and most have already been discussed previously. Two of 
the equivalents that have not been mentioned are in 1. 131 and 136. 
TKD appears only in 1. 131 and 11:25, and in both cases OG and Th read 
o4>66pa ( s . , - ^ ) . '7'i'^^ appears 15x and Th renders w i t h peyaq 
110 
(13/15). In two instances he employs KoXit; (11:28, 44), which is 
110 
reserved p r i m a r i l y f o r H'>ya i n chs. 2-7 (11/12) and 3 1 in the 
Hebrew sections. 
Th dependent upon OG (2x)-The reading in 1. 135 is expected. Both 00 
and Th read a plus, Kepaxa i n 1. 139. I t i s most l i k e l y that OG and 
Th had D''3ip i n t h e i r Vorlage. 
Independent Th readings (2x)-It is possible that we should consider 
the reading i n 1. 133 as d i s t i n c t i v e . This is suggested not so much by 
t h i s p a r t i c u l a r reading, as Th merely gives a formal equivalent, but by 
Th's t r a n s l a t i o n of QSD i n Daniel. I n 8:24 Th has Kpaxai6<; where OG 
employs a dynamic eq u i v a l e n t , and i n 11:23 Th employs 
^^The equivalence OT)HROxeo=0Q1 i s made e a r l i e r i n 2 Kings 7:17, 
20; 9:33; 14:9; Nah. 3:14. Th also has aonnaxeo i n 7:7, 19 (DDI); 
7:23 (ern); 8:13 (DDia). 
^'^8:8, 21; 9:4, 12; 10:1, 4, 7, 8; 11:2, 13, 25(2), 28, 44; 12:1. 
OG has iax^ixi i n 10:1, 7; 11:25, 44; noXtn; i n 11:13, 25, 28; ncycti; 
elsewhere. 
^ " 2 : 6 , 12, 48; 4:7(10), 9(12), 18(21); 5:9; 6:15(14), 24(23); 
7:5, 28. Both OG and Th omit i n 2:31. 
^^Cf. Jeans., p. 54, who s t a t e s that e i t h e r "horn" was in the 
Vorlage or i t "could represent an expansion i n the OG retained 
i n a d v e r t e n t l y by 6' ." This statement i s t y p i c a l of Jeansonne's 
an a l y s i s i n t h a t she has assumed t h a t Th i s a recension without 
s u b j e c t i n g the agreements to c a r e f u l examination. 
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imcpioxiio) where OG has iax\3p6i;. The reading i n 1. 129 is also a 
possible d i s t i n c t i v e disagreement (s. the discussion i n 8:4). icai ev 
in 1. 132 i s not mentioned as a d i s t i n c t i v e reading because Th has 
probably read 31 f o r 31, Therefore, Th was j u s t producing a formal 
equivalent f o r what he read i n the Vorlage. 
Vs. 9 
Th retains OG (5x)-Th e x h i b i t s the expected formal correspondence to 
NfT i n a l l 5 cases ( 1 . 144, 146, 147, 149, 158). 
Th dependent upon OG (2x)-The reading v^ f o r n n x i s expected. 
However, as Jeansonne (p. 55) p o i n t s out, OG and Th appear t o be 
t r a n s l a t i n g a form o f DTSU "mighty" i n 1. 151 f o r H T i f S "strong." 
This reading i s probably a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement, though i t i s 
possible t h a t OG and Th r e f l e c t a t e x t u a l v a r i a n t . The reading of the 
Greek versions does make sense i n the context. I f i t i s a d i s t i n c t i v e 
agreement, there i s no way t o determine the d i r e c t i o n o f dependence. 
Independent Th readings (3x)-0G provides a dynamic equivalent f o r TD' 
i n 1. 153. Th's use o f the adv. c o r r e c t l y i n t e r p r e t s the adv. use of 
MT, ntpxaaex; i n Th should a l s o be considered d i s t i n c t i v e . Th has 
ncpiooo^ 4-7222 ^Yie LXX, and i t i s not found i n OG. The meaning of 
NTT i n 1. 160 appears t o be " b e a u t i f u l land.""^ The t e x t (^as) 
presented problems f o r both OG and Th. OG reads Poppdv as i f MT had 
^^^Also 7:7(2), 19. 
^^ S^. Mont., p. 339 f o r discussion, 
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rQTDS (s. 1. 51). The reading may have been unintentional, but OG was 
probably puzzled by NfT and assumed a scribal error had been committed. 
For t h i s reason, he seems to have guessed that another direction was 
intended. Th reads R226n (s. 1. 163), but i t should be considered a 
d i s t i n c t i v e reading because he has also omitted 1. 156-157.^^* I f Th 
were following OG, there would not have been so great a divergence. 
The reading i n 1. 152 i s possibly d i s t i n c t i v e (s. 8:4). 
Vs. 10 
Th dependent upon OG (5x)-All f i v e readings are expected equivalents 
for NTT ( 1 . 162, 164, 166, 167, 169). 
Independent Th readings (3x)-Th's choice of <TD|iiioteo i n 1. 171 has 
already been discussed i n vs. 7. OG i d e n t i f i e s K3S with the "heavenly 
host" i n 1. 163, 168, whereas Th renders with Siwcqii^. Although OG and 
Th have a shared reading i n 8:11 (ipxioTpaTtiY04=K3Sn "W), OG seems to 
o f f e r guesses also i n 8:13 and 10:1 (ipi)|i«D, nXfjeo^ confusion from 
Aramaic K33) . Except f o r 8:11 Th translates consistently with 
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Swajii?."^ The reading i n 1. 161 is possibly d i s t i n c t i v e as well (s. 
8:4). The addition of xoi o^pavoo i n 1. 168 i s probably based on an 
alternative Vorlage, so it would not count as a d i s t i n c t i v e 
disagreement. 
V.2. Summary 
An analysis of the texts of OG and Th i n 8:1-10 reveals how 
important i t i s to be precise i n the choice of terminology. Jeansonne 
asserts that there are 69 readings where Th retains OG and 30 readings 
where Th is dependent upon OG. Neither of these s t a t i s t i c s can be 
considered accurate. The fact that OG and Th have 69 common readings 
does not oblige us to conclude that Th has "retained" OG. Such an 
assessment requires that a significant number of d i s t i n c t i v e 
agreements exist between the two texts and that there is evidence to 
924 
That Th is translating independently is supported by the other 
three occurrences of i n NfT. Th trans l i t e r a t e s i n 11:16, 41, 45 
whereas OG omits i n 11:41 and has 6iXx\aii i n 11:16, 45. 
^^ O^G and Th omit i n 8:12. 
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prove the d i r e c t i o n of borrowing. Such evidence i s wanting i n 8:1-10. 
There are o n l y three probable d i s t i n c t i v e agreements (i(Jx«p6^ ="l'J?S 1. 
151; I . 39-44; xot) t d Kepata ifexovto^ 1. 90) i n the reconstructed t e x t s 
of 8:1-10. As t o the 30 dependent readings, i t i s hard to know what 
30 Jeansonne believes are dependent upon OG, because dependence 
assumes th a t Th somehow had t o r e l y upon OG f o r h i s choice of 
eq u i v a l e n t s . I n order t o hold such a view we would have t o assume 
that Th was incompetent t o t r a n s l a t e without reference to CXJ. As we 
have seen throughout t h i s passage, indeed i n a l l the passages we have 
examined, Th was more than competent as a t r a n s l a t o r . Th adopted a 
method of formal equivalence i n his t r a n s l a t i o n and was q u i t e 
consistent i n h i s choice o f equivalents. Where a v a i l a b l e , Th normally 
chose those equivalents t h a t were employed as SE i n the other books of 
the LXX. Therefore, without strong d i s t i n c t i v e agreements and proof 
o f the d i r e c t i o n o f borrowing, there i s no s t a t i s t i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e 
when 00 and Th agree i n the t r a n s l a t i o n of common vocabulary. Besides 
the three agreements mentioned above, there are only three other 
p o s s i b l e d i s t i n c t i v e agreements i n 8:1-10 (paXtaoctp 1. 3; tativ lapq 
1. 20; icai oiiic fjv 1. 59). We have already seen that these three are 
a l l exceedingly weak as evidence t h a t Th has borrowed from OG. 
Let us examine the f i r s t three agreements again. The best 
evidence f o r Th dependence on OG i s ioxvpo^ ="l"'l'2t i n 1. 151. As 
Jeansonne s t a t e s , i t i s possible that OG and Th had 01S!J in t h e i r 
Vorlage, but her other suggestion that " i t is possible that the concern 
of 8' w i t h word order i n t h i s case caused the t r a n s l a t o r not to n o t i c e 
the sense" i s g r a t u i t o u s . Th does not f o l l o w OG when OG does not 
know MT. This has been evident throughout our i n v e s t i g a t i o n and i s 
demonstrated by the omission o f mtn i n 1. 84, 138; the 
t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s i n 1. 21, 95; and the attempt t o t r a n s l a t e i n 1. 
160. I f DISS was not i n t h e i r Vorlagen, then i t i s more probable that 
one t e x t i s c o r r u p t . There also seems to be a r e l a t i o n s h i p betweeen 
OG and Th i n 1. 40-45 and 1. 90, but i n n e i t h e r case i s i t c e r t a i n . 
Regarding 1. 90 we have seen that Th follows the form of Ecc. 10:20 i n 
8:20. Therefore, the f a c t t h a t Th agrees w i t h OG i n 1. 90 could 
i n d i c a t e t h a t Th has been corrected toward OG. F i n a l l y , there i s 
Jeans. , p. 55. 
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extensive agreement i n 1. 40-45, but i t i s agreement that e x h i b i t s 
formal correspondence t o Ml. I n conclusion, there are three 
d i s t i n c t i v e agreements between OG and Th, but i n no case i s i t c e r t a i n 
that Th a c t u a l l y borrows from OG. 
On the other hand, the evidence that Th i s t r a n s l a t i n g 
independently i s strong. Not only does Th o f f e r a l i t e r a l t r a n s l a t i o n 
of MT, but we have found 11 cases of d i s t i n c t i v e disagreements i n Th 
( 1 . 12-15, 68, 74, 98, 101, 104, 106, 110, 120/171, 153, 160, 163/168) 
along w i t h another 4 possible d i s t i n c t i v e readings ( 1 . 9, 11, 
65/129/152/161, 133). These d i s t i n c t i v e readings are not merely cases 
where Th does not agree w i t h OG. They underscore instances where Th 
employs t r a n s l a t i o n s t h a t have no connection w i t h OG. At the same 
time, these d i s t i n c t i v e readings are part of Th's we l l - e s t a b l i s h e d 
p a t t e r n o f formal correspondence t o NfT. 
In conclusion, there i s only one possible conclusion. There i s 
no sense i n which we can r e f e r to Th as a r e v i s i o n of OG i n t h i s 
passage. I n f a c t , there i s v i r t u a l l y no evidence i n 8:1-10 that Th 
had knowledge of OG at the time of t r a n s l a t i o n . Given the paucity of 
t e x t u a l witnesses t o OG i t i s possible (probable?) that i n some of the 
cases where OG and Th have verbal agreement Th readings have a c t u a l l y 
displaced the OG. However, we do not have evidence t o prove t h i s l a s t 
suggestion. 
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VI. Daniel 12:1-13 
The 00 text of ch. 12 i s unlike the sections that we have 
considered previously because i t has more textual differences, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y additions, when compared to MT. These textual 
differences w i l l be discussed i n i t i a l l y under the rubric of Syntax. 
12:1 Th 12:1 MT 12:1 00 
1 K t t i 1 ^ Scoip^ K t t i KOTd Tf|v ''<5pav 
2 K^ei'VT|V 
3 dvaoTTjaeTai MixaT|X ^nopeXeioetai MixaifX 
4 6 ^(dtpxov) b (leya^ "711 an TBn 6 te^ytXoi 6 ]iefac, 
5 6 efftHKOc T 6 kaxifco^ 
6 eni xoi>i vioit^ 
7 TOO Xaoi aov) TOO Xaoo OOD 
8 Kai iaxai T ; T : ^^ iKei'vn 
9 n"s TO 
T T ~ 
fi ^iiepa 8Xi)|reci^  
10 c 
oia 01) YBYOvev 
©Ha O6K kytvi{6i\ 
11 di' 0-6 YeYevnToi <i(>' oh 6ytvi\'di\iaav 
12 £9vo^  
13 
14 Tov ^caipo6 K^eivoT) R'nn ran 
• - - T 
T f j ^ '^^ (lepo^  ^Keivii^ 
15 K t t l TOni 
•* T 
Kai ^ K c i v ^ 
16 T^ ''fUicptj 
17 - T * •^oyoSTjoeTai 
18 b Xao^ aov ^na^ 6 Xoo?" 
19 itac, 6 H- -) 6^  &v eipe8^ 
20 YeYpa|i|ievO(; iyyeypofi^ivoc, 
21 
12:2 12:2 12:2 
22 Kai noX.X,oi Kai noXXoi 
23 -tfiiv o^8eDS6vT©v Tov ''KaSeoSovTov 
24 iv YTK Hl^ian) T^ ^sXaiei TTj? fi\c, 
25 ''fc^ eYepflfioovTm ^dva<TTi)oovTat 
26 o&coi el^ 4<^ f|v ^oi |iev ei^ Cof|v 
27 alcmov cn'ffivtov 
28 Kai oi^TOi oi Se 
29 ei^ 6veiSi<T|i6v el^ ^6vetSio|i6v 
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30 Km e l ^ aiaxvvr\\ o i Se e l ^ ^Siaonopdv 
31 a l e v t o v T [ K a i ^ a i o x i n n i v ] a i tbviov 
12:3 12:3 12:3 
32 Kat o i ^awxevxt^ K a i o i ^avvxbnec, 
33 ^ ^ o v o o o t v 
34 6)q f | XociinpoTT)^) T i t ? <b^ o i ''$(SKTTiH>e^ 
35 TOO ^OTepe6(taT0^ TOO ^oopavoo 
36 K a i " d n o T O V S i K a i o v K a i o i KaT i f fxov i e^ 
37 tav jtokXav D'3TI 
• - T 
u 
TOO? Xoyoo? j i o o 
38 <b^  o i doTcpe^ • T 6ati Td &(TTpa 
39 +^T0o oiipovoo 
40 e l ^ Tot>^ a l o v a ^ e l? Tov a i o v a 
41 K t t i ^ ( i t i ) TOO a l e v o ? 
12:4 12:4 12:4 
42 K t t i (TO AccviiiX K a i oo AavtT)X, 
43 Qhp ^ K o X o v o v 
44 < L 
Ta npooTaypaTa 
45 K a i ^a^pdfxaov nrqi K a i ^(T^pdYioov 
46 TO ^ipXiov "Bsn TO Pi^Xiov 
47 loc ^ ca ipov TO"*!? £fi>? ^Kaipoo 
48 ^ODVieXeietc TP ^oovTeXcia? 
49 ibo^ ^(SiSaze&nv) Itoi &v ^dno(iavo<nv 
50 noXXoi RoXXoi 
51 K a i n^X,i)8i>v9t K a i ^nXi)oe^  
52 - T - +i\ ' 'dSiKia? 
12:5 12:5 12:5 
53 K a i efSov iyo AaviT)X - • T K a i tlSov iyo Aavit^X 
54 K a i iSoi> nan;) K a i i5oo 
55 Bvo ^ e p o i D ' T K D?3» Soo S^Tepoi 
56 ^ e i o t f j K e i f f o v ' 'eioTTiKetoav 
57 e l ^ ( ^ i v r e i e e v ) nan TK 
T •• T V 
e f? ^ivGev 
58 TOO x^ ^^ oo^  
59 TOO noTat loo TOO Rorapoo 
60 K a i eii (^VTeoGev) nan - imi 
T - T T : 
K a i et? £v6ev 
61 TOO xeiXov^ 
62 TOO noTcqioo •k^n — 
12:6 12:6 12:6 
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63 K t t i efnev x^ dvSpi K a i "el t to ^T^ ^ v i 
64 T^ ^ivSeSvpLtVi^ T^ ^neptpepXtuiev^ 
65 TCt ''(PaS5iv) TO ' 'Pooo ivo 
66 6^^  f j v iitava ^T<^ ^dvo 
67 T o i iSSaTO^ S_ _ 
68 TOO nOTOflOO 
p r 
IIoTe o i v (TOVTeXeio 69 "^co^ noTe TO ' 'nepa^ 
70 +^&v eipDKac e lp i iKd^ |ioi 
71 xw ' ' ( e a o i i a o i o v ) niR':sin 
T : 
TOV ''8ao|iaoTov 
72 +^Kai 6 Ka8apuT|i6^  
73 +T0OTOV 
12:7 12:7 12:7 
74 K a i i\K0Wia K o i '^ iKOOOO 
75 TOO dvSpo^ • r V TOO nepipepXiutevoo 
76 TOO ^vSeSo|ievoo on*? 
77 TO ^(paSSiv) TO ' ' p w n n v o 
78 6^? f j v knavo 
79 TOO IsSoTO^ TOO ^SOTO^ 
80 TOO nOTOflOO TOO KOTOtlOO 
81 +^ '^ a>^  Ko ipoo ffovTeXeio^ 
82 K o i ''ovfixrev ? T - K a i ^^iircMTe 
83 TT|v Se^idv aoToo Tiiv Se^idv" 
84 K o i Ti iv dp ioTepdv u 
K o i Ti iv dpiOTepdv" 
85 aoToo 
86 e i ^ Tov o i ipovov e i ^ TOV o i p a v o v 
87 K o i &]ioatv - T * ~ K o i ^&\ioae 
88 k\ X^ ^OVTl TOV ^OVTO 
89 TOV o i t t v a T T e i ^ TOV o i o v o + fleov 
90 6TI 
91 Ei^ Koipdv KOipov e i ^ Ko tpov K o i KOtpoo^ 
92 KOi fiilUTO +^Katpoo ' S I T K o i i^ iiioo +^Kaipo6 
93 ^^v T^ (TovTeXe(T8T|vat •t\ (TovTeXeia xeipov 
94 SiotTKopntaiidv 
95 (YVfiXJOVTOl Xooo dYioo 
96 - -) K o i oovreXeoQiioeToi 
97 ndvTO TooTa V - T ndvTO TOOTO 
12:8 12:8 12:8 
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98 K a i iyo ^ K o o a a 'Fp3» '3K5 K a i ^Y<^ f jKOooa 
99 K a i oi» ^ooviiKO K a i oo ''Sievof|8T)v 
100 + j i a p ' aiDTOv Tov K a i p 
101 K a i e f n a K o p i e ~i T t T K a i e tna Kop te 
102 Ti Td £axaTa n't?? rn Ti? f | ' 'Xwn? 
103 TOOtCftV n ^ TOO ^XoyOO TOOTOO 
104 + [ ^ K a i Ti 
105 + a i jcapopoXai o O r a i ] 
12:9 12:9 12:9 
106 K a i e f n e v K a i el i tev +"1101 
107 ^(Aeopo) A a v i i ) X ^'Anbcpexe AaviT)X 
108 • % : c r 
6x1 ' 'KaTaKCKaXoiiiieva 109 K a i ^ ^ a ^ p a y t a i i e v o i K a i ^^s^paYta i ieva 
110 o i ' ^ o y o i Td ^npooTOYiiaTa 
111 icD? ^ca ipoo dv ^ - -
112 nepa? TP. 
12:10 12:10 
113 - t T : • L_ _ 
114 K a i ^(^KXeoKavScamv) ^ne ipaoOooiv K a i 
115 K a i ^ n o p o d o a i v : T * : ^dyiaodcMnv 
116 noXXoi c a n KoXXoi 
117 K a i ^ ( d v o i i i p c M n v w a r n ) 12:10 K a i ^d|idpTCi>oiv 
118 &^VO(lOl) o i ^di iapToXoi 
119 • L 
K a i OO <TOVT|(TOO<TIV • T 
K a i 0^ |iT) ''5iavoT)60Oi 
120 ^ - - ( d v o f i o t ) • T : T ndvTe? o i ditocpTcoXoi 
121 K a i o i ^ ( v o i i ^ o v e ? ) K a i o i ' 'S iavooof ievoi 
122 ''(JOVTIOOOfflV • T ' ' npooe^otxnv 
12:11 12:11 12:11 
123 K a i d n o Scaipoo rS9Q? ^ d * ' ^ob d v 
124 ^(napaXXd^eia?' ') ^dnooToS^ 
125 TOO (^v5eXexi(T|ioo) O o o i a [^Sid navTO?] 
126 + Kat dToi|iao6i] 
127 K a i "Soei ioeTai - T : u S o d i j v a i 
128 PfieXoYlia TO pSeXoYiia 
129 Ti)? ^T||i(b(Te<i)? 
130 f | | i epa i z i X i a i f f l i epa? ixXia^ 
131 S i o K o a i a i ^vevi\KOVTa SiaKotn'a? fcvevi)KOVTa 
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12:12 12:12 12:12 
132 liOKqpio^ 6 ' ' i n o i i e v o v fiOKdpto^ b ^ ^ i i f i e v o v 
133 K o i ^(^QaatK,) » ' a:} 6x1 ^awit^tx 
134 tic, fiuepo? liXvDu; f l l i cpo? xt^»o^ 
135 xpicxoaia^ niKQ JihD TptOKOtrio^ 
136 TpiOKOVTo nevTe TpioKovTO sevTe 
12:13 12:13 12:13 
137 K o i ffo ^(Seopo)- - K o i <io ' 'PdSioov 
138 +^diifi>8oo 
139 +1x1 yap e l o i v 
140 +f | ( i epa i K o i 2ipat 
141 + e i ^ ' ' d v o n X i p t i t a i v 
142 
K o i ^dvocnoooo 
• t ^ v T e X e i o ^ 
143 K o i ' ' d v o n o o f f i ] 
144 K o i ^dvo(TTi)atl "iDJjm K o i dvaaTf|<Tq 
145 e i ^ TOV ScXijpdv a o o ^ n i Ti^v ''Sd^ cnr o o o 
146 ei? ' ' f fovTcXeiov e i ^ ^ffovTeXeiov 
147 f | | i ep&v f | ) iep6v 
VI.1. Analysis of 12:1-13 
V l . l . i . Morphology 
1. 11-00 has a 3.pi. vb., which could mean that he understood 1^3 ( 1 . 
12) as a reference to gentile nations, not Isra e l . Thus we would 
translate, "that time of a f f l i c t i o n unlike any other ( l i t . such has 
not been) since they ( i . e . the nations) came into existence." 
Alternatively, 00 may have intended the p i . sub. as an i m p l i c i t 
comparison with previous periods of a f f l i c t i o n i n Israel's past. In 
this case we would translate "that time of a f f l i c t i o n unlike any other 
since they ( i . e . our times of a f f l i c t i o n ) began." The l a t t e r option 
is the plainest reading of the 00. I t i s also possible that the 
translator was working along on the text and assumed that the 
comparison was intended i n NfT; therefore, 00 may have employed the p i . 
227 
form before he realized that the grammatical sub. was 
In any case, 00's change of subject required the omission of '13. 
227, We encountered a similar s i t u a t i o n i n 2:7. 
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1. 18, 83, 84-OG omits translating the pro. suf. as unnecessary (cf. 
1. 106. 
1. 36-Th reads the D as the prep. {"•p '^TSO) rather than a h i . part. 
1. 37, 106-OG occasionally adds per. pro. against MT and Th. 
1. 63-OG employs the f i r s t person " I said" from vs. 5 for "one said" 
i n NTT. Th has a formal equivalent to ^f^. 
1. 113, 114, 115, 117-Mont., p. 478, states that Th has retained the 
subj. mood i n these vbs. from OG. I f t h i s i s the case, i t would be 
the only sign of dependence i n t h i s verse. Furthermore, the impv. in 
1. 107 followed by the causal 6n i n 1. 108 (s. Syntax) makes a purpose 
clause, hence the subj. mood, perfectly explicable. 
1. 124-Th transforms the vb. into a noun. He may have read TDfl mon 
(gen.cons, from m o ) . 
1. 127-Th employs a f i n i t e vb. rather than an i n f i n i t i v e . OG employs 
the pass.inf. i n order to accommodate the change he has made i n the 
S3mtax (s. Syntax, 1. 126). 
V l . l . i i . Syntax 
1. 8-It seems OG has read ni?n R'nn for TO nn'm. The demonstrative 
adj. creates an asyndetic clause where MT has parataxis. 
1. 10-11-OG and Th follow MT quite closely and translate the sense of 
the syntax, but the common reading of the adj. ota "such as" makes i t 
appear that one i s dependent on the other. However, OG and Th also 
employ olo? f o r lOH i n 9:12 to give a good idiomatic rendering, and 
there i s l i t t l e reason to suspect dependence i n that verse. 
1. 18-19-OG transposes itac, before Xao? "the whole people." In order to 
ensure that the statement "the whole people w i l l be raised" is not 
mistaken for universal ism, OG c l a r i f i e s with the rendering 6? &v eopeGq 
"whomever i s found" for RSDan. 
I . 26-30-OG renders the r e p e t i t i o n of rf?R i n 1. 26, 28 idiomatically 
with the a r t . + jiev/5e/5e while Th corresponds to MT. OG's add. of the 
second Se makes three groups to be raised whereas MT has two. I t is 
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possible that mairf? was an early explanatory gloss on ]1Krrf?,^^ but 
the versions support i t s inclusion. Th adds Koi i n 1. 30 to smooth 
the s3Titax. 
1. 36-37-According to Mont., p. 473, 00 has translated D»3-n '•pnsm as 
i f i t were 'P'TfTl. This judgment is based on accepting the 
reading of 88-Syh and 967 (KOTKTXOOVTC^) as 00. Zieg. reads the part, 
from KOTiox® instead, and the c j . does make sense. To read "those who 
keep my words" is more i n keeping with the context than "those who 
overpower my words." The problem with the c j . i s that there is no 
equivalent that can be retroverted from KaTioxovTe^ that i s similar to 
'P'TSOI. 00 has to represent some type of dynamic equivalent or a 
contextual guess f o r a text that gave 00 problems. For example, 00 
could be a dynamic equivalent for a text that he read as ITaTD ^1S1 
"the righteous of the many." 
1. 39-00 adds 1. 39 i n harmonization with 1. 35, though i t could be .a 
scribal add. 
1. 57-00 and Th employ equivalent expressions f o r the idiom "one on 
th i s side of the r i v e r and one on that side of the r i v e r . " These are 
the only occurrences of fev8ev/ivTe68cv in Daniel. The fact that Th 
employs a d i f f e r e n t adv. from 00 suggests Th is an independent 
translation because there would be no reason for Th to switch 
equivalents deliberately. 00 abbreviates the translation of 1. 57-62, 
but the same sense is transmitted (s. Text-Critical). 
1. 63, 75-In both cases 00 has a more idiomatic rendering than Th who 
employs a formal equivalent dvSpi + part. 00 omits ©'RTI as redundant 
i n 1. 75. 
1. 66, 78-Th employs the same formal rendering f o r the rel a t i v e clause 
•?»Dn H9K. The agreement between 00 and Th i n 1. 78 i s either 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t or the 00 has been corrupted by Th (s. Text-Critical, 1. 
67-68). 
"Jeans., pp. 101-102. 
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1. 67-68-OG may have omitted "R'n 'D'tf? by parablepsis (. . . "TMD 
T O ' T S ) , or omitted the information as unnecessary, because i t was 
s u f f i c i e n t to designate which of the two figures was being referred to 
i n 12:5 by simply stating that i t was the one on the upper side. 
1. 69-OG renders more to the sense of the compound interrogative 
"When, therefore, is the end," and obv alters the word order. Th 
employs a formal rendering. 'rO"*T» also appears in 8:13 where Th 
employs the same equivalent and OG has °Eo? Tivo?. 
1. 70-OG and Th have a common add. 6v e^ ptiKO? (OG + ji o i ) , and t h i s add. 
makes i t e x p l i c i t that the "end" referred to is the one spoken of by 
Michael, the great angel, i n vs. 4 (s. Text-Critical). MT does not 
e x p l i c i t l y i d e n t i f y either of the two figures in vs. 5, and thi s 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n is c l e a r l y wrong when compared to 10:5, 13 (Gabriel?, 
s. 9:21). The add. is a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement. 
1. 72-73-OG's add.^^' i s based on 11:35 where OG twice reads the vb. 
KoGopi^o (for " l i s , q. i n f . cons.; I^"?, h i . i n f . cons.) .^^^  The 
p u r i f i c a t i o n of the wise ones i n 11:35 i s connected with the time of 
the end, and, i n the following verse, there is a reference to the 
boastings of Antiochus. OG interpreted the R^B "wondrous events" i n 
1. 70 as an allu s i o n to the niK'^ Da "boasting of wonderful things" by 
Antiochus i n 11:36 (s. Lexicology, 1. 71). Therefore, OG added 1. 72-
73 i n order to c l a r i f y that there w i l l not only be an end to the 
boastings of Antiochus, but also "the p u r i f i c a t i o n of these ones" 
( i . e . "the wise ones" i n 1. 32; 11:35). 
1. 81-The add. i n OG has the one clothed i n linen on the upper side of 
the r i v e r " u n t i l the time of the end." 
22^ 
"'Kai 6 Kaeapio|i6? i s marked with the obelus in 88-Syh. 
2?0 
Both of the translations i n 11:35 are unique in the LXX, and 
though there i s some change i n meaning the OG equivalents do impart 
the basic sense of the Vorlage. OG only has Kaaapi^a elsewhere in 8:14 
where i t i s once more a singular equivalent for pT2 (ni.pf.; a 
d i s t i n c t i v e agreement with Th!). 
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1. 89-00 makes e x p l i c i t who i t is that lives forever by the add. of 
8e6v in apposition to the preceding substantive, though 8c6v could have 
originated as a marginal note that was later incorporated into the 
text. 
1. 92-00 and Th share a common add. of Koipoo, which is i m p l i c i t i n NfT, 
though the agreement might be because ID'ffl was i n t h e i r Vorlage (s. 
Text-Critical). 
1. 93-96-Both 00 and Th had d i f f i c u l t i e s with t h i s t e x t . Evidently 00 
transposed T a f t e r m'?D31, which would explain 1. 93 (s. Text-
Critical). However, the translation of di^ eoeo^  for fE53 is unique. 
McCrystall argues that 00 engaged i n deliberate theological Tendenz hy 
n i l 
reading JTSB (which can express "deliverance") for fB3."' However, is 
this an example of intentional theological Tendenz, or was i t motivated 
by a misunderstanding of the Vorlage? This is not to say that OO's 
theology did not play any role in this rendering, but the type of 
programmatic theological manipulation of MT by 00 envisaged by 
232 
McCrystaU is extreme. In the f i r s t place, the translator may have 
been uncertain about the exact meaning of the phrase, and McCrystall 
has shown a possible semantic path by which 00 arrived at the 
rendering. Second, the translation bears similar characteristics to the 
add. in 1. 72-73. I t has been suggested that the add. in 1. 72-73 was 
motivated by the translator drawing a parallel in 12:6 with the 
connection between the boastings of Antiochus and the purification of 
the wise ones at the time of the end in 11:35-36. 00 may have 
understood the same referents in 12:7. The context is the time of the 
^^W c r y s t a l l , p. 84. 
^^McCrystall argues that the rendering i n 12:7 i s theologically 
motivated based on the 00 interest i n following the chronological 
system of the MT, which i s based on the Jubilees' calendar (p. 234). 
To a great extent McCrystall's view of 12:7 depends on his a b i l i t y to 
prove that MT used the Jubilees calendrical system and that 00 knew 
t h i s and inserted s l i g h t modifications. This view rests on his 
interpretation of three texts: 7:25, 9:24-27, and 12:7. I t has not 
been our concern to establish whether MT does i n fact reveal that i t 
used the Jubilees' calendrical system, but i n the course of t h i s 
thesis we have given considerable reason to doubt McCrystall's view 
that the 00 translator actually i n t e n t i o n a l l y introduced significant 
changes to NTT for theological purposes. 
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end, which brings the end of the powers (i.e. those who are boasting), 
and the release of the holy people (i.e. the wise ones). Finally, the 
resulting translation by OG is in keeping with the context, because 
there is an emphasis on the time of the end bringing purification, 
blessing, and reward in vss. 10(9)-12. 
Ultimately, the explanation offered here for 12:7 has much in 
common with McCrystall's. The difference is that McCrystall presumes 
that OG correctly understood MT and then deliberately introduced 
changes, whereas the suggestion here is that the process is probably 
more subliminal. I t would be more appropriate to say that OG, in 
company with every reader, interpreted a difficult text according to 
his own understanding. I f anything, there was more intentional 
Tendenz in the add. of 1. 72-73 than in the translation of 1. 94. 
Th had his own problems with 1. 94-96. He translates fsa 
c o r r e c t l y with S i aoKopn to i io? , but y v w o o v T a i i n 1. 93 suggests that he 
read Qnj?T(1) (3.pl .pf .cons. [?] from J?T) f o r DJJT and he or his 
Vorlage omitted n3''?3n cnp. The significant point f o r our purposes i s 
that OG i s obviously closer to NfT than Th, and Th's translation i s 
c l e a r l y d i s t i n c t from OG. 
1. 100-OG adds t h i s l i n e to make e x p l i c i t what is i m p l i c i t i n NfT. 
1. 104-105-Zieg. encloses these lines i n sqxiare brackets to indicate 
that t h e i r o r i g i n a l i t y i s doubtful. The preceding lines exhibit 
t r a i t s of dynamic equivalence and correspondence to NfT, which would 
indicate that they are o r i g i n a l and not later correction toward MT (s. 
Lexicology). However, napd^oXo? could be based on nrrnK "riddles" (s. 
5:12), which would grant these lines a strong claim to o r i g i n a l i t y . 
So, we have a double reading i n which there are no easy means to 
determine which lines translate the Vorlage (s. Text-Critical). 
Although 1, 104-105 could have been added l a t e r , they also could be an 
additional comment of the o r i g i n a l translator, similar to other pluses 
i n OG. In that case, OG makes e x p l i c i t the uncertainty regarding the 
time of the coming of the end. Such a comment would be appropriate 
given the fact that Antiochus had come and gone between the period of 
the f i n a l redaction of MT and the translation by OG. 
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1. 108-OG and Th both use &TI when yap would have been a more 
appropriate rendering of '^D?^'^ Other shared examples of this 
Hebraism are 9:16, 19, 23; 11:4, 37, while OG employs yop properly 
against Th's 6ti i n 9:18; 10:11, 14; 11:27, 35. 
1. 111-112-The omission by OG r e s u l t s i n a r e d i v i s i o n of the sentence 
and cuts across the verse d i v i s i o n . 
1. 123-OG renders i n 1. 123 w i t h the r e l a t i v e oiS and omits the 
coordinate c o n j . , which makes 1. 123-125 subordinate to the predicate 
i n 1. 122. The OG o f 1. 121-125 might be t r a n s l a t e d , "But the wise 
w i l l pay a t t e n t i o n from [ t h e time] when the perpetual s a c r i f i c e i s 
taken away." 
1. 126-The a d d i t i o n i n OG r e t a i n s the connection between the removal 
of the d a i l y s a c r i f i c e and the "abomination of des o l a t i o n , " but also 
makes i t e x p l i c i t t h a t there i s a sequence involved: the s a c r i f i c e i s 
taken away, "and the abomination of d e s o l a t i o n i s prepared to be 
given." 
1. 128-129-The same terms are c o l l o c a t e d i n 9:27 and 11:31. I n 9:27 
the expression i s p i . , and OG and Th have the common reading pSeXoyna 
T©v kpi\\imtov. I n 11:31 OG again has pSeXoyna ipr\\ie>ato<^, while Th has 
pSeXoYUa i^ (tavioncvov.^ ^^ Th has the cognate n, d<tavian6«; i n 9:18, 26 
(not i n OG), so the agreement of fepfjuooK; i n 9:27 and 12:11 is 
''"s. Aejmelaeus, "OTI," pp. 118-126. Aejmelaeus notes t h a t the 
usage o f 6ti f o r yqp i n such instances i s p a r t i c u l a r l y Septuagintal and 
"f r e q u e n t l y o c c u r [ s ] i n connection w i t h commands or p r o h i b i t i o n s , " (p. 
118, s. 1. 107). 
I l l 
The complete l i s t i n g f o r the occurrences of ""^  (24x) i n Daniel 
i s 8:17, 19, 26; 9:9, 11, 14, 16, 18(2), 19, 23; 10:11, 12, 14, 19, 
21; 11:4, 25, 27, 35, 36, 37; 12:7, 9. 
^^^Cf. Jeans., p. 18, who states i n e r r o r , "When 8' revised o' the 
expression [pSeXoyjia fepiinaoeo^] was r e t a i n e d i n a l l three occurrences 
(Dan 9:27, 11:31, 12:11)." 
VCnO occurs a l s o i n 4:16(19) OG=0; 8:13, 27; 9:17, 18, 26, 27. 
p5cXoYfia=fTpB7 i s a SE i n the LXX, so i t i s only iprwiaatac, that could be 
used as evidence t h a t Th has borrowed from OG. 
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distinctive. However, the verbal agreement is not surprising when we 
consider the popular currency of the phrase (s. I Mace. 1:54), 
particularly in the later Christian tradition (Matt. 15:14! Mk. 13:14). So 
the agreement in 9:27 and 12:11 could be because Th employed a 
known phrase. At the same time, the distinct reading in 11:31 
suggests that the agreements in 9:27 and 12:11 are probably due to 
later scribal corruption. Either way, the agreements cannot be 
considered as evidence that Th is a revision of OG. 
1. 138-142-The lines in OG are generally regarded as a large addition 
to MT and this may well be the case." On the other hand, we have 
to consider the possibility that these lines are actually OG and 1. 143-
147 are a later correction toward MT. In favour of this possibility is 
that the conclusion of the verse has a high degree of verbal 
agreement with Th and i t corresponds to MT. The main difference is 
in 1. 145 where OG has 56^ov f o r KXijpov, but t h i s could based on a 
corrector reading "1^ *73*? for •]'3"ia*?;^^' or i t may just be a dynamic 
rendering. 
The suggestion that 1. 138-142 is OG faces two objections. The 
f i r s t is based on the preconception that Th is a revision of OG; 
therefore, the reason why 1. 143-147 are so close i n Th and OG i s that 
Th has retained OG's reading. By now i t should be obvious that we 
have every reason to dispense with that presupposition. On the one 
hand, Th's tran s l a t i o n of 1. 143-147 provides the expected formal 
equivalence to MT and does not require knowledge of OG. On the other 
hand, the OG looks a great deal l i k e a doublet and we have proved Th 
influence on OG elsewhere. 
The more si g n i f i c a n t objection against reading 1. 138-142 as OG 
and 143-147 as a la t e r doublet is that 1. 138-140 are not equivalent 
i n meaning to MT. In 1. 143-147 NfT has "and rest and you w i l l r i s e to 
^^^Mont., p. 478; Collins, Daniel, p. 370; Lacoque, p. 247. 
Ploger, p. 170, argues that 1. 138-142 are an equivalent for fp*^. The 
add. i s marked with the obelus i n 88-Syh. 
^"itont., p. 478. 
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your lot at the end of the days." L. 138-142 in 00 have, "Oo 
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away,"" f o r there are yet days and hours u n t i l the fulfilment of the 
end." Some of the discrepancy i n 00's reading might be accounted for 
by textual differences. For example, 00 may have read rn31 for rmm 
and possibly TB?'31 f o r TOSm, but i t is un l i k e l y that we could (or 
should even attempt to) reconstruct a whole catalogue of textual 
corruptions to account f o r OO's reading i n 1. 138-142. One of the 
main reasons fo r the creation of doublets i n the LXX—and Th is in one 
sense a rather large doublet—was that there was a perceived 
inadequacy i n the o r i g i n a l translation. Therefore, i t could be argued 
that there would not have been a need to add the correction from Th, 
i f the 00 had been closer to WT i n the f i r s t place. 
There i s one f i n a l consideration that may support the position 
that 1. 143-147 is a later addition to 00. I t is generally agreed 
that the epilogue i n 12:5-13 consists of a later addition to MT.^ '^ 
Therefore, i t i s possible that 00 was translating a s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t 
Vorlage, which did not contain the specific promise of personal 
resurrection f o r Daniel i n 1. 138-140. However, t h i s suggestion is 
less plausible because the 00 is generally close to ^ f ^ i n the previous 
verses. 
Although we can do no more than raise the p o s s i b i l i t y that 1. 
143-147 are a later add. to 00, i t i s necessary to do so because i t 
brings into focus two questions: 1) How f a i t h f u l l y has the 00 text 
been preserved? 2) How great was Th influence on the 00 witnesses 
that have survived? We w i l l consider these questions i n more de t a i l 
i n the summary at the conclusion of t h i s chapter. Suffice i t for now 
to say that the answer to these two questions makes i t plausible that 
1. 143-147 are a later addition to 00. 
V l . l . i i i . Lexicology 
967's reading of d n o d o o has been accepted i n CH 2 as 00 against 
d v o n a o o o i n 88-Syh, which has been influenced by Th and/or the reading 
in 1. 143. 
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Collins, Daniel, p. 371, and Mont., p. 474 regard the epilogue 
as l a t e r but integrated with the remainder of the book, while Hartman 
and Di L e i l a , p. 277, regard i t as a gloss. Charles, p. 392 and 
Lacoque, p. 249 regard vss. 11-13 as later glosses. 
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1. 1, 9, 14, 16, 47, 111, 123-Th employs Koipb? as a SE for TO (15/16), 
while OG displays more va r i e t y using fiipo 5x, xmpo^ 4x, and f||i6pa 
Sx.^ *" The dynamic equivalent i s ^ (iq>a, which appears 3x in 12:1. In 
keeping with the eschatological outlook of the context OG equates TiS 
i n 1. 9 with TTS DV, which is found 20x i n the Hebrew Bible. ITT 
rra is usually translated if||iq>a e^ iveo^  (eg. Gen. 35:3; I I Ki. 19:3; 
I s . 37:3; Obad. 1:12, 14; Nah. 1:7; Hab. 3:16). OG retains j^iepo to 
render np i n 1. 14, 16, because the antecedent is s t i l l that day of 
a f f l i c t i o n . 
1. 3-OG employs a dynamic equivalent, but given the problems OG had i n 
reading the text and the textual differences, he very well could have 
read the 3.s.impf. of 
1. 4-The translation of T ? might be regarded as a d i s t i n c t i v e reading 
i n Th. Apart from i t s uses i n compounds (6x) Th renders ^fi? with &pxov 
9/11. Once again OG demonstrates variety by employing otpotiiTo^ 
(10:13, 20[2], 21), SDVOWTII? (9:6, 8; 11:5), and 6yyeXoi ( 1 . 4). OG 
shares a reading with Th i n 10:13 eT^  tov (kpxovtov tov npotov, and we 
have to suspect Th influence on OG. OG employs fipzov only 4x 
elsewhere, and only i n 2:48 i s there an equivalent i n MT (3T, but even 
there i t may be a doublet translation with f|Yot|ievov).^^ 
1. 17-Zieg.'s text reads aoBvpttai f o r OG (with Th) against the reading 
^^"s. 8:17; 9:21, 25; 11:6, 13, 14, 24, 35, 40; 12:1(4), 4, 9, 11. 
Th follows OG with iipov eixrio^ ionepiviji; i n 9:21 which is evidence for 
borrowing or a corrupt t e x t . 0G=0 i n 9:25; 12:9 and there are textual 
d i f f i c u l t i e s i n 11:24; 12:11 (s. Syntax, 1. 123). The fact that Th 
employs xaipo^ reveals that i t i s a perfectly legitimate rendering, but 
i t is possible that OG's reading i n 11:14 (also i n 11:13; 35; 12:4) is 
actually Th because Kai toi^ Kaipoi^ ^xeivoi^ i s a formal equivalent to 
wr and we might have expected OG to employ his more favoured i&po. 
^*^8:25(2); 9:6, 8; 10:13(2), 20(2), 21; 11:5; 12:1. OG and Th 
share a common difference i n the reading of ITTB? i n 8:25. OG has 
dcnoXeio^ ovSp&v, Th iataXtiac, itoXXm. Mont., p. 354, i s surely correct 
when he states that they read 0^ 2*1 /n'"Q3 Hi. The difference i n the 
OG and Th readings suggests that there is no dependence, but the 
s i m i l a r i t i e s r e f l e c t an alternative Vorlage. 
^*W=0 i n 3:38; 97(30)?; 4:15(18). 
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of 88-Syh, which i s accepted here.^*^ EfrD only appears elsewhere i n 
11:41 where OG=0 and Th has the expected oo^o. Th's reading is an 
obvious equivalent i n 1. 17, but there is no reason to expect that Th 
is witnessing to the OG. There are also no obvious inner Greek 
grounds to explain 88-Syh as a corruption. The emphasis on 
resurrection i n t h i s passage i s unparalleled i n the Hebrew Bible, 
and given the context tfyoeijoeToi " w i l l be raised/exalted" renders the 
sense rather w e l l . %<ii>6i)<jeiai should be accepted as OG. 
1. 19-Th omits RSD against OG as redundant. 
1. 23-OG and Th share a HL KaeetBo) for the HL ]8r. I t is possible that 
t h i s i s a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement, but the euphemism of sleep for death 
may have been arrived at independently. 
1. 24-OG employs nXoaoc, (also i n 9:27, not in Th) "breadth" as a 
dynamic equivalent f o r the construct nOTK, while Th's rendering with 
X®HO (1-15) might be considered d i s t i n c t i v e . 
1. 25-Th employs the compound i^eyeipo elsewhere in 7:4 and 11:25. 
Although either OG or Th's rendering is appropriate for the HL f*p 
(hi . ) and Th's choice is not p a r t i c u l a r l y d i s t i n c t i v e , i t does 
demonstrate his independence from OG. 
1. 29-6vei5i<i(i6? i s the expected SE for n a m (4/4) i n OG and Th,^ '^ 
though i t may have originated as a gloss to ]TKTl (s. Syntax, Text-
Critical) . 
1. 30-31-OG renders ]IKTT (1-2, I s . 66:24) "abhorrence" with a 
^^ 9^67 has a lacxina for t h i s portion of text. Mont., p. 473 
simply refers to 88-Syh's reading as ein error. 
*^*See Collins, Daniel, pp. 394-398. 
^^ T^he euphemism was well known and used. See T. H. McAlpine, 
Sleep, Divine and Human in the Old Testament, JSOTS, 38 (Sheffield: 
JSOT, 1987). 
^*^Talmon suggests that TBI? nOTK is a double reading of synonyms, 
but there i s good evidence to reta i n both. See "Double Readings i n 
the Massoretic Text," Textus 1 (1960): 167-68. 
^^'9:16; 11:18(2); 12:2. 
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contextual guess Siaaitopa, while a\axvvi\ i s a later gloss from Th. 248 
1. 32, 99,'119, 121, 122-OG and Th's vocabulary for f a was discussed 
previously i n 8:1-10 (though i t should be noted that OG's spooci© 
"give attention t o " i n 1. 122 is a good dynamic rendering). n''?'3BD 
was discussed i n 1:1-10, and Th's translation of /?30 was treated i n 
CH 4 . I I I . l . i i i . Neither OG or Th's translation indicates that they 
discerned any special significance i n the 0''?'3tSD. 
The previous investigations of vocabulary concerned with the 
domain of knowing indicated that Th was working to his own agenda. 
Recall, for example, that Th employed ODvexo^  i n 11:33 and votiiove^ ( 1 -
10) in 12:10, because in both cases D'^'StSO i s collocated with "Q'S'.^^' 
The fact that Th clearly favoured ot)viti|ii f o r 0'^'3?n and that his two 
exceptions i n 11:33 and 12:10 can be explained does raise questions, 
however, about the verbal agreement with OG i n 1. 32. OG has tKioxfijiov 
i n 1:4; fcvvocffl i n 11:33; 5iavoeo)iai i n 12:10; but (mviiyii i n 11:35 
(gen.pl.m.part.=Th) and 12:3 (nominative pl.m.part.=Th) I ^ ^ " Given 
OG's other choices for D'V'SiffD and the fact that <JDviti|ii i s clearly a 
favoured Th equivalent, we are more than j u s t i f i e d to question the 
authenticity of OG's p a r t i c i p l e s i n 11:35 and 12:3. (roviiyii is not 
collocated with any other term f o r knowing i n 12:3, so i t is 
p a r t i c u l a r l y doubtful that we have OG i n 1. 32. 
1. 33-34, 117-118-Phonological motivation i s evident i n the choices of 
OG and Th f o r the translation of TITa ITTIT' in 1. 33-34. OG employs the 
rare ^oatr^ (1-6) with (^aivo, which retains at least some of the 
consonance in MT. Th's choices iicXan«« and XoiinporiK are even closer 
i n sound {Xa\iit). kKXtmna (1-8) and XcqinpoTii^  (1-6) are also rare i n the 
LXX; therefore, they are excellent examples of Th's d i s t i n c t i v e 
vocabulary. 
*^^ So also Zieg., p. 17. 
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The p a r t i c u l a r choice of voifiov i n 12:10 may also be explained 
by phonological motivation. In the preceding lines, Th employs 
/dvojio? 3x ( 1 . 117, 118, 120) to render /»»"). 
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^•'"(TBviiijii only appears one other time i n OG (11:33) where OG again 
agrees with Th (oDvficownv). 
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The same phonological processes were at work i n 1. 117-118 where 
OG and Th again employ d i f f e r e n t equivalents. In t h i s instance, OG's 
choices were guided by the fact that (SqiopToXo^  i s the main SE for SWT 
i n the LXX. Although Th's ftvojio? is also employed for VDl, i t is not 
used as frequently or as consistently as iqiapxoXbc,. 
1. 34-OG exhibits lexical l e v e l l i n g by employing ot>pav6^  for U'pn 
(unique i n LXX) and irn» ( 1 . 84). atepeoiia is the expected equivalent. 
1. 41-Th has read TIP f o r lH. Such an error can also be regarded as a 
d i s t i n c t i v e disagreement, because, i f Th were following OG, he would 
not have made such an obvious mistake. 
I . 44, 110-The tran s l a t i o n of "m offers further evidence of the 
d i s t i n c t i v e nature of Th's translation. I f we discount the 3 
occurrences i n ch. 1, OG employs itpanaYtio as a SE 14/18.^ '^ The only 
exceptions are 10:6, 9 where XaXia "speaking" is a better idiomatic 
rendering,"^ and 10:12(2) where OG has pniia. Th's SE for chs. 9-12 
is XiyfOi; (17/18; Th=0 i n 10:1 by homoiot.). 
1. 43, 45 and 108, 109-Mr has the same verbs collocated (onm DTIO 
pass, part.) i n 12:9. The SE for DTin in the LXX is a^pafvCfi so i t i s 
not surprising to f i n d agreement i n OG and Th.^ '^  However, there are 
differences i n the rendering of DTIO. There are only two points worthy 
of note. F i r s t , KoioxaXimo by OG i n 1. 107 is a HL in Daniel. 
Second, OHO also occurs i n 8:26. In 8:26 Th employs o^paYi^ o as the 
common term meaning "to seal," while OG has ^ pbaao (1-8). The 
" ' l : 5 , 14, 20; 9:2, 12, 23(2), 25; 10:1(3), 6, 9(2), 11, 12(2), 
15; 12:4, 9. OG and Th both omit the second TH i n 10:9 which is 
probably an addition. The vocabulary we have examined has not been 
comprehensive enough to determine the nature of the l i n k between the 
translator of chs. 1-2(3) and 7-12 i n OG. However, OG has tpoito^ for 
12.1 in 1:14 and Xoyo^ i n 1:20, both of which are unique equivalents for 
OG (1:5 is an idiom). 
'^^ 4QDan'^  has a singular (rai) i n 10:6 (lacuna for 10:9), but OG's 
equivalent implies the p i . of MT. 
^^ S^ee also 6:18(17); 9:24(2). OG has citovt^o and awitXeto i n 9:24. 
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differing vocabulary indicates independent translations. 
1. 47, 69, 111, 141, 146-As in the previous two paragraphs, f p nj?"lJ> is 
found i n both 12:4 and 12:9. The Th reading i n 12:4 is most l i k e l y 
OG. TP ra> appears with a preceding prep. 5x and i n every case except 
12:4 Th renders f p with nepa? (s. 8:17; 11:35, 40). Th also employs 
itipac, to render fP by i t s e l f i n 8:17; 11:27 and 12:6, while 12:4 and 
13 are the only instances where Th employs atJvrcXeio. Besides 12:4, OG 
renders f p with awteXeia 9/15,^ *^ Since the shared reading i n 12:4 
is the only one, and Th demonstrates a s i g n i f i c a n t l y different pattern 
of translation throughout Daniel; the agreement is more l i k e l y due to 
textual corruption than to Th borrowing from OG. 
1. 49-The readings of OG (dmojiaivonoi "to rage v i o l e n t l y " HL i n LXX) 
and Th (SiSdoKa "to teach") f o r the HL BIB? "to rove about" (BDB, p. 
1002) reveal that both had d i f f i c u l t i e s with the text.^^' OG has 
read a homonym BTB? "treat with contempt." Charles, p. 332, suggests 
that Th's reading is a corruption from 8iox6«nv, but SiSaxeoaiv is more 
l i k e l y a contextual guess based on the following clause "xmtil many 
have been taught and knowledge i s multiplied." Th's guess i s clearly 
independent from OG, but both versions a l t e r the intention of MT 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y . 
1. 51-OG and Th employ different but appropriate equivalents. TO,! 
only appears elsewhere i n the Hebrew portion of Daniel in 11:39 where 
both OG and Th have nXtieovo. 
1. 52-Th provides an equivalent f o r NTT. OG is reading TiSm and has 
added f| YT| to produce, "the earth be f i l l e d with i n i q u i t y " (s. Text-
"^ S. 9:26; 11:6, 13, 27, 35, 40, 45; 12:6, 13. fP is also found 
in 8:17, 19; 9:26; 12:9, 13. OG=0 i n 9:26; 12:9 ( e r r o r ) , 13. Th=0 in 
12:13; xeXo^  i n 9:26; 11:13; eKKond©? in 9:26; |icpo$ i n 11:45; and iictd 
i n 11:6 (reading nsp, s. 1:5, 15, 18; 4:26[29], 31[34]). OG also has 
an add. i n 12:13 ( 1 . 141) which includes oovteXeia, or was the text that 
corresponds to MT a later correction? 
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Charles, p. 332, emends to TTITP' (based on Aramaic from 
V^ TBO) " t i l l the many become apostates." 
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Critical). 
1. 56-Xoxmi i s the expected equivalent for TDJ?, as i n 1. 3, 5, 144 of 
Th (s. OG i n 1. 3, 140), but the common reading of the 3.pl.plupf.a.i. 
i s probably a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement. However, there is no way to 
determine the direc t i o n of agreement, though i t may be noted that Th 
employs latujii and i t s compounds consistently for TOP; whereas OG uses 
var i e t y (eg. 1. 3; 1:4, 19). 
1. 64 , 75 , 76-OG uses a variety of equivalents for VSb {exoX'tfi 5:7, 
16; evSti© 5:29; 10:5; nepi^aXXo 12:6, 7 ) , while Th employs ivBio as a SE 
(6/6). 
1. 65, 77-The same equivalents are found i n the other occurrence of *T3 
" l i n e n " i n 10:5. Th t r a n s l i t e r a t e s . 
1. 71-OG and Th employ d i f f e r e n t and adequate renderings for K ^ . The 
same root i s employed as a ni.part. i n 8:24 (0G-9ot»no<ito?, 1-4; Th-
6av[iaax6q) and 11:36 (OG=0; Th-tecpoYKO^, 1-7, s. OG 5:12) to refer to 
the boastings of Antiochus. Therefore, the "end" being referred to i n 
12:6 i s not solely the resurrection and judgment, but includes the 
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conclusion of the events i n ch. 11. 
Th's renderings are d i s t i n c t . 
1. 82-The vb. DIT appears 8x in Daniel and Woo is the expected 
equivalent. OG has tvoo 3/4 and Th 6/8.^" 
1. 87-P3C7 i s a HL i n Daniel. OG and Th both employ &|ivt>|ii, which is 
the SE f o r P n » in the LXX. 
1. 102-OG employs Xiiaic, (1-3) as a dynamic equivalent for n ' T l K while Th 
has the expected SE laxato^. 
""Also Charles, p. 334; Collins, Daniel, p. 399. 
"^S. also 4:34(37); 5:19, 20, 23; 8:11; 11:12, 36. OG=0 in 5:19, 
20, 23 and i n 4:34(37) the texts are vastly d i f f e r e n t , though %MHO? 
does occur. In 8:11 OG and Th have the common reading kf>p6qifir\. Th 
also has ^wept>v« i n 4:34(37). 
^^ S^. also 8:19, 23; 10:14; 11:4. OG has AXKTI i n 11:4, which may 
be an adjustment according to the sense of the context or based on an 
alter n a t i v e Vorlage (BHS, TTOa, Collins, Daniel, p. 363, TTip^Tn'?). 
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1. 103-OG adds Xoyo^ "matter," which is i m p l i c i t i n MT. 
1. 107, 137-OG employs dnotpexo (HL i n Daniel) i n 1. 107 and a common 
SE (PoSi^o) f o r ^Vn i n 1. 137. Th's renderings with Sropo are unique 
i n the prophetic corpus of the LXX and must be considered 
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d i s t i n c t i v e . 
L 113-McCrystall argues that the omission of man' in 12:10(9) is 
probably due to the translator's desire to reserve T n in 11:35 for an 
elite group within the maskilim.^^ Though McCrystall admits that the 
omission in 12:10(9) could be due to the fact that the verb is 
translated by neipd^o (in which case T33^ n'T was omitted) or that the 
three verbs were rendered by two i n the Greek, he clearly favours his 
hypothesis. I t is the use of the passive infinitive of tKXeyo for TD"?*} 
in 11:35 that constitutes his proof that TO. was reserved for the elite 
group within the maskilim. He believes that there is a contrast in that 
verse between the voluntary decision of some of the wise to purify 
themselves and be elect according to OG, against the statement in MT 
that their affliction has the purpose of purifying.^^ 
To be fair, McCrystall does note with Mont., p. 460, that OG 
apparently reads 1^ 38?' for l'?SO' in 11:35, but he does not consider 
the ramifications of this reading on the translator's approach to the 
rest of the verse. Once the translator mistook the initial verb 'bX'* 
"to consider/have in mind" for l'?8?3' "to stumble" he st i l l had to make 
sense of the verse. I t would have been a fa i r l y easy step to translate 
the following infinitives as passives, and the remainder of the OG 
follows the Hebrew. This passage reflects what Tov refers to as a 
"pseudo-variant." I t does not reflect a variant Vorlage; neither 
does i t reflect Tendenz. Furthermore, we have already seen that OG 
On the use of Seipo, s. Eynikel and Lust, pp. 59-62. Other 
occurrences of T^n are 3:25(92); 4:26(29), 34(37)-OG=0; 9:10. OG and 
Th share the reading nepmateo i n the f i r s t two instances and OG has 
icaTaKoXotideo i n 9:10. Th employs sopeiiotiai i n 4:34(37) and 9:10, where 
the reference is to God's goings. 
^^"McCrystall, pp. 85-86; 228-231. 
^^4bid., p. 229. 
"^TICC/, pp. 236-240. 
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and Th betray no special significance in the vocabulary employed for 
translating D^SBQ (s. Lexicology, 1. 32, 99, 119, 121, 122). The 
variant i n 11:35 resulted from a simple metathesis i n the verb i7Wy>. 
McCrystall's argument f o r an e l i t e group within the maskilim is 
based on the intended r e s t r i c t i o n of the term TQ to 11:35 and an 
intentional change in the meaning of the verse in OG, but there is no 
basis to McCrystall's premise. As for the omission of TO. from 12:10(9) 
McCrystall fails to consider s t i l l another possibility: one of the f i r s t 
two verbs may have been omitted due to homoioarc. (T3a'?n'1 TTOTI'), 
and the omission is part of a larger one beginning in \. 111. 
L 114-OG's choice renders the sense of ^ f^, while Th's is a closer 
formal equivalent. However, ^ KXeoKatvo is also a HL in the LXX! Th's 
distinctiveness is also demonstrated by the translation of p'? in i t s 
other occurrence i n 11:35. OG has KaOctpi^ o, while Th might have 
dmoXeuKoiv© (HL i n LXX).^" 
1. 115-The only other occurrence of ^ ps i n Daniel is i n 11:35 where OG 
has KaeopiC© and Th again has nopoo. 
1. 120-Th's omission of ^ 3 appears to be an example of one of his 
occasional omissions, because i t i s rendered by OG. 
1. 124-OG employs <i«>ujTtijii as a SE 4/4 for TIO. In thi s case Th shows 
var i e t y and complete independence from OG. Th employs ^KKXIVO (not in 
OG) in 9:5, 11; |ieei<rcii(ii in 11:31; ncvdXXa^i^ (1-2, s. Morphology) in 
12:11. 
L 125-MT has TDFI collocated with TO i n 11:31. OG and Th employ the 
same equivalents t h e r e . T h ' s use of v^SeXeziOMo^  "daily s a c r i f i c e " 
(2-11) i n 1. 125 indicates his independence. Zieg., p. 17, regards 
^^^Zieg. reads dnoKoXix^eiivat i n 11:35, but Mont., p. 460 suggests 
that Th's text i s a corruption from dmoXetiKooeTivai. dnoKoXtntxo cannot 
easily be explained as a variant reading of the Vorlage, yet i t does 
make sense i n the context. Therefore, a later scribe might have 
w r i t t e n the graphically similar dnoKoXw^fivm for the rare 
dnoXeDKaoeiivai. Th's reading i s s t i l l d i s t i n c t from OG. 
^^^Otherwise TDH appears i n 8:11, 12, 13, and both OG and Th 
employ 8t«rio. As previously mentioned, 8:11-13 has similar textual 
d i f f i c u l t i e s to 9:24-27. 
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Std navTo^ i n OG as a doublet and elsewhere OG does employ Qvaia alone. 
However, as Jeans., p. 92, points out, the meaning of OG is the same 
with the add. "the eternal s a c r i f i c e " and Lev. 6:13(20) does employ 
ewriov Sid nccvTO^ for T D n . 
1. 132-OG and Th employ appropriate equivalents for 7»n (HL in 
Daniel), though Th's imoiieve i s more common. 
1. 133-The SE for i n the LXX i s tana so both OG and Th employ 
unique renderings.^^^ 
1. 143-dvonawa i s a common equivalent f o r m3 (HL in Daniel) i n the 
LXX. 
1. 145-OG has the dynamic rendering 66^a f o r " n j , though i t could be 
based on reading "Tia (s. Syntax, 1. 138-142). Th has icXiipo^ (HL), a SE 
in the LXX. 
VI.1.iv. Summary 
As i n the other sections that we have examined, OG offers a 
f a i t h f u l rendering of NfT where i t i s present. For the most part, OG 
follows the word order of MT. Other than textual differences, OG only 
interrupts the word order of NTT with the postpositive conj. 5e i n 1. 
28 ( i n 1. 30 5c is an add.) and ohv i n 1. 69. On two occasions OG 
altered the syntax ( 1 . 10-11, 122-124), which did not affect the 
meaning of the text s i g n i f i c a n t l y ; whereas i n one one case i t did ( 1 . 
30, three groups at the resurrection). As elsewhere OG omits pro.suf. 
i n some cases ( 1 . 18, 83, 84), but has added a per.pro. 2x ( 1 . 37, 
106). As usual, OG offers several dynamic translations ( 1 . 17 against 
Zieg.'s c j . ; 1. 107, 102, 122, 138-142?, 145), though several others 
were occasioned by OG's d i f f i c u l t y i n understanding MT or a textual 
problem ( 1 . 30, 36, 49, 94, 105?, 145?), Several translations were 
also influenced to varying degrees by phonological considerations ( 1 . 
33-34, 117-118, 119). 
There were a number of textual differences between OG and MT 
that are significant f o r our xmderstanding of OG. The minuses were 
mainly due to the omission of redundant elements ( 1 . 58, 61-62, 67-68) 
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S. the discussion of vs. 7 i n 8:1-10 above. Th's use of ^tvet 
is d i s t i n c t i v e not only because of the equivalence he makes, but also 
because OG does not use the vb. at a l l . 
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or textual problems ( 1 . 111-113, 137). These omissions are 
characterisitc of what we have found throughout t h i s investigation and 
are not greatly important. Some of the additions are not that 
important either. For example, 1. 39, 81 are probably due to 
harmonization and 1. 89 was probably a scribal addition. However, the 
pluses i n 1. 70, 100, 126, though similar i n nature to other places 
where OG makes an addition i n order to make MT e x p l i c i t , are 
si g n i f i c a n t . The significance of these pluses l i e s i n t h e i r length and 
that there are three of them in close proximity. In particular, 1. 70 
and 100 read as explanatory additions. Of course, these additions 
would not be a l l that remarkable without the pluses i n 1. 72-73, 104-
105, 138-142. (There is good reason to question whether we should 
regard 1. 138-142 as an addition, but that i s besides the point.) The 
presence of additions/translations l i k e these should make us pause to 
consider how l i k e l y i t is that other such additions/translations have 
not survived the transmission of OG. 
In 12:1-13 Th provides a formally equivalent translation to MT. 
He i s generally consistent i n his choice of equivalents, but, at the 
same time, Th i s sensitive t o context and does not v i o l a t e Greek 
grammar. There are two omissions against MT and OG ( 1 . 19, 120), 
which i s not unusual for Th, and one omission due to a textual problem 
( 1 . 95-96). Phonological considerations played a role i n some of Th's 
translations ( 1 . 33-34, 117-118, 120, 121), and he had some good 
dynamic renderings as well ( 1 . 107, 124, 137). 
VI.2. The Relationship Between OG and Th 
OG and Th share one d i s t i n c t i v e agreement i n 12:1-13, which is 
the add. i n 1. 70. We can also be f a i r l y certain that Th has the OG 
reading i n 1. 47-48 and 129, but both readings are probably due to 
textual corruption. There are four other possible d i s t i n c t i v e 
agreements where i t might be argued that Th has borrowed from OG. The 
best candidate i s 1. 10-11, which would be cited as a classic example 
of Th's revision of OG toward MT. The d i f f i c u l t y i s that Th does in 
fact correspond to MT, and the argument that Th is revising OG only 
has weight i f accompanied by significant supporting evidence. The 
reading of the pluperfect i n 1. 56 could be due to borrowing, but such 
an agreement could easily have occurred through corruption/ 
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harmonization to a f ^ i i l i a r form. The agreement i n 1. 23 may be 
coincidental and the add. i n 1. 92 is probably based on an alternative 
Vorlage. 
There are, then, 7 instances i n ch. 12 where Th may show 
evidence of direct borrowing from OG and a number of other expected 
verbal agreements i n common vocabulary. On the other hand, there is 
substantial evidence to indicate Th's independence from OG as well as 
some evidence that Th readings have i n f i l t r a t e d OG. For example, the 
verbal agreement i n 1. 32 (also 11:35), and the add. of ourxtvuv i n 1. 
31 are almost cer t a i n l y due to OG corruption by Th. I t is less 
certain whether OG has been corrupted i n 1. 78, but the reading is 
d e f i n i t e l y Th. Fi n a l l y , i t has also been suggested that 1. 143-147 
could be a lat e r correction of OG i n the l i g h t of Th. Besides the 4 
agreements that indicate Th readings i n OG, there are a nximber of 
d i s t i n c t i v e readings i n Th. There are 9 instances where Th employs 
d i s t i n c t vocabulary from OG, some of which is rare i n the LXX ( 1 . 24, 
33-34, 107, 114, 121, 124, 125, 133, 137). In two cases Th had 
trouble understanding MT and clearl y employed his own renderings of NfT 
(1 . 49, 95-96). In addition there are 5x that Th tran s l i t e r a t e d MT, 
or exhibited minor textual differences against MT and OG ( 1 . 19, 41, 
65, 77, 120), which indicate he was not following OG. Finally, there 
are 5 less impressive cases where Th's vocabulary i s d i s t i n c t from OG 
( 1 . 4, 57, 60, 71, 117-118). 
The evidence of Th's independence from OG is overwhelming, and 
vindicates the o r i g i n a l evaluation of the 7 readings that might have 
indicated Th borrowing from OG. The agreements i n 1. 47-48, 56, 129 
are probably due to textual corruption. The same explanation or 
alternative Vorlagen accounts f o r 1. 70 and 92. L. 10-11 and 23 are 
inconsequential. 
VI.3. Text-Critical 
1. 12-OG omits, s. Morphology, 1. 12. 
1. 39-S. Syntax, 1. 39. 
1. 52-OG i s reading n»TI and has added V| yfj to produce, "the earth be 
f i l l e d with i n i q u i t y , " (s. I Mace. 1:9 for a possible all u s i o n ) . The 
difference i s the interchange of l/T. As Charles, p. 333, writes. 
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"the only certainty i s the uncertainty of the te x t , " but i t seems more 
l i k e l y i n the context of the book that wickedness rather than 
knowledge w i l l multiply before the time of the end. MT should be 
emended. 
1. 58, 61-62-Both OG and Peshitta canit these lines, but the fact that 
the Peshitta also omits 1. 58 suggests dependence of Peshitta on OG 
rather than an independent witness to an omission. Although 1. 61-62 
could be a la t e r harmonization i n MT, such re p e t i t i o n i s certainly 
characteristic of Daniel and Hebrew narrative i n general.^' The 
fact that OG also omits 1. 58 suggests that he has omitted for the 
purposes of Greek s t y l e , just as we have witnessed elsewhere. 
1. 67-68-Collins, Daniel, p. 369, reconstructs OG without x?» inavo in 
1. 66 from 88-Syh and regards 1. 66-68 as a later add. i n MT to 
harmonize with 1, 78-80, Collins' reconstruction i s possible, but 
would we not expect a complete description of the one to whom Daniel 
was speaking i n the f i r s t instance? Once the figure is clearly 
i d e n t i f i e d , then the figure might be referred to i n an abbreviated 
form. Furthermore, i t could well be argued that the verbal agreement 
of OG with Th i n 1. 78-80 is due to corruption of the OG by Th (s. 
Syntax, 1. 66, 78), and we do not know what OG read! Perhaps OG 
omitted 1. 78-80. I t i s also possible that the omission of 1. 67-68 
was simply a scribal error due to parablepsis (s. Syntax, I. 67-68). 
For these reasons, the text of 88-Syh i s accepted as OG i n 1. 66, and 
NTT is not to be emended. 
1. 70-The a t t e s t a t i o n by both OG and Th i s strong evidence that they 
read 1S.1 "VOH i n t h e i r Vorlagen, but the resulting Hebrew syntax would 
be awkward and the Greek looks l i k e an addition by one of the 
translators (probably OG). In any case, the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the one 
clothed i n linen w i t h Michael is wrong when compared with 10:5, 13 (s. 
"°So also Charles, p. 333; Collins, p. 369; Bevan, p. 203; 
Hartman and DiLella, p. 274. 
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^ C o l l i n s , p. 369, wants to omit 1. 61-62 and merely states that 
MT and Th "repeat 'on the bank of the r i v e r . ' " Surprisingly, Charles 
does not even comment on the omission. 
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Syntax). The common reading i n OG and Th is probably due to textual 
corruption. 
1. 72-73-The add. of Kai 6 Kaeapio|id^ xootov i n OG is to c l a r i f y that 
the end w i l l also bring the p u r i f i c a t i o n of the wise. The l i n k is 
based on the two appearances of the vb. KoSopi^o i n 11:35 (s. Syntax, 
1. 72-73 above); therefore, i t is unlikely that i t represents an 
alternative Vorlage. 
1. 81-The add. i n 1. 81 would be retroverted into f P n»"*T», but i t 
probably resulted from harmonization. 
1. 92-We would not expect both OG and Th to have the add. of xatpoo i f 
i t were not based on their Vorlagen, but the shorter reading of MT is 
to be preferred. 
1. 100-This is a large add. in OG against MT, but i t is similar to other 
add. in that i t makes explicit what is implicit in MT. So OG can omit 
elements which are redundant or unnecessary (eg. L 58, 61-62, 67-68), 
but also adds elements to make MT explicit. 
1. 104-105-These Unes originated as an additional comment by the 
translator or by a later hand (s. Syntax.) I t is highly unlikely that 
such a plus existed in an alternative Vorlage, but even i f i t did, MT is 
to be preferred. 
1. 126-The add. in OG is not based on a Semitic Vorlage (s. Syntax). 
1. 137-Only OG and Th omit fp*?, but commentators are agreed i n 
reading t h i s as a doublet. 
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Mont., p. 478; Collins, Daniel, p. 370; cf. Ploger, p. 170 who 
regards the add. i n OG as an expansion of fp"?. 
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VII. Summary 
The investigat ion of OG and Th i n the book of Daniel was 
concentrated on f i v e sections: 1:1-10, 2:1-10, 3:11-20, 8:1-10, and 
12:1-13, though s i g n i f i c a n t portions of the remainder of the book were 
also examined. As a summary we w i l l review the three main areas of 
our investigation: TT, textual c r i t i c i s m of MT, and the relationship 
between OG and Th. 
For the most part, OG provided a f a i t h f u l rendition of a 
Vorlage, which was very similar to, and, i n most cases, basically 
identical with MT. We also found that OG's translation was not only 
f a i t h f u l to the semantic content of his parent te x t , but also 
exhibited a r e l a t i v e l y high degree of formal equivalence to MT. 
However, OG i s generally regarded as a "free" translation, and there 
were p a r t i c u l a r features about his TT that were i d e n t i f i e d as 
characteristic of his dynamic approach. The most consistent 
characteristic of OG's dynamic approach was variety i n the choice of 
lex i c a l equivalents. OG also employed various methods to avoid 
excessive parataxis. The main way he did so was to employ 
postpositive conjunctions, but the majority of these are confined to 
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chs. 1-3, p a r t i c u l a r l y ch. 2. Occasionally OG employed hypotactic 
constructions with a subordinate p a r t i c i p l e , and i n a few instances 
the genitive absolute. Another f a i r l y consistent feature was that OG 
would omit repeated elements i n his Vorlage. On the other hand, OG 
often made small additions or introduced s l i g h t changes i n the syntax 
i n order to make something e x p l i c i t that was i m p l i c i t . Most of these 
changes should be regarded as attempts to remain f a i t h f u l to the 
content and intention of the Vorlage. However, there were occasions, 
sometimes due to misunderstanding the parent text, that OG's theology 
was more evident i n his translation (eg. 3:17). 
The evidence from our research also supports two conclusions 
regarding the TT i n the OG. F i r s t , i t strengthens Albertz' conclusion 
that chs. 4-6 originate from a separate and d i s t i n c t translator. 
Therefore, i t cannot be assumed that a Semitic equivalent of OG with 
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There i s not enough shared vocabulary i n chs. 1-2 and 7-12 to 
determine whether chs. 1-2, l i k e 4-6, originate from a separate 
translator. However, the dearth of the postpositive conjunctions 8e 
and o^ v i n the la t e r chs. requires some explanation. 
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an alternative structure i n chs. 4-6 ever existed as a complete 
book.^'" Second, the TT i n 3:20-30(97) is d i f f e r e n t in character 
from both the preceding and following chs., which suggests that a 
lat e r editor inserted the deutero-canonical material into ch. 3 of OG. 
Generally speaking, Th prefers to follow a consistent pattern of 
formal equivalence, but he deviates from that pattern when required. 
Th's formal equivalence i s subordinated to his concern for c l a r i t y and 
the demands of the target language. For example, Th usually does not 
represent the "7 of the i n f i n i t i v e construct with an a r t i c l e and Th 
often omits a preposition that would be redundant i n Greek (eg. 
p a r t i t i v e | Q ) . Th tends to employ SE, but not when the semantic range 
of the SE does not overlap with the use of a word in a particular 
context. Th's s e n s i t i v i t y to the meaning of the parent text is also 
exemplified by his occasional dynamic equivalents.^^' A rather 
curious feature of Th's tra n s l a t i o n , to which A. Schmitt has already 
drawn attention, i s the occasional omissions of words. Some of these 
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omissions are due to textual problems, but not a l l . For these 
reasons, i t would be completely inaccurate to assume that Th intended 
to provide a translation by which we could retranslate back to the 
Semitic Vorlage. Th's reverence f o r his text is evident i n his basic 
technique of formal equivalence, but i t was in an attempt to translate 
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f a i t h f u l l y the meaning of the parent text. 
In each section we looked at specific t e x t - c r i t i c a l problems, 
but the results of the analysis provide us with additional guidelines 
for the use of the OG and Th for textual c r i t i c i s m of MF. The fact 
^'"contrast Ulrich's conclusion ("Canonical Process," p. 285) that 
the Greek of chs. 1-12 " i s of one piece." 
'^^ For additional examples, see Schmitt, "Stammt," pp. 29-33. 
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* See Zieg., pp. 60-61 where he discusses the important minuses 
of the B group i n Th against MP. In 8:2, 3, 5; 9:19; 11:36 of 88-Syh 
there are asterisked additions to bring OG i n line with MT, but i n 
these cases the B group also has the minus. This i s a clear 
indication that Th had also undergone revision toward MT. We 
encountered possible hints of later revision of Th i n the translation 
of *13J>=itoVSottXo5 (p.214), 7f»=pti(iaA6YO^  (p. 215), and 
rf7B=XaTpev<i(>/Sot>Xeoci> (p. 239). 
^^ S^ee the discussion i n CH 3 . I I I . 1 . 
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that both 00 and Th e x h i b i t a tendency to omit means that we have to 
be very c a r e f u l i n the e v a l u a t i o n of shorter readings i n the Greek 
t e x t s . This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y t r u e of omissions of repeated elements i n 
MT and those which are redundant when tra n s m i t t e d i n t o Greek. 
However, an omission by both OG and Th i s a weighty combination. At 
the same time, OG e x h i b i t s a d e f i n i t e tendency to introduce s l i g h t 
s y n t a c t i c a l changes or small a d d i t i o n s i n order to c l a r i f y the meaning 
of MT. Therefore, many ad d i t i o n s are not based on a Semitic 
Vorlage. OG al s o had more d i f f i c u l t y reading and understanding 
hi s Vorlage than Th. Therefore, we ought t o be slow to accept 
r e t r o v e r t e d readings from OG as pr e f e r a b l e to NfT when OG's ret r o v e r t e d 
reading can be explained as an e r r o r . OG may be an old e r witness to 
Daniel than NTT, but i t c e r t a i n l y contains a number of mistakes. 
F i n a l l y , OG a l s o employs dynamic equivalents more f r e q u e n t l y than Th 
as w e l l as more v a r i e t y i n h i s l e x i c a l choices. However, there are 
other occasions when OG lev e l s out d i s t i n c t i o n s i n h i s Vorlage due t o 
the l i t e r a r y context. For example, (^ opot)ne9£t i n 3:17 i s a dynamic 
equivalent motivated by a previous use of the verb i n 3:12. Yet, i n 
3:15 OG employs tatqui f o r 131? because throughout ch. 3 Dip i s usually 
c o l l o c a t e d w i t h D*?^; and i n 3:15 OG ignores that d i s t i n c t i o n (or 
perhaps he d i d not n o t i c e ) . Like OG's i n c l i n a t i o n both t o omit and to 
add, these tendencies are working at cross-purposes and complicate the 
use o f OG f o r the e v a l u a t i o n of l e x i c a l v a r i a n t s against MT. 
The examination of the r e l a t i o n s h i p between the t e x t s of OG and 
Th has proved t o be one of the most i n t e r e s t i n g aspects of the 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n . I t also has provided the most f r u i t f u l r e s u l t s . Two 
questions have dominated the discussion: 1) How f a i t h f u l l y has the OG 
t e x t been preserved? 2) How great was Th influence on the OG 
witnesses t h a t have survived? U n f o r t u n a t e l y , we cannot give an 
accurate answer t o e i t h e r o f these two questions. However, i t i s no 
doubt due t o the f a c t that previous scholars have not examined the 
t e x t s o f OG and Th i n d e t a i l w i t h these questions i n mind that many 
have surmised t h a t Th i s a r e v i s i o n o f OG. There i s c e r t a i n l y a 
J h e r e f o r e , i t i s inappropriate f o r McCarter, p. 93, to r e f e r to 
MT as e x p a n s i o n i s t i c " i n Daniel. I n a l l other respects McCarter's 
i n t r o d u c t i o n t o t e x t u a l c r i t i c i s m i s e x c e l l e n t , but the general 
d e s c r i p t i o n s o f the t e x t u a l witnesses i n the appendix, pp. 88-94 are 
misleading. misleading. 
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r e l a t i v e l y large percentage of verbal agreement shared by OG and Th, 
as high as 50% through most of chs. 1-3 and 7-12. Common readings do 
not necessarily prove anything though, unless one is already 
predisposed to view Th as a revision, because the majority of them 
exhibit the expected formal equivalence to MT. The common readings 
would only indicate Theodotionic revision of OG i f they were 
accompanied by a significant number of d i s t i n c t i v e agreements, which 
of course i s where our two questions come i n . 
Although we cannot answer accurately how great the influence of 
Th readings has been upon 00, we do know that Th influence has been 
s i g n i f i c a n t . This was evident i n Zieg.'s c r i t i c a l text prior to the 
publication of the remainder of 967 by Geissen, Hamm, and Roca-Puig. 
The evaluation of 967 i n CH 2 revealed further evidence of Th 
influence on OG. Yet, i t was obvious that 967 i t s e l f had undergone 
correction toward both Th and NTT. During the analysis of TT i n this 
chapter we discovered further certain examples of Th influence i n the 
OG textual witnesses along with other instances where i t seems only 
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probable or merely possible. These findings are e n t i r e l y 
predictable. Given the fact that these two versions co-existed i n the 
same time and geographical area we should expect corruptions and 
"cross-pollinization." However, i f the Th version supplanted OG 
because OG was perceived to be inadequate as a translation, then we 
should be especially v i g i l a n t to discover corrections i n OG from Th. 
After a l l , our knowledge of OG i s limited from the outset because we 
only have three major witnesses to OG! How much of the OG has been 
i r r e t r i e v a b l y lost through successive revisions toward MT and Th? I t 
is impossible to know, but the loss is no doubt substantial. 
When i t comes to the evaluation of verbal agreements, then, 
besides the presence of common agreements because of equivalence to MT 
we should expect some d i s t i n c t i v e agreements between OG and Th. These 
d i s t i n c t i v e agreements are present because either the OG or the Th 
reading has been erased from the textual evidence, or because we have 
f a i l e d to recognize o r i g i n a l readings. Such agreements would be 
e n t i r e l y consistent with the view that the two texts are independent 
translations. Is t h i s not an accurate depiction of the relationship 
275 
The number of common readings is generally greater i n chs. 7-
12, but that may be due to greater corruption of OG. 
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that exists between the OG and Th i n Daniel? 
On the one hand, we have expected common verbal agreement and 
l i t t l e evidence of d i s t i n c t i v e agreements i n which Th has borrowed 
from CG. In fact , there are very few d i s t i n c t i v e agreements period. 
On the other hand, there is ample evidence that Th was translating 
independently from OG, and we have seen certain evidence of Th's 
i n f i l t r a t i o n and corruption of OG. For the most part, Th employs the 
common SE for NfT that are found throughout the LXX. At the same time, 
we have seen how Th has his own pattern of translation equivalents for 
vocabulary sharing the same domain (eg. knowing, wisdom) and his own 
way of resolving c o n f l i c t s when two words are collocated that he 
normally renders by the same lexeme. That Th's translation pattern is 
substantially his own i s v e r i f i e d by the numerous HL and translation 
equivalents employed by Th that are not shared with OG. We have seen 
how Th consistently makes his own contextual guess, rather than follow 
OG, when he does not understand MT. F i n a l l y , we have seen numerous 
omissions against NfT and OG that would not be there i f Th were 
revising OG toward NfT. For these reasons, we can a f f i r m that i n the 
book of Daniel, Th is basically a new translation of MT and not merely 
a revision of OG. 
To claim that Th i s an independent translation does not 
necessarily deny that Th had any knowledge of OG or that he may have 
occasionally borrowed from OG. However, the evidence of such 
borrowing i s scarce, and does not support a position that Th 
systematically revised OG toward MT. I t also means that we have a 
di f f e r e n t view of agreements where the di r e c t i o n of borrowing cannot 
be demonstrated, and of possible doublets where a reading i n OG 
corresponds closely to MT and Th (eg. 12:13). Nor can we assume that 
Th i s a witness to OG i n an attempt to reconstruct a c r i t i c a l text of 
For those interested i n s t a t i s t i c s , according to a search with 
LEASE there are 8859 words i n Daniel MT. This figure includes a l l 
proper nouns, conjunctions, and prepositions. For example, the t o t a l 
includes 1150x where 1 appears as the simple conjunction or with verbs 
in "converted" forms. In the course of t h i s thesis we have examined 
the translation equivalents of almost 2000 of these words i n OG and 
Th. 
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277 OG. On the contrary, where OG exhibits a marked agreement with Th 
and formal equivalence to MT (eg. 3:11-20), we have every reason to 
suspect that Th readings have corrupted the OG. Based on the extant 
manuscript evidence we can never know how much of OG has been 
obli t e r a t e d by Th. 
Fi n a l l y , the assertion that Th is a translation i n Daniel means 
that i t i s an independent witness to MT for textual c r i t i c i s m . There 
are also implications when Th is compared with other texts that are 
associated with the allusive figure of Theodotion and the so-called 
278 
kaige recension. I t i s to an evaluation of Th's relationship with 
kaige that we now must turn. 
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Of. Jeans., pp. 8-10, who speaks more confidently of 
reconstructing OG readings from Th. 
97S 
^ Gentry, pp. 381-382, also concludes that the Theodotion text i n 
Job i s an independent translation, 
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Chapter 6 
Th and Kaige 
In the years since the publication of DA a number of doctoral 
dissertations and studies have been published that have sought to 
delineate further characteristics of kaige. The l i s t of possible 
characteristics has now grown to 97,^ but t h i s number gives a false 
impression of the homogeneity of kaige. This judgment w i l l be 
vindicated as we examine Th's relationship to kaige. 
Armin Schmitt had already argued in 1966 that Th did not belong 
to the kaige t r a d i t i o n , ^ but there are three reasons to look at t h i s 
question again. F i r s t , i t is clear that Schmitt's results have not 
been accepted as conclusive.^ Second, the enumeration of more 
characteristics since DA provides a larger base for comparison. The 
t h i r d reason to examine Th's relationship to kaige i s that we are 
approaching the question from a d i f f e r e n t perspective. 
The perspective of t h i s evaluation i s d i f f e r e n t , because i t has 
been argued that Th is basically an independent translation; and not a 
revision of OG. At the same time, i t has also been affirmed, though 
not argued i n d e t a i l , that a kaige recension did not exist. The 
grounds fo r t h i s conclusion are both negative and positive. 
Negatively, i t has been pointed out that the kaige research since DA 
has not always been methodologically sound. For example, O'Connell 
at t r i b u t e s a number of characteristics to kaige that are technical 
terms rendering lexemes related to the cult and tabernacle. Or Bodine 
' A l i s t i s provided by Greenspoon, Joshua, pp. 270-273; Gentry, 
pp. 400-405. See also the comments i n CH l . I I . 
has restated his position i n "Danieltexte," pp. 1-15. 
However, Scmitt, pp. 8-9, only examines one of the kaige 
charact er i s t i e s , D3/DaT=KaiYe. 
Ve have already noted that Barth^lemy, "Notes," pp. 289-303 
disputes Schmitt's findings and Jellicoe, "Reflections," p. 22 
questions the r e l i a b i l i t y of Schmitt's data. Jeans., p. 22, also 
remains agnostic concerning t h i s question. Cf. Tov, 
"Transliterations," p. 79, who accepts Schmitt's arguments as 
"convincing." 
delineates characteristics of kaige that are probably OG.* Bodine's 
research was hindered because there is s t i l l no c r i t i c a l edition of 
the Greek text of Judges; however, there are other occasions when so-
called kaige characteristics are nothing more than OG.' The f a i l u r e 
to distinguish kaige readings from OG has also been replicated i n the 
f a i l u r e to contrast the kaige texts with one another. For example, 
numbers 83-93 in Greenspoon's l i s t are named "Characteristics Peculiar 
to the Vaticanus Family of Judges" by Bodine, but Greenspoon includes 
them as representative of kaige. Greenspoon includes a l l the 
suggested characteristics of kaige in his l i s t i n order to be 
comprehensive, but t h i s actually d i s t o r t s some of the recognized 
d i s t i n c t i o n s between the texts.^ Kaige research has concentrated on 
shared characteristics; consequently, the fact that none of the 
characteristics are found i n a l l members of kaige, and that there are 
disagreements among the kaige texts, has largely been ignored. Even 
some of the agreements are not evidence of a relationship between the 
texts. For example, i n many cases i t is argued that kaige has simply 
employed a common or even the most frequent OG equivalent more 
consistently. However, unless that proposed characteristic is 
employed i n si g n i f i c a n t numbers i n any given text there are no 
s t a t i s t i c a l grounds to distinguish a kaige characteristic from OG. 
For example, Tira=fev ]ita<^, 31l?(q. )=ijii<rtpe(>o, and "T M s S O B X- are common 
and expected equivalents in the LXX. There would have to be 
significant consistency (eg. 10/12) in several texts to indicate that any 
of these equivalents might be evidence of a single recension. Far too 
many of the kaige characteristics only indicate that a revisor (or 
translator) of a text employed a SE. 
The positive basis to deny the existence of a uniform kaige 
recension is the recent comparison of vocabulary in the Greek Minor 
Prophets Scroll, Theodotion Job, Aquila, and the Greek Psalter by 
*See Pietersma, "Plea," pp. 305-306. 
'see, f o r example, the discussion of ]'3=dvd (leoov below and CH 
l . I I . 
6, Greenspoon, Joshua, pp. 270-273. 
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Peter Gentry. Gentry compares all attested nouns and verbs in the 
aforementioned texts and finds agreements and disagreements among all 
of them. He concludes that Theodotion Job does exhibit some 
dependence on the Greek Psalter, and shares some equivalences with 
the Greek Minor Prophets Scroll; but the disagreements with the Minor 
Prophets' Scroll are so weighty that the similarities only indicate that 
these translators (revisor for the Minor Prophets' Scroll) shared a 
similar attitude to translation. He states: 
In fact, we must cease all together speaking of a Kaige 
Recension as i f there were a monolithic revision behind the 
members of this group. There is no Kaige Recension as 
such. Instead, there is a continuum from the Greek 
Pentateuch to Aquila in which approaches and attitudes to 
translation are on the whole tending toward a closer 
alignment between the Greek and the Hebrew. 
Ideally, we would want to compare and contrast Th's vocabulary 
with the material provided by Gentry, but that is beyond the 
immediate objectives of this research. However, a comparison of Th's 
vocabulary with the "characteristics" proposed by previous 
researchers wiU serve an important purpose. I f kaige represents an 
approach to translation that is characterized by formal equivalence to 
MT, then we might expect to find some agreement between Th and 
kaige. On the other hand, given the thesis that kaige is not a 
uniform recension, we should also expect disagreements. These 
findings would be in line with those of previous researchers. 
However, the degree of agreements and disagreements with kaige 
characteristics will provide an indication of how closely Th is related 
to the kaige tradition. 
7 
See Gentry, pp. 410-484. Gentry f i r s t examines (pp. 386-410) 
Theodotion Job to determine how many of the ^ rai^e"characteristics are 
present. Of those that could be assessed he finds that a total of 19 
agree with kaige and 14 do not, though many of the agreements are 
actually of l i t t l e significance. Of the l^L agreements with the 
characteristics proposed since Barthelemy, Gentry concludes that only 
four (36, 58, 67, 94) are of any value as kaige characteristics. 
^Munnich argues that kaige employed the Psalter as a glossary or 
lexicon for the work of translation in "Contribution," pp. 190-220. 
'Gentry, p. 488. 
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I . List of Kaige Characteristics 
Following is the list of 97 kaige characteristics that have been 
produced by Thackeray (1907, 1921),^" Barth^lemy (1963), Smith 
(1967)," Shenkel (1968), Grindel (1969),'^ O'Connell (1972), Tov (1973), 
Bodine (1980),^^ and Greenspoon (1983). Asterisks (60x) indicate that 
the Hebrew equivalent does not appear in Daniel, which leaves 37 
equivalents for discussion i n the following section. Each equivalent is 
also marked in the right hand column to indicate the scholars who 
have discussed that particular equivalent. The names of the scholars 
are abbreviated as follows: 
Thackeray=T 
Barth61emy=B 
Smith=Sm 
Shenkel=Sh 
Grindel=G 
0'Connell=0 
Tov=To 
Ulrich=U 
Bodine=Bod 
Greenspoon=Gr 
Gentry=Gen 
1. n3/CQT=KoiYe T B 0 Bod Gr Gen 
*2. pn=nA,f|v Gr^ * 
Barthelemy's monumental work was actually preceded by research 
carried out by Thackeray i n "The Greek Translators of the Four Books 
of Kings," JTS 8 (1907): 262-78; Jewish Worship, pp. 114-115. 
'^M. Smith, "Another C r i t e r i o n f o r the KoVyc Recension," Bib 48 
(1967): 443-45. 
12 
J. A. Grindel, "Another Characteristic of the Kaige Recension: 
nS3/viK0^," CBQ 31 (1969): 499-513. 
'^Bodine adds what is the 97th characteristic i n the l i s t i n his 
a r t i c l e , "Kaige and Other Recensional Developments i n the Greek Text 
of Judges," BIOSCS 13 (1980): 52. 
'^Greenspoon, Joshua, p. 277, actually only suggests that " i n some 
t r a d i t i o n , perhaps the Kmye recension, sXtiv was the preferred 
t r a n s l a t i o n , " of pn. Given the vagueness of the evidence, i t i s 
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3. E7"'K=dvT«) B O Bod Or Gen 
4. ';'JJQ=enavto9ev (dnava>8ev) + gen. T B 0 Bod Gr 
*5. nSV^ 2S3=OTnX6o B 0 Bod'^  Gr Gen 
*6. n-lS3n=adXniY^/"lB"lt2'=icepauvti T B 0 Bod Gr 
*7. Elimination of Hi s t o r i c a l Present T B 0 Bod Gr Gen'^  
8. ]^K=oi)K iauv (in a series of aor. vbs.) B 0 Bod Gr Gen 
*9. "'33K=i;Y<» eijii T B 0 Bod" Gr Gen 
*10. nK'Tp'?=ei(; ay)vdvir\a\\/ek, ctnavttiv B O Bod Gr 
*11. "rn3=|iOv6C©vo(; T B Gen 
*12. mK3S mn"'=KttpiO(; tov 5Dvdfie(i)v B 0 Gr 
13. '?K=uJx«P<>^  B Gr Gen 
14. n33= forms of Ifevavti B Bod Gr Gen 
15. •»3a'?=i:vo»jiiov B Bod Gr Gen 
*16. p '7J?/nKT '7»=8m xowto B Bod'* Gr Gen 
17. d7V^=tic, Tov aloiva B Bod Gr 
*18. "'Tn=o\>m B 
19. ')OR=(njvdY© B Bod Gr Gen 
*20. "in3=xonapcHi B 
*21. n'7D«=OKOtm/'?B'l»=Yv6$0(; B Gr Gen 
*22. pn=^o5o(; B Gr Gen 
surprising that he includes i t in his l i s t of kaige characteristics. 
pi does not appear i n MT in Daniel, but Th has nXf|v 4x independently: 
2:6 for ]Tf?; 4:12(15) for mn, 4:20(23) for £313; 11:18 for 'iT^a l*?. 
OG never has itXr\\. 
'^ The Aramaic M " * is employed in 7:19 (OG=e4aicpiP6o; Th=dicpipo^) and 
the n. r a S 3 appears i n 2:41 (OG and Th have a d i s t i n c t i v e agreement 
pi?a). 
'^Although the h i s t o r i c a l present is frequent in the OG of Samuel-
Kings i t has been noted by O'Connell (p. 208), Bodine (p. 14), and 
Greenspoon (Joshua, p. 285) that i t i s non-existent (Exodus and 
Joshua) or rare (Judges once) i n the OG of their books. Theodotion 
Job has two aor.ind. where OG has the h i s t o r i c a l present (Gentry, p. 
389). The h i s t o r i c a l present is not found in either OG or Th. In the 
one case in Judges, i t is the B text that has the h i s t o r i c a l present. 
'^ Th has tyii i\\ir[v in 8:5 ('3K) and 10:4 ( T l ^ n ^ 3K1 =0G). In 8:5 Th 
employs a periphrastic part, where OG has an impf. 
'*In 11:20, 21, 38 MT has i33"^5, which OG and Th recognize and 
translate correctly. 
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23. "nn/mTVeiitpcjteio B Gen 
*24. "nD=Taxw© B Sh Bod Gr 
*25. rmris^oti^fl) Sm Bod Gen 
*26. '»:"»»S=fev 6*8oX|ioK Sh 0 Bod^' Gr 
*27. ns=<itono Gr Gen 
*28. n3T=etKJidC® Sh 0 Bod^ ^ Gr 
*29. »fn=8i6KO Sh Bod Gr 
30. «3S(n) -|j7=<itpx®v (tTK) 5i>vo|ico(; Sh Bod Gr 
31. n3n=oo*- Sh Bod Gen 
*32. Enn=Kffl^ cwa/na?n=ffi<»iido Sh Bod Gr Gen 
33. 'pj?=dvo|iia Sh Gr 
*34. mn=iv yaatpi £%a or XoiiPdvo) Sh Bod 
*35. R3K Vf7=(i)6eXa Sh Bod Gr 
*36. n33=VBCOC Grin Gen 
*37. DTR(pu. part. )=neitt)p(p)fflnevo5 0 
38. *7nK=<nceBii/pW3=<ncnvfj 0 Gr Gen 
*39. D'nTK=^ OTHJ|ioi O 
*40. n''?K=KepK»ov 0 
41. D'?R=jioYtXaX6v O 
*42. na7K=iii>p(p)6v 0 Gr 
43. "pSsivd iieuov O Bod Gr Gen 
*44. 3"p3=iv iieaii^ 0 Bod Gr 
*45. "pnSsiv |ieo(p Gr Gen 
*46. D^ DCra=dpi»|iaTa 0 
19 
There are no occurrences of t h i s semi-preposition i n \rr. OG 
(8/9) and Th both employ i*eaX|id(; f o r f». See 4:31(34) OG=0; 7:8(2), 
20; 8:3 (OG omits), 5, 21; 9:18; 10:5, 6. See the discussion of the 
semi-preposition by Sollamo, Renderings, pp. 123-146. 
^"oreenspoon, Joshua, pp. 293-294 suggests that ex6\itt might have 
been chosen as a more l i t e r a l translation of TB i n expressions lik e 
mrr 'S, i t should be noted that Greenspoon does not produce any 
supporting evidence from Joshua that t h i s is a characteristic of 
kaige, though he does c i t e Margolis as an authority that the 
substitution happens i n Theodotion elsewhere. However, t h i s i s not 
s u f f i c i e n t evidence to prove a characteristic. 
ns occurs twice in MT (10:3, 16) but both times i t is in the 
literal sense of "mouth." Both OG and Th employ otoiia. 
^^Both OG and Th employ the expected etxrio for the n. TOT in 9:27. 
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*47. 0^53=811x01 O 
*48. D'»1T=K6ffH0i O 
49. ptn{pi.)=iv\axrto 0 Bod Gr 
50. 3*n=^oji(>oia O Bod Gr 
*51. apn(n. )=tiiixavci)|iato;, |iiixavi\|i(nO(; O 
*52. ]Bri=X6Yiov 0 
*53. ]ntT=Ycqipp6«/]ri^ vD|i^ io5 0 Bod 
54. n''n'7'=iio»8apio, noiSio 0 Gr 
*55. rrT*=to^ew>|ioi O Gr 
*56. rnn'sKcpmov o 
*57. n''TBS=fe5iXoo|i6^  O 
*58. '7'S70=4jiev5OTt|t, iirt56tT|^ 0 Gen 
*59. n(1)33B?D=<n)vea^ iYf»evoi, avvea^pafKjyiiyox 0 
60. mrr3=etKipttJtiioi$ o 
61. 12»=8ot)X- O Bod Gr Gen 
*62. TOSt and nn2J>=iA,ixn8otd and/or Hkvatxi 0 
*63. f i r (vb.) =votoKoijeo 0 Gr 
«64. 91B=Sia<TKe8dC<», Siaoffi^o 0 
*65. ErO*ip=nep6vm O 
*66. Vip=aav\i 0 
*67. nrvt-bvvt, 0 Gen 
*68. n^'IO=itp6i noSfflv 0 
*69. n'?»(pi.)=dBOXivv«o 0 Gen 
*70. fTBs fc l epn© 0 
*71. mff"lB?/nBnB?=xo3lo<«d 0 
*72. n"»nn=TeXei6iiiTce 0 Gen 
*73. nDr»n=iotapxn o 
*74. lOH ]J>»=dv8' Sv 6flra T Bod Gr 
75. Various=^|v«co T Bod Gr 
*76. TnK=KpaTe© Bod Gr Gen 
*77. n*?a=dnoiKiCo 
78. 3TQ=dYO0<K (cognates) Bod Gr Gen 
79. n8r=e6eo? Bod Gr 
*80. ]''?=oiA,ito Bod Gr Ul Gen 
^Vl^3 appears 8x i n the Aramaic section, but never in the sense of 
ex i l e . S. 2:19, 22, 28, 29, 30, 47(2); 10:1. Th employs dotoKcAtrntco 
8/8, whereas OG employs various equivalents, but never dxoicaXtiirta. 
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81. '7S3=^oo|ioi Bod Gr Ul 
82. 2TB? (q.) =kin<npti^ei Bod Gr Gen 
83. niK=Si(n(amTKfi> Bod 
84. K^3n=^epo, eia(^epco Bod Gr Gen 
85. i?»2/p»T=poow> Bod Gr Gen 
*86. ^ rnn=6pyi'5o|ioi 6t>|i^ Bod Gr Gen 
87. Orf73=napaTdKT<TO|tai Bod Gr 
88. nQn^D=napdTC(^ i^  Bod Gr 
=t=89. fn3=Ka8aipe(D Bod 
*90. ]nO=fipx®v Bod Gr 
*91. J73&=<Ti>v(md®/dnavTd® Bod Gr Gen 
92. V^^^ffx^ Bod Gr 
93. nj71=iioviipkt Bod Gr Gen 
94. Tr a n s l i t e r a t i o n of Unknown Words To Gr Gen 
95. (a^R) •7n3=d5pd; T Gr 
96. '73R=Kai | idXa T Gr 
97. Tn3=8i)VOt6? Bod 
I I . Evaluation of Readings 
The 37 characteristics of the kaige group which are found in 
Daniel w i l l now be examined to determine Th's relationship to kaige. 
Disagreements are assumed to show independence from kaige, while 
agreements w i l l be investigated as to whether they can be considered 
as bona fid e kaige characteristics. 
1. D3/D3T=icaiYe 
There are only two cases of 031: 11:8, 22. Th has Koiye in 11:8, 
but only K O I i n 11:22. The evidence i s mixed. 
3. By'RsdvTB) 
Th employs dvf|p as a SE 8/8 while OG prefers dvepeno^ 5/8.^ ^ 
However, Barth^lemy argues that the main t r a i t of kaige for t h i s 
characteristic is that i t even employs dvf|p for the d i s t r i b u t i v e sense 
of STR, but there are no cases of BTR as a d i s t r i b u t i v e i n Daniel. 
^^ S. 9:7, 21; 10:5, 7, 11, 19; 12:6, 7. OG has dvf|) i n 9:21, evi in 
12:6; omits i n 12:7. 
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The use of dvf|p may indicate a kaige characteristic, or i t may just be 
the SE chosen by Th.^ * 
4. *7!3Q=iitaiio6tv (djidvdjflev) + gen. 
Th employs iitixta in 12:6, 7 (s. CH 5 . V I . l . i i i . ) . 
8. fRsoiK iaxw ( i n a series of aor. vbs.) 
NfT has ]'R 9x and i n each case Th employs an equivalent which i s 
contextually appropriate.^' Th has o4ic iaxiv i n 1:4; 9:26; 10:21; 
11:16; 45; oimc tjv i n 8:4, 5, 27; oiic laxai i n 11:15. In three instances 
Th renders ]'R where the context has a series of aorist verbs (1:4; 
26 
8:4, 5), but O»K eonv is appropriate i n 1:4 to describe the type of 
youths the king desired for t r a i n i n g , "youths in whom there is no 
blemish." 
13. '?R=uiiDpd^ 
*?H appears 4x i n NTT: 9:4; 11:36(3). OG and Th both employ eeo? 
as SE, though Th omits 2x i n 11:36 by parablepsis. 
14. T33= forms of fevovti 
Barth^lemy suggests that t h i s equivalence was developed in order 
to avoid confusion with the established equivalence '3B"?=fcv6siov (see 
below).^' The LXX translators employed a variety of equivalents for 
n33 and that i s what we f i n d i n OG and Th. Both have icatevavxi in 
6:11(10, Hebraism); fevorciov in 8.15; while in 10:13 OG=ivovtu)v, 
Th=ivenrcu^ and i n 10:16 OG=dnevovTi, Th=^vavtiov. At best t h i s 
24 
Barth^lemy (p. 54) argues that kaige also replaced dvepono^ with 
dvTB) as a SE, but that i s d i f f i c u l t to prove i n Daniel when there i s 
no other supporting evidence. 
25 
OG and Th have common readings i n 8:4; 11:15, 16, 45. OG has a 
dynamic equivalent i n 1:4. 
^'Bodine, p. 15 offers 10:21 as evidence that Th exhibits the 
characteristic. However, though aor. vbs. occur in the previous vss. 
and OG employs an aor. f o r ]'R, 10:21 begins with the fut. and the 
present tense is applicable in the context. 
27 
In DA, p. 84, Barth^lemy discusses these under the one precursor 
pattern: 13 3= forms of fevavti. 
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characteristic exhibits mixed findings, but there is no real 
d i s t i n c t i o n from common Old Greek renderings. 
15. 'aB'?=iv«>iciov 
Th does prefer to r e s t r i c t ^voRtov to '3EJ? (9/15), while OG only 
JO 
has i t 3x and employs a greater variety of equivalents. However, as 
Sollamo notes, ivdwiov i s the most common equivalent for '38*? i n the 
LXX.^ ' Therefore, Th's tendency to employ ivoi t iov may be evidence of 
a kaige t r a i t , but i t i s not d e f i n i t e . When we consider 14 and 15 
together, i t i s perhaps best to consider tham as offering mixed 
evidence for kaige. 
17. D^J>^=ei5 tov a i o v a 
D'?J>'? does appear in 12:3, but i t i s OG who has the kaige 
equivalent while Th has ei^ xotj; aiovo^.^ ' ' MT also has vhv 18x in the 
Aramaic section, but Th almost always follows the number of ^f^ and is 
not dependent upon OG (s. CH S . I I I . l . i . ) . 
19. 'pR=<Tt)vdYffl 
Barth61emy, p. 86, argues that 'pR=oDvdYo i s a precursor to 
Aquila who employs ouXXeY©. ^R does occur in 11:10 and both OG and 
Th employ ODVOYO. Both also read *pK in error and employ ffDvdY© at 
8:25 (see the discussion i n CH 4 . I I . 2 ) . Furthermore, aovdY© is the 
most common equivalent f o r the vb. *pK i n the LXX (121/200; 24x i n the 
Pent.), so i t i s questionable whether there i s any significance to 
Th's readings. 
23. TTn/rmn=einpeneio 
The nominal form appears 4x and Th has 86^0 i n 4:27(30)=OG; 5:18 
OG=0; 11:20=00. In 4:33(36) Th has fjXeov?^^ The verbal form appears 
3x i n the Aramaic and each time Th employs ho\bC,ei 4:31(34), 34(37); 
28 See CH 5 . I I . l . i i i . f o r a breakdown of the equivalents. 
Sollamo, Renderings, p. 18. 
30 'D'?'«? i s rendered by aifflviov i n 9:24; 12:2(2); o iova i n 12:7. 
^'collins, Daniel, p. 212, inexplicably states that Th omits. 
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5:23.^^ 
30. R3S(n) liD=6pxm (Tf|() 8i>vd|ie®^ 
This t i t l e only appears in 8:11 where both OG and Th have 
dpxMJTpdttiyo?.^^ 
31. D3n=<J0<b-
Th employs oo^ia as a SE for HOSn 8/9, while OG has i t 5/7.^ * 
As Gentry notes, the equivalence i s already found 139/171 in the 
LXX.^ ' CSn appears 14x i n the Aramaic s e c t i o n . T h ' s SE is <TO 6^^  
(14/14), while OG's SE is ffo^iotTK (7/10). OG has sdvtas i n 2:13; oo^o^ 
i n 2:21; and spells out who the wisemen are i n 5:8. 
It is obvious that forms of DDn=oo(>- is stereotyped throughout 
the LXX; therefore, i t should be discarded as a kaige characteristic. 
33. ]TJ>=dvo|iia 
In a l l 3x Th has dBiKio (9:13, 16, 24).^' 
38. '?nR=OKeiiii/piffQ=(TKiivt| 
appears in 11:45 and OG and Th employ OKTIVII. 
41. D'?R=|ioY»iloX6v(dumb) 
B':*5 i s only i n 10:15 and Th has Koxavwsao where OG renders with 
^^ OG=0 i n 4:31(34), 34(37); et>XoYeo? in 5.23. 
^^ Th does employ hwanxq as a SE for R3S and &px®v for HB? when 
they appear separately. S. CH 5.IV. for renderings of R3S and CH 
S . V I . l . i i i . f o r renderings of ISl. 
*^S. 1:4, 17, 20; 2:20, 21, 23, 30; 5:11(2), 14. OG=0 i n 5:11(2), 
14. Th has ameoi^ i n 5:11 while OG has i t i n 1:20. OG has a free 
rendering i n 1:17. Th shares the second OG minus i n 5:11 which looks 
l i k e a late add. to MT. 
^'Gentry, p. 406. 
^^2:12, 13, 14, 18, 21, 24(2), 27, 48; 4:3(6), 15(18); 5:7, 8, 15. 
OG=0 i n 4:3(6), 15(18); 5:7, 15. 
'^OG has djiapna i n 9:13, 16; dSiKio i n 9.24. 
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ai&nao. The characteristic is without foundation i n the f i r s t 
place.''* 
43. ] ' 3 = d v d (larov 
Both OG and Th employ dvd iieoov i n a l l 4 cases (8:5, 16, 21; 
11:45). This is also the most common equivalent i n the LXX and cannot 
be used as a c r i t e r i o n f o r kaige. 
49. pTn(pi. )=feviox««> 
Forms of the vb. pm occur 13x i n Daniel and compounds of iatvo 
are the most common equivalents i n OG and Th.^" The p i . i s only i n 
10:18 and once i n 10:19. In both places Th employs tvxazio. OG has 
i v iox^® i n 10:19, but Kotiox'"® i n 10:18. However, OG does have iviaxwo 
i n 11:1 where Th employs xpaxoc, and i n 11:5 Th employs iyiatvo twice for 
the q. 
The p i . of ptn appears a t o t a l of 64x i n MT, and lOx outside of 
Daniel i t i s translated by fcviox^®- O'Connell proposed this 
characteristic on the basis of one example and Bodine offers possible 
support from another example in the B family of Judges (9:24).^' 
However, in two other cases of Judges all witnesses agree in reading 
k\iaxi}Q (3:12; 16:28). O'Connell suggested that evi<Tx««»=?Tn "may be 
part of a concerted e f f o r t at re interpretation" since Reider-Tumer 
l i s t s 12 instances i n which Aquila has iviaxvo f o r some form of ptn. 
Though Aquila might have made the equation between i v i f f x w * and forms of 
p r n , i t is anachronistic to read i t back into kaige on the basis of 
the scanty textual evidence. Th does not make the equation in any 
case. 
50. 3"in=poM(>oia 
Both OG and Th employ poj i^aia i n 11.33, and i t i s the most 
common equivalent i n the LXX. Therefore, the agreement between Th and 
,0 
O'Connell, p. 287, proposes t h i s characteristic on the basis of 
one reference i n Ex. 4:11.(?) 
^'similarly Gentry, p. 407. 
*"l0:18; 19(4), 21; 11:1, 5(2), 6, 7, 21, 32. 
^^O'Connell, p. 28; Bodine, pp. 26, 42. 
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kaige cannot be considered as evidence that Th belongs to kaige. 
54. D'T^'=jtai6dpia, natSta 
Th employs naiSdpia 4/6 against OG which prefers wavioKO^ 5/5.*^  
The p i . of "f? ' only occurs 47x i n MT and O'Connell suggests th i s 
characteristic on the basis of one passage i n Ex. 1:18. The 
equivalence also occurs i n Lam. 4:10. D^'f?' does not occur or the p i . 
is not rendered i n Theodotion Joshua, Judges, or Job.*^ Furthermore, 
the equivalence D'T^'sjtoiSdpio i s made 3x i n the YT' section of reigns 
( I K i . 12:8, 10, 14 + 15x i n the sing.) and Zech. 8:5, while yh' 
employs nai? ( I I K i. 2:24) and Dio^ ( I I K i . 4:1; also Ruth 1:5). Gen. 
has D"»l*?'=iim8iov 8/10 and a l l forms of 'f7'=JKn8i'ov 13x (s. HR). 
Clearly, there i s no basis here to establish any kaige characteristic. 
60. FTTn'3=e'uctpeatt|ai5 
The only reading i s 2:46 where OG has ortovBfj and Th employs 
e\>etBia.^ 
61. 'T3»=8ODX-
Th employs itaic, 6x and SooXo^ 6x fo r the n. 123), while OG prefers 
itois (11/12).*' In 7:14, 27 Th employs SODXEBO for rf7B.*^ The 
c r i t e r i o n i s a weak one i n any case since T59=8oi)X- is common 
throughout the LXX.*' 
42 
S. CH 5 . I I . l . i i i . f o r references, 
^^^l"?"* occurs 4x i n Job, but i t i s not rendered by Theodotion. 
**This i s another reading proposed by O'Connell, p. 289 based on 
scanty evidence, Ex. 29:18 and Lev. 1:9. 
*'s. CH S . I I I . l . i i i . The Aramaic vb. T3J> occurs 12x, but is not 
counted because i t i s most naturally rendered by note®. 
*^ Th normally employs XatpewB f o r n'?a (7/9). S. CH 5 . I V . l . i i i . 
*'Though T2»=8ot)X- i s consistent i n Exodus, O'Connell notes that 
the equivalence is "a common pattern i n the OG," While there is 
evidence of an increased use of t h i s pattern among various witnesses 
in both Judges (Bodine, pp. 27-28) and Joshua (Greenspoon, pp. 309-
312), i t i s not consistent. 
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75. Various=^v«ca 
Tivuca appears i n 6:11(10) for **D, but Bodine (p. 19) has 
already rejected i t ' s use as a kaige characteristic. 
78. STa=dY«fioc/cognates 
Bodine argues that i t is the consistency with which t h i s 
equivalence appears i n kaige that makes i t a characteristic, and there 
may be some v a l i d i t y to t h i s argument.*^ However, Th employs iefoBbq 
only i n 1:15 but KCAO? i n 1:4. Therefore, Th cannot be judged to 
exhibit t h i s kaige characteristic. 
79. -|Br=et)8«? 
Once again, Bodine argues that i t i s the consistency of the 
usage that marks t h i s equivalence, but the evidence i s hardly 
49 
compelling. In any case, Th only has one reading i n 11:17 (et06^), 
which i s not enough to prove a relationship to kaige. 
81. '7S3=p6ojiai 
Th has fe^mpeo 3/5 and ^ vo\ia\ 2/5, so he does not support the 
equivalence.^" 
82. 3W(q. )=fcniatpc$o 
Forms of 318? appear 16x i n Daniel of which 12/13 are q.^ ^ Th 
shares the common LXX equivalent with OG i n 10:20; 11:13, 19, 28(2), 
30(2). 3x Th reads i t independently (9:25-OG=0; 11:18, 29). However, 
OG has tmaxp't^o independently 2x as well (11:9, 10), plus once for the 
h i . i n 11:18. The equivalence feBi<Ttpe$o=318? is common in the LXX, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the q. form. For example, Bodine notes that the 
equivalence is made 11/19 i n the Py section of Reigns and 29/44 i n y5. 
^^Bodine, pp. 48-51; cf. Gentry, p. 410. 
^^Bodine, p. 52. 
^"s. CH S . I V . l . i i i . f o r a discussion. 
^'9:13, 16, 25(hi.), 25; 10:20; 11:9, 10, 13, 18, 18(hi.), 
19(hi.), 28(2), 29, 30(2). In the f i r s t case i n 11:18 OG reads with 
the Q while Th reads the K. Bodine, pp. 55-56, admits that Th does 
not support the characteristic, and for some reason he does not 
include the occurrence i n 11:10. 
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However, he does not note that i t occurs 22/33 i n yy'. Therefore, the 
value of t h i s c r i t e r i o n is highly suspect. 
Numbers 83-93 i n Greenspoon's l i s t come from Bodine's chapter 
e n t i t l e d "Characteristics Peculiar to the Vaticanus Family of Judges" 
so we would not expect there to be a marked equivalence i n Th. Most 
of these examples involve common OG equivalences that are employed 
more consistently i n Judges. 
83. 11K=Si(»|>att(TK<i) 
In 9:17 0G=feiiiP3lcii®; Th=eiii(>aVv©. 
84. K->nn=(^ epfi), tia^epo 
K'an i s found lOx i n Daniel.'^ OG and Th share a common reading 
only i n 9:12, 14 (fcnayo). Th has good renditions with forms of ^tpm or 
tia^epa only i n 1:2(2); 11:6, 8, so i t does not support Bodine's 
proposed characteristic. 
85. p»S/p»T=poao 
pffT only appears i n 6:21(20) and Th does employ Poao 
(OG=KXOI)6|I6^). However, the equivalence is common throughout the 
LXX,^ ^ and pooeo i s employed by Th also i n 3:4 and 5:7 for Kip. 
87. Dr^3=napaTdO(TO)iai 
nrt>3 appears i n 10:20; 11:11 and i n both cases Th employs 
jioieiiefi). CiG=Th i n 11:11 and has Siojidxoiioi i n 10:20. 
88. nQrbQ=Kapdta^iq 
Both CG and Th employ noXefio^ as a SE (3/3) i n 9:26; 11:20, 25. 
92. rsp=<ipxiiy6s 
Th has &PZOV i n 11:18 (OG=dpyii). 
93. nj?*1=iiovTipta 
"s. CH 5 . I I . l . i i i . 
^^Bodine, p. 71, notes t h i s as well. 
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OG has the common LXX equivalent KOKCI 3/3 (9:12, 13, 14), while 
Th has KCMcd 2/3 and a more dynamic rendering with the per.pro. aitxa 
in 9:14. 
94. Transliteration of Unknown Words 
Tov offers an important contribution to the study of 
transliterations in the LXX. He groups transliterations into four 
categories: 1. proper nouns; 2. technical terms; 3. words unknown to 
the translator; 4. transliterations of common nouns erroneously 
transliterated as proper nouns because of the context.^ Group 3 form 
the largest number of transliterations and i t is to these that he 
devotes his attention. He concludes: 
The practice of leaving unknown words untranslated has 
been shown to be characteristic of kaige in Reigns y5 and 
of Th. ( i . e . the notes r e f e r r i n g to the contents of 
Origen's s i x t h column). . . Or, to phrase our conclusion, 
with due caution, i n a di f f e r e n t way: we were able to 
point out a new characteristic common to two members of 
the ^ai^e-Th. group. When used c r i t i c a l l y , t h i s c r i t e r i o n 
may also be applied to other members of the same group. 
" C r i t i c a l l y " i s the key word i n the last sentence, because Tov is 
quick to point out that the practice was i n use p r i o r to kaige-Th; 
therefore, the presence or absence of tr a n s l i t e r a t i o n s is not 
determinative f o r inclusion w i t h i n kaige. Nor does the presence of 
tr a n s l i t e r a t i o n s guarantee that a text i s a revision. 
As f o r the unknown words tr a n s l i t e r a t e d by Th, Tov provides a 
separate l i s t i n g , because he accepts Schmitt's conclusion that Th is 
unrelated to kaige. They are O^Qni&=(^opeoii|iiv 1:3; ( ] ' )T l>=ip 4:10(13), 
14(17), 20(23); '73"JK=0t)poX 8:2, 3, 6; '3TQ'7S=*eX|iot)vi 8:13; n'T3=pa35iv 
10:5; 12:6, 7; n'T»Q=uoo5iv 11:38; T3TBK=e<Jei5avo 11:45." However, Tov 
omits the t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n of '3S(n)-<Tapip(oiv) 11:16, 41, 45 (Swcmiv, 
reading K32t i n 8:9) from his l i s t . 
I n his l i s t of words from the LXX i n group 3, Tov puts i n a 
separate subsection t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s of unknown words which were 
5^ Tov, "Transliterations," p. 82. 
" i b i d . , p. 85. 
" i b i d . , p. 92. 
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probably understood as proper nouns. I f we apply the same 
d i s t i n c t i o n to the t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s i n Th, a l l but ^ ^^ El^ =^0o8ave) could 
be classed i n this category. For example, i n 1:3 the king commands 
the chief eunuch to bring some of the captives of Israel "from the 
royal line and from the I T D m B . " Th could easily have understood the 
Hebrew as some type of royal t i t l e or technical term (Tov's category 
2). O ' t a may not have been understood exactly as a proper noun, but, 
given the context, Th might have understood that there was something 
i n t r i n s i c a l l y special about D'*n, since i t adorned heavenly beings. 
Similarly, D ' T J J D was probably understood as a t i t l e , though Schmitt 
notes that T T J J Q is also t r a n s l i t e r a t e d i n Jud. 6:26 (A |ioo5 B MOOOCK). 
CO 
The remaining transliteration (T3TBK) i s a Persian loan word. 
The reason why the possible motivation for the majority of these 
t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s is noted is in order to contrast them with other 
occasions where Th did not employ tr a n s l i t e r a t i o n s of unknown words. 
For example, i n 2:5 and 3:29 Th does not t r a n s l i t e r a t e fOTTI and in 
2:22 Th employs a contextual guess for H"W.' ' I t seems that an 
important factor i n Th deciding to t r a n s l i t e r a t e was the fact that a 
word could be understood as a proper noun. 
In Schmitt's investigation of the tra n s l i t e r a t i o n s he argues 
that only ip and PaSSiv could have derived from previous 
t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s i n kaige elsewhere.^" Schmitt believes that the 
presence of these two t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s i s due to later revision of Th 
by "Theodotion."'' However, ip does not actually appear anywhere else 
i n kaige, so there i s only one proven agreement between Th and kaige. 
57 
See also the discussion by Greenspoon, Joshua, pp. 334-336. 
'^Schmitt, "Stammt," pp. 58-59. 
% h seems to have known KTK7 i n the sense "to loose" (3:25[92]; 
5:6, 12), but did not know the f i g u r a t i v e sense "to dwell" (s. BDB, p. 
1117). 
^"schmitt, "Stammt," pp. 57-59. Schmitt does not note that the 
use of Swojiov f o r '321 i n 8:9 could be equated with translations 
a t t r i b u t e d to Theodotion i n I s . 28:1; Ez. 20:6, 15 (Swojii^). However, 
the connection is unlikely given the use of transliteration in ch. 11 
and the fact that K3S appears i n 8:10. 
^'i b i d . , p. 59. 
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In conclusion, Tov's c r i t e r i o n is certainly viable as a kaige 
t r a i t , but as he states, "The subject deserves to be treated i n a 
62 
detailed monograph." Th does employ t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s , p a r t i c u l a r l y 
for terms which he understood as proper nouns, but i t was also a 
common practice among the Greek translators. 
95. (Br»R) '7na=<iSp6s 
Th employs jieya^ as a SE (13/15) and noXvi i n 11:28, 44.*^  
96. '7aK=Koi (iciXa 
In both instances of th i s reading Th employs dXXd, whereas OG 
has Kcn i n 10:7 and Koi jidXa i n 10:21. 
97. "n33=5woT65 
Both OG and Th employ Swoto^ i n 11:3. Although the equivalence 
is f a i r l y common i n the LXX there is a marked increase in Judges, 
Reigns, and Psalms, so i t may mark a kaige characteristic. The n. 
n n a a appears twice i n the Aramaic section (2:20, 23) and Th employs 
Swafii^ for both. 
I I I . Does Th belong to kaige? 
In Th there are 12 agreements with the proposed kaige 
characteristics (3, 19, 31, 43, 49, 50, 54, 75, 79, 85, 94, 97), 22 
disagreements (4, 8, 13, 17, 23, 30, 33, 38, 41, 60, 61, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84, 
87, 88, 92, 93, 95, 96), and 3 with mixed findings (1, 14, 15). There 
are only 2 (3, 19) agreements and 3 with mixed findings (1, 14, 15) 
that agree with Barth61emy's 9 core patterns and 12 precursor 
patterns, while there are five clear disagreements (4, 8, 13, 17, 23). 
Among the 12 agreements 6 are based on one reading (19, 50, 75, 79, 
85, 97). The f i r s t 5 of these are common OG equivalents and at least 3 
(75, 79, 85) should be discarded as kaige characteristics. The 
evidence for 5 of the 7 remaining agreements is tenuous, and i t is 
extremely doubtful that 4 of these (31, 43, 49, 54) should even be 
considered kaige characteristics. 
^^Tov, "Transliterations," p. 80. 
^^ S. CH 5.V. i n vs. 8 for references. 
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This examination of the kaige characteristics in Th vindicates the 
conclusion of A. Schmitt. The most that we can say that Th has in 
common with /raige-Theodotion is that they share a similar approach to 
translation, i.e. formal equivalence. I f we were to depict their 
relationship in kinship terms, they might be described as distant 
cousins. In Gentry s terras, Th belongs within the contiuum between 
the translation of the Pentateuch (c. 281 BCE)"^ and Aquila in which 
translations were tending to employ greater formal equivalence to the 
Semitic Vorlage.^ However, i t is impossible to identify the translator 
or to date his work with any certainty. On the basis of Th's TT 
(frequent omissions, occasional dynamic renderings), and the inclusion 
of the deutero-canonical additions, i t is possible that Th originated 
some time prior to the Greek Minor Prophets Scroll; therefore, before 
the common era. 
*^N. Collins, "281 BCE: the Year of the Translation of the 
Pentateuch into Greek under Ptolemy I I , " i n Septuagint, Scrolls and 
Cognate Writings, SCS, 33, ed. G. J. Brooke and B. Lindars (Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1992), pp. 403-503. 
^^ The developing trend toward l i t e r a l i s m was discussed previously 
in CH 3 . I I I . 1 . 
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Conclusion 
The primary concern of this study was to devlop a model for the 
analysis of TT and apply i t to the OG and Th versions of Daniel. This 
aim was accomplished in four stages. 
First, all of the variant readings from papyrus 967 to which 
Ziegler did not have access were collated against his critical edition 
and numerous corrections to his text were proposed. The analysis 
confirms that the pre-hexaplaric 967 is the nearest extant witness to 
the OG and underscores the need for a revised critical edition of OG. 
The original readings of 967 reveal that 88-Syh has suffered 
corruption from Th and correction toward MT; yet, i t is obvious that 
967 has suffered similarly. For this reason, emendation of Ziegler's 
text was proposed in a few cases where he did have access to 967. 
Second, the methodology for the analysis of TT that focuses on 
the features of literalism in a text was critiqued. Three criticisms of 
the methodology were given: i t assumes that the translators intended 
for a reader to be able to retranslate from the target text to the 
source text; literalism offers an incomplete description of TT; and the 
focus on literalism is inadequate for the application of its results to 
textual criticism of MT. Although the recent studies that have focused 
on literalism can provide a general overview of the TT of the LXX 
translators, they have not paid sufficient attention to details. 
Third, in order to offer a positive alternative to the focus on 
literalism, a model based on linguistic principles and the 
presuppostions underpinning i t was presented. Particular attention 
was given to clarifying some of the presuppositions for the 
methodology because this has not been done. In order for future 
researchers to evaluate, improve, and/or employ this model i t had to 
be clearly defined. 
In the presentation of the model for TT i t was argued that the 
foundation for an analysis of TT is the comparison of the 
morphological, syntactical, and lexical elements of the source text with 
the target text. On the basis of a detailed analysis of these elements 
of translation the analyst has an informed persective on the types of 
a d j u s t m e n t s t h a t t h e t r a n s l a t o r has i n t r o d u c e d i n t o t h e t r a n s l a t i o n , the 
m o t i v a t i o n f o r t h e s e a d j u s t m e n t s , a n d t h e e f f e c t o f t he se a d j u s t m e n t s 
o n t h e m e a n i n g o f t h e t e x t . 
I n t h e f o u r t h s t age , t h e e f f e c t i v e n e s s o f t h e p r o p o s e d mode l was 
d e m o n s t r a t e d b y a p p l y i n g i t t o f i v e l e n g t h y passages i n 0 0 a n d T h 
D a n i e l . Each o f t h e s e passages was examined i n d e t a i l , a l o n g w i t h 
n u m e r o u s r e l a t e d passages t h r o u g h o u t t h e r e m a i n d e r o f t h e b o o k . By 
t h i s means we w e r e a b l e t o d e f i n e m o r e c l e a r l y t h e f e a t u r e s o f OG t h a t 
make i t m o r e o f a d y n a m i c t r a n s l a t i o n i n c o n t r a s t t o t h e f o r m a l 
e q u i v a l e n c e e x h i b i t e d i n T h . Bes ides some o f t h e more o u t s t a n d i n g 
r e s u l t s o f t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n , w h i c h a r e d e t a i l e d be low, t h e r e w e r e many 
i n s i g h t s i n t o t h e T T o f b o t h t r a n s l a t o r s a n d how t h e y u n d e r s t o o d the 
Vorlage t h e y w e r e t r a n s l a t i n g . T h o u g h t h e r e w e r e d i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n 
t h e t w o t r a n s l a t i o n s , t h e y w e r e b o t h c o n c e r n e d t o p r o v i d e a f a i t h f u l 
r e n d e r i n g o f t h e p a r e n t t e x t . T h e r e s u l t s o f t h e a n a l y s i s f o r each 
pas sage w e r e a l so e m p l o y e d f o r t e x t u a l c r i t i c i s m o f MT. I n s e v e r a l 
i n s t a n c e s i t w a s s u g g e s t e d t h a t MT s h o u l d be e m e n d e d , b u t , g e n e r a l l y 
s p e a k i n g , i t was f o u n d t h a t OG a n d T h w e r e t r a n s l a t i n g a t e x t 
v i r t u a l l y i d e n t i c a l t o M T . 
T h e r e w e r e f o u r a d d i t i o n a l c o n c l u s i o n s t h a t e m e r g e d f r o m t h e 
a n a l y s i s o f T T . 
1. T h e a n a l y s i s o f OG s u p p o r t e d t h e t h e s i s o f A l b e r t z t h a t c h s . 4 -6 
o r i g i n a t e f r o m a t r a n s l a t o r d i f f e r e n t f r o m t h e p e r s o n ( s ) w h o t r a n s l a t e d 
1-3; 7 -12 . 
2. B a s e d o n t h e u n i q u e e q u i v a l e n t s i n 3 :20-30(97) i t i s p r o b a b l e t h a t a 
l a t e r t r a n s l a t o r / r e d a c t o r i n s e r t e d t h e d e u t e r o - c a n o n i c a l m a t e r i a l i n t o 
t h e t e x t o f OG. T h e P r a y e r o f A z a r i a h a n d T h e Song o f t h e T h r e e 
Y o u n g Men a r e a d d i t i o n s t o t h e OG t e x t . 
3. T h e a n a l y s i s u n c o v e r e d m o r e e v i d e n c e t h a t T h r e a d i n g s h a v e 
d i s p l a c e d a n d r e p l a c e d t h e OG t e x t . I t i s i m p o s s i b l e t o k n o w t h e 
e x t e n t o f t h e c o r r u p t i o n o f OG, b u t i n m a n y cases t h e o r i g i n a l r e a d i n g 
i s b e y o n d r e c o v e r y . 
4 . On t h e b a s i s o f t h e a n a l y s i s o f T T i n T h , a n d i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h 
t h e p r e v i o u s c o n c l u s i o n , i t was d e m o n s t r a t e d t h a t T h i s an 
i n d e p e n d e n t t r a n s l a t i o n o f D a n i e l . T h i s c o n c l u s i o n has s i g n i f i c a n t 
i m p l i c a t i o n s f o r t h e r e c o v e r y o f t h e t e x t o f OG as w e l l as t h e 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n h i s t o r y o f t h e L X X . 
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The results of the analysis are based on detailed study of the 
OG and Th texts and, i f they stand the test of future research, are by 
no means insignificant for LXX research. Both the linguistic principles 
upon which the model for TT is based, and the results that have been 
achieved through its application should encourage the use of the model 
in future research on the LXX. 
In the final chapter Th's text was compared with the 
characteristics that have been ascribed to kaige. Th exhibits 
significant disagreements and only superficial agreement with kaige. 
On this basis i t can be concluded that Th and kaige have li t t l e , i f 
anything at all, to do with one another. I t is impossible at this stage 
to be more specific, because the relationship between the kaige texts 
as well as their relationship to OG has not been adequately defined. 
However, we can say that the kaige recension never existed except as 
a scholarly construct. Kaige research has focussed primarily on 
comparing agreements, and, in the process, has failed to contrast the 
significant disagreements that exist between the same texts. 
Consequently, the means do not yet exist to determine which texts are 
most closely related. Many of the proposed characteristics of kaige 
are useless for this purpose. 
As one line of research draws to a close, several more avenues 
of research have been opened. The analysis of TT in the LXX has 
barely scratched the surface of the research that remains to be done. 
Continued analysis in this area will be of enormous benefit to the 
editors of critical texts for both the LXX and MT. 
In the book of Daniel, Th has often been neglected in the 
research like a younger sibling following in the footsteps of the 
successful older brother. I f we take his independence seriously, then 
fresh approaches to his text are possible. Particularly significant in 
this regard are chs. 4-6. Perhaps our eyes (and minds) will be open 
to the possibility that other texts as well are translations rather than 
revisions of OG. 
Finally, an exhaustive comparison of lexical and syntactical 
translation equivalents of each of the kaige texts would be an excellent 
foundation for the task of clarifiying the relationship of the kaige 
texts to one another and their relationship to OG. 
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